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January 7, 2008
01/01/15: more workdrafts on this:

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

January 8, 2008
01/01/16: more workdrafts on this:

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

January 09, 2008 
thanks to "diana" at 'frog-swans and swan-frogs' blog for posting this on 
Dec 31/07:

...
Awards for the Bygone Year    
                    
Favorite Unexpected Meeting: I was riding the Q train to Union Square, one early 
evening when the air was thick with downpour that had not yet come. I was reading 
The Unsubscriber by Bill Knott. Onto the train stepped a friend of mine. He was going 
to a synagogue where wonderful music is played. I showed him Knott's poem 
"Paradise," about poetic translation. He loved it. He said I should come to the 
synagogue sometime. I said I would. When we emerged from the station at Union 
Square, the rain had come and gone, and the puddles were deep.

Favorite Poem Read for the First Time in 2007: "Paradise" by Bill Knott. It is about 
poetic translation. Knott would likely urge you not to buy the book, but to download 
and print the poems from his site. Either way, get ahold of this poem and other poems
by Knott. I read them slowly, with amazement and deep laughter.

*



January 10, 2008 

excerpts from some google translations of German reviews of Denis 
Johnson's novel "Already Dead"

*
One does not wish Drum at the end, Johnson from the three-lateral poem ' Poem Noir '
of Bill Knott 620-seitigen novel would have gedrechselt itself, but its time better 
spent...

*
California Gothic 55 rows satisfy a Bill Knott, and his "Poème noir" was finished.   The 
poem, similar to a Moritat, is a monologue of the dead. In harsh, fast words he 
remembers to the concatenation of atrocities, which he fell victim to. In fact, a fast-
mystery plot.   The writer Denis Johnson inspired the eerie piece to 632 pages a heavy
boulder. "Schon tot", "Even dead," is the fifth novel of the 1949 American-born.

*
At the heart of the plot - the very explicitly on a poem by Bill Knott is based - is rich 
from the home-born, but highly indebted and producer Nelson Fairchield Pot.

*
Denis Johnson is grateful for the poet Bill Knott that he one of his poems was used as 
a template . . . The story of the letter is based, is quickly told (and their act is in fact
actually a poem by Bill Knott, entitled "Poem Noir" borrowed): Nelson Fairchild, the 
son of a wealthy family and illegal marijuana farmers, observed by chance Even a 
murderer.

*
A story that Johnson's poem "Poem Noir" by Bill Knott thing, the novel is also attached 
and its action goes something like:

Husband comes home. It rains. He looks like someone in his pond drown want stormed 
out and rescue him. Geretteter but is determined to die. So man asked him whether it
would disrupt the lives of the electric chair to quit. Geretteter denied. So there Mann 
him with the task of killing his wife. Instead, at the agreed time to kill the woman, he
lets them live. Instead, the father of the dying man, and his brother is murdered. The 
suspicion falls on man he tried to find and saved to make. They collide, fight, man 
dies in suicide married his wife.

This poem, which is also in the form of a country or blues song could succeed, Johnson
transposed into a huge Showers story: "A California Gothic" is the subtitle of the 
American original.

*
The core of the novel action, Johnson tells us, goes back to a poem by Bill Knott with 
the title poem of Noir 1983, in the words of scarce fatal role reversal between the 
instigators and perpetrators as a vicious circle.

*

January 11, 2008 

this squib appeared at:
http://www.long-sunday.net/long_sunday/2006/08/index.html:

...
An upward-looking blognod

Hey Pepys, we see you there (in the strange company 
of Kafka, Thoreau, Barbellion,Will Self, Bill Knott and Alasdair Gray...did I miss 
anyone important?).



August  7, 2006 in Writers  | Permalink | Comments (0) | TrackBack

*
No, you didn't miss anyone important, not really.  That's pretty much it when it comes 
to

"STRANGE COMPANY"!

* 

January 12, 2008
01/01/17: more workdrafts on this:

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

January 14, 2008
a squib from Silliman's omnipotent blog

*
>>>this appeared as a footnote to the entry for 10/23/07 in Silliman's omnipotent 
blog:

"If the surrealism of Robert Bly & James Wright was a conscious rebellion against the 
Boston Brahmin scene around Lowell, the soft surrealists – who emerged after Tate’s 
sublime first volume, The Lost Pilot – represented a kind of rapprochement. The three
who matter are Tate, Simic & Bill Knott, tho one can detect its influence to this day in
the work of, say, Dean Young."

I've noted earlier here my admiration for and envy of Silliman's energy and erudition 
as expressed almost daily in his blog . . . his enthusiasm and wide-ranging intellect 
seem awesome.  I don't often agree with his opinions about poetry, but c'est la vie I'm 
always interested (sort of) to read them . . .

High-minded, serious, assiduous, thorough, scrupulous in detail, but even he nods at 
times, and sometimes he simply doesn't provide enough background info or context for
his readers, and the quote above is one example—

most of his readers will recognize the names he mentions: Bly and Wright are 
internationally known, and Dean Young is famous for being the eminent featured star 
of Poetry (Chicago) Magazine's monthly "Comedy Issue" . . .

James Tate and Charles Simic are Pulitzer and National Book Award poets, winners of 
the Wallace Stevens Prize, their work can be found in the Norton, etcetera etcetera, 
they are two of the most successful poets alive—

but who on earth is this "Bill Knott"?!

Silliman says: "The three who matter are Tate, Simic & Bill Knott . . ."   He states this 
so matter-of-factly and straightforwardly as if he assumed his readers will know who 



these three are, and of course most will indeed know who Tate and Simic are, won't 
they,

because Tate and Simic are successful honor-laurel poets, and ergo they "matter."

But Bill Knott?  Hunh?  Knott has not won such awards nor any of that and Knott will 
not be found in the Norton nor any other anthol-covering-the-period . . .

Knott is not only not In Print, in fact Knott is humiliated degraded and abjected into 
suffering the most malvolio'd disgraceful and loathesomest fate any poet can have 
thrust upon 'em, i.e., to be a "blog poet"!

Contra Silliman, Knott does not and in reality can not "matter" . . .

The syllogism is irrefutable: Tate and Simic matter, their prizes prove it: since their 
prizes prove they matter, then Knott's lack of prizes proves he does not matter.

Matter is logical, matter equals Aum squared, and the matter is closed.  Matter of 
fact.

*

January 17, 2008
…

LATEST TWIST

in his oval office nest
does our President worry
whether this awful oval
was ever an egg and he
a wild gene in its cell

then the hen that squats
above his troubled den
must coo and coddle him
hush my dovecock what's
that bother in your head

remember when I said
if we could lay our arms
down next to our qualms
and then pit our qualms
against our dreams

such harmless tourney feats
might hatch within your heart
some circum round of peace
a perfect arctic circle
shining in its shell

you my yolk would yeast
and motherbrood my roost
so drink some oval-tine
forget that war-milk machine
bomb its udders to rest

egg along with me and see
each day I lay one more
go zygote your god-reich war
stay my mutant mite astray



in white house DNA

when time unclocks its clucks
you bad li'l roosterboy
like Hamlet Oedipus Rex
you're mommy's junior joy
one of my choicest chicks

yet I fear your fate is theirs
ego-typical of the male
pursuing his hubris wars
he loses his human weal
becomes an insane criminal

his mind can't mend its cracks
Humpty Dumpty's no lie
all your Irans and Iraqs
can't stick you together again
you're fry freud in the pan

sicky runny on the plate
yellow gunked with hate
like medals melting nuked
all us poultry-folk cry halt
too late our goose is cooked

so pluck my feathers for
the flag of white surrrender
even us fuckfowl know what
backs up that diplomatic talk
wring our neck we'll stop this squawk

*

January 18, 2008

*
LONE GUNMAN

Imagine there's no heaven
(the CIA gave me this gotten gun)
It's easy if you try
(see the FBI boys they're wavin byebye)
No hell below us
(the Pope says you reap what you sow us)
Above us only sky
(Nixon okayed the kill so die)

Imagine there's no countries
(I stand behalf of all the police)
It isn't hard to do
(I'm programmed to terminate you)
Nothing to kill or die for
(I'll kill you and you'll lie there)
And no religion too
(you can't say no religion
you can't say that and live John)

Imagine all the people
(the Church ain't gonna weep you)
Living life in peace
(who d'ya think paid for this firepiece)



You may say I'm a dreamer
(like the Manchurian Candidate remember)
But I'm not the only one
(it only takes one misfit loner gone wrong)
I hope someday you'll join us
(gotta plug you in the groin-ass)
And the world will be as one
(they brainwashed me to see it done)

Imagine no possessions
(imagine us mind-wiped assassins)
I wonder if you can
(all unbelievers are damned)
No need for greed or hunger
(they said put that Brit six feed under)
A brotherhood of man
(blam blam I'm from the Vatican)
Imagine all the people
(all the Wall Street capital)
Sharing all the world
(yeah the Lee Harvey Osworld)

*

January 20, 2008
01/08/27: another workdraft on this . . .

*
*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

January 23, 2008
01/08/25: another workdraft on this . . .

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*



January 25, 2008
01/08/26: another workdraft on this . . .

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

January 26, 2008
01/08/28: another workdraft on this . . .

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

January 27, 2008
Scenes from the Marriage of Philip Larkin and Sylvia Plath . . . [will i 
ever finish this . . . shouldn't have started it: a one-joke trot]

Scenes from the Marriage of Philip Larkin and Sylvia Plath

*
Imagine if Sylvia Plath
had married
her nice-girl half,
her nebbish self
instead of the Ted:

can you see her spell
Mrs Larkin
out in a doodle
heart on the margin
of her doctoral

thesis (Risen Revision:
the Lazarus Motif
in Virginia Woolf)
and picture her in
their kitchen



post porridge eggs
teacup full of cigs
folding TLS dog-ears
while Phil prepares
their lunch bags

in time for school,
the U. of Hull
where tenure
has instructed her
to write Venereal

Visions: the Fin de
Siecle De(fin)cycling
of Michael Field
(sic) and her "Sick Crowd",
not to mention

Suffragette Strategic
Mutterings of
the Denoue-monde:
Re-Sexing the Tragic
Mode of Wilde's Love

Triangles, frowning if
he fucks her tongue
sandwich up with the wrong
mustard again
just to prove he's perf

at how he saved a few p.
at the checkout counter
to gloat he's frugaler
shopping than her—
thus matrimony

doth make bargainers
of us all—

*
[his elevenses

imagine what a
gossip deficit we'd
be suffering
now:

we'd be bereft of—
the U. of Hull
would be her school
and her books dull]

...... 

January 28, 2008
you said it

*
"[S]omething needs to be said about the god-awful crap that Bill Knott writes... "



—"Dark Dorothy", comment at 6:30 AM, May 21, 2005, on the webpage, 
"http://poetrysnark.blogspot.com/2005/05/where-are-they-now-lost-
po_111654885181822785.html."

February 5, 2008
friday, Feb 15/08: more workdrafts on this:

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

February 7, 2008
friday Feb 15/08: 12:30 PM: more workdrafts on this:

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

February 8, 2008

*
[to the tune (sort of) "The Girl from Ipanema"]

Britney passes and as she passes
she smashes the paparazzi masses
and all their asses lie spunk across the sidewalk—
oh taste the gust of this gutter glass
with its bits its flecks of grit
with its golden rust
and then get scrunched
by that foot-horde of fans
until you're ground
like mica-mote grains, thin
as Britney was in those distant Disney days
beware if your hair is ugly
and stare when she puts in the jugglies
but what god creates a star
from smaller dust than this—



now you want to run your tongue
along the pavement before it's gone
like a thousand stabs of flashcam crammed
into one—

against the street go scrape your shoe
to scratch up some of that glitter grue
which those collision divas in their dashes
left just for you—

hear a thousand marquees crashing
see the thousand names in lights you'll gash in
to your wrists if you can only pick up one slash
of it to good-bloody your fingers on
and unbody your skin till it's gone
to get it ready for the steadiclone—

now Lindsay flashes her gorgon gashes
and then she sasses all the nasties
that Britney hasn't
oh greet her feet as they flop there
meet your fate in her opera
then smooth-a-rama like a trauma
and move away from all the drama
before the sun can render it real   
and you're gunk under her heel
so junk you know how it feels—
when your blood your blood-scar congeals—

see that CSI sequel deal—
that stupid cop car squeal—
zoom-in the ambulance wheels—
then klung! your morgue-door seals—

*

February 9, 2008
sunday Feb 17/08: more workdrafts on this

*
OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics)

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
(and not chronologically) throughout January and February of 
2008. They have been collected in the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length. -Ed.]

*

February 14, 2008
publishers weekly (see below) wants to tar her with my brush, but 
she's a zillion better than that (i admire her work though i bet if she 
knew i did she'd like chagrin embarrassed (it's true: I can't 
compliment/praise young poets because they hate it

they hate it when I praise them, which is why I don't dare do it on this blog . . . if 



you're a young poet the last thing you want is losers and geezer oafs like me 
praising you where others can see!!   
.
      Bad Bad    
    by Chelsey Minnis   

          
       

 
  
  
  

 
  
  

   
About This Book

• Synopses & Reviews
• Comment on this title and you could win free books!
• More Books by Chelsey Minnis

  ISBN13: 9780977106493  
  ISBN10: 0977106497  
All Product Details
   
       

            
Available at:
Burnside, Quimby Warehouse
   
Synopses & Reviews
   
Publisher Comments:
   
Bad Bad moves the unabashedly juvenile persona elliptically constructed in Zirconia 
into a seriously amusing, un-blushing womanhood. The poems are equally clownish and
fuck-offish, taking on with equivocal weightlessness the lexicons and trimmings of 
fashion, as it applies to the Self and the garments that clothe the Self, and self-
obliteration, as experienced through immersion in the delights and disgust of the 
Other. "come on the revulsion//the revulsion//// when ////you bring it home////like
seafoam//when you bring it home....," she writes, in an ecstasy of encounter. Minnis 
addresses the inner needs of the poet — "the purpose of poetry is to seem as lifelike 
as possible so that you actually exist" — and is everywhere concerned with the 
denotation of that which is true and necessary to the true and necessary poet. "it is a 
poem//which is a trough////where you can make your reputation////as a 
stiff///anyway, I am not trying to be human anymore//////I am trying to be 
smart....in the head....like a pissant......."
   
Review:
   
"'Juvenile mockery of poetry and the American poetry establishment, as well as 
excited reverence for both, are the themes of Minnis's second collection. Sixty-eight 
prose 'Prefaces' open the book, chastising career-minded poets ('You should not think 
of getting a job with your poetry.../ .../ Poetry careers are a bad business') while 
spelling out her own manifesto: 'I want to write a poem because I don't feel very 
boring!' In the middle are nine extended examples of the kind of lyric that filled 
Minnis's debut, Zirconia, in which dots, periods or ellipses sprawl across the page, 
interrupted by lyric outbursts: 'if you will promise....... to be a young girl.../ ......... 
I will give you a moustache.' Many, most even, may find these dots distracting or 
annoying, though it's interesting to ponder their meaning. The book closes with 
alternately compelling and silly prose and verse pieces, including an anti-rsum: '1996/
No car.// Apply for no teaching jobs. Don't publish book.' Petulant, clever, sometimes 
funny, sometimes irritatingly flippant, Minnis's poems will inspire questions as to 
whether this work qualifies as poetry at all, though some readers — fans of, say, Bill 
Knott, at his silliest — may find much to like. (Sept.)'  Publishers Weekly (Copyright 
Reed Business Information, Inc.)"  Publishers Weekly (Copyright Reed Business 
Information, Inc.)

*

February 16, 2008

Bei Dao in English translation reads to me like the poems I've tried and failed to write 



all my life—

Here's one as transed by Bonnie S. McDougall and Chen Maiping:

THE COLLECTION

The window makes a frame for the sky
the sky's in my collection

A black rubber mountain range
the century's evening
people who name stars can hear
the bugle sobbing
the metal's difficult breathing
a metal infant is born
inside earth's fence
on the open book of mankind
a peasant's hut curses loudly to the fields
the fan falls ill
the wind which interrogates the seasons drowns in the sea
shifting the thousands of lanterns which
light the way for the souls of the dead

The window makes a frame for me
I'm in the sky's collection

*
*

February 19, 2008
etcet

*
POEM

how to remain mienous
as you face
the mirror's worst

I who scorned the house
unto its rafters

a self-finished man with all
his comforts I offered
my soul to the dust
that I tossed onto others

money poured 
from my halo

now the limp repeats
what the stride said
when it ran in full pell toward
the meld of flight

too late the salt

bare as the way north
where they lade the gates
with the way south



to repeat the instances
as hands pinned
upon the target 
may applaud when hit
your aim

trued to its shoot
why do I stay
stage-left of my exit

*
*

IMMUNE

Listening is confined to seashells,
What we call ear uncalls all we hear—
Eyesight applies to hawks and owls
But never to our narrow peer:

Each animal sense we experience
Here as human pales, halved or less
To a modest of their male-ness—
Smell; touch; taste: can you even guess

Which of them if any still might prey on
Our higher-evolved state . . .
Which of that five's alive at this moment—
Dead to its lunge we wait.

*
*

SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked 
at the blue sky of a sunny day and saw it as 
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked 
at it and saw that same blue as darkness and 

said I have removed from the sky the blue 
which is darkness but his saying this did not 
result in the sky being stripped of its blue 
to leave only immense endless sunlight 

surrounding us from horizon to horizon 
fire on fire encompassing gorging the eye 
no in fact in spite of his assertion the blue 
which is darkness stayed it remained bright

*
*

MOULDSTONEWALL 

By each stone bright
in the inanimate
light



our earth discovers
its nakedness
is disastrous.

A total wipe of the slate.
And yet
this lets time get set

for the grass
to amass
its mound, endless

immense wall.  Order
gives birth to more—
mornings ordure

the moulds until
they climb
our decay.  Prime

the sun will
soon costume
each size and all

that waits to wear
the dead in their
measure.

The assault comes later.

It rips away
the flesh of day,
matter's tatter.

Note: 
transversion of an untitled poem by Claude Esteban, from his book Croyant 
Nommer(1972).  I worked from both the French original and a translation by Rainer 
Shulte.

*
*

(SONNETAIRE)

over a tosscorps divan I drape repose
like a condom thrown upon a rose
to slow tear off the legs in thrashes
of some silken centipede
and paste them on as geiger zoomy lashes
so my eyes can thread a need
to bravely serve in the rapes
and assaults of pollution against the sky
by sucking off a castrati
while cutting my underwear
into animal shapes
till gold minotaurotic sweat has no use
but to mold my gold hair
in my cold face's likeness



*
*
FURU YOU, EEKY YA

*
Ya, the old wash-hole—
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!—
goes splasho Basho.

*
Ya, the old North Pole
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho)
chops a splashin'-hole!

*
Ya, old-boys brothel—
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho
to wet his tadpole.

*
Ya, here's to Basho!—
there's one frog-boozin' dude you
should raise your glass to.

                                                                                              
*
*
ADGE

such the strength of signs
I mean abbreviations

that before he dies
someone often tries

foolishly to devise
to dream up one

as if the right acronym
might save him

from time he scatters
out the letters

of his name arranging
them

in different combinations
or anyone's

to spell out the logo
the curt slogan

whose shortcut on
the screen asserts

the brand buy
the standard eye

can respond to
any cant will do



any congerie of
some might work

every shtum may
shtow the way

but not a phrase
it has to be less

than a word it must
resist the mind almost

equally as errata
and yet mean more

than any term can
it must determine

itself as a what's grasped
a spasm like the gasp

that wakes from dreams
what syllable it seems

to the dumbest ipod
it's no anagram stupid

so drop your digiter
halfwit fidgiter

you can't tap it in
fingertip or dumbpad
or erase it either with
your sanity's bleach

it must reach
you instantly i.e. breach

your customary
perceptions like Laurence Harvey

in The Manchurian Candidate
brainwash etcet

it must replace you
with a clone-face you

which is you instead
of the one in your head

*
*

GENERIC

I look along the shelf
for brand-name goods of wealth
and fame but all I see
is that cutprice item me.

Wise shoppers shun my aisle



for bargains with a style 
shiny and new, not used—
they know I've been reduced.

My sell-date fades pastdue,
retail reveals the true value
that wastes each cost invested:
to wipe this dust off my head

and open my packaging,
ignore the evident aging,
the brown tainted spots
splotching up under Knott's

Best: to buy me takes
a blind eye.  A lack of taste.
Half-off or marked for free
this sale's not worth a spree.

*
*

*
*

SEFFI'S BLUES

every year the same
they've forgot my name
I take some time away
and when I'm back in May
it's like I never was
all my former buzz
my résumé my respect
where's my endorsements
they treat me worse
than a fatality-show reject
didn't I have a series
didn't I star once
special guest appearance
Sharon Stone as Ceres
but looky here is
this my career this limbo
where'd it all go
I want my audition
I want my youtube hit on
but no it's always no
can't even get a video
or a pilot slot
or a Phil Spector shot
I used to be lah-de hot
now look at this wan
subterrene skin
this bone I'm in
god Dis I'm damned
Angelina can tan
but the sun won't bide
Brad Hades' bride
whitened-hide I stride
past the poppin'-rot-zi
it's me they can not see
I'm fade to the shades



I read the trades
I was Liz and Cher
but the Biz says where
so please don't tell
TMZ I'm back from hell
stale out of rehab
for a while until
I feel that heel-jab
fang again this Fall
that icky-phallic python
is waitin' to writhe-on
when my rerun begins
and my Comeback ends
he'll fuck me Paris Hilton
and lay me Lethe Lohan
till I'm gone for rotten
a hasbeen-to-be
signed Persephone
PS don't 'lert the media
don't IM your TV
don't earth to mom
she cursed the sitcom
I died on and I agree

*
*

EACH TIME

Sometimes I dream of Rumor's house which,
I just read in Ovid, is situated

at "the world's center," the core of cores
beneath us all.  He contends its windows doors

are forever open, a porous palace where
every word uttered by every person is stored

In what I call the ultimate anthology.
Where is this house, in what country?

Its closets hold not only the past,
meaning the brain's nine-tenths lost

noncognitional of the capacitated,—
because it collates not just the said,

but all that will be said: Each text
it bleeds from the future is convexed

theoretically to also heal our sole flaw:
that underlying chamber, that cellar

that upholds these capsuled corridors:
that fissure floor one-celled horrors

emerged from eons earthwide scattered,
too patterned for breeding, those far

glugglugs, these slogged zillenia ago.



Each trans-cthonic myth—genetic fragments

we once keeled our island egos against—
is shored Eliotically, in toto—

but not in a waste land: in this place
nothing is wasted, each fact is facet

composite a euphemistic peg, whose hole
lies in what we might term a zero.

What used to be the bookshelf
it swallows, and feeds throughout itself:

it sits each of us there at the hell
level its circuits need, and circulates us

around the entire system's railroad
to embody our brain a la bloodmode,

knowing its node is only made more real
by the fact each hypertold spongecode

can be simulsold for further gore:
every PC glued to GossipNet

increases the sanguinary poet's debt.
But I hear you say in ways this constant

poured out current has wrecked Intent:
floor-it geared, it steers us most toward

a surface abyss, a maelstrom facade—
the sargasso rock-critic, the facile hard-crowd—

it's said our eyes are icebergs in that sea.
Where they are dispelled completely

beyond my room night comes into swim.
Somewhere out there I know grow fossils

of protozoa-to-be, omega mammals,
animandroids roaming manuals

whose outreach program. whose proffered rim
as far as I'm testcase-concerned

should fend off every ocean, every cunning
void evolution took some of its beginning

from: for longspan has that epoch broke
when rumor heard what human spoke.

*
*

MOONSHOT

Stalwart Gagarin's
(or is it stout



Cortez's)
cosmonautboot
quashes
the tender
rays that engender
Selene's
poetic praxises and
phases—
Yuri, what you do
imposing the siberian shoe
on its silver sand
just to be
the first man
to land there as John
Keats said stranded
on his peak in
Darien may ruin
our poems' home.
Please leave the moon
untouched
by any voyage but
our verses'.  
Bring
that Soyuz spacebus
back to earth and sing
quest-else to come—
Tuned lunar time
how pacifically   
we'll praise   
the usual discoveries.

***********

February 20, 2008
Today's Worst Poet in the World

*
Keith Oberman's show on MSNBC has a nightly feature called "Today's Worst Person in 
the World" . . .

I think I'll steal that concept,
and have a daily citation here on the blog:

"Today's Worst Poet in the World" . . .

*
Lots of sources available.  Each issue of The New Yorker publishes two poems, so that
will provide me with two days' "Worst Poet" every week . . . and Silliman's Blog 
promotes another "masterpiece" every three or four days, so I can use those . . .   

The New York Review of Books always runs one poem, automatically qualifying for my
"Worst" list . . .

The easiest thing of course would be to simply copy/paste each poem featured on
Poetry Daily.com, and proclaim its author that day's Worst Poet in the World, but
that's not fair, really, that's shooting fish in a barrel . . .

*

February 21, 2008



*
HISTORICALE

If I were part of a tableau viveaux
and I fell asleep or died
none of the spectators
would notice, at least
they haven't so far—
they haven't realized yet
that in essence I am absent
from this artful scene
when it freezes to depict
the panorama where
I nurse various withered 
emergencies,
though perhaps there
is one in the audience
who suspects, who fears
that he or she will surely 
be hauled up on tiers
to replace me soon, 
who even now
shrinks back in their seat
and frowns at my perfect mimicry.

***

February 22, 2008
…

I admire James Brockway's translations of Rutger Kopland's poems . . .
This Dutch poet is (was? I hope he's still alive, born in 1934) much 
honored in his native country.  Brockway before his own death did
2 or 3 books of selections in English.

Here's my favorite:

Breughel's Winter

Winter by Breughel, the hill with hunters
and dogs, at their feet the valley with the village.
Almost home, but their dead-tired attitudes, their steps
in the snow—a return, but almost as

slow as arrest.  At their feet the depths
grow and grow, become wider and further,
until the landscape vanishes into a landscape
that must be there, is there, but only

as a longing is there.

Ahead of them a jet-black bird dives down.  Is it mockery
of this labored attempt to return to the life
down there: the children skating on the pond,
the farms with women waiting and the cattle?

An arrow underway, and it laughs at its target.

*



A sonnet.  With a truncate-jolt volte after an octave in which repetitions of words and
phrases (at their feet, at their feet, grow and grow, landscape, landscape, there, 
there) act to lengthen or delay our progress, to pause us as the hunters are halt for 
the static moment of Breughel's depiction,

caught upon his crest.

The jet-black bird, the crow, the raven, harbinger of mortality, or symbol of its post-
predatory ease.—

It doesn't have to trudge down that slope with feet aching from the endless trek, 
lugging the heavy slay on sag shoulders, it can dive down zoom, as fast as the skating 
kids. 

Does this swoop mock their laborious attempts to return to the down-there life of 
children farms women cattle? 

These adult males stand there suspended, the wild at their backs and the domestic 
before them;

their duties as savage hunterkillers and their duties as tending-to fathers farmers 
husbands and stockbreeders hang in the balance,

poised at this schizophrenic midpoint.  Here, there (four "theres" in the poem), it's 
split—

The bird is an arrow of course, but so is the artist's brush, the feather at its front 
instead of at the tail; the hairthin threadstrands of the brushpoint are feathery in 
their effect. 

The target—the work of art—can rarely or perhaps never be reached by this arrow's 
flight. 

The paintbrush is always underway.  

Underway, halfway between the willed desire of the artist to stalk down his/her feral-
furred nature, to haul it baked into the cozy parlance of the anthology—

It hunts its target to feed our needs, but what are these hungers; and where do they 
achieve rest, cave-wall or salon?

Does it laugh to demean, to dehumanize its victims for the abattoir: worldhistory's 
pogrom patrons and patriarchs stationed, armed with grins, at their torture posts and 
burning stakes— 

Does it laugh at what it aims to pierce, it laughs at its prey, risus sardonicus laughs at 
us.
*
*

February 23, 2008
reverse the polarities: a modem proposal

*
Interesting piece in today's NYTBR, by Stacey D’Erasmo, "The Sound and the Führer," in
which she writes

"Substitute, say, “language poetry” for “fascism” and the trajectory . . . would be 
much the same...."

*
Which of course echoes a point I've made here exhaustively in earlier posts:



Language Poetry, Post-Avant, etc., whatever they call it, IS fascist, because it is 
written for (and by) a exclusive group of initiates.  Only acolytes indoctrinated into its
esthetic values can understand and or appreciate it  . . .

Poets like Collins, Oliver, Hirshfield, Rita Dove and Ai write for a general audience: 
but these avantartistes write for a specialized superkorps of disciples.

What confuses most of us in a counter-intuitive way, is the constant claim by these 
fascist poets that au contraire they are in reality socialist—

But reverse the usual polarities.  Brush aside that bushwa radical poetics =equals= 
radical politics,

and consider this proposition:

poets who write for and indeed reach a large popular audience are by definition 
populist poets, people's poets, and therefore are ipso facto socialist—

but poets (Langpo Piss-Avants et al) who are read by only a small self-defining 
segmentalist elite are ergo ipso facto fascist.

My thesis/my modest proposal is this:

It is their audience that determines a poet's political position, not his or her 
proclamations of virtue.

Ergo Billy Collins is a socialist poet, and your archetypal avantpo is the opposite, 
fascist.

*
It's not a matter of artistic "freedom", that has nothing to do with it. 
Mayakovsky: "I set my heel on the throat of my own song." 

By which he means that he sacrificed the illusory will-to-power of the normal 
decadent self-pleasuring poet, and submitted himself to the task/duty of addressing 
his poetry toward a public citizenry . . .

It is the ambition to reach that wider audience, and the attempt to channel one's 
talents toward that goal, which characterizes and distinguishes the socialist artist, as 
exemplified by Mayakovsky or Brecht or Prevert or Parra or Sharon Olds, to name a 
few . . .

*
Reginald Shepherd is a tireless anthologizer of such elitist anti-populist verse, and if 
you go to the Poetry (Chicago) website, you can read his recent advertisements for his
latest olio of such:

they appear there in the ostensible form of "blog entries", but they are really 
extended PR copy

in which he flogs and flacks this new tome of "Postmodern" "Innovative" "Poetries" (he 
forgot "New and Improved with Miracle Ingredient X"):

It's amazing (or sad, or typical),

the extent to which that "poetry blog" run by (or under the auspices of) Po(Chi)Mag
functions

(like all the other such po-sites)

as a venue to advertise (promote, plug, fluffpiece)



dead-tree publications on sale at such and such a price . . .

I guess it's not surprising, though, because the Web is mostly a medium for commerce,
a market to sell things in . . .

isn't that the raison d'etre of the Net?  

And it's not like anybody ever thought 

that IT might be used 

to distribute free content, right?—   

that the cybermall might be a way 

to bypass the barriers of trade-inequity that circumscribe the traditional print media,

nobody ever had such foolish utopian 

hippie nonsensical (socialist?) "contrarian"

thoughts like that, did they?

*

Hey, Post-Aholes!—: wanna be "radical"? wanna be "socialist"?—

how about performing an anticapitalist act:—

because you're always claiming on your blogs that if people only knew about your 
work, they would applaud it,—and that the Poetry Establishment is blocking your path 
to greater acceptance and readership recognition—

so why don't you take all your poems or "poetries" or whatever you call them, and post
every one of them onto a website for open access and free download by anybody with 
a modem anywhere in the world—

put your money-ass where your adorno-mo is, and then maybe I'll start to take you 
seriously, or comically, as you prefer.

*

P.S.: the above was posted yesterday, Sunday Feb 24.  Today's entry on Silliman's Blog 
includes the following thoughts (you know how much I hate to agree with him about 
anything, but he's right on this):

"We are moving, faster than I think any of us (or me anyway) are conscious of, toward 
a day on which poetry is something that exists primarily on the web, having made the 
migration away from print & bookstores to a degree that right now seems 
unfathomable. Those older poets who currently refuse to publish on the web – they do
exist – will discover soon enough that they have painted themselves into the 
proverbial corner. Far from being a “debased” terrain where works commingle without
being presorted by “value,” the web simply is becoming the commons for such work."

*

February 26, 2008
sad news if true

[New-Poetry] Fwd: James Tate Events Canceled



David Graham grahamd at ripon.edu 
Tue Feb 26 14:53:22 EST 2008

------------------------------------------------------------------------

I just received the following bad news about James Tate from a friend 
in Milwaukee. Thought that friends & fans of Tate would like to 
know. I have no further details.

Begin forwarded message:
>
> Date: February 26, 2008 1:10:51 PM CST
> Subject: James Tate Events Canceled
>
>
> I have some sad news. James Tate, who was to read here on March 
> 6th, has been
> hospitalized with a stroke, so his appearance must be canceled. I hope
> everyone will send good thoughts his way.
>
David Graham
grahamd at ripon.edu
*
*
>>>>>>
I hope this report (from the New-Poetry list ) is exaggerated, and that 
whatever the hospital situation is, it turns out to be nothing . . .

"Friends and fans"—I couldn't claim to be the former, though I supposedly
co-authored a couple publications with him in the early 1970s, but I'm 
definitely the latter:

as I said in an online interview 2 or 3 years ago, I think Tate is
probably the most important poet of my generation (he's certainly the
most influential), and that his work is deserving of a Nobel.

*

February 29, 2008
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March 05, 2008
the tragical To-Be

*
Among the books I wish existed is the Collected Sonnets of Thomas Hardy.  Rexroth in 
the intro to his selection of Lawrence's poetry says something to the effect that 
Hardy's best poems are his most formal, and there may be some truth in that . . . I 
think Hardy's sonnets at their best are as good as anybody's since Wordsworth.

—Here's the Rexroth quote:

"[T]here is always something a little synthetic about Hardy's rugged verse.  The 
smooth ones seem more natural, somehow.  The full dress, Matthew Arnold sort of 
sonnet to Leslie Stephen is probably Hardy's best poem.  It is a very great poem, but 
Arnold learned the trick of talking like a highly idealized Anglican archbishop and 
passed it on to Hardy."

Assuming for the moment that Rexroth's right, then presumably the sonnet form itself 
would channel Hardy's "more natural" powers into their full dress best . . .

Though of course Hardy was a master of any and every mode—

We should never forget that Hart Crane called Hardy "the greatest verse technician 
since Shakespeare."

*
Here's one I've read at recently:

                   Embarcation
(SOUTHHAMPTON DOCKS: OCTOBER 1899)

Here, where Vespasian's legions struck the sands,
And Cerdic with his Saxons entered in,
And Henry's army leapt afloat to win
Convincing triumphs over neighbor lands,

Vaster battalions press for further strands,
To argue in the selfsame bloody mode
Which this late age of thought, and pact, and code,
Still fails to mend.  —  Now deckward tramp the bands,

Yellow as autumn leaves, alive as spring;
And as each host draws out upon the sea
Beyond which lies the tragical To-Be,

 Find 



None dubious of the cause, none murmuring,

Wives, sisters, parents, wave white hands and smile,
As if they knew not that they weep the while.

*
Note the balance of the two sentences, splitting the poem in half.

A few of the splits, the conflicts here:
autumn/spring
smile/weep
convincing/dubious  . . .

The white hands waving like the white flag of surrender.

Beginning with the three famous names is a poignant ironic contrast to the present 
anonymous bands and hosts, whose individual loved names are perhaps being 
"murmured" by wives sisters parents . . .

the latter want to weep, and are weeping within, but are forced and shamed and 
shoved by cultural sociopolitical pressures into showing a brave front:

and to raise their faces in encouraging supportive smiles, to give the lads a good send-
off—none can admit to being "yellow" cowards unwilling to sacrifice their kin for 
Crown and Country.

None are dubious of the cause, because they know in their hearts that the cause is the
same it always was (and is), the "selfsame bloody mode" whose "argue" still wins out 
over "thought, and pact, and code."

Legions, Saxons, army, battalions, hosts: how eternal these forces seem to be, as 
ever-returning as the seasons . . .

Yellow as autumn leaves, alive as spring.

(Another irony: there in October 1899, how "alive" would the green hopes and joys of 
spring seem to any thoughtful (dubious, skeptical) person?)

The telescoping of historical time (Roman, Saxon, British) in the first three lines is 
like an overlap of montage besieging the singular scene of Southhampton's shores: 
innumerable as "sands" the lives lost in these endless wars . . .

*
Hardy's depiction of the troops here embarking for the Boer War, in their fresh 
uniforms of yellow (is that khaki-colored? sand-colored?),

"Yellow as autumn leaves, alive as spring,"

reminded me of a passage from Robert Payne's The White Pony (an Anthology of 
Chinese Poetry from Earliest Times to the Present Day, Newly Translated), published in
1947:

this is from page 226, Payne's introduction to the poems of Tu Fu:

[H]e is universal.  No poet before or after him in Chinese history has been so conscious
of the human role that can be played by a poet, and no else would have dared to sum 
up all human history, as he saw it, in words so charged with meaning that they burst 
out of the page with the effect of an explosion:

Blue is the smoke of war, white the bones of men.

*



Payne concludes his intro with terms that might apply to Hardy:

[Tu Fu] remains to the end the eternal wanderer, complaining against the cold, the 
poor profits of earth, the sorrows of death, the ghastly (but splendid) rituals of 
empire.  He cared for nothing except the dignity and freedom of men to live their own
lives as they choose, and would have preferred to be remembered, if he was 
remembered at all, as a man of simple faith in simple things . . . .

*
(I seem to remember Berryman somewhere joshing that Hardy's poems are 
disingenuous when they profess "simple faith in simple things"  . . . am I remembering 
that right?)

(It's significant that Robert Lowell said the two greatest modern poets were Rilke and 
Hardy.)

*
I don't know if Hardy's poems are out of copyright yet . . . I should look at Project 
Gutenberg etcet to see if they're available and if they are, then I may try to put 
together a PDF "ebook" of the sonnets . . .

March 08, 2008 
draftdums

*

INSTRUCTIONS TO A MAP

Approach, map; let me spread your lats out here
and shape them to that abject attitude
conducive to embarkation: lie square
while my coarsest cartographies intrude

wild plumblines whose sharp hungers/plungers force embrace
newground boundaries as I toss more throngs
of tapemeasures in loops across your longs
and leave their snares floored and snarled there to trace
and leave them involute as if to trace

fix each secret breach of all our borders
so dumbfound for terra incognitas
my flesh will enrobe your erasure of—

underfoot I will track these meanders
and stamp down every territory town
till none can ever drive outside my own.

as if none can live wherewith my own.

as if none can live there without my own.

and rub /smudge/stamp out each territory town

/there where none can live

make them territories or town  /
and establish territories or towns
grovel
blankness/court/
/fast/ out



intervention
into their terra incognita
/our secret untreatied borders
and stay in
in that subject emptiness
their plumblines forth to force brace

in that waiting emptiness
fix the secret treaties/breach of our borders,
/secret limits of our
my flesh enrobes you in erasures of

my flesh will enrobe you in erasures
so none can survive outside my own.

as if none can/shall live without my own.
level
ignorant/
where none can live abroad outside my own

so none shall live outside my own.
till none can live/survive outside my own.

broad/
INSTRUCTIONS TO A MAP

Approach, map; spread your lats here
and stay amain that abject attitude
conducive to embarkation: fall square
and let my coarse cartographies broad

their plumblines forth to force brace
newfound boundaries as I toss throngs
of tapemeasures across your longs
and leave them looped there to trace

fix each secret breach of all borders
still unprepared for that terra incognita
my flesh enrobes your erasures of—

underfoot I will track these meanders
and stamp down every territory town
till none can live or lie outside my own.

*

NO/YES

N is for open; O is for now.

We ought to have been here forever,
adding the necessary zero to history's account,
regarding our origin as insipid;
long ago outliving any locale that might
have demarcated these boundaries

that oppress us with the present: they should
have established their stock as gods, hollow
coin passed among our multi, separate
exchange units for a commonhold—
dispensing shares of continuity to each



enquiry; while, like a mast that weaves webs
of knowing we stammer beneath a fort
lost in willowtrees, half-listening
to an impetuous wheel shriek.  Thus the "we"
dwindles toward singledom, the one-diminished I—

Though gosh if I know what's earth to me now,
curtainary tree I twigged too late to blossom from.  Oh
rind around the end, stymied-ground, soil
that extends one grave too far for me.

YES is anybody's guess.

*

RODIN'S THINKER

I am nothing and
I am a nothing,
a nope.  Already

before I begin I end,
whose first-person
pronoun mine

equals minus sign;
in the niche of time
I'm wedged malign.

Mathematically if
there were 2 of me, I
might add up to one,

but schizophrenia is
a pleasure shared
by two's who alone.  Where

my I is contains
enough room to think
Rodin through him

if that is I could aim
my Rilke higher than
his own likeness

in stone.  Steeples
hoist up such souls
to people their walls.

*

WORDS TO KEEP HANDY TO STICK INTO POEMS

voice
consciousness
morality
memory
maxim
death
transcendence



immortality
joy
pain
fate
figure
charity
pride
wisdom
salvation
matter
nightmare
duality
authority

*

The directions one takes
in a computer
are not those of the compass,
that normal needle’s paths are
null here.  Here, routes
roam downward, backward
through the ego superego id, seeking
infancy.  Birth permeates each gesture
addressed to the keyboard, the
commands that create
the never-deleted screen seem
to come from a stethoscope probing
the pelvic region, peering
into the recessed bellybutton
of the expectant mother
whose navel is a hole around which
live flesh masses, a gap whose absence
is obvious.  The navel is a shaft
into the mind of the subject,
but the subject evades itself
by the clever use of screensalvations
and games: icons converse
across this schizoid
void.  Each new program provides
a further diversion, a rhymescheme
to be defiant of,
a stanzaic requirement one can flaunt
with impunity, no crime
or shame since forgiveness
is implicit in the save option.

***

....

POEM

on the wall a boxing-glove lactates

nailed to the wall a boxing-glove
bleeds milk

what tit is it
that drops dollops
of great sweat



that whiten the carpet

yanked from its frame the room dies

my insert eye
sigh-mates
my insert semen migrates

detached from its frame the room rises
to milk the wall
whose udderlamp
drips light
that drained the champ
of all his fist

the hand squeezes for distance
massages its pugilist part
feels up the decolletage of its
diff and tries tries
to collate love

detached it rises to kiss this inert heart
this welcome glove

*

March 09, 2008 
...

PONSONNETS

*
how far have I come
to get to where
I never am

is said to something
jammed against
the thwart part

unless the rhyme arrives
its time has too
though ineffective till

reach the sill where
there's more
for your ponder to will new

themes from when
its own finds all

*
the bouquet resists the sobriquet
almost successfully

one might say
but no idea comprehends

our faltering toe sooner than this
and yet it is so

that drought-cracks lack



exactitude

nicknames are applicable
to the silence perhaps

I guess
but I wondered

whether days died beside their hours
or their ways

*
if every beginning
is captured cry
by slaves of the end

will I shiver
like a tuningfork
touched to a flame

when my sword
is nailed to the dawn
with caedmon skill

like cigarette aligned
to accentuate
the cheekbone

what good is
a genesis
confined in seed

*
*

March 10, 2008
this interview appeared on the "bookslut" website three years ago; 
note particularly my comments on James Tate:
...

February 2005

Adam Travis

features

An Interview with Bill Knott

I knew close to nothing about Bill Knott before we did this 
interview. The Unsubscriber is his first book in at least a decade, and 
articles on him are rare.* Yet he seems legendary. In the late sixties he
came onto the scene with some fanfare and critical acclaim with a 
book published under the name Saint Geraud, supposedly a young man 
who had died two years prior. Eventually the critical acclaim passed 

(as critical acclaim always does), and until now Knott has had only occasional luck 
getting his work out with a big press. But he likes it that way. After we did this 
interview, Knott sent me a few inscribed books: one copy of The Unsubscriber (a 
beautiful hardcover from FSG, probably the best literary press in the country), and 
four homemade collections of new and old poems. Never have books of poetry pleased
me so much as Knott’s four homemade volumes. Since he started writing in the 



sixties, Knott has consistently been one of the most interesting American poets. And 
still is.

Bill Knott answered a few of my questions about poetry, bad guys, and punk   rock.

How is American poetry (as institution and art) different now from   when you first 
came to it?

Different? I don't know. Is it just more of the same, numerically. More mags,   more 
venues, more groups/theories. But are they simply exponentials of what   was already 
there in 1960, when I started? Because the big change, assuming   there was one, 
happened in post-war 1945-55: from Mod to PostMod, wasn’t   it? Or was it Lowell'sLife
  Studies in 1959? In any case, it was all over before I got there. Luckily.

How has institutionalized “creative writing” changed American   literature?

Widened its base from the Ivy League bastions or bastards (to quote W.C. Williams,   
“There’re a lot of bastards out there!”) who still control   it anyway. There’s no 
escape from their hegemony. But what is “American   Literature”? Define it as: Works 
written in English by citizens of the   United States. But what happens to AmerLit 
when, as demographic projections   forecast, most USAs speak and write in Spanish? 
What happens when the Armada   sails up the Thames and burns down the Globe and 
all its Folios? Lope de Shakespeare   Vega.

What occupation, besides poetry, interests you most (i.e. music, business,   
cartography)?

Like a lot of poets, I fantasize about playwriting, the rehearsal-table, the   stage-
dust, and above all those endless rows of seats, which the audience (a   lynch mob 
wearing haloes) enters with such exit-excitement.

If you could have grown up a poet of any other time and country, when   and where?

I’d rather have been -- would rather be -- a contemporary British poet,   because 
British poets have more freedom in the practice of their art than USA   poets. Take 
one example, Carol Ann Duffy: she’s free to write any kind   of poem she wants to, 
and she does, brilliantly. (She’s the best Brit   since Larkin, another poet who proves 
my point.) But we USAs are bound, constrained   to cultivate our own little 
specialties, to po-hoe our separate plots, each   scratched-at piss-patch. What sign 
appears on every US-Po book? “NO TRESPASSING.”   Or to use another metaphor, you 
buy a six-pack of Coke you don’t want   the 4th can to contain Pepsi, you buy a 
Charles Wright you don’t want   to find on page 24 an Olds-type attempt. Buy a 
Graham, you get Graham, not Levine.   Brand names, all of which are carefully 
quality-controlled by market forces.   But somehow the grass is greener in England. 
They do it better, it seems to   me. There the poets aren't locked into straitjacket 
trademark styles and roles.   Think of poor Louise Gluck: imagine her even 
adumbrating some of Duffy’s   different modes. Gluck is stuck. All us USApos are.

What poet, in all history, do you most admire?

Well, any poet who succeeds is admirable. James Tate is admirable: the most   
naturally gifted poet of my generation, the one of us with the greatest innate   
genius. What’s most admirable is how he worked harder than anyone to develop   
those endowments: how his efforts grew until he stands now as the most influential   
poet of our day, deserving of a Nobel at least. But historically, in all history?   One 
poet? So many were destroyed by history: Mayakovsky, Tsvetaeva, the list   is endless. 
Any poet whose work survives the cataclysms. Both Brecht and his   bete-noire alter 
ego, Benn. And how can one not admire Plath? If I had to choose   one, one only, it 
would be Plath.

Does contemporary American poetry matter?

It matters to poets, and they're the only ones who matter. But matter itself   may be 
the perpetual question: as Andre Breton always insisted on Surrealism's   being a 
materialist philosophy, insisted on its refutation of the idealist charms   of Symbolism.
Surrealism in turn caused Paul Valery to declare, "Everything   changes except the 
avant-garde." Change, the transformation of matter,   Fermi, Hiroshima, Samuel 
Johnson kicking a rock to refute Bishop Berkeley, the   "dirty bomb,” the "suitcase 
nuke,” it's all too believable,   too real. It matters till nothing does.



Many poets today are just as occupied being critics as they are with   the art itself. 
What, in your opinion, has writing criticism got to do with   writing poetry?

It's obviously been for many great poets (from Horace to Basho to Coleridge   to Eliot 
et al) an important part of their engagement with the art.

Do you enjoy poetry readings?

I have on occasion. I prefer to read the poems on the page while listening   to the 
poet.

Do you read mostly novels, poetry, or periodicals?

Mostly poetry, often the same books, the same poems, over and over. Also this   past 
year a lot of plays because I’m trying to write them (I’ve   done two, and three others
are in process).

Do you read any internet journals / magazines / weblogs?

Yes, usually. I look at Poetry Daily, and   a website called The Page.

What book(s) are you reading right now?

A biography of Patricia Highsmith; Tom Paulin's new book of verse translations;   Clara 
S., a play by Elfriede Jelinek. Etc.

Who is the worst “bad guy” in all history?

Guys plural: males: the Y chromosome. God. And all His clones.

Who is the worst “bad guy” in all poetry?

Me. (Huh!)

What is your least favorite poem of the 20th century?

You mean my least favorite well-known poem... it has to be "Briggflatts" [by Basil 
Bunting]    which is so bad it could have been written in collaboration by the two 
worst   poets alive, J. H. Prynne and Jane Hirshfield. (The basilisk and the bunter.)

Does rock music interest you at all? If so, what kinds, bands, etc?   If not, what music 
do you listen to?

I don't like music; I try to listen to as little of it as possible. Anybody   who reads 
poetry can see the ubiquitous self-doubts poets evince regarding the   validity/value 
of their art. Compare that to the eternally smug self-satisfied   attitudes exhibited by 
the advocates and practitioners of music. They take it   for granted that music is the 
highest art, the universal art, the only art that   transcends all borders and babels. 
They never question that given assumption.   The arrogance of composers and 
musicians is insufferable. They really believe   Pater's dictum that all the other arts 
are inferior, that all the other arts   "aspire towards the condition of music." But every
military that ever   marched out to murder rape and destroy was led by what art: 
were those armies   fronted by poets extemporizing verse -- by sculptors squeezing 
clay -- by painters   wielding brushes -- actors posing soliloquies? No, the art that led 
those killers   forth, the art whose urgent strident rhythms stirred and spurred their 
corresponding   bloodlust, was the art to which they felt closest, the art that mirrored
their   evil egos. That's why they have always put music up there at the vanguard of   
their war-ranks, because not only is it the emblem, the fore-thrust insignia   of their 
purpose, it is their purpose: it is the condition to which they aspire.

Why in 1965, did you publish a book under the name “Saint Geraud”?  

It was 1968, and the answer is: Pretentiousness. Stupidity. I justified it   to myself at 
the time by noting that two of my then-favorites (Eluard and Neruda,   neither of 
whom mean much to me now) were pen-named poets. I wanted to emulate   them.

What (if anything at all) do tricks, hoaxes, and games have to do with   your work?

Nothing. Nothing I'm aware of. If I knew the ways I delude myself, then I wouldn't   be 
self-deluded, theoretically. The fraud I am is evident to everyone but me.

What, in your opinion, is the greatest literary hoax of all time? (interpret   “hoax” any
way you want.)



I've never been interested enough in them to have an opinion; I haven't read   the 
articles and books. They’re a waste of time, seems to me.

What language has had the greatest influence on your work?

English. I don't know any others.

Dostoevsky or Tolstoy?

I've read some of the former, but none of the latter.

Pound or Eliot?

Eliot.

What, in your work, matters more: sound or meaning?

Paul Valery said that poetry is a prolonged hesitation between sound and sense.   But 
the argument (the hesitation) goes to the question of intent, or to use   the term 
preferred by Octavio Paz, temptation. We oscillate (according to Paz)   between the 
"religious temptation" and the "revolutionary temptation."   If the poem is an autotelic
entity, an end-in-itself, then sound is more important.   But if it is (if it should try to 
be) a medium to convey philosophical/spiritual/intellectual/political   truths, then 
obviously meaning is the foremost duty of the poet. It's Benn vs.   Brecht. Oh, you got 
your Heaney who can do both, can reconcile the conflicting   polar pulls, can wrestle 
those welter-threads through his Gordian eyelets and   present us with a triumphant 
"harvest bow." Not me: compared to him,   I'm knotless.

For how long did you work on The Unsubscriber?

It's a selection from 2 or 3 book-length manuscripts, from a 10 to12 year period   
during which those 2 or 3 books were rejected by dozens of publishers. I can   provide 
a list if you’d like.

If anything at all, what does the title of the book mean to you?

My original title was Similar Views, which came from this exchange   in Wodehouse 
(which I've somewhat shortened):
  ‘ “It is my temperament,” said the poet. “I dislike   all dead things. . . . Give me life
and joy and beauty.”
  “Many sensitive souls in your line of business hold similar views,”   Mr. Mulliner 
assured him.’ 
  (from: The Unpleasantness at Bludleigh Court). 
  (—But SV lacks the hyperbole a title needs; doesn't it?)

How does it feel to have The Unsubscriber brought out by Farrar,   Straus and Giroux?

Many sensitive souls in my line of business hold similar views: we actually   prefer to 
work in low-budget independent films -- that's where the challenging   roles are, that's
where one can really grow as an artist, and that's why we're   always appearing in big-
studio blockbusters. But honest I TRIED to get Pitt   and Iowa and Rat Vomit Review 
and Dan Halpern's National Poetry Series and all   those other places to publish my 
book. I entered all their annual contests,   or all the ones I could afford. But after 
their rejections, there was no recourse.   I had to lower my hopes and eat crow. None 
of them would publish it, so I was   forced to go with FSG.

*

Afterthought today, Monday March 10:

Prynne is still one of my two worst living poets, but I'm demoting Jane Hirshfield, and 
replacing her with Mary Ruefle.  Ruefle is even worse than Martha Ronk because 
Ruefle at least looks like she may have some talent as opposed to the Ronkster who 
has none.  But Ruefle wastes that talent on writing piffle, or as I've called it in an 
earlier post here, Ruefle-puefle.

*

March 11, 2008 
A new vogue for the Disaster Poem?



...

*
*
though the day is lingers now and longeurs
can we still attain to its names or share
a unicorn brassiere worn by Madonna
who only has to glance in glass to go voyeur

I wish it was that easy for the rest of us
every private term of sweetheartment
must have given husk to her voice
tongueless auctioneer of ourlooms

same poem not in sync with its ampersands
Dante centipede I thought in grids of it
I wish it was that easy to rest against

he is still attending to his entrance
so you must rise and strew an alms after
this very day you shall be with me in Montage-Ra

*

*
The time actors take to make up
delays the inevitable fall of the mask
worn by the audience, though maybe
a throwaway gesture will do, like

goalposts with whips curled around
them, all lashings of wit await their
cue stage-rear where the one playing
the door's grafted onto the wall's skin——

this is only human, the halts in line,
the queue with no A at its head.  No
solving of the riddle today, sufficer.

Romeo at age 8 or 9 kicking soccer
doesn't know yet even in a vacuum
one can easily stray out of bounds.

*

*

Long crumbs fall from the fado, the fade,
I love those whom nothing may try to harm.
I caress the plus of firsts who insist most
on growing primary.  It augurs well the while.

It angels hell the style I try to edit dumb
each time I think of your extinct.  And yet
the bad's my trade-coat.  The good's shrugged
chinook from my shoulders, coolscowl.

My theme flares whenever they fly kites
at weddings to prove the sky is a false bottom,
a trapdoor for beards to enter the ceremony:

what long crumbs fall from the bride's cake.



The groom tango-wades away, swept-debris.
Slug: A new vogue for the Disaster Poem?

*

March 12, 2008 
sonnetaire: sonnet/solitaire (the game of solitaire and the sonnet 
combined)

...

SONNETAIRE

what if I could
somehow combine
the games of

solitaire
and sonnet what
the heck would
the rules be for

this cross pastime
and would you
even know if

you won ahah
last card slapped
down first word
or what

*

in the game
of sonnetaire

you lay down
fourteen lines or

piles of cards
or words as

you prefer
either combo

is irrefutable
and if you deal

the permutations
of it right

you win
a copy of the rulebook

*

Would it be possible to create a game that combined the rules for the sonnet and the 
rules for solitaire, an amalgam of the two, with a set of guidelines one would be able 
to follow and play . . .

I wonder; 52 cards and 14 lines, how would the mathematical interfaces work, if 



indeed they could.

Or should the term be: sonnetarot.  Using a tarot deck instead of the other.

Four stanzas and four suits.

Joker volte.

*

*

COMMENTS

now by Errina exhumed

Posted by: Barry Curran | March 19, 2008 at 02:07 AM

consumed

Posted by: maya jade | March 18, 2008 at 10:46 PM

what we know to be "sappho" is
an artifact of victorian poetics - '..onsumed by a promethean fire...'

Posted by: maya jade | March 18, 2008 at 10:45 PM

So much energy lost building
empty Promethean tombs

Posted by: Barry Curran | March 18, 2008 at 07:43 PM

... and a most phatic purring of the Naiads wading up to their tapering ankles
in the austral dawn

Posted by: Barry Curran | March 16, 2008 at 05:00 PM

http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3806/is_200211/ai_n9161498/pg_5

ahh fortuitously proponed, fellow austral spawn
& a benignant find, post-kittykip
*progknottstication*
-spate sated-

Posted by: maya jade | March 16, 2008 at 11:44 AM

Who is Maya Jade and why is she alleterating these things about me?

Posted by: Barry Curran | March 15, 2008 at 12:47 AM

berrykoran burycourant should you try your tips at this set pleaseplease send 
this way some aftermath - mayajade@uga.edu

my swamisalmagundi stock seeks constant replenishing - revered, orisons, all 
that in thanks.. pleas!

Posted by: maya jade | March 14, 2008 at 11:17 AM

A curious idea. You could base it on a truncated sonnet or just add four Jokers 
to the deck and claim it was within the scope of poetic license.

And Jokers of course are no strangers to poetry. They'd fit right in.



Posted by: Barry Curran | March 14, 2008 at 04:03 AM

March 13, 2008
dumdrafts

...

*

I wish my lovers would stop
pretending to be my genitalia,
chessman's gloves flung to ground.

Like a part in the hair we wander
through to find the vaingrays of,
the fears life uses to invent us
are over before it's post-apres.

Tonight's movie shares its marquee's
darkness, a knife's wealth is flesh,
poverty buys the calendar a day,
like smoke drifting from fix-point.

Seiged far by mortal forces
the stars' hurtled faces are
anonymously first to burst theirs.

*

A little breath is misting itself
with me, a snapped off twig
or sap that jumps the yawn—

Aspirations leapgap, they make
the ripple on the lake linger
with circle-sorcery.  Kindest

thought when all is lost, stray

Dice game inside a flag-draped coffin.

Limbs are lethal clamped in sate

The elusive lines in our palms
resemble a key's cuts, jag-edged
unlock fate-chain-chart.  Future—

Black and white movies can be
entered via the black and white
emissions but never by the techni.

lets opposite
stride your wedsaddle carpets
Brushed by roundtrip tickets in
the gathermaze

let's buy a roundtrip ticket
to the maze today
but a ticket to the maze
is always one-way



*
as rarest flowers you blossom
in out of way places small
of back say or nook of knee

your loveliness is always unexpected
and always has to be
stepped back one step from

*
I blossom as rarest
flowers in out of way
places inaccessible
valleys and capes
/crevices/crags which no
one ever reaches to see
while the face of me
is outward ugly   /is public ugly

*

here the poem
emerges from
the nonce it wants
to be the non
sense of unless
it's one itself
in which case
no problem

/the poem comes from
the nonce it wants
to be unless
it's already
one itself and
if that's the case
what's the problem

*

*

March 14, 2008
BILL KNOTT NEW BOOK OF POEMS MARCH 2008: DOWNLOAD FREE PDF

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original NEW POEMS MARCH 
2008 03_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

* 

March 15, 2008

11th-Mar-2008 11:51 pm (UTC) - Not Knott

Anonymous



Knott, from his early days on, has always had a kind of nutty genius for promoting 
himself, shamelessly promoting himself. I see he's up to his old tricks again. He never 
was much of a poet, and maybe now he's at last recognizing that. It's about time. Oh, 
he stumbled onto writing an ok poem here and there, like many of his time, but most 
of the stuff he published was trivia and will be regarded by history as trivia, if anyone
notices it at all. A look at his website will confirm his lack of stature. And I say this 
having nothing against the man, just that his poetry should have been given any 
attention at all and that he actually was given a college teaching position, for gawds 
sakes--it boggles the mind.

COMMENTS

Don't take this wrong, Bill. But I wonder if Anonymous is a new pseudonym for 
St. Geraud. I mean, i can definitely see you sharing this same view of yourself, 
though I hope only occasionally.

But lets say, for argument, there is truth to this. So what? People are still 
talking about your work and arguing over its place in history. There are worse 
ends.

Posted by: Steve | March 19, 2008 at 06:06 AM

mmm more prizes indeed-
my R metacarpus endorses this

Posted by: maya jade | March 17, 2008 at 07:17 PM

omerta: have gotten some or many.

Posted by: Barry Curran | March 17, 2008 at 06:05 PM

The only reason Bill Knott has gotten more prizes is because his poems actually 
gotten poeple laid.

Posted by: Barry Curran | March 17, 2008 at 06:00 PM

I like "nutty genius" (pistachio?), but you'd have to define trivia WAY upward to 
include your poems. Besides, Anon's judgement is useless because it has no 
context. Hell, he could be rejecting Knott in favor of James Whitcomb Riley or 
some such, yes? As it stands, it's just another random thought-gnat from a 
kvetcher who doesn't have the guts to sign his—her?—name.

Posted by: Joe Hutchison 

drafts . . . this second stanza is killing me, i didn't get it right the first 
time, and here are more flailings at it

*

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from March 2008 through March 2009 and have been collected
in the PDF “DRAFTS_ THERES THE RUB”, in the WORKDRAFTS 
section of www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length ]
*
...



THERE'S THE RUB

Envying young poets the rage
You wish you could reverse your night
And wake up days upon their page
As old as them, as debut-bright.

Who's rutting words with coital might—
Shouldering shut what phrase's cage—
If miracle would shed its light
You'd rise revised to that stud stage.

But listen to my wizened sage:
He claims there's one disadvantage
Should time renew you neophyte—

There'd be one catch you'd hate, one spite:
Remember if you were their age
You'd have to write the way they write.

/

If miracle would send   share   spare    spurt   shoot
thrust    spot   lend   burst   aim

theme      stream      ram      aim

If miracle would spurt its light
If miracle would spill its light
who's rutting words to jesus christ

to feel the jolt when words slut right

when currs mutt right
when slurs luck
to climax slurs you slut just right

If miracle could aim its light

If miracle would seed its light

If miracle would bleed its light

If miracle would breed its light

In droopy dreams of dumb spotlight
You rise revised to that stud stage.

March 24, 2008
*

here's an excerpt from today's entry on Don Share's blog

(http://donshare.blogspot.com/2008/03/rose-hip-persistence-of-truth.html  )

:

. . . it is not only entirely possible but virtually inevitable that a reader can pick 
upThe Making of a Sonnet, get a spinach-like vitamin boost from - or develop an 



aversion to - the usual samplings of Sidney, Shakespeare, and Spencer... and then... 
Well, who knows? A reader will find Robert Duncan, Bernadette Mayer, Ted Berrigan, 
Bill Knott (whose poem includes his own note that he is not a poet but a "poet-
biscuit"), Alice Notley, and others along with the usual suspects, hacks, and friends or 
proteges of the editors. And something might spring to life for that reader in the work
of these poets, if not in the old standbys.

*

Jeesh, I hate to be in that list . . . I don't detest them, but those are not the poets I 
read or find compatible, or wish to be associated with! 

Since Don Share's post is a riposte to one on the invincible Silliman's Blog, maybe he's 
play-maliciously including my name there to thumb his nose at and twit the invincible 
Ron.

I sure hope so.  I sure hope Don Share doesn't think of me as one of them!

*

It's like a couple years ago when Pinsky reviewed my last-ever officially-published 
book in the WashPost, and called me "avant-garde",

which I took as an insult—

and I'm sure he meant it as such: I'm sure he was saying in effect,

"Hey, don't blame US for this Knott putz: he's not one of OURS, he's one of THEIRS!"

*

I persist in my foolish idealistic belief that anthologists should always seek the 
permission of living poets before inserting them into any anthol . . . I haven't seen this
one, but it seems the ed.s have stuck me in without letting me know beforehand or 
asking me whether I wanted to be in it . . .

I had a poem put in that stupid rocknroll poetry anthol, despite my frequently-
expressed disdain for poems that praise music . . . those crooks didn't ask me either.

Yes, I call them crooks, these anthologists who do not deign to obtain okays from their
victim poets. 

*

March 30, 2008

ALL MY POETRY, EVERY POEM I'VE WRITTEN SINCE 1960, IS POSTED HERE FOR OPEN 
ACCESS, PERUSAL AND PROPAGATION: YOU HAVE MY THANKS TO PLEASE 
COPY/DISTRIBUTE WHATEVER YOU LIKE.

MOST ARE GROUPED INTO VARIOUS COLLECTIONS (SEE SIDEBAR LIST): EACH CAN BE 
READ IN ITS ENTIRETY ON THE PUTERSCREEN AND OR DOWNLOADED VIA PDF TO 
PRINTOUT FOR FREE: DIY FOR A HARDCOPY ("DEAD TREE EDITION") OF ANY VOLUME.

ODD POEMS AND DRAFTS (AND OCCASIONAL MARGINALIA)
ARE IN ARCHIVES.  PLUS SCANS OF SOME OF MY ARTWORK.

BUT!— before you read my poems, you should ponder these Knott Notices (all quotes 
authentic):



"[Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic quality hardly arises. . .
.  Mr. Knott practices a dead language."
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970

"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response."
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983

[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only the prototaxis of 
idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of giving his birth and terminal dates 
together originated when he realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry 
reading he was scheduled to give."
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, May 1972

"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake."
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970

"Bill Knott['s] ancient, academic ramblings are part of what's wrong with poetry 
today.  Ignore the old bastard. . . ."
—Collin Kelley (from "They Shoot Poets Don't They" blog, August 08, 2006)

"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . [He's] been forced to 
self-publish some of his recent books. . . . [B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque
—poetry. . . . appalling . . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or 
obsessively repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old paint . .
. his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less decorative than guarded or 
layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . 
irritating . . . contrarian."
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, Feb 2005  

"I’m not that familiar with Kenneth Koch’s poetry. I often see him as the spiritual 
father of Bill Knott. . . ." 
—Geof Huth (from "dbqp: visualizing poetics" blog)

"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate himself . . . and 
he seems to hate his readers."  
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine)

"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ."
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review

"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment. . . ."
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007

"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . [His work is] 
thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ."
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005

"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . personal to the 
point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown formulaic, his obscure poems more 
obscure, his terse observations so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent 
in the reader. . . . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] unethical. . . ."
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review

“Bill Knot [sic] sucks."
—Marcus Slease (from "Never Mind the Beasts" blog, June 10, 2005)

"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown . . ."
—Calvin Bedient, Massachusetts Review

"Bill Knott is the Bad Boy of American Poetry."
—Carolyn Kizer, Washington Post Book World



"Bill Knott is criminally insane."  
—Christopher Garcia (from "rec.arts.poems", Tues, Dec 31 1996)

"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail."
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow

[FLIP THAT COIN AGAIN AND YOU MIGHT GET THIS:]

"For the past thirty-five years Bill Knott has shown himself to be one of our very best 
poets and perhaps the most original. . . . I think he is one of the few poets of my 
generation who will remain with us."
—Stephen Dobyns, Harvard Review (Spring 2002)

"Bill Knott is a meld between Gerard Manley Hopkins and MTV, producing poems with 
the former's violent beauty and the latter's largely ironic postmodern presence."
—Mary Jo Bang, Lingua Franca (May 2000)

"Knott was an incredibly important poet to me and still is; I think Bill Knott is a genius
and probably the least known great poet in America. It's really kind of pathetic that 
he's not as well known as he was even thirty years ago because he's even better now."
—Thomas Lux, The Cortland Review (August 1999) 

“Bill Knott is one of the best poets writing in America.  Without question, he is the 
most original.”
—Kurt Brown, Harvard Review (Spring 1999)

"Bill Knott is a genius."
—Tom Andrews, Ohio Review (1997)

“It is no accident that the major British and American poets of the 19th and 20th 
century were outsiders.  .  .  . The most original poet of my generation, Bill Knott, is 
also the greatest outsider.”
—Stephen Dobyns, AWP Chronicle (1995)

“Bill Knott is the secret hero of a lot of poets. . . . [P]oets who differ radically from 
Knott look to his work for the shock of recognizing themselves.”
—David Kirby, American Book Review (1991)

“Bill Knott’s poems . . . are the poems Beckett’s Gogo would write if he were among 
us.”
—Sharon Dunn, Massachusetts Review (1990)

“[Knott’s ‘Poems 1963-1988’ is] a powerful and original book, a record of one of the 
most disturbing imaginations of our times.  Few people can create a world so 
completely and concisely as Knott does time and time again.”
—Kevin Hart, Overland (1990)

“Knott is no parlor poet.  His work is the most sharply original of any poet in his 
generation.”
—Jim Elledge, Booklist (1989)

“Among people who know his work, Bill Knott is regarded as one of the most original 
voices in American poetry.”
—Charles Simic, blurb for Poems 1963-1988 (1989)

“Knott sets up principles far outside most of those we know, and he always writes up 
to and beyond those standards.”       
—Sandra McPherson, blurb for Outremer (1989)

“Bill Knott is an American original.  No one else could have imagined what James 
Wright once referred to as Bill Knott’s ‘indispensable poems.’”



—Stuart Dischell, Harvard Book Review (1989)

“I think Bill Knott is the best poet in America right now.”
—Thomas Lux, Emerson Review (1983)

“Bill Knott’s first book, ‘The Naomi Poems,’ published in 1968, established him 
instantaneously as one of the finest poets in America.  Subsequent publications 
deepened and reinforced that reputation.”
—Andrei Codrescu, The Baltimore Sun (1983)

“[Knott’s poems are] shrouded almost always in the glaring and polluted light William 
Burroughs foresaw with such brilliance in ‘Naked Lunch.’  In fact, Knott, Poet of 
Interzone, is the poet Burroughs seemed to call for in his seminal novel. . . . Knott is 
one of a handful of original poets working today.  His genius suits the times better 
than any poet I’ve read . . .”                
—Robert Peters, Los Angeles Times (1983)

“With the death of Berryman, Knott seems to me to be the chief embodiment in 
language today of Mallarmé’s spirit. . .”
—John Vernon, Western Humanities Review (1976)

“. . . Knott's originality as a poet: he is absurd and classical and surrealist all at once.  
 A marvelously impossible animal.”
—Paul Zweig, Contemporary Poetry in America (1974)

“At his best, Knott is a kind of surreal classicist. . . . He is already a formidable 
poet.”
—Karl Malkoff, Crowell’s Handbook of Contemporary 
                      American Poetry (1974)

“[Knott’s] images are astonishing.  Whatever you may think of Knott’s poems, they 
have not been written before by anyone else. . . . Poetry such as this strikes me as 
extending our awareness.”
—Louis Simpson, New York Times Book Review (1969)

“Bill Knott is one of the most remarkable poets to appear since James Wright and 
James Dickey.”
—Ralph J. Mills, Jr., Poetry (1969) 

“I think [Bill Knott] is one of the best poets I know.”
—James Wright, blurb for The Naomi Poems (1968)

“I think the most significant group of young poets are those published in Choice and 
The Sixties, and the most impressive of these is certainly William Knott.”
—Kenneth Rexroth, Harper’s Magazine (June 1965)

*
possible new title for this blog:

Knott's Berry Bad Poetry

*

April 12, 2008
scratching at an ashbery

*
Looking at a single poem by John Ashbery and thinking about it seems almost a 
transgression of his intent to resist such frangible readings, if that is his intent or one 
of them.



Schemes frustrate or elongate meanings enter my tongue like a retort rebuttal that 
stretches the Plasticman of my sense lapse to an aerymaspian beaten goldleaf.

Here:

FARM FILM

Takeitapart, no one understands how you can just do
This to yourself.  Balancing a long pole on your chin
And seeing only the ooze of foliage and blue sunlight
Above.  At the same time you have not forgotten

The attendant itch, but, being occupied solely with making
Ends meet, or the end, believe that it will live, raised
In secrecy, into an important yet invisible destiny, unfulfilled.
If the dappled cows and noon plums ever thought of

Answering you, your answer would be like the sun, convinced
It knows best, maybe having forgotten someday.  But for this
She looked long for one clothespin in the grass, the rime
And fire of midnight etched each other out, into importance

That is like a screen sometimes.  So many
Patterns to choose from, they the colliding of all dispirited
Illustration on our lives, that will rise in its time like
Temperature, and mean us, and then faint away.

...
This is page 17 in "Shadow Train" (1981), which I've been reading at recently.  How 
many poems, how many pages of poetry has he published since then, a thousand, two 
thousand?—

I don't know, but I know I haven't read the majority of them.

It's absurd to focus my attention on one old poem like this, and to appreciate it for 
reasons which are probably spurious since

they are personal, autobiographical—

that is, I spent part of my childhood on a farm. 

—Didn't Ashbery himself grow up on a family farm in western New York state, or am I 
remembering this wrong, but if I'm right do I have the right to read this poem with 
that biographical fact

if it is a fact

in the forefront of my responsive attendance?  What am I allowed to do when I read 
an Ashbery poem,

what are the parameters of a permissible perusal?

And regardless in any case I'm scarcely capable of scratching at the surface of the 
probes raised by any of his works—

So: Unforgivable and misguided of me to say as I read it, Yes:

yes, I know from firsthand the farmer's occupational obsession, how he is constantly 
"being occupied solely with making / Ends meet," the endless seasonal scrabble to 
"balance" the crops and the cash income,

to plant and reap the seed, and to "believe that it will live."  The belief in one's 



childhood

which remains back there always growing, always being "raised / In secrecy, into" its 
"destiny, unfulfilled."

I can think of ways I passed time/entertained myself in the tedium of the farm child 
not unlike

"Balancing a long pole on your chin / And seeing only the ooze of foliage and blue 
sunlight / Above."

Teetering a rake or pitchfork on your head, raising in secrecy the unforgotten itch of 
hickeyrash summer sweat as it films the skin's ooze toward a blue endless day . . .

raising that question the "dappled cows and noon plums" could have answered, and if 
they had, your answer to theirs could only have been like the sun's, passing with 
conviction and hence forgotten in its maybe someday—

But the days of childhood blur like winter and summer midnights etching each other 
out with their recurrent rime and fire, their cold and warmth, their years

with only a stray unimportant in the scheme of anything memory standing out here 
and there, for example the time your mother

stubbornly refused to come in the house while she looked in the grass for one lost 
clothespin

and it's getting late, it's supper, it's getting dark, why, why won't she come in!?

You can "takeitapart" (though the jamming together of the very words of that thought 
indicates the opposite) and try to make these straws these strains cohere in a pattern,

but the patterns overlap like a montage where the screen of all these images "you 
have not forgotten" collide collate their "dispirited / Illustration on our lives . . ."

and this collision "no one understands," least of all yourself, how can you do this to 
yourself, put it together take it apart (either way),

the collision of lost seasons and occupations, the cohesion will rise its beanpole like 
Jack and his poor cow-stalk mother,

will rise (elevate) its time like the rising temperature that augurs long summer days of
boredom

and itches that cause all kinds of erections and their harvest of ooze—

oh long pole—

no, but the poem will mean us, and then faint away. 

Fade, feint.  A way.

*

April 13, 2008
thanks to "Estefania" for posting one of my poems: your thwarty 
blogger software won't let me leave a comment there on your site to 
thank you directly

...

Third Period Service Learning



poem

blog #9 poem
estefania ospina-pd3

Fingerprints look like ripples
because time keeps dropping
another stone into our palm.

by: Bill Knott
Posted by Estefania at 7:13 AM    
 
*

April 14, 2008
neve campbell etcet and other old drafts

...

*
He was a Montague and she was a Capulet
but no feuding families threw them in thwart—
it wasn't that that stopped Romeo and Juliet

from Act Five Scene Fiving it on their first date:
no, it was Neve Campbell that hung them at heart,
yes it was Neve Montague and Neve Capulet

they wrote on their mental diaries' most intimate
page: each time they tried to kiss they'd start
to Neve-itate, and that stopped Romeo and Juliet

from making out further.  Neve made them hot
but not for each other.  They'd just sit there in flirt
gone faux at the Montague or the Capulet

home and surfstorm on a new Neve-self site
or jam Scream 1/2/3 up the DVD insert—
that comely Campbell stopped Romeo and Juliet

from consummating their teen-tragic fate:
and even when she did indie roles for her art
they'd still curse the Montague and Capulet

DNA that kept their lives so punked, so pre-set:
Why can't we be Neve?   Why can't we clone her part?
Having to stay a human Montague/Capulet
has stopped their love for Romeo and Juliet.

*
The day CSI tried to
chalk outline one
corpse of Proteus
too many we heard

his memoranda read
over the wind, against
the phone.  It was
a long lot like trying



to entice bandaids off
earthworms followed by
the usual appall, the same
mad-dog meanwhile.

Thus each time the chess
champs throw dice to
dictate their next move
a vase and an owl debate

the outcome.  Wait,
there's more aspic
precision in this next shot
of dead peasant, arms

flogging the baby's path.
It lasts until it laughs.
It takes place in the lab
where they vie to put

the me back in mediocre
and the I in you.  Equating
to the sound made in
the 1950s by a thousand

typewriter covers being
slid off to write the word
whose sound cannot
repeat that thou-slid sound,

suggesting the collective
actions of our fingers
pressing this keyboard
add up to a standard or

a flag prompting vertigo
across the nastiness when
it stands to sing the nation.
Thousands of them sound

their voice in one body as
Proteus who includes
their nature in his and has
to if we maul our crowds.  / mall / wall in/

*
Like sponges dipped in nude
a kiss of guess on the lids
discloses its thicket micular form.

Dawn blinds hair before face
or thornless angelus deceives
but I faint on the figure-eight.

Apparently newshour once came
to complete me but time
seemed to indicate moot if

I with blazing rations wait.  Yet
one little breath is misting itself
here in, a snapped off twig



or sap that jumps these yawns—
aspirations leapgap, they make
the ripples on the lake linger

with circle-sorcery.  Kindest
thought when all is lost, stray
dice tossed inside a flag coffin.

Limbs are lethal clamped sate—
but elusive lines on our palms
resemble a key's cut, jag-edged

to unlock fate's chain-chart.  Future—
let's buy a roundtrip ticket to
the maze but a ticket to the maze

is always one-way they say
to refute whoever lets opposites
stride your wedsaddle carpets.

Black and white movies can be
entered via the black and white
emissions but never by the techni.

*

April 16, 2008
trying to imitate Charles Tomlinson

...

IN DEFENSE OF IMITATION

*
No, I'm not capable of such; I can't defend the indefensible practice of imitation.

Bad habit picked up in childhood or adolescence, wasteful act that must be outgrown.

Immature artists imitate; mature artists steal.

To paraphrase Eliot's injunction judgment.   

It's not just that mature artists don't imitate, they initiate:

They create (synthesize, fashion) a mode their own—

each mature artist is unique, a continent split off from the mythical

Pangaia . . .

And those of us drowning daily in the oceans that separate the Land of Rich from the 
Domain of Ashbery,

salvation have we none.

*
As many Truthsayers have pointed out (see the main page of this blog for some of 
their axioms) my poetic process seems fixated stalled at an adolescent stage . . . .

The Verdict is in.  The Jury finds me immature.

If I could only learn—if I had only learned—to steal!



Thievery is the path to maturity, the road I failed to take.

*
I don't know if Charles Tomlinson is a great poet, but by Eliot's measure he is a mature
one. 

He did forge a singular style, a work that's reckon in its pace and placements.

I value his verse, and,

being the stunted stripling I am, was drawn to do my doom,

i.e., ape it. 

Of course I always try to dignify-deny this shameful predilection with the term, 
"homage" . . . (I even vanity-published a book of poems under that rubric).

Anyway, here's my attempt at Tomlinson,— puerile mimickry: call it callow, juvenile,

(parodies are permissible, but not this:)

condemn me for deliberately trying to write like someone I admire:

—the worst heinous a poet can commit, the prime crime, the original sin of 
unoriginality—

:

ON A DRAWING BY CHARLES TOMLINSON

By a swath of inks the eye
thinks it sees solidities
which alter with the watercolor
way his brush washes its dye

in distance, though even this
finds a faraway fixed not
by the surveyor’s plumb but
by the action of the thumb

delaying all the fingers meant
to draw out of the paper,
splashed dry.  The clean grain

catches what it should retain
if enough pressure pleasure
is applied to the stain to lie.

*
Note: Tomlinson is not only a distinctive poet, but a visual artist of repute.  His 
graphics grace the covers of many of his books.

*
*

April 20, 2008 [four revisions have been posted -Ed.]

billknott
IT'S EASY TO PRINT OUT MY PDF BOOKS — IF YOU DON'T HAVE A DUPLEX PRINTER YOU 
CAN RUN THE ODD PAGES FIRST AND THEN FLIP THEM OVER AND DO THE EVEN — 
FOLD/STAPLE AND YOU'LL HAVE A DEAD-TREE COPY FOR A COST OF ABOUT TWENTYFIVE 



CENTS — GIVE IT A TRY —

Ron Silliman / William Carlos Williams Award / The Poetry Society of 
America

...

I don't know how many books were entered into nomination by their publishers for the
Poetry Society of America's William Carlos Williams Award,

but I assume that most of them were written by serious poets who worked hard to 
write real poems,

and I assume (I hope) that many of those same poets are now feeling insulted and 
outraged by the choice of this year's winner,

as selected by judge Ron Silliman . . .

As for you fools at the PSA, all I can say is, what the fuck did you expect when you 
appointed him to be the judge?  You got just what you asked for, schmucks.  The joke's
on you.

*
Please note that I am not (or not yet, give me time) slamming the invincible Silliman 
for his choice.  He has the courage of his convictions,

and wrong as I believe that Cause to be,  I admire his stubborn devotion to it—

No, it's those jerks at the PSA who are to blame for this shameful scandalous decision.

*
I was a judge once for this WCW contest of the PSA's—

are you familiar with it?  The prize is given annually to the "best" book published by a 
little press, meaning all the publishers not labeled Big—

it's a confusing category, because it includes every poetry publisher in the nation with 
the exception of only 7 of them—

forgive me if I don't have the exact number right—

Back in what year was it, I, Thomas Lux, and Greg Orr, were the designated judges—

Orr wanted to give it to Dave Smith, but it went two votes to one to John Logan—

the upshot of which was that the following year when Smith edited The Morrow 
Anthology of Younger American Poets,

Orr was included in that moral anthol and Lux and Knott weren't—

Logan unfortunately didn't edit anything for the latter to benefit from inclusion in, 
and I may have the chrononology wrong here (correct me if I'm completely 
misremembering this) but I believe he died shortly thereafter—

*
I would guess that Silliman unlike Orr isn't going to get much of a payback if any from 
his prize pick. 

You have to give him credit for that.

*
And I guess you have to give him credit for picking a Rich White Male from a wealthy 



background.  One who like Russel Edson never had to work for a living and coasted 
through the world on his trustfund inheritance.

After all, the Rich deserve to be honored too, don't they.  Just ask Louise Glick.  Or 
Richard Howerd.  Or Frederick Siedel.

(I try to mispell rich poets' names on principle.) 

*
I can hardly criticize Silliman for choosing a White Male when I myself back there in 
what year was it, '77, '78, did the same—

and nothing (it seems) has changed in the 30 years since then, has it—

I could have opted for an African-American Woman/Latina/Asian, but I voted my 
private devotion to Logan, a poet whose workshop I had attended for several years 
beginning in 1960—

I voted my personal obligation.  Or did I?  At this late flashback hour I don't know, I 
can't remember with any honest recollection what my motives were—

I told myself at the time I was doing it for objective reasons, that Logan's book was 
simply better than any other qualifying book that year—I was sure of that then, but 
now I wonder—

The other two on the jury, Lux and Orr, could have chosen an alternative and outvoted
me—

but this year of course, Silliman was the sole judge—

The PSA chose him alone, and he chose a rich white male.  Not a criticism, just a 
statement of fact.

Thirty years ago I could have voted for a minority poet, a woman poet, but I didn't, 
and last week Silliman could have also, but he didn't,

(he could have picked the Barack or the Hillary, but he stuck with the McCain),

and whether our judgments were justified others must judge—

*
So the Knott pot is not in a position to call the Silliman kettle white, but I will 
criticize his choice on (I hope) at least purely poetic-esthetic grounds—

he chose a "poet" whose "poems" were a joke when they were issued back in the 1960s
by a Big Press which published them not because of the work's merit,

but for (in my opinion) two reasons: the PR-positionable Absurdiste novelty and 
"countercultural" incongruity of his so-called Concrete poetry, and his finanglible 
Family Connections (also a PR Plus)—

you will remember that his father was a Famous Author/Playwright, a Bestseller—

and oh yeah, his momma was rich, too—her BFF was the distinguished Poet/Painter 
Gloria Vanderbilt—

his STEPfather for crisake was a fucking MOVIE star—

(maybe growing up lapped in the luxe of Hollywood with a Vanderbilt 
godmother/auntie, maybe that makes you a minority)—

I mean, Class tells, ya know what I mean?  (Where's Pierre Bourdieu when you need 



him)—

Speaking of meritocratism, Silliman chose this rich kid dilettante, this phony fauxpo, 
this Great Poet who (if I'm wrong about this, correct me please) hasn't published a 
new poem in what, twentyfive years?—

in 2008 this is the poet who currently most exemplifies the spirit and heritage of 
William Carlos Williams?

I guess it takes one to know one.

*

p.s. I didn't read much new poetry last year, so I'm just guessing when I say there were
373 books published in 2007 which are incredibly better than Silliman's Folly—

who are the candidates who could've/should've been on a shortlist?—

one occurs to me— 

Jennifer L. Knox, anyone?  Given WCW's innovations in the Colloquial Voice, his 
interest in USA Vernacular Culture, wouldn't she  . . . wouldn't her work be . . .

she comes to mind because I wrote a blurb for her book—

hate to think that's why it was nixed.

Hey, wanna make sure your book doesn't win a prize?  Have my name on its backcover.

*
I wonder what other poeticules of diversionality PSA Prez Alice Quinn has queued up 
for future honors—

maybe she can resurrect that "Found Poetry" guy, what was his name?—

what about "Exquisite Cadaver", or Clerihews;

if it's Concrete today, why not Palindromic tomorrow . . .

there are after all many entertaining playtime pastime recondite forms of vacuous 
verse to waste away the rainy afternoons with idle fun and frivolous games  . . .

she did the VizPo gimmick this year, so why not next year pick a similar trivial arcane 
amusement like refrigerator haiku, or limericks?

Or, better yet, I know what you should do, Quinn: keep it in the family!—have some 
duckdick press reprint the poems of the current winner's Auntie Gloria, the ones she 
published decades ago,

(because giving the prize to books of NEW poetry is so retro)

and then you can wield some judge to award her the WCW next year! 

(Ha, even her poems have to be better than her nepotistic nephew's.)

*
As for real poets, non-amateur poets, like Jennifer Knox, well, I guess they'll just have
to wait until the PSA gets back from vacation.

*
*



billknott
IT'S EASY TO PRINT OUT MY PDF BOOKS — IF YOU DON'T HAVE A DUPLEX PRINTER YOU 
CAN RUN THE ODD PAGES FIRST AND THEN FLIP THEM OVER AND DO THE EVEN — 
FOLD/STAPLE AND YOU'LL HAVE A DEAD-TREE COPY FOR A COST OF ABOUT TWENTYFIVE 
CENTS — GIVE IT A TRY —
Ron Silliman / William Carlos Williams Award / The Poetry Society of America

...

I don't know how many books were entered into nomination by their publishers for the
Poetry Society of America's William Carlos Williams Award,

but I assume that most of them were written by serious poets who worked hard to 
write real poems,

and I assume (I hope) that many of those same poets are now feeling insulted and 
outraged by the choice of this year's winner,

as selected by judge Ron Silliman . . .

As for you fools at the PSA, all I can say is, what the fuck did you expect when you 
appointed him to be the judge?  You got just what you asked for, schmucks.  The joke's
on you.

*
Please note that I am not (or not yet, give me time) slamming the invincible Silliman 
for his choice.  He has the courage of his convictions,

and wrong as I believe that Cause to be,  I admire his stubborn devotion to it—

No, it's those jerks at the PSA who are to blame for this shameful scandalous decision.

*
I was a judge once for this WCW contest of the PSA's—

are you familiar with it?  The prize is given annually to the "best" book published by a 
little press, meaning all the publishers not labeled Big—

it's a confusing category, because it includes every poetry publisher in the nation with 
the exception of only 7 of them—

forgive me if I don't have the exact number right—

Back in what year was it, I, Thomas Lux, and Greg Orr, were the designated judges—

Orr wanted to give it to Dave Smith, but it went two votes to one to John Logan—

the upshot of which was that the following year when Smith edited The Morrow 
Anthology of Younger American Poets,

Orr was included in that moral anthol and Lux and Knott weren't—

Logan unfortunately didn't edit anything for the latter to benefit from inclusion in, 
and I may have the chrononology wrong here (correct me if I'm completely 
misremembering this) but I believe he died shortly thereafter—

*
I would guess that Silliman unlike Orr isn't going to get much of a payback if any from 
his prize pick. 

You have to give him credit for that.



*
And I guess you have to give him credit for picking a Rich White Male from a wealthy 
background.  One who like Russel Edson never had to work for a living and coasted 
through the world on his trustfund inheritance.

After all, the Rich deserve to be honored too, don't they.  Just ask Louise Glick.  Or 
Richard Howerd.  Or Frederick Siedel.

(I try to mispell rich poets' names on principle.) 

*
I can hardly criticize Silliman for choosing a White Male when I myself back there in 
what year was it, '77, '78, did the same—

and nothing (it seems) has changed in the 30 years since then, has it—

I could have opted for an African-American Woman/Latina/Asian, but I voted my 
private devotion to Logan, a poet whose workshop I had attended for several years 
beginning in 1960—

I voted my personal obligation.  Or did I?  At this late flashback hour I don't know, I 
can't remember with any honest recollection what my motives were—

I told myself at the time I was doing it for objective reasons, that Logan's book was 
simply better than any other qualifying book that year—I was sure of that then, but 
now I wonder—

The other two on the jury, Lux and Orr, could have chosen an alternative and outvoted
me—

but this year of course, Silliman was the sole judge—

The PSA chose him alone, and he chose a rich white male.  Not a criticism, just a 
statement of fact.

Thirty years ago I could have voted for a minority poet, a woman poet, but I didn't, 
and last week Silliman could have also, but he didn't,

(he could have picked the Barack or the Hillary, but he stuck with the McCain),

and whether our judgments were justified others must judge—

*
So the Knott pot is not in a position to call the Silliman kettle white, but I will 
criticize his choice on (I hope) at least purely poetic-esthetic grounds—

he chose a "poet" whose "poems" were a joke when they were issued back in the 1960s
by a Big Press which published them not because of the work's merit,

but for (in my opinion) two reasons: the PR-positionable Absurdiste novelty and 
"countercultural" incongruity of his so-called Concrete poetry, and his finanglible 
Family Connections (also a PR Plus)—

you will remember that his father was a Famous Author/Playwright, a Bestseller—

and oh yeah, his momma was rich, too—her BFF was the distinguished Poet/Painter 
Gloria Vanderbilt—

his STEPfather for crisake was a fucking MOVIE star—

(maybe growing up lapped in the luxe of Hollywood with a Vanderbilt 
godmother/auntie, maybe that makes you a minority)—



I mean, Class tells, ya know what I mean?  (Where's Pierre Bourdieu when you need 
him)—

Speaking of meritocratism, Silliman chose this rich kid dilettante, this phony fauxpo, 
this Great Poet who (if I'm wrong about this, correct me please) hasn't published a 
new poem in what, twentyfive years?—

in 2008 this is the poet who currently most exemplifies the spirit and heritage of 
William Carlos Williams?

I guess it takes one to know one.

*

p.s. I didn't read much new poetry last year, so I'm just guessing when I say there were
373 books published in 2007 which are incredibly better than Silliman's Folly—

who are the candidates who could've/should've been on a shortlist?—

one occurs to me— 

Jennifer L. Knox, anyone?  Given WCW's innovations in the Colloquial Voice, his 
interest in USA Vernacular Culture, wouldn't she  . . . wouldn't her work be . . .

she comes to mind because I wrote a blurb for her book—

hate to think that's why it was nixed.

Hey, wanna make sure your book doesn't win a prize?  Have my name on its backcover.

*
I wonder what other poeticules of diversionality PSA Prez Alice Quinn has queued up 
for future honors—

maybe she can resurrect that "Found Poetry" guy, what was his name?—

what about "Exquisite Cadaver", or Clerihews;

if it's Concrete today, why not Palindromic tomorrow . . .

there are after all many entertaining playtime pastime recondite forms of vacuous 
verse to waste away the rainy afternoons with idle fun and frivolous games  . . .

she did the VizPo gimmick this year, so why not next year pick a similar trivial arcane 
amusement like refrigerator haiku, or limericks?

Or, better yet, I know what you should do, Quinn: keep it in the family!—have some 
duckdick press reprint the poems of the current winner's Auntie Gloria, the ones she 
published decades ago,

(because giving the prize to books of NEW poetry is so retro)

and then you can wield some judge to award her the WCW next year! 

(Ha, even her poems have to be better than her nepotistic nephew's.)

*
As for real poets, non-amateur poets, like Jennifer Knox, well, I guess they'll just have
to wait until the PSA gets back from vacation.

*



*

April 20, 2008 
Ron Silliman / William Carlos Williams Award / The Poetry Society of 
America

...

I don't know how many books were entered into nomination by their publishers for the
Poetry Society of America's William Carlos Williams Award,

but I assume that most of them were written by serious poets who worked hard to 
write real poems,

and I assume (I hope) that many of those same poets are now feeling insulted and 
outraged by the choice of this year's winner,

as selected by judge Ron Silliman . . .

As for you fools at the PSA, all I can say is, what the fuck did you expect when you 
appointed him to be the judge?  You got just what you asked for, schmucks.  The joke's
on you.

*
Please note that I am not (or not yet, give me time) slamming the invincible Silliman 
for his choice.  He has the courage of his convictions,

and wrong as I believe that Cause to be,  I admire his stubborn devotion to it—

No, it's those jerks at the PSA who are to blame for this shameful scandalous decision.

*
I was a judge once for this WCW contest of the PSA's—

are you familiar with it?  The prize is given annually to the "best" book published by a 
little press, meaning all the publishers not labeled Big—

it's a confusing category, because it includes every poetry publisher in the nation with 
the exception of only 7 of them—

forgive me if I don't have the exact number right—

Back in what year was it, I, Thomas Lux, and Greg Orr, were the designated judges—

Orr wanted to give it to Dave Smith, but it went two votes to one to John Logan—

one upshot of which was that the following year when Smith edited The Morrow 
Anthology of Younger American Poets,

Orr was included in that moral anthol and Lux and Knott weren't—

Logan unfortunately didn't edit anything for the latter to benefit from inclusion in, 
and I may have the chrononology wrong here (correct me if I'm completely 
misremembering this) but I believe he died shortly thereafter—

*
I would guess that Silliman unlike Orr isn't going to get much of a payback if any from 
his prize pick. 

You have to give him credit for that.

*



And I guess you have to give him credit for picking a Rich White Male from a wealthy 
background.  One who like Russel Edson never had to work for a living and coasted 
through the world on his trustfund inheritance.

After all, the Rich deserve to be honored too, don't they.  Just ask Louise Glick.  Or 
Richard Howerd.  Or Frederick Siedel.

(I try to mispell rich poets' names on principle.)  
*
I can hardly criticize Silliman for choosing a White Male when I myself back there in 
what year was it, '77, '78, did the same—

and nothing (it seems) has changed in the 30 years since then, has it—

I could have opted for an African-American Woman/Latina/Asian, but I voted my 
private devotion to Logan, a poet whose workshop I had attended for several years 
beginning in 1960—

I voted my personal obligation.  Or did I?  At this late flashback hour I don't know, I 
can't remember with any honest recollection what my motives were—

I told myself at the time I was doing it for objective reasons, that Logan's book was 
simply better than any other qualifying book that year—I was sure of that then, but 
now I wonder—
The other two on the jury, Lux and Orr, could have chosen an alternative and outvoted
me—

but this year of course, Silliman was the sole judge—

The PSA chose him alone, and he chose a rich white male.  Not a criticism, just a 
statement of fact.

Thirty years ago I could have voted for a minority poet, a woman poet, but I didn't, 
and last week Silliman could have also, but he didn't,

(he could have picked the Barack or the Hillary, but he stuck with the McCain),

and whether our judgments were justified others must judge—

*
So the Knott pot is not in a position to call the Silliman kettle white, but I will 
criticize his choice on (I hope) at least purely poetic-esthetic grounds—

he chose a "poet" whose "poems" were a joke when they were issued back in the 1960s
by a Big Press which published them not because of the work's merit,

but for (in my opinion) two reasons: the PR-positionable Absurdiste novelty and 
"countercultural" incongruity of his so-called Concrete poetry, and his finanglible 
Family Connections (also a PR Plus)—

you will remember that his father was a Famous Author/Playwright, a Bestseller—

and oh yeah, his momma was rich, too—her BFF was the distinguished Poet/Painter 
Gloria Vanderbilt—

his STEPfather for crisake was a fucking MOVIE star—

(maybe growing up lapped in the luxe of Hollywood with a Vanderbilt 
godmother/auntie, maybe that makes you a minority)—

I mean, Class tells, ya know what I mean?  (Where's Pierre Bourdieu when you need 
him)—



Speaking of meritocratism, Silliman chose this rich kid dilettante, this phony fauxpo, 
this Great Poet who (if I'm wrong about this, correct me please) hasn't published a 
new poem in what, twentyfive years?—

in 2008 this is the poet who currently most exemplifies the spirit and heritage of 
William Carlos Williams?

I guess it takes one to know one.

*

p.s. I didn't read much new poetry last year, so I'm just guessing when I say there were
373 books published in 2007 which are incredibly better than Silliman's Folly—

who are the candidates who could've/should've been on a shortlist?—

one occurs to me— 

Jennifer L. Knox, anyone?  Given WCW's innovations in the Colloquial Voice, his 
interest in USA Vernacular Culture, wouldn't she  . . . wouldn't her work be . . .

she comes to mind because I wrote a blurb for her book—

hate to think that's why it was nixed.

Hey, wanna make sure your book doesn't win a prize?  Have my name on its backcover.

*
I wonder what other poeticules of diversionality PSA Prez Alice Quinn has queued up 
for future honors—

maybe she can resurrect that "Found Poetry" guy, what was his name?—

what about "Exquisite Cadaver", or Clerihews;

if it's Concrete today, why not Palindromic tomorrow . . .

there are after all many entertaining playtime pastime recondite forms of vacuous 
verse to waste away the rainy afternoons with idle fun and frivolous games  . . .

she did the VizPo gimmick this year, so why not next year pick a similar trivial arcane 
amusement like refrigerator haiku, or limericks?

Or, better yet, I know what you should do, Quinn: keep it in the family!—have some 
duckdick press reprint the poems of the current winner's Auntie Gloria, the ones she 
published decades ago,

and then you can wield some judge to award her the WCW next year! 

Even her poems have to be better than her nepotistic nephew's.

*
I guess giving the prize to a book of NEW poetry, to a now poet, would have been too 
retro—

yes, that must be it, because as we all know nobody is less retro or more au courant 
than the Man,

and if he gives the 2008 WCW to poetry written 40 years ago,

poems written in the mythic archaic 1960s of his youth, well,



what could be more avant than that!—

(File this prize announcement under Baby Boomer Entitlement Program / Subcategory:
Hippie Nostalgia.)

*
As for you real poets, you non-amateur poets, non-stunt poets, non-PR poets—

you younger poets, the poets of today, poets of the 21st century like Jennifer L. Knox,
—

who knows, maybe you'll have a shot someday,

if the PSA ever stops getting their judges from the nursing home. 

*
*

Ron Silliman / William Carlos Williams Award / The Poetry Society of America

...

I don't know how many books were entered into nomination by their publishers for the
Poetry Society of America's William Carlos Williams Award,

but I assume that most of them were written by serious poets who worked hard to 
write real poems,

and I assume (I hope) that many of those same poets are now feeling insulted and 
outraged by the choice of this year's winner,

as selected by judge Ron Silliman . . .

As for you fools at the PSA, all I can say is, what the fuck did you expect when you 
appointed him to be the judge?  You got just what you asked for, schmucks.  The joke's
on you.

*
Please note that I am not (or not yet, give me time) slamming the invincible Silliman 
for his choice.  He has the courage of his convictions,

and wrong as I believe that Cause to be,  I admire his stubborn devotion to it—

No, it's those jerks at the PSA who are to blame for this shameful scandalous decision.

*
I was a judge once for this WCW contest of the PSA's—

are you familiar with it?  The prize is given annually to the "best" book published by a 
little press, meaning all the publishers not labeled Big—

it's a confusing category, because it includes every poetry publisher in the nation with 
the exception of only 7 of them—

forgive me if I don't have the exact number right—

Back in what year was it, I, Thomas Lux, and Greg Orr, were the designated judges—

Orr wanted to give it to Dave Smith, but it went two votes to one to John Logan—

one upshot of which was that the following year when Smith edited The Morrow 



Anthology of Younger American Poets,

Orr was included in that moral anthol and Lux and Knott weren't—

Logan unfortunately didn't edit anything for the latter to benefit from inclusion in, 
and I may have the chrononology wrong here (correct me if I'm completely 
misremembering this) but I believe he died shortly thereafter—

*
I would guess that Silliman unlike Orr isn't going to get much of a payback if any from 
his prize pick. 

You have to give him credit for that.

*
And I guess you have to give him credit for picking a Rich White Male from a wealthy 
background.  One who like Russel Edson never had to work for a living and coasted 
through the world on his trustfund inheritance.

After all, the Rich deserve to be honored too, don't they.  Just ask Louise Glick.  Or 
Richard Howerd.  Or Frederick Siedel.

(I try to misspell rich poets' names on principle.) 

*
I can hardly criticize Silliman for choosing a White Male when I myself back there in 
what year was it, '77, '78, did the same—

and nothing (it seems) has changed in the 30 years since then, has it—

I could have opted for an African-American Woman/Latina/Asian, but I voted my 
private devotion to Logan, a poet whose workshop I had attended for several years 
beginning in 1960—

I voted my personal obligation.  Or did I?  At this late flashback hour I don't know, I 
can't remember with any honest recollection what my motives were—

I told myself at the time I was doing it for objective reasons, that Logan's book was 
simply better than any other qualifying book that year—I was sure of that then, but 
now I wonder—

The other two on the jury, Lux and Orr, could have chosen an alternative and outvoted
me—

but this year of course, Silliman was the sole judge—

The PSA chose him alone, and he chose a rich white male.  Not a criticism, just a 
statement of fact.

Thirty years ago I could have voted for a minority poet, a woman poet, but I didn't, 
and last week Silliman could have also, but he didn't,

(he could have picked the Barack or the Hillary, but he stuck with the McCain),

and whether our judgments were justified others must judge—

*
(Parenthetically, in his desire to honor the heritage of WCW, might he not well have 
considered the ethnic roots of William Carlos Williams, and with that lineage in mind 
looked to chose one of the meritous poets of Hispanic background currently publishing
their work—)



*
So the Knott pot is not in a position to call the Silliman kettle white, but I will 
criticize his choice on (I hope) at least purely poetic-esthetic grounds—

he chose a "poet" whose "poems" were a joke when they were issued back in the 1960s
by a Big Press which published them not because of the work's merit,

but for (in my opinion) two reasons: the PR-exploitable Absurdiste novelty and 
"countercultural" incongruity of his so-called Concrete poetry, and his finagle of 
Family Connections (also a PR Plus)—

you will remember that his father was a Famous Author/Playwright, a Bestseller—

and oh yeah, his momma was rich, too—her BFF was the distinguished Poet/Painter 
Gloria Vanderbilt—

his STEPfather for crisake was a fucking MOVIE star—

(maybe growing up lapped in the luxe of Hollywood with a Vanderbilt 
godmother/auntie, maybe that makes you a minority)—

I mean, Class tells, ya know what I mean?  (Where's Pierre Bourdieu when you need 
him)—

Speaking of meritocratism, Silliman chose this rich kid dilettante, this phony fauxpo, 
this Great Poet who (if I'm wrong about this, correct me please) hasn't published a 
new poem in what, twentyfive years?—

in 2008 this is the poet who currently most exemplifies the spirit and heritage of 
William Carlos Williams?

I guess it takes one to know one.

*

p.s. I didn't read much new poetry last year, so I'm just guessing when I say there were
373 books published in 2007 that are incredibly better than Silliman's Folly—

who are the candidates who could've/should've been on a shortlist?—

one occurs to me— 

Jennifer L. Knox, anyone?  Given WCW's innovations in the Colloquial Voice, his 
interest in USA Vernacular Culture, wouldn't she  . . . wouldn't her work be . . .

she comes to mind because I wrote a blurb for her book—

hate to think that's why it was nixed.

Hey, wanna make sure your book doesn't win a prize?  Have my name on its backcover.

*
I wonder what other poeticules of diversionality PSA Prez Alice Quinn has queued up 
for future honors—

what other freakish oddities of the past does she plan to revive,

what other obsolete stunt-acts resurrect—

maybe she can find that "Found Poetry" guy, what was his name?—

or what about "Exquisite Cadaver", or Clerihews;



if it's Concrete today, why not Palindromic tomorrow . . .

there are after all many entertaining playtime pastime recondite forms of vacuous 
verse to waste away the rainy afternoons with idle fun and frivolous games  . . .

she did the VizPo gimmick this year, so why not next year pick a similar trivial arcane 
amusement like refrigerator haiku, or limericks?

Or, better yet, I know what you should do, Quinn: keep it in the family!—have some 
duckdick press reprint the poems of the current winner's Auntie Gloria, the ones she 
published decades ago,

and then you can wield some judge to award her the WCW next year! 

Even her poems have to be better than her nepotistic nephew's.

*
I guess giving the prize to a book of NEW poetry, to a contemporary poet, would have 
been too retro—

yes, that must be it, because as we all know nobody is less retro or more au courant 
than the Man,

and if he gives the 2008 WCW to poetry written 40 years ago,

poetry written in the mythic archaic 1960s of his youth, well,

what could be more advanced than that!—

In other words,

file this prize announcement under:

Baby Boomer Entitlement Program / Subcategory: Hippie Nostalgia.

*
Poor Silliman.  Still refighting the Poetry Wars of decades ago (which he never tires 
flashing the scars from),

still pathetically trying to gain the accolades/respect/honor he feels he and his 
compadres were unjustly denied back then . . .

how desperately he needs *reparation*, so it's no wonder that when he came to make 
the final decision for this contest,

he would be irresistably driven by the mania to avenge/redress those ancient wounds 
and slights

(and it's not that I can't empathize with that pathology, since I too suffer from it)

and that he would be psychologically unable to vote for anyone but an analogue of 
himself,

a doppelganger or stand-in whose tinny triumph might bring him some vicarious spasm
of satisfaction,

a bit of retribution and relief for his own long-festering grievances,

a surrogate to whom the amends overdue him could be projectively relayed paid,

another superannuated veteran of the avantgarde, a mirror image, a comrade,



an old brother-in-arms from that heady Golden Age,

and to hell with the eligible poets of today—

he could have picked a strong fresh younger poet, like Knox, or Chelsey Minnis—

but he just couldn't stop himself from feasting on the corrupt luxury of that coldest 
dish,

that sad seductive pleasure we call

evening the score.

*
As for you current poets,

you poets of now rather than then—

you younger poets, brilliant poets of the 21st century like Laura Kasischke and Karen 
Volkman (to name just two)—

maybe it won't always be like it was this year, maybe in years to come

the PSA will get its judge from someplace other than the Senior Citizens Center. 

*
*

Ron Silliman / William Carlos Williams Award / The Poetry Society of America
...
I don't know how many books were entered into nomination by their publishers for the
Poetry Society of America's William Carlos Williams Award,
but I assume that most of them were written by serious poets who worked hard to 
write real poems,
and I assume (I hope) that many of those same poets are now feeling insulted and 
outraged by the choice of this year's winner,
as selected by judge Ron Silliman . . .
As for you fools at the PSA, all I can say is, what the fuck did you expect when you 
appointed him to be the judge?  You got just what you asked for, schmucks.  The joke's
on you.
*
Silliman of course is better known for his blog than for his verse.  His blog has quite 
superceded his books of poetry,
surely an unintended consequence and irony,
seing as how one of that blog's prime purposes is to promote publicize and advertise
those (now-overshadowed) dead-tree publications of his.
He has the courage of his convictions, though, give him that—
and wrong as I believe his Cause to be,  I admire his stubborn devotion to it—
No, it's those jerks at the PSA who are to blame for this shameful scandalous decision.
*
I was a judge once for this WCW contest of the PSA's—
are you familiar with it?  The prize is given annually to the "best" book published by a 
little press, meaning all the publishers not labeled Big—
it's a confusing category, because it includes every poetry publisher in the nation with 
the exception of only 7 of them—
forgive me if I don't have the exact number right—
Back in what year was it, I, Thomas Lux, and [my memory says Greg Orr, but he denies
it], were the designated judges—
[Greg Orr in a note in the comments box below says he was never a judge for the PSA,
that my memory of it is wrong, and that I should apologize for ringing him into this.   
Assuming he's right, and I've misremembered it, I'm sorry.]



*
I guess you have to give Silliman credit for picking a Rich White Male from a wealthy 
background.  One who like Russel Edson never had to work for a living and coasted 
through the world on his trustfund inheritance.
After all, the Rich deserve to be honored too, don't they.  Just ask Louise Glick.  Or 
Richard Howerd.  Or Frederick Siedel.
(I try to misspell rich poets' names on principle.)  
*
I can hardly criticize Silliman for choosing a White Male when I myself back there in 
what year was it, '77, '78, did the same—
and nothing (it seems) has changed in the 30 years since then, has it—
I could have opted for an African-American Woman/Latina/Asian, but I voted my 
private devotion to Logan, a poet whose workshop I had attended for several years 
beginning in 1960—
I voted my personal obligation.  Or did I?  At this late flashback hour I don't know, I 
can't remember with any honest recollection what my motives were—
I told myself at the time I was doing it for objective reasons, that Logan's book was 
simply better than any other qualifying book that year—I was sure of that then, but 
now I wonder—
The other two on the jury, Lux and [whoever the third judge was], could have chosen 
an alternative and outvoted me—
but this year of course, Silliman was the sole judge—
The PSA chose him alone, and he chose a rich white male.  Not a criticism, just a 
statement of fact.
Thirty years ago I could have voted for a minority poet, a woman poet, but I didn't, 
and last week Silliman could have also, but he didn't,
(he could have picked the Barack or the Hillary, but he stuck with the McCain),
and whether our judgments were justified others must judge—
*
(Parenthetically, in his desire to honor the heritage of WCW, might he not well have 
considered the ethnic roots of William Carlos Williams, and with that lineage in mind 
looked to chose one of the meritous poets of Hispanic background currently publishing
their work—)
*
So the Knott pot is not in a position to call the Silliman kettle white, but I will 
criticize his choice on (I hope) at least purely poetic-esthetic grounds—
he chose a "poet" whose "poems" were a joke when they were issued back in the 1960s
by a Big Press which published them not because of the work's merit,
but for (in my opinion) two reasons: the PR-exploitable Absurdiste novelty and 
"countercultural" incongruity of his so-called Concrete poetry, and his finagle of 
Family Connections (also a PR Plus)—
you will remember that his father was a Famous Author/Playwright, a Bestseller—
and oh yeah, his momma was rich, too—her BFF was the distinguished Poet/Painter 
Gloria Vanderbilt—
his STEPfather for crisake was a fucking MOVIE star—
(maybe growing up lapped in the luxe of Hollywood with a Vanderbilt 
godmother/auntie, maybe that makes you a minority)—
I mean, Class tells, ya know what I mean?  (Where's Pierre Bourdieu when you need 
him)—
Speaking of meritocratism, Silliman chose this rich kid dilettante, this phony fauxpo, 
this Great Poet who (if I'm wrong about this, correct me please) hasn't published a 
new poem in what, twentyfive years?—
in 2008 this is the poet who currently most exemplifies the spirit and heritage of 
William Carlos Williams?
I guess it takes one to know one.
*
p.s. I didn't read much new poetry last year, so I'm just guessing when I say there were
373 books published in 2007 that are incredibly better than Silliman's Folly—
who are the candidates who could've/should've been on a shortlist?—
one occurs to me— 
Jennifer L. Knox, anyone?  Given WCW's innovations in the Colloquial Voice, his 
interest in USA Vernacular Culture, wouldn't she  . . . wouldn't her work be . . .



she comes to mind because I wrote a blurb for her book—
hate to think that's why it was nixed.
Hey, wanna make sure your book doesn't win a prize?  Have my name on its backcover.

*
I wonder what other poeticules of diversionality PSA Prez Alice Quinn has queued up 
for future honors—
what other freakish oddities of the past does she plan to revive,
what other obsolete stunt-acts resurrect—
maybe she can find that "Found Poetry" guy, what was his name?—
or what about "Exquisite Cadaver", or Clerihews;
if it's Concrete today, why not Palindromic tomorrow . . .
there are after all many entertaining playtime pastime recondite forms of vacuous 
verse to waste away the rainy afternoons with idle fun and frivolous games  . . .
she did the VizPo gimmick this year, so why not next year pick a similar trivial arcane 
amusement like refrigerator haiku, or limericks?
Or, better yet, I know what you should do, Quinn: keep it in the family!—have some 
duckdick press reprint the poems of the current winner's Auntie Gloria, the ones she 
published decades ago,
and then you can wield some judge to award her the WCW next year! 
Even her poems have to be better than her nepotistic nephew's.
*
I guess giving the prize to a book of NEW poetry, to a contemporary poet, would have 
been too retro—
yes, that must be it, because as we all know nobody is less retro or more au courant 
than the Man,
and if he gives the 2008 WCW to poetry written 40 years ago,
poetry written in the mythic archaic 1960s of his youth, well,
what could be more advanced than that!—
In other words,
file this prize announcement under:
Baby Boomer Entitlement Program / Subcategory: Hippie Nostalgia.
*
Poor Silliman.  Still refighting the Poetry Wars of decades ago (which he never tires 
flashing the scars from),
still pathetically trying to gain the accolades/respect/honor he feels he and his 
compadres were unjustly denied back then . . .
how desperately he needs *reparation*, so it's no wonder that when he came to make 
the final decision for this contest,
he would be irresistably driven by the mania to avenge/redress those ancient wounds 
and slights
(and it's not that I can't empathize with that pathology, since I too suffer from it)
and that he would be psychologically unable to vote for anyone but an analogue of 
himself,
a doppelganger or stand-in whose tinny triumph might bring him some vicarious spasm
of satisfaction,
a bit of retribution and relief for his own long-festering grievances,
a surrogate to whom the amends overdue him could be projectively relayed paid, 
another superannuated veteran of the avantgarde, a mirror image, a comrade,
an old brother-in-arms from that heady Golden Age,
and to hell with the eligible poets of today—
he could have picked a strong fresh younger poet, like Knox, or Chelsey Minnis—
but he just couldn't stop himself from feasting on the corrupt luxury of that coldest 
dish,
that sad seductive pleasure we call
evening the score.
*
As for you current poets, 
you poets of now rather than then—
you younger poets, brilliant poets of the 21st century like Laura Kasischke and Karen 
Volkman (to name just two)—
maybe it won't always be like it was this year, maybe in years to come



the PSA will get its judge from someplace other than the Senior Citizens Center. 
***
. . .  
Incidentally, given the iffy economics of poetry publishing and this particular author's 
personal wealth,
it occurs to me to ask: who covered the costs of putting out this book?
Who funded this project—
I'm not implying anything; I'm just asking a question that many in the poetry world 
must have wondered about. 
I assume the publisher paid for it all, is that right?   There was no subsidy involved?  
Can the Ugly Ducks confirm this assumption?
What about you, Alice Quinn, it's your prize; presumably you might have some interest
in ensuring its legitimacy:
do you know who paid the bills for the printing and production of this 277-page book?
*

COMMENTS

well, Greg, I apologize! if you say it wasn't you, then that's that. I remember it 
as being you, but I guess my memory's faulty . . . as I remember it, I phoned 
you to discuss the vote, and your opinion was that we should give the award to 
Dave Smith: if you say that didn't happen, I defer to your version of events. In 
any case, I've amended the entry above to reflect your correction . . .

Posted by: bill knott | May 24, 2008 at 07:43 AM

Bill, I was never a judge for the WCW prize, or, for that matter, any other 
prize. I don't think I've ever been a judge for any contest sponsored by the PSA.
I don't know who you are thinking of, but you might want to a) do some 
research on who the judge was, besides you and Tom and b) apologize. 

Posted by: greg orr | May 23, 2008 at 06:15 PM

Mr. Knott,

Hello. We wanted to write to answer some of the questions you (& some of 
your commentators) have regarding the financing of Saroyan's book and of Ugly 
Duckling Presse in general.

First, however, we must say that we are extremely happy for Aram and his 
recent receipt of the William Carlos Williams Award. It came as quite a 
pleasant surprise to us at Ugly Duckling and in some ways—as does every 
positive review or private word of encouragement from readers—boosted our 
morale and made the long hours that we and the other editors, interns, and 
helpers freely give to Ugly Duckling Presse seem worthwhile. (As we try to 
make clear on our website, UDP is a volunteer-run organization). This is not to 
say that we don't notice the "negative" reviews. We do and we even highlight 
some of them on our website. Poetry, Writing, and Art, as you're well aware, 
isn't one of the exact sciences. We appreciate and publish many different views
and many different types of writing. How could we not? With a collective 
editorial staff of 15 people we even have internal discord and criticism of 
works we publish.
But, to answer your questions:

As a 501(c)(3) registered non-profit organization Ugly Duckling Presse receives 
contributions from individuals and private foundations. Additionally, because of
our non-profit status, we can apply for grants from state (New York for us) and 
federal agencies. As you can imagine for a small publisher of primarily poetry 
titles these contributions literally keep us afloat. As one of your astute 
commentators noted we even list our contributors, both individuals and 
organizations, on our website. Among them you will find the New York State 
Council for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Jerome 



Foundation, the Fund for Poetry, and the Merrill Foundation. Of these the 
latter two were small unsolicited donations and we are extremely grateful to 
the Fund and the Foundation for supporting our mission—which is also available
on our website.

Saroyan's Complete Minimal Poems was funded in part through a Literary 
Publishing Project Grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, which 
covered roughly 20% of the total project budget. The rest of the money was 
budgeted from sales of a limited edition project—the facsimile reproduction of 
Vito Acconci and Bernadette Mayer's late 1960's journal 0 to 9, which 
incidentally published some of Aram's work in its early issues.

Finally, and for the truly inquisitive, all of our past years' financial reports (as 
is the case for every other non-profit based in New York) are freely available 
through the website of the New York State Attorney General's office. It's a 
wonderful little service and a boon to those (ourselves included) who are 
interested in transparency.
We hope this answers your questions.

Sincerely and on behalf of the other Ducklings,

Ryan Haley
Matvei Yankelevich

Posted by: UDP | May 11, 2008 at 01:05 PM

thinking about the list of UDP's "donors" and Rich Villar's info on some of them 
(see comments below),

i gain a new respect toward those presses who subsidize publication of a prize-
winning book by charging a reading fee to the contest entrants . . . :

surely that's better than sucking up to rich individuals and institutions for your 
funding?

what's more corrupt? isn't the former less compromised

and more democratised (as long as what's his name is nowhere near it) than the
latter?
…

Posted by: knott | May 02, 2008 at 11:43 AM

Here's a comment from Curtis Faville, posted on the main page today (and my 
brief response):

Hey, Bill, you're a little off base about Saroyan. His father Bill disinherited him 
and his sister, and the estate ended up in court. I don't think Aram got much 
from that. I don't know about his mother's fortunes, but it's certainly possible 
he got some scratch there. 

Who knows? It all happened many years after Aram, a young wannabe just like 
you back in the early 1960's, had written that "concrete" stuff. He abandoned 
writing that way in the early 1970's, and I suspect you'd probably find 
something worthy in the poems he wrote later. When I first bumped into Aram 
in the mid-1970's, he was anxious to write prose. And that's what he did. He 
was living in Bolinas then, but eventually he moved down to Southern 
California.

I think the poems from the 1960's are honest work, whether you like them or 
not. You can consider them trivial, but when seen in the context of formal 
invention in the field of typography, or conceptual art, or as derivations from 



the experiments of Zukofsky and Creeley (to name two), it has some merit.

It WAS an odd choice, given that this was very old work. On the other hand, 
Aram had delayed gathering it all together in one book until now. So it 
becomes the occasion to throw some attention towards what may have been 
forgotten, or not properly digested.

Now you can talk about the excretionary metaphors....

*

Dear Curtis:

thanks for your comment . . .

His mother's autobiography was published about a decade ago, about her 
debutante days with Gloria Vanderbilt (who actually had a book of her own 
poems published at some point, if I'm remembering right—), and her 
subsequent lives with famous writer and famous moviestar . . .

You have more appreciation for "experiments" than I, of course . . . I do 
consider all forms of "Word Art" as being ancillary (a side rivulet) to the 
mainstream of verse.

I can't read Zukovsky, and Creeley I appreciate for what are probably the wrong
reasons: his clarity, his accessibility, his sinewy taut syntactical interplay of 
word and line; what that Steve critic calls his kinship to Herrick . . .

you can pity me for liking Creeley mistakenly, or scorn me; both.

…

Posted by: knott | May 02, 2008 at 08:40 AM

Wow, thanks, csperez. I sometimes forget that the new Rich White means your 
bloodline can't oppress outside of the US and Western Europe. Here I thought 
"rich" dealt with control of wealth and "white" dealt with the predominant skin 
color of those who would rather ride than walk. It must be tough on the elites 
from S.America and E.Europe. Luckily though, they can still receive merit 
prizes.

Posted by: Steve | April 30, 2008 at 05:40 PM

. . . but I guess that "m" with the four or five or however many legs (I stopped 
counting after a while)

will make a great corporate logo

for when Microsoft and McDonalds merge …

Posted by: knott | April 30, 2008 at 01:58 PM

Rich Villar, thanks for your comments here . . .

I prefer your "shitty" modifier for the new WCWer's one-word poems to my 
"insipid" . . .

what's the right adjective for his one-letter poems, especially that doublemint 
"nn" (?) or whatever the fuck that thing is that Silliman keeps posting, is it an 
"m" with an extra fourth leg or what? what's it supposed to be?. . .

but this question of Ugly Duckling Press's funding and its sources, —



I don't know anything about the money situation for small presses these days—

so I'm not being disingenuous when I ask:

is EVERY small press as munificently supported as UDP?

and if UDP does get more funding than other small presses, why?

Posted by: knott | April 30, 2008 at 01:33 PM

ahahahahahahahahahahahaaa!!!

Posted by: mayajade | April 30, 2008 at 12:41 PM

Not that it matters, exactly, but the Merrill family fortune comes from banking 
and finance. His father was Charles Merrill, the co-founder of Merrill Lynch.

In other news: the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation (sponsors of the upcoming 
Dodge Poetry Festival) comes out of old money, too. The "R" stands for 
Rockefeller, and Geraldine was married to an heir to the Phelps-Dodge fortune 
(Phelps Dodge: union-busters and miners of copper in the Congo and Chile, 
among other places), who also happened to be president of Remington 
Firearms. Guns, oil, and international copper mining...the trifecta of 
oppression!

What's it all mean? I dunno, but maybe Mr. Saroyan can write a shitty one-word 
poem about it.

Posted by: Rich Villar | April 30, 2008 at 08:27 AM

Found this through a link in Eduardo's blog Lorcaloca. Enjoyed your comments 
about Cardinal Silliman &c.

I got curious after I read your comment about the sources of funding for Ugly 
Duckling Press, and went searching. I wasn't able to dig up anything solid about
the Merrill Family Charitable Trust, not sure offhand who they are. I don't know
offhand the original source of the wealth of James Merrill's family.

The Jerome Foundation (based in St. Paul) was founded by one J. Jerome Hill, 
grandson of James J. Hill the railroad baron.

Thanks for posting this.

Posted by: lyledaggett@att.net | April 29, 2008 at 09:47 PM

hey bill, your comment to my blog post is killing me! that toilet seat better be 
da kine that self-warms!

word,
c

Posted by: csperez | April 29, 2008 at 12:05 PM

I stand corrected by "csperez" (see below) and from now on I will say, for 
example, "Silliman picked a Rich Jewish/Armenian Heterosexual Male" and 
hope that's not inaccurate . . .

Tell me: does socioeconomic status, the private wealth of one's family, —does 
that ever enter into the determination of who's an oppressed minority and 
who's not?



please remember that the new WCW prizewinner's father was a famous 
bestselling author, and his stepfather was a famous rich moviestar, and his 
mother inherited a fortune from the (correct me if I'm wrong here) Nieman-
Marcus dynasty . . .

I hope that when csperez opens their xmas presents this year they find a nice 
surprise from the Nieman-Marcus catalog, maybe one of those mink-lined gold-
plated toiletseats to help ease and facilitate the production of more blog posts
like the one below . . .

speaking of shit, and shits, while the new WCWer was smoking dope at Beverly 
Hills High, I was growing up in an orphanage with no family no money no as 
they say educational opportunities:

while he was hiring skywriting planes to puff his insipid one-word "poems" over 
the streets of Cambridge, I was washing bedpans as a hospital orderly for ten 
years minimum wage while I struggled to write my first book (guess that makes
me Kipling, alright) . . .

Posted by: knott | April 29, 2008 at 08:02 AM

this appeared on the "A Foreigner carrying in the crook of his arm a tiny blog" 
today:
Tuesday, April 29, 2008

The Liberal White Man's Burden

*
what i do want to blog about today is a blogpost i just read by BILL KNOTT. a 
rambling post in which he bashes ron silliman's choice of aram saroyan's 
complete minimal poems as the winner of the william carlos williams award.

i've only been in the poetry world for a short time, but it's quite obvious to me 
that everyone--from poets to editors, judges to critics, translators to 
reviewers--has their preferences. and yes, there's a fine line between 
preferences and prejudices. to me, ron's choice reflected his preferences and a
particular reading of williams. so what.

i commented on what i found interesting about his choice here: "a writer 
whose work hardly gets talked about in terms of 'ethnic' poetry gets chosen for 
an award named after a writer whose work hardly gets talked about in terms of
'ethnic' poetry."

what's very strange about knott's post is that he accuses ron of "picking a Rich 
White Male from a wealthy background." he goes on to say, parenthetically: 
"(Parenthetically, in his desire to honor the heritage of WCW, might he not well
have considered the ethnic roots of William Carlos Williams, and with that 
lineage in mind looked to chose one of the meritous poets of Hispanic 
background currently publishing their work—)."

isnt it funny how Knott italices the "carlos" as if to say hello! look at his middle
name and recognize his 'ethnic roots! hello mr knott, look at 'aram saroyan'. oh
wait, let me italicize it for you 'aram saroyan'. that look like a 'white' name to 
you? of course, ethnicity's much more complicated than one's names: saroyan is
jewish / armenian. dig his pic. williams' mother, Raquel Helene Rose Hoheb, 
was born in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico (her mother was from Matinique and her 
father was from Puerto Rico of Dutch ancestry ). Williams' father, William 
George Williams, was an English businessman. if knott wants the winner of the 
prize to match up with the prize name, saroyan is not a bad choice.

another annoying thing about knott's post is his white paternalism. apparently, 
he was also a judge of the williams prize at some point:



"I can hardly criticize Silliman for choosing a White Male when I myself back 
there in what year was it, '77, '78, did the same— 

and nothing (it seems) has changed in the 30 years since then, has it—

I could have opted for an African-American Woman/Latina/Asian, but I voted 
my private devotion to [John] Logan"

yes mr. knott you had the power and oh why didnt you bestow your lamplight 
onto the tired, the poor, the huddled masses and wretched refuse that yearn to
win poetry prizes awarded by white men. oh great father, why did you forsake 
us!

knott goes on, still reeling from the guilt of not having fulfilled The Liberal 
White Man's Burden (i feel a Kipling spoof coming on):

"Thirty years ago I could have voted for a minority poet, a woman poet, but I 
didn't, and last week Silliman could have also, but he didn't."

*
i cant help it (first stanza):
Take up the Liberal White Man's burden--
Reject the work of ye breed--
Go find the poets of color
To serve your editors' need;
To read in every corner,
Of common folk and exotic--
Your new-caught, ethnic flavor,
Half-devil and half-poet.
*

posted by csperez @ 12:00 AM 

Posted by: knott | April 29, 2008 at 07:44 AM

Excellent writing, Senor Knott! Silliman is truly silly. On another note, I am 
shocked to see my hometown listed on your traffic feed. Jesus, I'm sitting here 
naked, splashing the smallest amount of whiskey into my morning coffee...

Posted by: Zorro Weiner | April 29, 2008 at 06:17 AM

I went to the Ugly Duckling Press website, whereon the following appears:
SUPPORT
UDP is grateful for the support of its subscribers, donors, Materials for the Arts,
the New York State Council on the Arts, the Jerome Foundation, CLMP, the 
Merrill Family Charitable Trust, and the National Endowment for the Arts.

We would like to extend special thanks to the Fund for Poetry for its generous 
unsolicited gifts, and to CLMP for its many forms of support.

It's good to see this small press being so supported by all those entities . . . 
other small presses not as endowed as this must envy the UgDucks, and must 
wonder how they too could get hitched to those cash-chutes. . .

"Merrill Trust"— is that from James Merrill? The Jerome Foundation? the "Fund 
for Poetry"?

Who bankrolls these backers?

I don't suppose a list of the donors who funnel their support through these 
groups will be forthcoming,



do you?

Posted by: knott | April 29, 2008 at 05:12 AM

Well, damn. I think I'm ready for work now. Thanks, Mr. Knott!

Rich V.

Posted by: Rich Villar | April 29, 2008 at 04:48 AM

If Silliman wanted to "even the score," then why didn't he choose a fellow 
language poet, instead of a poet who never travelled in the same circles as 
Silliman?

Posted by: Andy Nicholson | April 29, 2008 at 12:50 AM

I have no comments on the contest, but I am glad someone is questioning 
Silliman. He keeps talking about the border and Latino/a poetry and well, what
can I do about it? 

He's THE MAN.

Posted by: Sheryl Luna | April 28, 2008 at 05:42 PM

Ah who cares about poetry.

The Sage moves on.

At least you have a sense of humor! The noise in the jungle is always a bit 
disturbing. How we combined beauty, ferocity, and stupidity in such delicately 
marbled textures is anyone's 
guess..

Posted by: Lanny Quarles | April 28, 2008 at 08:58 AM

Bill, a major problem with your moronic harangue against Silliman's choice of a
book by a poet who composed poems thirty years ago that are still forty years 
ahead of the poetry you admire, is that you provided no argument whatever 
against their value. But countless U.S. Senators and other political morons have
said much the same as you have about Saroyan's work, so you can ignore my 
remarks.

--Bob Grumman

Posted by: Bob Grumman | April 23, 2008 at 06:03 PM

Jennifer El Knox is right. Yeah!

Posted by: Deb | April 23, 2008 at 09:44 AM

Hear, hear!

Posted by: RV | April 22, 2008 at 10:48 AM

April 22, 2008
old workdrafts etc

...

*
Antigone waits with spade in hand to mound



the sand her siblings kick as they comber in from

their swim.  She pats that castle down with palms
caked hard as Creon's curse, that consequence

whose idol winks quietly at my verse.  Like a desk
calendar fate is best read one page per day

despite what you've heard Tiresias say blatant on
the steps of his god's versailles.  Its pillars mount

like capital.  The people starve to prove them whole.
A marketplace can't exist without statistics dole

but picture those cherubs of Oedipus at play, their
grimace as they hurl blindfolds across the waves

or yank lassoes similar to coily Casta's noose.
They pour her lipstick pot on a salamander as

other rouged reptiles climb morning bright,
then boring childhood pranks prance them to light

the footstool in flames, the one she stepped off
of to hang herself.  How tragic: unlike all other

kids who can never be certain their mother
didn't diddle the plumber, these three share

knowledge no one but them knows the terror
of patrimony ID certifiable as any infant all.

They burn banknotes now in the fire of her toes'
phantoms, the ottoman's womanblotto sears

tears as they ignite each former furniture
that stagnates malignant with home, each chair

and most of all the mirror where she [

[Names never sound the ground they fathom home
or proclaim they've conquered the slightest inch—

Only a flag planted to confound the soil will
extemporize more than our sublimest wish.]

[of the capitol [the king's citadel       mounted pillars ]

*

*

like pinpricks-minus-pain
the mist is on our skin

autumn mops up the poppets
of spring

they lose their heads in happendown drift
lofted-off fluff

blown of color



bled dust

white-frail
dandelions are

fright when they rare
more hues than us

which leaves but more
to be covered with ice / frosts

if only that trotting
tragedian time took all

and stripped his guise
scrubbed this gray decay off

overly-wise we cry
stemstruck bent to our like

*

April 23, 2008
old workdrafts etc

...

*
[title?] [Those Pillows]

Those pillows lovers keep
adjusting beneath themselves to find
the right slant (that of person
walking against high wind)

have their own cushion-quotient 
of soft or hardness: they're
unique and similar like snowflakes;
every pillow has its singular

feel-degree, though blizzards of limbs
would crush them all the same—
yet chastened to lie winterfold 
among them after you come

from being bent so pitch intent
on/through love's stress storms, only now
your relent-laced forms will learn  /shall learn / may learn
what little rest pilllows allow.

*
/feel-degree, its qualities
of give or support for limbs
blizzard-chastened to lie mooshed
among the aftercold that comes

from being bent so pitch intent
toward/against/to test/ to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
what little rest pillows allow.



/feel-degree, its measure of give
or support for blizzards of limbs
that would moosh them all the same—
chastened by what aftercold comes

/that would moosh them all the same
when chastened by the cold that comes

from being bent so pitch intent
to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
how little rest those pillows allow.

/from being bent so forward
into such storms, only now     /  pitched towards
can our relent-laced forms test
what meager rest each may allow.   / each affords.

/what meager rest pillows allow.

/the cushion fecta of each pillow.
the eager rest these pillows allow.
the eager rest of each pillow.

/the potent rest of each pillow.
the rest-potency of this pillow.
the rest place of each pillow.
the rest quotient of each pillow.
the rest potential of each pillow.
the rest quality of each pillow.
the rest-qualtiies of each pillow.

have their own farenheit / weathervane/ cushion-quota
cushion-quotient/ 
have their own farenheits/measure

/from being bent into such storms, 
perhaps our relent-laced forms

so eager to reach here now
can test each pillow's rest for how.

embody them the same, 
/endure them/ would crush them all the same,

for place

can test each cushion's rest for place
can test each cushioned resting place
can now test how restful they've placed us.

forms bent, intent/eager to reach this rest.
from being bent so forward
into such storms, perhaps now  /only now
our relent-laced forms may test

forms unbent can test this rest.

can test how restful they place us



feel-degree, and though through blizzards
of limbs they seem the same,

have differing degrees

/through the storm, our bent/ [leaned-forward]
/bent-raced /  bent-laced  / relent-laced

/walking/striding against high wind)

/forms leaning forward to reach this/

/feel-quotient/feel-quality/feel-degree, and if in this blizzard

each [pillow] has its own feel, to the touch
its qualities of give or support when
you rest or prop upon it 

/every pillow has a felt-quality to it
personality, even if in the/our rush/blizzard

/though all of them fall upon
our blizzard bodies or lie chastened
for the next winterfold

*
Can I cast off enough malaprops
ripe-heard at night-ne'er
where I suspect my virtue lies
in sidestepping the opportune hour
to arrive in halfmore.  Cleverly

I serve those who lie with the sun
at times by their open window
pretending they are sad to see
a poppy ban ivory from
its balcony of unmanned.

I serve their pain.  In my slippersoles
/

*
Acting out the origin
of how to occur in a story
is more than I have saved
from any empire's glory;

lack of rain rusts umbrellas,
minus pain dulls my mind:
if green extolls oasis
no wonder one's hard to find

in this desert of dinky, each
Vegas lusting to be Rome.
I pause goodbye a breather;
start to escort the door home.

/
the tendency of green
to exaggerate its oasis
paints the bread dull



*

April 24, 2008
old workdrafts etc

...

*
[title?] [Those Pillows]

Those pillows lovers keep
adjusting beneath themselves to find
the right slant (that of a man
walking against high wind)

have their own cushion-quotient  
of soft or hardness: they're
similar and unique like snowflakes;
every pillow has its singular

feel-degree, its qualities
/of give or prop for the head   /of spongy give or prop for a head
that will have to lie upon them
in the aftercold of love's bed—

[pillows that promise comfort and wear
the ideal shape of heavenclouds
and even bear more than we can bear
of weariness, and resurge after they're 
mooshed down bedflat, spring back...  ]

/and having once been bent to breast
such endless storms, maybe now

of give or support for limbs
that would moosh them down to none—
/mooshing them down equally—
harsh the aftercold that comes

/from being bent to breast
such endless storms, maybe now
your relent-laced forms will learn
how little rest pillows allow.

/

of give or support for bodies  / heads

that will have to lie upon them

yet chastened to lie winterfold  / afterfold

propped by their spongy hems

among their spongy forms

that don't care, that moosh them

resurgency and springback/  their spongy springback

that would moosh them bed-flat—



in the aftercold that comes

that press them down to moosh—

that mooshed them all the same,
yet in the aftercold that comes
/chastened to lie in the [       ]

from being bent so pitch intent
to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
how little rest those pillows allow.

/

yet chastened to lie winterfold  
among them after you come

from being bent so pitch intent
on/through love's stress storms, only now
your relent-laced forms will learn  /shall learn / may learn
what little rest pilllows allow.

*
/feel-degree, its qualities
of give or support for limbs
blizzard-chastened to lie mooshed
among the aftercold that comes

feel-degree, though blizzards of limbs
would crush them all the same—

from being bent so pitch intent
toward/against/to test/ to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
what little rest pillows allow. 

/feel-degree, its measure of give
or support for blizzards of limbs
that would moosh them all the same—
chastened by what aftercold comes

/that would moosh them all the same
when chastened by the cold that comes

from being bent so pitch intent
to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
how little rest those pillows allow.

/from being bent so forward
into such storms, only now     /  pitched towards
can our relent-laced forms test
what meager rest each may allow.   / each affords.

/what meager rest pillows allow.

/the cushion fecta of each pillow.
the eager rest these pillows allow.
the eager rest of each pillow.



/the potent rest of each pillow.
the rest-potency of this pillow.
the rest place of each pillow.
the rest quotient of each pillow.
the rest potential of each pillow.
the rest quality of each pillow.
the rest-qualtiies of each pillow.

have their own farenheit / weathervane/ cushion-quota
cushion-quotient/  
have their own farenheits/measure

/from being bent into such storms,  
perhaps our relent-laced forms 

so eager to reach here now
can test each pillow's rest for how.

embody them the same,  
/endure them/ would crush them all the same,

for place

can test each cushion's rest for place
can test each cushioned resting place
can now test how restful they've placed us.

forms bent, intent/eager to reach this rest.
from being bent so forward
into such storms, perhaps now  /only now
our relent-laced forms may test 

forms unbent can test this rest.

can test how restful they place us

feel-degree, and though through blizzards
of limbs they seem the same,

have differing degrees

/through the storm, our bent/ [leaned-forward]
/bent-raced /  bent-laced  / relent-laced

/walking/striding against high wind)

/forms leaning forward to reach this/

/feel-quotient/feel-quality/feel-degree, and if in this blizzard

each [pillow] has its own feel, to the touch
its qualities of give or support when
you rest or prop upon it  

/every pillow has a felt-quality to it
personality, even if in the/our rush/blizzard

/though all of them fall upon
our blizzard bodies or lie chastened
for the next winterfold



*
Can I cast off enough malaprops
ripe-heard at night-ne'er
where I suspect my virtue lies
in sidestepping the opportune hour
to arrive in halfmore.  Cleverly

I serve those who lie with the sun
at times by their open window
pretending they are sad to see
a poppy ban ivory from
its balcony of unmanned.

I serve their pain.  In my slippersoles
/

*
Acting out the origin
of how to occur in a story
is more than I have saved
from any empire's glory;

lack of rain rusts umbrellas,
minus pain dulls my mind:
if green extolls oasis
no wonder one's hard to find

in this desert of dinky, each
Vegas lusting to be Rome.
I pause goodbye a breather;
start to escort the door home.

/
the tendency of green
to exaggerate its oasis
paints the bread dull

*

billknott
IT'S EASY TO PRINT OUT MY PDF BOOKS — IF YOU DON'T HAVE A DUPLEX PRINTER YOU 
CAN RUN THE ODD PAGES FIRST AND THEN FLIP THEM OVER AND DO THE EVEN — 
FOLD/STAPLE AND YOU'LL HAVE A DEAD-TREE COPY FOR A COST OF ABOUT TWENTYFIVE 
CENTS — GIVE IT A TRY —

...

*

I was looking at this interview which appeared in Rain Taxi in 2000, and this particular
passage in it,
and thinking about my current situation ...:

. . . .  My book of new poems, Plaza de Loco, has been rejected from almost 25 
contests judged by Robert Bly, Marvin Bell, Louis Simpson, Mark Strand, Marilyn 
Hacker, Thomas Lux, Rodney Jones, Mark Jarman, Ai, Nathaniael Mackey, Ishmael 
Reed, Pattiann Rogers, Mary Oliver, Mark Cox, T. R. Hummer, Primus St. John, J. Rod 
Clark, Miller Williams, Robert Bly again (he rejected it twice: first for the National 
Poetry Series, and second for U. of Wisconsin), and sundry others.   You ask why I’d 
vanity-publish Plaza—the answer should be obvious.  And the other books I do myself 
have been similarly unable to find publishers: Other Strangers than Our Own: Selected



Love Poems (rejected most recently by Charles Simic for Sarabande, and by Mary 
Oliver for Utah); The Season on Our Sleeve (Selected Short Poems); Homages; One 
Hundred Quartorzains (rejected by Bly for Wisconsin) . . . I did a Collected Political 
Poems in the mid-1990s.  All these books were sent to publishers and rejected; I’ve 
given up any hopes of having them accepted.  And so I print and bind them myself, I 
publish them: and yes, to answer your question, it is humiliating to be a vanity author.
It’s so humiliating that I can’t even go to poetry readings anymore; I’m ashamed to 
show my face; ashamed to be in the company of real poets, non-vanity poets, I feel 
such a failure.  And I can’t give readings anymore either, I’d be such a fraud standing 
up there: my career began with some promise but has ended in shambles.  If your 
books were rejected all those times, wouldn’t you be as miserable as I am about it?

*
The above excerpt is from an interview that appeared in Rain Taxi magazine in 
2000 . . .  In 2004 Farrar Straus & Giroux published a book that had my name on it, 
essentially the same collection as that one called Plaza de Loco . . .

After this 04 FSG book, the editor there (Jonathan Galassi) wanted to do as a followup
a 240-page (his number) Selected Poems . . .

but the wheel had turned too far.  The rejections had destroyed me. Not just the book
rejections, but the fact that in my three decades residence in Massachusetts I had 
applied I don't know how many times for a grant from the state Arts Council, and 
never received one.  They gave cash awards to hundreds of Massachusetts poets over 
those 30 years, but not me . . .

eventually during those years it became clear that I was being blacklisted.  The 
Boston (et al) poetry Establishment had at some point declared me persona non grata.
None of the many colleges and universities in the area invited me to read, local 
magazines like Agni or Harvard Review returned form rejection-slips (until I finally 
wised up and quit submitting to them) . . .

So what the fuck.  Here the Establishment Poetry Biz rejects me for decades, and now
I'm supposed to be a FSG poet on the same list with FSG poets who are potentates of 
the same Po-Bizness that spit on me all those years?

To quote Cummings' Olaf,

there is some s. I will not eat.

*
How am I supposed to be an FSG poet when I hate all the poets FSG publishes?  
Charles Wright and Fred Seidel, Kleinzaller whatever the fuck his name is, Muldoon, I 
can't stand their so-called poetry. 

All of them.  But it's not that; I could put up with that, I could hold my nose—

No, it's not that, it's this: these FSG poets are the same elite (or they're the same as), 
the same establishment that rejected humilitated and blacklisted me all my fucking 
life . . . and now I'm supposed to be on the same goddamn list THEY"RE on?——

I'm supposed to be an FSG poet on their list, me, me alongside those other FSG poets, 
like that arrogant snob Louise Gluck . . .

aw fuck it. the hell with it .... i'm not going on with this.  It's said, no more to say.

April 25, 2008

if you have emailed me recently at the aol or the gmail address, i'm sorry, but i can't 
access either one of them . . . the only way to contact me is to leave a message in the
comments box of the main page of this blog . . .



...

April 30, 2008

ALL MY POETRY, EVERY POEM I'VE WRITTEN SINCE 1960, IS POSTED HERE FOR OPEN 
ACCESS, PERUSAL AND PROPAGATION: YOU HAVE MY THANKS TO PLEASE 
COPY/DISTRIBUTE WHATEVER YOU LIKE.

MOST ARE GROUPED INTO VARIOUS COLLECTIONS (SEE SIDEBAR LIST): EACH CAN BE 
READ IN ITS ENTIRETY ON THE PUTERSCREEN AND OR DOWNLOADED VIA PDF TO 
PRINTOUT FOR FREE: DIY FOR A HARDCOPY ("DEAD TREE EDITION") OF ANY VOLUME.

ODD POEMS AND DRAFTS (AND OCCASIONAL MARGINALIA)
ARE IN ARCHIVES.  PLUS SCANS OF SOME OF MY ARTWORK.

BUT!— before you read my poems, you should ponder these Knott Notices (all quotes 
authentic):

"[Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic quality hardly arises. . .
.  Mr. Knott practices a dead language."
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970

"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response."
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983

[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only the prototaxis of 
idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of giving his birth and terminal dates 
together originated when he realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry 
reading he was scheduled to give."
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, May 1972

"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake."
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970

"Bill Knott['s] ancient, academic ramblings are part of what's wrong with poetry today.
Ignore the old bastard. . . ."
—Collin Kelley (from "They Shoot Poets Don't They" blog, August 08, 2006)

"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . [He's] been forced to 
self-publish some of his recent books. . . . [B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque
—poetry. . . . appalling . . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or 
obsessively repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old paint . .
. his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less decorative than guarded or 
layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . 
irritating . . . contrarian."
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, Feb 2005 

"I’m not that familiar with Kenneth Koch’s poetry. I often see him as the spiritual 
father of Bill Knott. . . ."
—Geof Huth (from "dbqp: visualizing poetics" blog)

"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate himself . . . and 
he seems to hate his readers." 
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine)

"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ."
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review

"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment. . . ."
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007



"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . [His work is] 
thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ."
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005

"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . personal to the 
point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown formulaic, his obscure poems more 
obscure, his terse observations so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent 
in the reader. . . . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] unethical. . . ."
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review

“Bill Knot [sic] sucks."
—Marcus Slease (from "Never Mind the Beasts" blog, June 10, 2005)

"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown . . ."
—Calvin Bedient, Massachusetts Review

"Bill Knott is the Bad Boy of American Poetry."
—Carolyn Kizer, Washington Post Book World

"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail."
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow

[FLIP THAT COIN AGAIN AND YOU MIGHT GET THIS:]

"For the past thirty-five years Bill Knott has shown himself to be one of our very best 
poets and perhaps the most original. . . . I think he is one of the few poets of my 
generation who will remain with us."
—Stephen Dobyns, Harvard Review (Spring 2002)

"Bill Knott is a meld between Gerard Manley Hopkins and MTV, producing poems with 
the former's violent beauty and the latter's largely ironic postmodern presence."
—Mary Jo Bang, Lingua Franca (May 2000)

"Knott was an incredibly important poet to me and still is; I think Bill Knott is a genius
and probably the least known great poet in America. It's really kind of pathetic that 
he's not as well known as he was even thirty years ago because he's even better now."
—Thomas Lux, The Cortland Review (August 1999)

“Bill Knott is one of the best poets writing in America.  Without question, he is the 
most original.”
—Kurt Brown, Harvard Review (Spring 1999)

"Bill Knott is a genius."
—Tom Andrews, Ohio Review (1997)

“It is no accident that the major British and American poets of the 19th and 20th 
century were outsiders.  .  .  . The most original poet of my generation, Bill Knott, is 
also the greatest outsider.”
—Stephen Dobyns, AWP Chronicle (1995)

“Bill Knott is the secret hero of a lot of poets. . . . [P]oets who differ radically from 
Knott look to his work for the shock of recognizing themselves.”
—David Kirby, American Book Review (1991)

“Bill Knott’s poems . . . are the poems Beckett’s Gogo would write if he were among 
us.”
—Sharon Dunn, Massachusetts Review (1990)

“[Knott’s ‘Poems 1963-1988’ is] a powerful and original book, a record of one of the 
most disturbing imaginations of our times.  Few people can create a world so 
completely and concisely as Knott does time and time again.”



—Kevin Hart, Overland (1990)

“Knott is no parlor poet.  His work is the most sharply original of any poet in his 
generation.”
—Jim Elledge, Booklist (1989)

“Among people who know his work, Bill Knott is regarded as one of the most original 
voices in American poetry.”
—Charles Simic, blurb for Poems 1963-1988 (1989)

“Knott sets up principles far outside most of those we know, and he always writes up 
to and beyond those standards.”      
—Sandra McPherson, blurb for Outremer (1989)

“Bill Knott is an American original.  No one else could have imagined what James 
Wright once referred to as Bill Knott’s ‘indispensable poems.’”
—Stuart Dischell, Harvard Book Review (1989)

“I think Bill Knott is the best poet in America right now.”
—Thomas Lux, Emerson Review (1983)

“Bill Knott’s first book, ‘The Naomi Poems,’ published in 1968, established him 
instantaneously as one of the finest poets in America.  Subsequent publications 
deepened and reinforced that reputation.”
—Andrei Codrescu, The Baltimore Sun (1983)

“[Knott’s poems are] shrouded almost always in the glaring and polluted light William 
Burroughs foresaw with such brilliance in ‘Naked Lunch.’  In fact, Knott, Poet of 
Interzone, is the poet Burroughs seemed to call for in his seminal novel. . . . Knott is 
one of a handful of original poets working today.  His genius suits the times better 
than any poet I’ve read . . .”               
—Robert Peters, Los Angeles Times (1983)

“With the death of Berryman, Knott seems to me to be the chief embodiment in 
language today of Mallarmé’s spirit. . .”
—John Vernon, Western Humanities Review (1976)

“. . . Knott's originality as a poet: he is absurd and classical and surrealist all at once. 
A marvelously impossible animal.”
—Paul Zweig, Contemporary Poetry in America (1974)

“At his best, Knott is a kind of surreal classicist. . . . He is already a formidable 
poet.”
—Karl Malkoff, Crowell’s Handbook of Contemporary
                      American Poetry (1974)

“[Knott’s] images are astonishing.  Whatever you may think of Knott’s poems, they 
have not been written before by anyone else. . . . Poetry such as this strikes me as 
extending our awareness.”
—Louis Simpson, New York Times Book Review (1969)

“Bill Knott is one of the most remarkable poets to appear since James Wright and 
James Dickey.”
—Ralph J. Mills, Jr., Poetry (1969)

“I think [Bill Knott] is one of the best poets I know.”
—James Wright, blurb for The Naomi Poems (1968)

“I think the most significant group of young poets are those published in Choice and 
The Sixties, and the most impressive of these is certainly William Knott.”
—Kenneth Rexroth, Harper’s Magazine (June 1965)



*

*

May 01, 2008

ALL MY POETRY, EVERY POEM I'VE WRITTEN SINCE 1960, IS POSTED HERE FOR OPEN 
ACCESS, PERUSAL AND PROPAGATION: YOU HAVE MY THANKS TO PLEASE 
COPY/DISTRIBUTE WHATEVER YOU LIKE.

MOST ARE GROUPED INTO VARIOUS COLLECTIONS (SEE SIDEBAR LIST): EACH CAN BE 
READ IN ITS ENTIRETY ON THE PUTERSCREEN AND OR DOWNLOADED VIA PDF TO 
PRINTOUT FOR FREE: DIY FOR A HARDCOPY ("DEAD TREE EDITION") OF ANY VOLUME.

ODD POEMS AND DRAFTS (AND OCCASIONAL MARGINALIA)
ARE IN ARCHIVES.  PLUS SCANS OF SOME OF MY ARTWORK.

BUT!— before you read my poems, you should ponder these Knott Notices (all quotes 
authentic):

"[Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic quality hardly arises. . .
.  Mr. Knott practices a dead language."
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970

"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response."
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983

[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only the prototaxis of 
idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of giving his birth and terminal dates 
together originated when he realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry 
reading he was scheduled to give."
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, May 1972

"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake."
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970

"Bill Knott['s] ancient, academic ramblings are part of what's wrong with poetry today.
Ignore the old bastard. . . ."
—Collin Kelley (from "They Shoot Poets Don't They" blog, August 08, 2006)

"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . [He's] been forced to 
self-publish some of his recent books. . . . [B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque
—poetry. . . . appalling . . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or 
obsessively repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old paint . .
. his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less decorative than guarded or 
layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . 
irritating . . . contrarian."
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, Feb 2005 

"I’m not that familiar with Kenneth Koch’s poetry. I often see him as the spiritual 
father of Bill Knott. . . ."
—Geof Huth (from "dbqp: visualizing poetics" blog)

"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate himself . . . and 
he seems to hate his readers." 
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine)

"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ."
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review

"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment. . . ."
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007



"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . [His work is] 
thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ."
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005

"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . personal to the 
point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown formulaic, his obscure poems more 
obscure, his terse observations so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent 
in the reader. . . . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] unethical. . . ."
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review

“Bill Knot [sic] sucks."
—Marcus Slease (from "Never Mind the Beasts" blog, June 10, 2005)

"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown . . ."
—Calvin Bedient, Massachusetts Review

"Bill Knott is the Bad Boy of American Poetry."
—Carolyn Kizer, Washington Post Book World

"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail."
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow

[FLIP THAT COIN AGAIN AND YOU MIGHT GET THIS:]

"For the past thirty-five years Bill Knott has shown himself to be one of our very best 
poets and perhaps the most original. . . . I think he is one of the few poets of my 
generation who will remain with us."
—Stephen Dobyns, Harvard Review (Spring 2002)

"Bill Knott is a meld between Gerard Manley Hopkins and MTV, producing poems with 
the former's violent beauty and the latter's largely ironic postmodern presence."
—Mary Jo Bang, Lingua Franca (May 2000)

"Knott was an incredibly important poet to me and still is; I think Bill Knott is a genius
and probably the least known great poet in America. It's really kind of pathetic that 
he's not as well known as he was even thirty years ago because he's even better now."
—Thomas Lux, The Cortland Review (August 1999)

“Bill Knott is one of the best poets writing in America.  Without question, he is the 
most original.”
—Kurt Brown, Harvard Review (Spring 1999)

"Bill Knott is a genius."
—Tom Andrews, Ohio Review (1997)

“It is no accident that the major British and American poets of the 19th and 20th 
century were outsiders.  .  .  . The most original poet of my generation, Bill Knott, is 
also the greatest outsider.”
—Stephen Dobyns, AWP Chronicle (1995)

“Bill Knott is the secret hero of a lot of poets. . . . [P]oets who differ radically from 
Knott look to his work for the shock of recognizing themselves.”
—David Kirby, American Book Review (1991)

“Bill Knott’s poems . . . are the poems Beckett’s Gogo would write if he were among 
us.”
—Sharon Dunn, Massachusetts Review (1990)

“[Knott’s ‘Poems 1963-1988’ is] a powerful and original book, a record of one of the 
most disturbing imaginations of our times.  Few people can create a world so 



completely and concisely as Knott does time and time again.”
—Kevin Hart, Overland (1990)

“Knott is no parlor poet.  His work is the most sharply original of any poet in his 
generation.”
—Jim Elledge, Booklist (1989)

“Among people who know his work, Bill Knott is regarded as one of the most original 
voices in American poetry.”
—Charles Simic, blurb for Poems 1963-1988 (1989)

“Knott sets up principles far outside most of those we know, and he always writes up 
to and beyond those standards.”      
—Sandra McPherson, blurb for Outremer (1989)

“Bill Knott is an American original.  No one else could have imagined what James 
Wright once referred to as Bill Knott’s ‘indispensable poems.’”
—Stuart Dischell, Harvard Book Review (1989)

“I think Bill Knott is the best poet in America right now.”
—Thomas Lux, Emerson Review (1983)

“Bill Knott’s first book, ‘The Naomi Poems,’ published in 1968, established him 
instantaneously as one of the finest poets in America.  Subsequent publications 
deepened and reinforced that reputation.”
—Andrei Codrescu, The Baltimore Sun (1983)

“[Knott’s poems are] shrouded almost always in the glaring and polluted light William 
Burroughs foresaw with such brilliance in ‘Naked Lunch.’  In fact, Knott, Poet of 
Interzone, is the poet Burroughs seemed to call for in his seminal novel. . . . Knott is 
one of a handful of original poets working today.  His genius suits the times better 
than any poet I’ve read . . .”               
—Robert Peters, Los Angeles Times (1983)

“With the death of Berryman, Knott seems to me to be the chief embodiment in 
language today of Mallarmé’s spirit. . .”
—John Vernon, Western Humanities Review (1976)

“. . . Knott's originality as a poet: he is absurd and classical and surrealist all at once. 
A marvelously impossible animal.”
—Paul Zweig, Contemporary Poetry in America (1974)

“At his best, Knott is a kind of surreal classicist. . . . He is already a formidable 
poet.”
—Karl Malkoff, Crowell’s Handbook of Contemporary
                      American Poetry (1974)

“[Knott’s] images are astonishing.  Whatever you may think of Knott’s poems, they 
have not been written before by anyone else. . . . Poetry such as this strikes me as 
extending our awareness.”
—Louis Simpson, New York Times Book Review (1969)

“Bill Knott is one of the most remarkable poets to appear since James Wright and 
James Dickey.”
—Ralph J. Mills, Jr., Poetry (1969)

“I think [Bill Knott] is one of the best poets I know.”
—James Wright, blurb for The Naomi Poems (1968)

“I think the most significant group of young poets are those published in Choice and 
The Sixties, and the most impressive of these is certainly William Knott.”
—Kenneth Rexroth, Harper’s Magazine (June 1965)



*

*

May 04, 2008

billknott
ALL MY POETRY, EVERY POEM I'VE WRITTEN SINCE 1960, IS POSTED HERE FOR OPEN 
ACCESS AND FREE DOWNLOAD >>> YOU HAVE MY THANKS TO PLEASE COPY/DISTRIBUTE 
WHATEVER YOU LIKE >>> YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY MONEY TO BUY DEAD TREES TO READ 
MY POEMS >>> HERE THEY ARE FOR NOTHING >>> (and nothing's what they're 
worth!)>>> >>>in any case i'm getting tired of doing this blog, i'm taking a vacation 
from it, be back in the fall (maybe)

publishing books with lulu.com: questions and concerns

*
i'm going to continue offering ALL my work for open
access and free download on this blog,
but i'm thinking about doing a dead-tree edition
of one or two of the pdfs i post here:

if anybody reading this has some expertise about the ins
and outs of publishing books with lulu.com,
could you please help me with some
questions that are puzzling me:

if they're print-on-demand, how does that
affect my cost-per-copy?  if they only sell
50 copies does that mean they would then only
print 50 copies, and i'd be charged at the
50-copy rate?  because I can't understand

from what they've got on their website
what this means—I'm confused:
I can't understand their fee system
because it seems based on how many copies
I order to be printed BEFORE publication——

but I don't want ANY copies printed until they're bought
and paid for in advance!

and: let's say that after the book was published
and it had sold a few copies, that at that point
i wanted to revise some things (change words etcet)
in the text: would I be allowed to do so?

what does an ISBN cost?

etcet——

any firsthand tips you could give me in the comments
box below would
be appreciated . . .

thanks.

*

May 7, 2008



i tried to do a "lulu" book, but i can't get my files to work with their format
and their format is too hard for me to figure out the kinks of it or wedge my work 
into,
if there is someone reading this who can help me format a file to do a lulu book,

please

let me know

i've spent at least ten hours over the past two days trying to get one of my book files 
to  work into the lulu converter to create a viable "printer-ready copy",

dozens of times, and it defeats me, i can't do it....

i feel defeated

May 8, 2008

*

I prop each rejection-slip
against a grass-blade

round the pond where 
I drown myself to show

those SASE dismissals
hold the reason why

I must die but suddenly
a frog jumps in, ya,

water drops splash over
those printed forms and

the padstamped name 
Alice Quinn blurs blots—

oh moisture mizu on 
her no-notes, oto?

*

May 16, 2008

i wouldn't miss it if i were you

JAMES TATE

WED. 5.21

BROOKLINE BOOKSMITH

279 HARVARD ST., BROOKLINE

617.566.6660



7PM/ FREE

BROOKLINEBOOKSMITH.COM

*

May 17, 2008

Jeffrey St. Clair over at "counterpunch" has posted some new "Booked Up" reviews 
which readers of this blog might be interested in: 

May 18, 2008

...

*
that bird soars across
this wall which halts us
so why does it then
fly back here again

*

May 20, 2008

that's me alright: I love to bliver læst om John Ashbery, especially 
when he blivers me back

*

A poem by Jorgen Anderson,
from: http://poesi.dk/html/anarkiforfattere/jorgen_andersen.html

*

Jeg er ligeglad

om kopperne er vasket
om huslejen er
betalt
om digteren
Bill Knott bliver
læst
om
John Ashbery
på boghandlerens hylde
tages ned
om de to
skrivende amerikanere
tages alvorlig

jeg er ligeglad
og dog strejfer
der mennesker
om i sindets
kaos



Gary Snyder
et tilfældigt
navn er han
min bror i
ånden

*

. . . what's he saying, that Snyder is better than Ashbery and Knott?  Why read that 
Ashbery or Knott bliver when you can og dog kaos with Gary?

*
And who the fuck is this Bill Knott?   It don't make sense—

Everybody knows that John Ashbery and Gary Snyder are Pulitzer poets, they're 
famous, their books are always In Print, their poems are in all the Anthologies . . . 

but Knott?  Knott is the opposite of Ashbery and Snyder: not a prizewinner, not in 
print, not in anthologies . . . not famous.

So what the fuck is Anderson doing putting the nobody Knott in the same poem with 
the somebody Ashbery and the somebody Snyder—

If you write a poem about three Rock Stars, you might put Mick Jagger and Bono in it 
for two, but would your third be the bonker in a defunct garage band?

A poem about three Movie Stars, with Brad Pitt, Tom Cruise, and the guy who plays the
glasses-and-beard lab-tech in some cable-channel series?

A poem about three Pianists, Stanislas Richter, Glenn Gould, and your nextdoor kitten-
on-the-keys?

It don't make sense.

*

May 21, 2008
...

*

MOON AND HUE

Just puppet apparats, gene-globs—
not the immolations of angels or
the serenity from Eden: my eyelids
cannot shake off the lassitude

of longitudes, that decapitated
semaphore occasion called home,
map scrawled on white butterflies
impaled by antlers.  Paradise.

Write more that I may transmit
your Hermes’-sperm and bear
some message both-forth the same

way that sign-language is hand-
tinted; as I am tinged by you in
sun and shade, or moon and hue.



*

May 22, 2008
drafts

...

LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
yet each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some loss that doesn't show— / some loss that's still nouveau—

its evaporations have drained every face, so
who's there; suffer-thing; damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?

Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: [         ]

the water thinks.  It remembers Narcissus
shed other perversions, too amorphous
to name—or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,
really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux

the sink thinks it remembers.  Narcissus?—
simply to name him suggests his rare guise is
/just the one porthole saved from a wreck that

/just the one face glimpsed from your porthole
of consciousness, the window you strained/failed to save
when every beaut-boat was drained from below

/drained every beautboat, out of whose glaucous
ocean reruns run of the same old show
dispatching/ its parch-fate as a last sargasso

to be grasped by
[                  ] it remembers narcosis . . .
[beyond such reflections waits someone else.
To think you remember them is useless.]

*

*
what if you
prefixed beautiful
with a ball throw

on my grave throw
a bell and a bowl
to represent hollow



hollow or silent
in the end we all
lack instrument

ring the bell fill
the bowl throw
the ball until

the prefix is over
the word through

*
Her ribcage so beautiful it hovers before her in the air,
my billion screen starves one infant;
in unison the accusers of mob soar,
pastimes graze on your eyes, perennial
victims squeeze beneath your fingernails,
to pacify a thorn's blush
high over the event
each cliff laughs at its abyss's devotion.

Festival du Cannes Angelina Jolie
her ribcage floats flashcam billion TV
ah the charity the beauty
to starve one infant—

Throwing dice at a bomb as
it descends may disarm it
but the odds as always favor
the house: any abacus chorus

hymns these numbers, billion TV
can starve one infant, the plus-signs
will sustain your chain of being, the hybrid
somewhere between fish and confetti

for Angelina UNICEF to save,
the videograph/   nightly my infant saves
to stroke whose testes in sync with/
tapering tinier than shrinkporn/ squibbles of ink
spilled on marble statues in
the Vatican's porn collection
red ink of the debtor

/The attempt to conceal
one's sex in a dimple
rarely fails, or a navel, a ribcage

at Festival du Cannes the stars wave
so billionscreened spancam opencam, gongs
announce the Director's Cut is twice
as long, God's Edit's eternal, the numbers
hurricane earthquake kill a
convenient amount 40 thousand rounded
singularity ////

*
Fingering the faucet, I wonder
if each sinkdrop thinks of Narcissus
ever, or is even his face lost

in the foam of time, contemptuous



fear to urge this enough as it is puddle
all traceless saliva, communionwafers

or temples paved with ointment—
none here survive a jumpcoal sun
if this world of dew is a world of

dew (Issa) but even so, no one dares
even the skin they bared me upon
the none-scape guilt which I am

able to clone so quickly it shames me/

[        ]

*

///
[so even I
or you know
in the event to go

bounce the ball
hail the throw
on my grave below]

*

May 23, 2008
after Basho's frog

*
I thought it might be amusing to bring together (in the chronological order I wrote 
them) in one post my various attempts to muse Basho's famous frog—

*

*

*
BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya)

If I were a pond
and some frog jumped into me
I wouldn't respond.

I am a pond but
when a frog gets intimate
I keep my mouth shut.

I may look like scum
but some frogs can poke this pond
to orgasm come.

This pond is so old
even its frogs want it sold
to build the new road.

This pond is old as
me.  That's how bad-off it is.
Frog-visits, I doze.



You're old, pond—the same
as me.  But when your frogs come
you recall each name.

This pond is year-scored
as me.  But frogs that shake it
up just make me bored.

I'll float in this pond,
fearing each frog that jumps down
will wash me aground.

This pond is old too—
But when a frog jumps into
It, it still sounds new.

This pond is dead earth
But listen to its rebirth
When frogs take a bath.

*

******************************

*
MIZU NO OTO

Pain passes for sunlight at some depths 
which most of us never strike; the dive
is too far: or is the ear sheer enough—

Basho by a pond heard a frog make
the usual faucet-dripping-into-a-keyhole
sound; it wisely ignored his efforts

to collaborate.  Get your galleyslaves
rowing with icicles for oars, that's
one way some say.  Resist the urge

to halve the sea/be laser Moses,
to submerge yourself as a slice
speciman, all random camera words.

Beyond the caprice of earth to slake,
thirst issues from the source it breaks.

Note:
A meditation upon Basho's most famous haiku, whose final syllables
I've used for the title.

*

*************************************

*
FURU YOU, EEKY YA

*
Ya, the old wash-hole—
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!—
goes splasho Basho.



*
Ya, the old North Pole
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho)
chops a splashin'-hole!

*
Ya, old-boys brothel—
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho
to wet his tadpole.

*
Ya, here's to Basho!—
there's one frog-boozin' dude you
should raise your glass to.

*

************************************

*
Whoa, Ranger Basho!
frog-herd's in the waterhole—
leggo your lasso.

*

***********************************

*
I prop each rejection-slip
against a grass-blade

round the pond where
I drown myself to show

those SASE dismissals
hold the reason why

I must die but suddenly
a frog jumps in, ya,

waterdrops splash over
those printed forms and

the padstamped name
Alice Quinn blurs blots—

oh!—what moisture mizu on
her no-notes, oto?

*

********************************

*

BAT HABIT (or, Who's that Coughing in My Coffin)

bats are the nicotine of night
that's why I always need a light



ten packs o' Dracs a day or die   
my lung-caves crave that fang-wing high 
skreakedy skreak suckin' soot-sticks
makes me blind but I find my fix
when I unearth my undead stash
I slake its flake through a neck-gash
my soul bleeds weed with no regrets
oh switch to cygnet cigarets
flick and sip their swan white filt-tips
but heck I'm hooked black-hack bat-toke
what a tough puff bite-you-back smoke
Vlad the Inhaler loves my lips

*

May 24, 2008

billknott
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hopefully, in the words of Kotaro Takamura (as rendered into English by Soichi Furuta),
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...

...

LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
though each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some deathscene in the end

even more unwilling to assume the loss
beading up accrued in its stopgap than this
stifled hope it's happening to someone else—

when evaporations have drained every face,
when who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?

Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  Dishes stacked with Narcissus
or other perversions too ketchup amorphous
to name or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,
really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux

the drink thinks it remembers.  Narcissus?—
simply to name him suggests his bare guise is
the only face glimpsed from your porthole



of consciousness, the window you failed to save
when every beaut-boat was drained from below
by a backpedaling Picasso, an ocean of shrink

dripping with theme-matic modes, themedies. 
Antics whose glaucous target painted chests
form a last lifejacket dispatching its parch-fate

as the picket-flicking projector easily shows 
reruns of the same old spoonshaped profiles
likely to fall out when you crack the spines

of their autobihogs from the photo-insert
pages in the middle: ah descent into the drain
sargasso impinges and yet to know the arrow

is a disciple of the ball is no giveaway or tic
to squeamish at.  How many of us complain
about the Vatican's porn collection, the marble

halls filled with stills of Garbo Brando in sex
studded poses, I don't know of anyone, do you?
There is no us unless it's the movie version

tactile in its evasions. 

to be grasped by
[                  ] it remembers narcosis . . .
[beyond such reflections waits someone else.
To think you remember them is useless.]
/just the one porthole saved from a wreck that
*
/loss that doesn't show— / some loss that's still nouveau—
*
what if you
prefixed beautiful
with a ball throw

on my grave throw
a bell and a bowl
to represent hollow

hollow or silent
in the end we all
lack instrument

ring the bell fill
the bowl throw
the ball until

the prefix is over
the word through

*
Her ribcage so beautiful it hovers before her in the air,
my billion screen starves one infant;
in unison the accusers of mob soar,
pastimes graze on your eyes, perennial
victims squeeze beneath your fingernails,
to pacify a thorn's blush
high over the event



each cliff laughs at its abyss's devotion.

Festival du Cannes Angelina Jolie
her ribcage floats flashcam billion TV
ah the charity the beauty
to starve one infant—

Throwing dice at a bomb as
it descends may disarm it
but the odds as always favor
the house: any abacus chorus

hymns these numbers, billion TV
can starve one infant, the plus-signs
will sustain your chain of being, the hybrid
somewhere between fish and confetti

for Angelina UNICEF to save,
the videograph/   nightly my infant saves
to stroke whose testes in sync with/
tapering tinier than shrinkporn/ squibbles of ink
spilled on marble statues in
the Vatican's porn collection
red ink of the debtor

/The attempt to conceal
one's sex in a dimple
rarely fails, or a navel, a ribcage

at Festival du Cannes the stars wave
so billionscreened spancam opencam, gongs
announce the Director's Cut is twice
as long, God's Edit's eternal, the numbers
hurricane earthquake kill a
convenient amount 40 thousand rounded
singularity ////

*
Fingering the faucet, I wonder
if each sinkdrop thinks of Narcissus
ever, or is even his face lost

in the foam of time, contemptuous
fear to urge this enough as it is puddle
all traceless saliva, communionwafers

or temples paved with ointment—
none here survive a jumpcoal sun
if this world of dew is a world of

dew (Issa) but even so, no one dares
even the skin they bared me upon
the none-scape guilt which I am

able to clone so quickly it shames me/

[        ]

*
i wouldn't crawl or kneel or
pray or moan or squeal or
break a sacred seal or



stop dating Jessica Biehl or
beg counterfeit or steal or
bribe a double deal or
storm the Bastille or
swim the Monongahela
but i gosh wish Garrison Keehler
'd put me on his show
my poem on radio

you'll frown how middlebrow
but twere paradise enow
back on Writers Almanack
where i weren't in the first place
yes it's in the worst taste
(like Thom Gunn's Jeffrey Dahmer
hymns or Michael Palmer
inserting double spaces
between his meta-stasis phrases
ain't)
and sort of stupid-quaint
when Garrison's baritone
buries your verse in Minnepone
sincerities ////

*
///
[so even I
or you know
in the event to go

bounce the ball
hail the throw
on my grave below]

*LAPSES. LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
but each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some scene in the end
when evaporations have drained every face,

who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although
the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes; wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus

is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?
Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  It kitchens Narcissus
and his other perversions, too amorphous
to name—or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go
beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,

really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux
the ocean thinks of its struggles: Narcissus?
Yet to name him suggests his rare guise is

just the one porthole saved from a sink that



drains every beauty, he whose glaucous
eye runs with reruns of the same old show
dispatching his parched fate in the sargasso

the water thinks it remembers.  Narcissus . . .

*

when loss was still bitten off
the big slice of words, some lost that doesn't flow—

Each sinkdrip thinks it reflects Narcissus
Or used to back in its beautiful youth,
Because the mirror makes our loveliness

Out of its desire to indulge its lust
To see its glow in our dull 

mudcess

its reflections cover/contain/capsule everyone of us.
its random memory

its reflections visit the beyond of us.
that its unique frame may express a shadow/ an exit bolt-hole
to swim from when you're sinking like Narcissus
but to name one is to suggest more or less
that its unique guise may be the very porthole
un-rained evaporations claim every face

/////

May 27, 2008
joke

from page 8 of the New York Review of Books, March 29, 2007,

Julian Barnes recounts:

A British Euro-joke tells of a meeting of officials from various countries who listen to a
British proposal, nodding sagely at its numerous benefits; the French delegate stays 
silent until the end, then taps his pencil and remarks, "I can see that it will work in 
practice. But will it work in theory?"

Substitute "SoQ poetry" for "British proposal," and "SoN poet" for "French delegate" and
the joke still works, I think.

But while the School-of-Quietude poet does value Practice, and the School-of-
Noisiness poet valorizes Theory, this is (like the British/French characterization) 
overall a generalization, and can't apply to every individual case—

For example, thinking of jokes, humor: surely the SoQ Bidart and the SoN Palmer are 
clones in their droneful solemnity, their drastic seriousness, their complete omission 
of the comic muse?

(Palmer of course inserts a double space inbetween his lines so his poems can kill 
twice as many trees as the normal poem (Lebensraum, Lebensraum, his cramped lines 
cry); and Bidart: sometimes he too spreads his lines sparsely and straggledy-taggledy 
down the page to blitzkrieg the margins of poetry's Maginot line . . . )



* *
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new, improved and now in stock: Bill Knott the "Friendly Poet"™
*
from:

//www.geocities.com/christophermulrooney/criteria/

:
"Knott is . . . a very friendly poet."
*

That's the product moniker for my new ad campaign:

Bill Knott the "Friendly Poet"™

*

when I was young I used to mail inscribed copies of my books to poets I admired, until 
i started finding those profusely-signed copies in used bookstores and realized that of 
course those famous poets disposed of the books i sent them as quick-riddancely as all
the other junk freebies they received . . .

at which point i decided to cut out the middleman:

i still inscribed my books to famous poets but rather than mail the books to those 
famous poets, i would instead simply leave the books inscribed to them on the shelves
of secondhand bookstores or in Goodwill bookbins,

and if you look on abebooks today you'll see booksellers hawking those copies 
inscribed to famous poets

at ridiculous prices, prices based not on the merit of my books or me, but based on 
their "association" with those famous poets . . .

anybody who buys my dead tree volumes from abebooks is a sucker anyway when they 
can read and or download all my work for free right here on this blog!

*
But there was one famous poet i really did continue to mail inscribed books to:

James Tate . . .

—until, that is, one of his ex-students confided to me what Tate did with the books I 
sent him—

(and they deserved the fate he dealt them:)

he used them as door-stops, he would wedge them in under the door of his office at 
UMass Amherst,

(He liked to kick at 'em as he went in and out)



and he would point them out to his students, saying isn't that a good way to re-use 
recycle wastepaper?

Plus it had the added pedagogical benefit of acting as a lesson warning to those 
students:

'See where you'll be if you don't do what I tell you to do! 

You wanna be a failure, end up like that, that knottwad?'

*

p.s.

some of those books on abebooks i may have actually mailed to those famous poets 
who then jettisoned them to the used books store etcet,
because although i resolved with native hue to stop sending out such inscribed books, 
the reality heft of the new book in my hand sometimes sicklied me o'er with cowardly 
hope that famous poet A or X might, might this time be receptive to my obsequiously 
offered tome . . .
so some of those association-books may be "authentic", but which is and which ain't is 
anybody's guess . . .
*

May 30, 2008
chickenshit Poetry Foundation blog

here's a post from today's Poetry Foundation blog, and below it are some
questions and comments i tried to post there in response,
but of course the chickenshits there don't want an open forum,
all they want is smarm kissass:

D.A. Powell

FREE POETRY

freepuppies.jpg

to a good home....

Received in the mail several copies of Free Poetry, a series of chapbooks edited by 
Boise State University’s Martin Corless-Smith. The books aren’t copyrighted, and they 
are distributed gratis. They can be reproduced and shared with any and all readers.

Poets in the series include Paul Hoover, Geraldine Monk, Alan Halsey and Cole 
Swensen.

jeremy_hooker.jpg
Jeremy Hooker

Reflections on Ground & Seventeen Poems, a 2005 collection from Jeremy Hooker, 
includes his eloquent “Curlew,” which you can also listen to at www.poetryarchive.org
:

Curlew

The curve of its cry—
A sculpture
Of the long beak
A spiral carved from bone.



It is raised
      quickening
From the ground,
Is wound high, and again unwound,
      down
To the stalker nodding
In a marshy field.

It is the welling
Of a cold mineral spring,
Salt from the estuary
Dissolved, sharpening
The fresh vein bubbling on stone.

It is an echo
Repeating an echo
That calls you back.

It looses
Words from dust till the live tongue
Cry: This is mine

Not mine, this life
Welling from springs
Under ground, spiraling
Up the long flight of bone.

*     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *

sally_keith.jpg
Sally Keith

Also in the series, Sally Keith's 2008 sequence On the Painting of the View, which 
begins:

I.

I could not make hin come to me. A dozen times
the fresco dried before I made the face, the face
I'd kiss, my father, standing in the middle
of the marsh, the wind slung low at his feet,
one pink hand against his hip.

We'd met again in early spring. Dead trees rose
like sticks where eventually owls would nest.
The flowers were purple tufts.
The flowers struck us like props.
We were there and not there all at once.

Red swans were gliding in random patterns
knocking their plumage against
one another and occasionally dipping their beaks
breaking the viscous sheen.

We'd gone beneath the leaves so that the rain
never got to us. We knew how it felt—
this feeling before a dream,
knowing a thing we could never touch.

*   * 



If you're interested in getting copies of Free Poetry, write to Martin Corless-Smith at 
mcsmith@boisestate.edu

**************

Several questions occured to me about this, questions which D.A. Powell either
didn't think of, or didn't think relevant:

are any of these chapbook poets FROM Boise,

or from Idaho?

I know some of them aren't, and that raises another question in my
mind, which i tried to post on the Poetry Foundation website,
and they wouldn't accept:

If Boise State U is publishing all these non-Boise, non-Idaho poets,

where do the poets in Boise/Idaho go to get their work
published?

And: can't Boise State U find any native Idaho poets to teach at their
school, they have to import this third-rate avanthack,
this stale hyphen Brit?

I guess it's like the U of Montana, which can't find any Montanan
poets for its faculty, and so they hire a bunch of New York
poets to teach there . . .

which raises the question: are there ANY local poets anywhere
in this country?

Are there any poets who actually LIVE where they teach?  are there
any USA poets who are still FROM somewhere?

If you read the PF blog, it doesn't seem like it . . .

I know Perloff and Bok consider this rootlessness the new
ideal, and i guess,

judging from the comments at the PF blog, there are no
dissenters to their promulgation . . .

*
if you disagree with my comments, please leave your thoughts
below in the comments box:

unlike the Poetry Foundation blog, or McSilliman's Billions Served Blog,

I don't "monitor" or pre-screen or censor comments to this blog:
type your words in the box below, and they will appear here seconds
later . . .

*

hail BOA

*
BOA is in my opinion one of the best publishers in this country.



Under the leadership of the admirable poet-editor Thom Ward, BOA

should be thanked and rewarded for its efforts . . .

I urge anyone reading this to immediately buy a copy of BOA's
latest release,

the new book of sonnets by Karen Volkman.

Volkman ranks among the finest young poets of the USA,

and her addition to the BOA list is another indication of

the high quality and merit that distinguishes this press.

*

And please check out their website.
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socialist poetry?

....

as a follow-up to the last two posts here, I reiterate a point I've made many times on 
this blog:

what did the major socialist poets of the 20th century actually finally decide about 
the purpose of poetry?

What did Brecht and Neruda finally conclude, what did they opt to do in their poetry 
after they made a commitment to communism?

They did the same thing that Paul Eluard did, and many others:

they moved toward a poetry of direct statement, a poetry written for and intended to
be as accessible to as many readers as possible.

Neruda's Residencia was arguably the most advanced/avantgarde poetry since 
Mallarme, looked at in terms of its esthetic alone—

but Neruda left that extravagance behind, and moved toward a plainer, more 
colloquial style— perhaps influenced by Nicanor Parra.

Eluard did the same.   Brecht's poetry, after a spell or two of youthful Rimbaudian 
experimentalism, did the same.

Mayakovsky spelled it out: "I set my heel on the throat of my own song." 

All these poets moved toward and believed in a poetry of direct statement, a poetry 
intended to reach as wide an audience as possible.

Forget the Theory, and look at the Practice.  Look at what socialist poets all over the 
world finally chose to write:



consider they came to believe in the poem as a medium, not as an end in itself.

To believe in the poem as an autotelic entity, to believe that "eloquence has no 
allegiance," is a fascist esthetic . . .

*
I'd have to look it up for the exact dates, but sometime in the late 1940s or early 50s 
the CIA overthrew an elected government in Iran, and installed a dictator Shah.  The 
Shah (I've forgotten his name) ruled by terror and intimidation: his secret police 
murdered hundreds of thousands during the 2 or 3 decades of his USA-backed reign. . .
and everybody in the world knew this, everybody in the world saw this situation in 
Iran as being another fascist dictatorship installed and propped up by imperialist USA 
economic interests,

so we here in the US could zoom around our highways on cheap gas from Iran, so Jack 
Kerouac and James Dean could hop in their cars and go man go (thanks to the CIA)—

meanwhile back in Iran the dictator Shah in order to show a kinder gentler face to the
world press annually sponsored lavish Festivals of the Arts, inviting world-famous 
orchestras and ballet companies etcetera,

and in 1972 (if i've got the year right) inviting John Ashbery to read his poetry . . . and
to make a long story short,

Ashbery went.

.... a few years ago First Lady Barbara Bush put on a Poetry White House Gala, to 
which she invited Sharon Olds.

Olds refused to go, and wrote a public letter of protest.

Ashbery went; Olds didn't.

Take your pick.  You choose which of these poets you should emulate. 

*
here's a repost of a piece that appeared here about two years ago:

*
I recommend Laurie Smith's essay, "Subduing the reader," which you can find online by 
googling 'Magma No 23 - Summer 2002'  Here's his penultimate paragraph:

One can dismiss [Geoffrey Hill's] Speech! Speech! as the last gasp of Pound's influence,
but in every generation there are poets who try to tell us that the present is worthless
compared to the past, though they rarely have the talent of Pound or Hill. A current 
example is the American poet Gjertrud Schnackenberg who is much admired by the 
New Republican Right and, surprisingly, by Bloodaxe Books. We need always to be 
alert to writers who claim that good poetry must be difficult, accessible only to the 
educated few, and see this claim for what it is - fascist.

*
After reading the Smith piece, you should look at two replies (neither of which 
directly address his final sentence above) appearing in the next issue, Magma 24, 
especially the one by Robert Potts.  (all these are online at the Magma site)

Potts quotes Hill:
"In my view, difficult poetry is the most democratic, because you are doing your 
audience the honour of supposing that they are intelligent human beings. If you write 
as if you had to placate or in any way entice their lack of interest, then I think you 
are making condescending assumptions about people. I mean people are not fools. But
so much of the populist poetry of today treats people as if they were fools. And that 
particular aspect, and the aspect of the forgetting of a tradition, go together …”



*
It's the eternal conflict for poets:
if we are, in Smith's words, "difficult, accessible only to the educated few," as 
HighModernists like Eliot/Stevens/et al and the AvantGarde (lango, post-avant etcet) 
tend to be. . .

if that is our esthetic claim, shouldn't we expect that claim to face and to deserve the
condemnation of "fascist" . . .

In our defence we can (and do, endlessly) offer variations on Hill's words above to 
justify our narcissistic solipsistic intramuralistic verse, but . . .

*
My problem is that, while intellectually and theoretically I'm on Smith's side of the 
argument as opposed to Potts and Hill . . .

philosophically, politically I'm opposed to elistist verse of whatever stripe 
(Academic=Avantgarde). . .

In theory I'm in favor of those poets (the ones Hill is too chickenshit or rather too 
arrogant to name the names of: what he condescendingly calls "the populist poetry of 
today" ). . .

(why doesn't he name names?  if you're going to make such blanket statements, come 
right out and be specific, name the culprits). . .

in theory I favor the Accessible poets, Billy Collins, Mary Oliver, Ted Kooser, Sharon 
Olds, Philip Levine, et al, because they are striving to refute the Fascist esthetic that 
says, to quote Smith, "that good poetry must be difficult, accessible only to the 
educated few."   

(What's worse is when fascist poets write verse which is difficult, accessible only to 
the educated few——and then issue loud manifestos proclaiming the opposite, boasting
that their autotelic practices will overthrow the hegemony of bourgeois discourse and 
rouse the revolution (langpo will lead us to utopesville). . .

But my problem is that while in theory I support Smith as opposed to Potts, inpractice 
I often fail to achieve what I profess.

I don't (or don't always) practice what I preach.  I try to: whenever I start a poem, my 
intent is never to write something which is "difficult, accessible only to the educated 
few," and yet, unfortunately, disastrously, all too often I wind up with a tattered mess 
that is so convoluted and clotted and dense with allusiveness and so perverse in its 
obliquity that it fails my intent and reveals in its sprawled condition a tragic falling 
off from the moral highgound of my ostensible esthetic allegiance. . .

*
The Smith-Potts debate in Magma followed a piece in the Guardian by Potts 
condemning the judges of the TS Eliot Prize for choosing Anne Carson over Geoffrey 
Hill (you can find all this online). . .         

The Guardian published 3 replies to Potts.  I quote the one by Peter Forbes:

Robert Potts raises big, timely issues in his attack on the Eliot Prize for missing the 
best book. He is one of the most independent poetry critics around today, and his 
dissent from the log-rolling praise heaped on the Eliot winner, Anne Carson, is 
justified and brave. But why, casting about for something solid after having been let 
down by reading Anne Carson, he should light upon Geoffrey Hill, of all people, I don't
understand.

Geoffrey Hill is perhaps Eliot's truest disciple, and he shares many of Eliot's faults, 



plus, as Larkin might have said: "some extra, just for you". Potts praises Hill's 
"learning" and castigates poets who claim that he is too difficult. But there is no such 
thing as "learning" in the abstract. What is Hill saying, what are his arguments?

Hill's prime intellectual obsession is with a kind of Englishness, ecclesiastical and 
rooted in the Tudor period. With the best will in the world, his monkish 
preoccupations are not likely to resonate with many serious people living today.

Speech! Speech! has much in common with the letters of obsessive cranks: the enemy 
is constantly harassed in capital letters; for the writer everything seems to add up, 
but to the reader the connections are arbitrary. Why claim for Speech! Speech! that it
is poetry when there is a more plausible reading: that it is a series of notes-to-self 
penned by someone in the throes of a great intellectual confusion? One section has 
Hill bragging that he can outrap the rappers. This is pathetic. Old men who quarrel 
with the innovations and fashions of their late years always cut a sorry figure.

*

I didn't mean to quote the whole reply of Forbes, but it was just too yummy.

*
What particularly struck me with chagrin was his concluding sentence: "Old men who 
quarrel with the innovations and fashions of their late years always cut a sorry figure."

I can't help fearing that I cut a sorry figure anytime I quarrel with the innovations and 
fashions of today.  I try to resist the temptation of aiming my ego into such brouhahas;
though sadly, often, potshots are all I got.

Hopefully in this blog if I quarrel with anything it will be with the same old dross that 
glossed me back in the 1960s and 70s.  I haven't had an original thought since 1973, if 
I had one then or before, which is doubtful.

*

here's a blog i recommend: they seem to be actually thinking rather than numbly 
parroting the current avantpose:
skip to main |       skip to sidebar
Perloff's Mexican Gardener

A Collective Blog Dedicated to Dismantling the Conservative and Conformist 
Tendencies in Contemporary Radical Poetry.
 
Thursday, May 15, 2008
A Critique of Charles Bernstein's 'anti-war' Stance

(This text was originally published as the afterward to David-Baptiste Chirot's review 
of Kent Johnson's Lyric Poetry After Auschwitz, in Galatea Resurrects 3 (2006))

“Enough” was presented on 9 March 2003 at the Bowery Poetry Club as part of the 
Launch for the O Books anthology Enough: poetry and writings against the war, edited 
by Rick London and Leslie Scalapino. It was published the next day to the Poetics list 
and has circulated on various blogs and web sites since.

Interestingly, “Enough” begins with a standard George Bush message: “Stay the 
course”. “In these difficult times, let us not draw away from our poetics in an 
attempt to redress the ominous possibilities of future U.S. government policies or the 
onerous effects of current government policies.” Bernstein also invokes another tactic
Bush has pushed to the maximum, the use of “our” in setting up a dichotomy of “us” 
against “them”. One learns pretty early in life to pay attention when people begin 
using the word “our”. How inclusive or exclusive is “our” particular “ourness”? In this 
case, one takes it “our poetics” refers to the people in the room and the anthology 



and by extension people sympathetic to Bernstein’s poetics. This is an exclusive 
“our”.

Bernstein quotes Bush’s “State of the Union Speech”, “America’s purpose is more than
to follow a process; it is to achieve a result.” For Bernstein, “This statement alone 
provides sufficient evidence to oppose his policies. What our America stands on, its 
foundation, is a commitment to process over results, to finding by doing, to thinking 
by responding. Solutions made outside of an open-ended process compound whatever 
problems we face.”

Bush says, “America’s purpose” and Bernstein opposing him says, “what our America 
stands on”. Again--how in--or exclusive is this “our” and the “we” that follows? Do 
these still refer only to the poets who share Bernstein’s poetics? Where does Bush’s 
America end and Bernstein’s begin? And what if one doesn’t feel included in either of 
these “our Americas”?

Bernstein continues: “If we are to talk of ‘poets’ against the war, then what is it in 
our poems—as opposed to our positions as citizens—that does the opposing? Perhaps it 
might be an approach to politics, as much as to poetry, that doesn’t feel compelled to
repress ambiguity or complexity nor to substitute the righteous monologue for the 
skeptic’s dialogue.” Is this saying that the poet’s approach to politics is already in 
place in approaching the poem? So that whatever it may look or sound like, the poem 
is always already oppositional when done with this approach of “ours”? And in this 
way, there is no need to say anything so simple and unambiguous or monological as 
“stop the war” or “no blood for oil” or “Bush the Butcher of Baghdad”. An advantage 
of this approach to a “radical, innovative poetics” is that since it posits as a given of 
its existence its oppositional character, it doesn’t need to articulate anything directly 
oppositional in words. To be blunt, it doesn’t leave a paper trail. As the saying often 
seen as a chilling reminder on institutional walls has it: “if it’s not in writing, it never 
happened.” If the opposition is in the approach, but not expressed in a directly 
recognizable way, it didn’t happen. (A perfect defense lawyer’s argument, if needed.)

The political approach dispensed with, Bernstein takes on the moral question. “At this
trying time, we keep being hectored toward moral discourse, toward turning our work 
into digestible messages. This too is a casualty of the war machine, the undermining 
of the value of the projects of art, of the aesthetic.” Who exactly is doing this 
hectoring? And how is the war machine undermining the value of the aesthetic? 
Johnson suggests that this is Bernstein’s attack on the Poets Against the War website 
with its monological, digestible messages to which Bernstein refuses to conform, in 
the name of preserving the aesthetic in the face of a moral onslaught. No righteous 
monologue will quell the voice of art’s skeptical dialogue!

Yet in his next line Bernstein states with immense monologic righteousness that “Art is
never secondary to moral discourse but its teacher.” One takes it that he means “our”
art, the art of his circle, and not the art of the Poets Against the War rabble. As with 
politics, Bernstein can eschew “monologic righteousness” in poetry, because in his Art 
he is teaching moral discourse, it is already always there in his work. His morality is 
the highest, purist form of all. It is Art.

A further value of Art is that it is “unregulated by a predetermined message”. (Isn’t 
this the dream come true of corporations under the Bush administration?) For 
Bernstein this means that in times of crisis art can “explore deeper the roots of our 
alienation and offer alternative ways not only to think, but also to imagine and indeed
to resist.” This is disingenuous, because the only alternative ways that one is being 
offered are those which one is allowed to see, think and imagine within the grid set 
up by the approaches, statements, directives, rules, set down by Bernstein. The 
actual small message itself may not be predetermined but the Language within which 
it is being delivered is. This is the language of Bernstein’s “our”. “Our poetics, our 
America, our poems, our own forms of ethical aesthetic response.” An alternative yes,
but an unregulated one free of predetermined messages, no.

Having claimed Art as the teacher of morality, Bernstein next announces that “Poetry 



offers not a moral compass but an aesthetic probe.” (What an unfortunate analogy! 
Sounds like a colonoscopy.) This will “provide a radical alternative to the outcome-
driven thinking that has made the Official Morality of the State a mockery of ethical 
thinking and of international democratic values.” Again, Bernstein is asserting that 
Art--“an aesthetic probe”--is a morality higher--“a radical alternative”--than any 
other. “Our art” to be sure. He next devotes a lot of high minded outrage to the 
outcome- driven evils of the Bush seizure of power via the right wing courts. This is all
fine and good, but that was then and this is now, and the reason for the evening’s 
gathering is the impending war.

In his attack on the Supreme Court, Bernstein once again returns to the word “our”--
only now he has suddenly greatly expanded its inclusiveness. He is writing of the 
contempt the Justices have “for the shared meaning of our common language, shared 
meanings that are the foundation for the system of laws to which we have given 
consent through the Bill of Rights to the Constitution.” There’s something a bit jarring
in Bernstein’s shifting of the word “our” here. All his previous “ours” have been 
exclusive, and he has been championing an exclusive language, an exclusive poetics, 
an exclusive Art and morality. All of a sudden he is speaking of “our common 
language” and “shared meanings” as though he is “one of us.” Spoken like a true 
politician! First, go after the base, hammer away at what makes your side special, 
strong, beautiful, right, and impervious to outside pressures. Then throw the doors 
open to all the little saps and tell them see, I’m like you, I’m against those rotten 
crooks in high offices. See, we speak the same language, we share the same values. 
We’re all in the same boat. Don’t listen to those dull, conventional one-note harping 
Poets Against the War, come join me in the open-ended process of ambiguity!

I’ve only come up with one explanation so far for a rather puzzling aspect of 
Bernstein’s conclusion:

“Unilateralism” is not just the course the Executive Branch is pursuing, with 
disastrous consequences, in foreign policy, but also the policy it pursues domestically, 
in its assault on our liberties, on the poor, and indeed on our aspirations for a 
democratic society.

“Unilateralism” actually would seem to describe Bernstein’s own “go it alone” 
approach, being neither with the government, nor with the Poets Against the War, 
staying the course of “our” poetics in the face of whatever is to come. To suddenly 
conflate the unilateralism of “our poetics” with “our common language, our 
liberties”, “our aspiration for a democratic society” while still rejecting the Poets 
against the War shows how exclusive the interpretation of “our common language” is. 
What is puzzling at first and then offensive, is the inclusion out of nowhere of the 
poor in this equation. In a moment of sound byte political nostalgia for “shared 
meanings” and sentimentality over “our common language” which he has spent his 
whole speech distancing himself from, Bernstein out of the blue suddenly seizes on 
every elitist’s favorite Dickensian image--the poor. The good old generic poor. Always 
there when you need them! And millions of them, too! Sandwiched between the 
“assault on our liberties” and “our aspirations for a democratic society” humbly lined 
up for their fifteen minutes of charity!

At a time of crisis, Bernstein, like Bush, is asking his listeners to make a choice--
you’re either with us or against us. Rather than allying himself with fellow poets 
against the war, he chooses and dictates to others to choose, a unilateral placing of 
“our poetics” above the lesser forms practiced by other poets in their expressions of 
protest. Every poet believes his or her poetics is better than others’, but in moments 
of crisis, if poets want their protests to have an effect, they unite in struggle. Perhaps
the problem here for Bernstein is that this is “outcome driven thinking.” That is, it 
wants the protests to have an effect, to have a certain amount of impact and success.
For Bernstein, this goes against his claim to believe in process as being primary. Does 
this mean that Bernstein does not want protests to succeed, or at least make an 
impact? Or simply not succeed or matter unless accomplished on “our” terms? How 
long are poets supposed to stay divided, with some not even believing in results, 
while those who believe in results steam roller over them, bringing ever more 



silencing laws, insane domestic and foreign policies? It’s not a matter of changing how
you write, to work alongside a fellow poet, write any way that you want, but take 
some action.

The crisis continues in ever new forms, elections are approaching, Iraq is exploding, 
the invasion of Lebanon may begin again at any moment, the killing and destruction in
Palestine goes on unabated, poverty is growing steadily, gas prices are going up . . . 
winter will be coming . . . the poor getting colder and colder . . .

David-Baptise Chirot
Posted by Sammy Rosenstock 1 comments

Marjorie Perloff has built a career for herself as a specialist in mis-representing the 
political importance of the early twentieth century avant-garde, and of promoting a 
spurious and right wing ‘conceptual postmodernism’ as its rightful successor. Hence, 
in the forward to a recent book of retrograde visual poetry, she sneers primly at the 
idea that poetry might carry ‘insight’. A very convenient position for someone who is 
only capable of recognising the ‘insights’ of her paymasters in the Pentagon and the 
White House.

In a recent interview published in The Argotist Online, Perloff attempts to depoliticise
Zurich Dada, claiming that “the Cabaret Voltaire was ‘against’ but not really political,
as Tom Stoppard shows well in his play Travesties, where Lenin, Joyce and Tzara all 
find themselves in Zurich & Lenin has no use for Tzara at all or vice versa”. Leaving 
aside the dubious scholarship of citing a piece of fiction to prove her point, Perloff 
demonstrates an absolute inability to understand a political position outside of those 
approved by neo-liberalism. Tzara may have been something of a dandy and an oaf, 
albeit a very charming and entertaining one, but as the real founder of Zurich Dada 
was the conscientious objector, refugee and anarchist Hugo Ball, her point is 
irrelevent. On the first page of his “Flight Out of Time”, Ball asks the question “is 
there anywhere a force that is strong enough and above all vital enough to put an end 
to this state of affairs?” - the state of affairs of course being the international 
bourgeoisie’s taste for indiscriminate slaughter. Ball here is calling for a new form of 
politics - a form that the European avant-gardes, as the esoteric wing of the 
international communist movement, did their best to work out. Work that their 
successors are quietly and soberly continuing.

It is of course unfair to expect Perloff to understand this. Just as Marx has been 
disasterously and murderously misrepresented by economists who cannot comprehend 
that someone would attack political economy with the intention of destroying it, so 
Perloff is misrepresenting the Dadaists because she is incapable of understanding a 
position that is completely outside the bourgeois realities that she holds so dear, and 
that recognises those realities only for the purpose of destroying them more 
effectively.
Posted by Sammy Rosenstock 1 comments
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June 04, 2008
....

confused in transition

...
in a fit of despair and defeat and depression and disillusion i deleted every post on my
old blog,

and then i deleted the blog itself ...  no, i don't have copies of what i deleted, or 
most of it

in any case: nothing i put there was worth saving.

*
this one won't be any better . . .

*
Graham Greene, from The Ministry of Fear:

. . . the two great popular statements of faith are 'What a small place the world is' 
and 'I'm a stranger here myself.'

*

June 10, 2008
repost from two years ago
May 12, 2006

Mizu No Oto: Some random notes on Nature and Poetry

*
Is there a formula for haiku?  This is from the introduction of Hiroaki Sato's book, One 
Hundred Frogs: From Tanka to Renga to Haiku:

"[A passage] from Toho's Sanzoshi (Three Booklets) [defines haiku as]:

'As for [haiku], it is, philosophically, the mind that goes off and returns. For example, 
it is like:

Yamazato wa manzai ososhi ume no hana

In this mountain village the comedians are late: plum blossoms

Like the state of mind that simply says, "In this mountain village the comedians are 
late," and then says, "The plums are in bloom," the mind that goes off and returns is 
what makes a [haiku].'

The quoted [haiku] is by Basho, and the observation is believed to be his, too. . . . "



A possible version:

The actors [a traveling theatrical troupe] are late this year
to our mountain village:
plum blossom

(I'll return to this poem toward the end of these notes.)

*
The famous frog haiku by Basho (like the previous one, its "kigo" (word or phrase 
indicating season) denotes spring):

furuike ya    kawazu tobikomu    mizu no oto
old pond ya    frog jump-in   water's sound

(ya: "In Japanese, kireji—“cutting-words, used to separate or set off statements”—are 
onomatopoeic, and 'have the meaning that lies in themselves as sounds.' " (Sato, One 
Hundred Frogs.). . .  Another quote from Sato: “Basho himself simply said, ‘Every 
sound unit is a kireji.’ ”)

....a possible version (I'm reading "ya" as an expression of astonishment and 
amazement at the pond's antiquity):

how old this pond is!
a frog jumps in—
the sound of water

(My interpretation of "ya" must be wrong, however.  Not one of the expert 
commentators in Makoto Ueda's Basho and his Interpreters / Selected Hokku with 
Commentary reads the syllable "ya" this way.  In fact, none of them even mention it.  I
can't defend my reading against their collective and individual wisdom, except to say 
that I'm trying to read the poem by following Toho's (and presumably Basho's) 
definition of haiku: the mind that goes away and then returns.   The mind struck by 
the pond's antiquity goes away from the present moment, no?  To see what was in 
what is requires some reflective distance from the immediate perception.

Ueda's two translations from the same book render "ya" first as a dash and then as a 
colon:

the old pond—
a frog jumps in,
water's sound

furuike / ya / kawazu / tobikomu / mizu / no / oto
old-pond / : / frog / jump-in / water / 's / sound

—As I said, my reading must be wrong.)

*
from Modern Japanese Haiku, by Makoto Ueda:
"[Kawahigashi] Hekigoto . . . was a tireless experimenter, and restlessly went from 
one experiment to another throughout his career.  Of all his experiments [one of the 
most] controversial [was his] idea of 'haiku without a center of interest,' which he  
began to advocate in 1910.  [This concept] was based on his belief that a poem should
come as close as possible to its subject matter, which is part of life or nature.  He 
thought that if the poet tried to create a center of interest in his poem he would 
inevitably have to distort his subject matter for the sake of that interest.  'To do away
with a center of interest and to discard the process of poeticizing reality would help 
the poet to approach things in nature as close as he can, without being sidetracked by
man-made rules,' insisted Hekigoto . . . "



*
Hekigoto also flaunted the syllabic rule: as Donald Keene writes in Dawn to the West, 
"By 1915 Hekigoto had come to oppose a fixed form for the haiku. . . . [His] free haiku
no longer had the familiar haiku shape, but tended to run on to prosaic lengths.  He 
himself preferred to call them 'short poems' (tanshi).  This poem, written in 1918, was
typical of his new manner:

ringo wo tsumami
iituskushitemo
kurikaesaneba naranu

I pick up an apple;
I've said everything that was to be said,
But still must repeat.

[Keene notes:] The poem has twenty-four syllables . . . [T]his is hardly a haiku.  
Konishi Jin'ichi wrote of such poems, 'When one reaches this point . . . haiku 
disappear[s], both in name and in reality. . . . Hekigoto valiantly forged ahead on his 
own road, [and came] finally to destroy the road before him.' "

*
Ueda again: "An example of 'haiku without a center of interest' which was cited by 
Hekigoto himself" is the following:

Sumo /  noseshi  /  binsen-no  / nado  /  shike  / to  /  nari
Wrestlers  /  aboard  / ferry's  /  why  /  storm  /  thus  /  becoming

Ueda's translation:

Wrestlers are aboard
the ferry; why has it become
stormy weather?

*
(If even the strongest among us must take the ferry in obeisance to the obstacles 
presented by the physical world, why is it necessary for Nature to present still more 
signs of its ruthless power?   Will none of our submissions and sacrifices appease that 
deity?)

*
Remember that T.S. Eliot (looking back in a 1953 lecture) asserted that "[T]he 
starting-point of modern poetry is the group denominated 'imagist' in London about 
1910."  Compare the Wrestlers haiku above to Pound's "In a Station of the Metro":

The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.

Pound's note on this poem describes it this way: "The 'one-image' poem is a form of 
super-position, that is to say it is one idea set on top of another."

Both poems, to use Pound's phrases, set an idea (or representation) of the human 'on 
top of' an idea (or image) of nature.  Wrestlers/ferry : storm.  Faces/subway : spring 
petals on a wet [rained-on] branch. Note that both present the human idea in transit, 
in modes of transportation (ferry, train), in transitory or linear passage as opposed to 
the perennial recurrent manifestations of nature.  The human idea is an apparition 
compared to the ever-embodied, ever-physical presence of nature.  Thought as 
opposed to substance.  (Of course rainstorms and petals are more transitory forms of 
nature than mountains or oceans, but doesn't this heighten the poignancy of the 
"super-position"?)

*
(Pound's poem is really a simile which refuses to use its "like": the pale European faces



seen against the dark-lit background of the subway terminal are like white petals on a
black branch.  The Hekigoto is not comparing the wrestlers to the storm, or is it?  —
Are the sumo here on the ferry when they should be in the sky struggling with the 
elemental forces to which they seem most akin?)

*
Apples ripen and fall yearly, the human picks one up and says he's picking one up, and 
then says that's all there is to be said about the matter, though in response to the 
repetitive patterns of nature he acknowledges that he too must repeat himself.

*
Donald Keene: "Hekigoto [advocates] in 1910 the principle of "no-centeredness" 
(muchushin-ron), by which he meant that natural phenomena should be described 
exactly as they are without imposing any human standards."  In 1912 Pound writes: "I 
believe that the proper and perfect symbol is the natural object. . . ."  A year later, in
'A few Don'ts of an Imagiste,' he insists that "the natural object is always the adequate
symbol."  I've taken these quotes from William Pratt's introduction to The Imagist 
Poem. Pratt comments: "Pound [is making a] distinction between the image and the 
symbol . . . the symbolic meaning must have its source in the literal meaning, and not
be imposed upon it."  Here, at the "starting-point of modern poetry," Hekigoto and 
Pound seem to be of one mind.  "Super-position," yes; imposition, no.

*
David Ignatow echoes the spirit or philosophy of Hekigoto in his little poem called 
"Content":

I should be content
to look at a mountain
for what it is
and not as a comment
on my life

*
1936-39: Bertolt Brecht (in John Willett's translation): (from the beginning of the 
poem "To Those Born Later")

Truly, I live in dark times!
The guileless word is folly.  A smooth forehead
Suggests insensitivity.  The man who laughs
Has simply not yet had
The terrible news.

What kind of times are these, when
A conversation about trees is almost a crime
Because it implies silence about so many horrors?
. . .

*
Are "guileless" poems about trees "almost criminal"?  In "dark times" can or should 
poets write the traditional kinds of poems about nature?  Are we in Dark Times now?  
Can a contemporary poem be written about trees or any or other aspect of nature 
without taking into consideration and contention the horrific data of ecological 
dangers both present and forecast?  —Think of Elizabeth Bishop's "The Imaginary 
Iceberg": could such a poem be written today without referencing the disastrous 
potential impact of global warming on the polar icepacks?

*
The Danish poet Henrik Nordbrandt writes around 1970 or so, (in Alexander Taylor's 
trans.) that

A conversation about trees
is only a crime



if the trees don't participate

(or maybe it's: when the trees don't participate)  (I'm quoting from memory). . .

*
A Louis MacNeice poem which uses natural imagery in a fascinating way; from the late
1930s, same time as the Brecht poem:

MEETING POINT

Time was away and somewhere else,
There were two glasses and two chairs
And two people with the one pulse
(Somebody stopped the moving stairs):
Time was away and somewhere else.

And they were neither up nor down;
The stream's music did not stop
Flowing through heather, limpid brown,
Although they sat in a coffee shop
And they were neither up nor down.

The bell was silent in the air
Holding its inverted poise—
Between the clang and clang a flower,
A brazen calyx of no noise:
The bell was silent in the air.

The camels crossed the miles of sand
That stretched around the cups and plates;
The desert was their own, they planned
To portion out the stars and dates:
The camels crossed the miles of sand.

Time was away and somewhere else.
The waiter did not come, the clock
Forgot them and the radio waltz
Came out like water from a rock:
Time was away and somewhere else.

Her fingers flicked away the ash
That bloomed again in tropic trees:
Not caring if the markets crash
When they had forests such as these,
Her fingers flicked away the ash.

God or whatever means the Good
Be praised that time can stop like this,
That what the heart has understood
Can verify in the body's peace
God or whatever means the Good.

Time was away and she was here
And life no longer what it was,
The bell was silent in the air
And all the room one glow because
Time was away and she was here.

. . . The contrast/conflict of static and mobile imagery throughout the poem is 
prefigured in its title.  The cyclical repetons enclose each stanza with endstopped 
emphasis.  But the scene itself keeps shifting, from table to stairs to stream to coffee 
shop to bell-tower to desert to tropics to the body's peace (peace: rest, stillness, 



stasis). . . The first stanza's refrain-line reoccurs at the mid-point of the eight 
stanzas, which is surprising: by repeating it just there, MacNeice skillfully evades the 
danger of tying the poem off too neatly, resolving it with a formulaic flashback: and 
yet perhaps it needs some such echo for its climax.  The reader might anticipate as 
much, and our expectations are met with a brilliant variant: "Time was away and she 
was here" . . . Here?  Where's here?  The coffeeshop is permeated by nature: stream, 
heather, flower, calyx, camels, sand, desert, stars, water, rock, ashen blooms of 
tropic trees, forests. . . .  In the first stanza, time was away, but the "one pulse" 
ticked on.  Then the bell that tolls the time "was silent in the air."  Last stanza, the 
bell is still silent, but the "one pulse" is transmuted/transfigured into "one glow." 

*
Thinking of the Brecht, is a love poem as equally criminal as a nature poem?  In "dark 
times," what can or should a poet write about? Here is a Brecht poem of the late 
1930s, note the tendentious title:

BAD TIME FOR POETRY     (trans. John Willett)

Yes, I know: only the happy man
Is liked.  His voice
Is good to hear.  His face is handsome.

The crippled tree in the yard
Shows that the soil is poor, yet
The passers-by abuse it for being crippled
And rightly so.

The green boats and the dancing sails on the Sound
Go unseen.  Of it all
I see only the torn nets of the fishermen.
Why do I only record
That a village woman aged forty walks with a stoop?
The young girls' breasts
Are as warm as ever.

In my poetry a rhyme
Would seem to me almost insolent.

Inside me contend
Delight at the apple tree in blossom
And horror at the house-painter's [Hitler's] speeches.
But only the second
Drives me to my desk.

*
"Bad Time for Poetry."  "Truly, I live in dark times!"  What should drive us to our desks, 
delight at nature, or horror at tyrants' lies?   The inner conflict, where delight and 
horror "contend". . .  As Yeats insisted, Out of our quarrels with others we make 
rhetoric; out of our quarrels with ourselves, we make poetry.

*
(Yes, I know: only the happy man
Is liked.  His voice
Is good to hear.  His face is handsome.
His name is Billy Collins.)

*
(Well, that's not fair.  According to this week's bestseller list on the Poetry (Chicago) 
website, the unhappy woman (Louise Gluck) seems to be equally liked.)

*
(It's not fair, but I couldn't resist the hyperbole of it.  But don't take my wisecrack as a



condemnation of Collins (or Gluck either, for that matter).  Collins is closer to Brecht's
esthetic than the Langpo and their fellow avantgardistes, as I've had occasion to say 
elsewhere.  He's certainly one of my favorite living writers.  There are poets I read for
delight and poets I read for duty: Collins is among the former; Ashbery, the latter.)

*
I think Carol Ann Duffy is the best contemporary British poet.  Here's a beautifully-
crafted early sonnet of hers, which vividly contrasts/connects the human and natural 
realms:

TERZA RIMA SW19

Over this Common a kestrel treads air
till the earth says mouse or vole.  Far below
two lovers walking by the pond seem unaware.

She feeds the ducks.  He wants her, tells her so
as she half-smiles and stands slightly apart.
He loves me, loves me not with each deft throw.

It could last a year, she thinks, possibly two
and then crumble like stale bread.  The kestrel flies
across the sun as he swears his love is true

and, darling, forever.  Suddenly the earth cries
Now and death drops from above like a stone.
A couple turn and see a strange bird rise.

Into the sky the kestrel climbs alone
and later she might write or he might phone.

(Vole (I had to look it up) is defined by the Oxford American Dictionary as: "any of 
several small animals resembling rats or mice." A kestrel is a small falcon.  SW19: 
"Mostly Wimbledon, a classy suburb" of London.)  (Note: Duffy did not include this in 
her Selected Poems (1994), nor in her New Selected Poems (2004).)

. . . Notice how effective the internal rhymes that Duffy uses are. In the first stanza, 
how "Far" echoes "earth" and "air."  See the connections of: over—vole—below—lovers.  
And the el-sounds in: kestrel—till—vole—bel/ow—wal/king.  Then: pond—un/aware.  
Further down in the poem, find these: half—deft; crumble—stale—kestrel; love—
for/ev/er —above. The alliterations of: Common—kestrel —walking. In lines 1-11, this 
progression of verbs: treads—walking—stands—crumble—drops.  Line 4, the link of 
'feeds' and 'wants.'  The repetition in lines 1-9: lovers, loves, loves, love.  How this 
last use of 'love' is followed so closely by 'death.'  In the third stanza the k-sounds 
reoccur: crumble— kestrel— a/cross; and then, in line 13, sky—kestrel—climbs.  Line 
14 is full of internal rhymes: late/r—might —write—might; she—he.  The connection 
between the wild kestrel and the tamer ducks, both wanting to feed, on 'mouse' or 
'stale bread.'  Thread the verbs of communication down through the poem: says—tells
—swears—cries—write—phone (contrast the first four present active verbs with the 
future conditional verbs of the final line).  Is the final verb assigned to her, "write," 
more distant than his verb, "phone"?   The "two lovers" (l. 3) don't dialogue: her 
response to his telling her he wants her (l. 4) is to half-smile and stand slightly apart 
(l. 5) and to silently say to herself (silently, I assume, since the italics here are also 
used to indicate the unvoiced words of "the earth"), He loves me, loves me not with 
each deft throw of stale bread to the ducks (l. 6).  It could last a year, she thinks to 
herself, possibly two (l. 7).  He persists and swears his love is true (l. 8) and, darling, 
forever (l. 9).  Still, she won't speak; she won't even voice her doubts about his 
promised "forever." Instead the earth cries Now (the needs of now take precedence to 
the vows of forever) and death drops (lines 10-11).  They turn as one (a couple) to see
a strange bird rise (l. 12)  Why strange: as opposed to the domesticated ducks?  
Strange because its predatory interruption has somehow estranged them?  To the 
temporary coupling of two it has introduced the terrible coup of its thirdness?  Its 



terza has rima'ed them apart.  This deus ex machina dropping down 'like a stone' has 
shattered and split and left them each "alone" (l. 13).  The K's and L's and I's and E's 
have it: Into the sKY the KestreL CLImbs aLone / And Later shE mIght wrIte or hE 
mIght phone.  (The kestrel is alone presumably because it has swallowed its prey.  
What we devour is no longer 'apart' (l. 5) from us.) ('Apart' is the only endword in the 
poem which has no counterpart rhyme, a choice made probably for deliberate 
emphasis and reinforcement of the theme.)

*
From the sublime to the non: I published this poem in my last real book, The 
Unsubscriber:

OVERNIGHT FREEZE
L.
Transparent ice has glazed over
all the ground's ruts and runnels;
but the chameleon's footprints—
are they paned with stained glass?

I recently revised it to the following:

OVERNIGHT FREEZE

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
the mud's ruts and runs: inch-niched
skylights patch its pattered paths;
but the chameleon’s footprints—
have they been paned with stained-glass?

:. . . my old version seemed too loose and prosaic, too obvious in its attempt to be 
"transparent," to be as clear as possible, to be a flat "window" for the content.  Does 
making it more opaque improve it? Have my thickening effects 
(rhyme/alliteration/heptasyllabics) rendered it more palpable, more tangible, and is 
it therefore a truer presenting?  Have I more solidly concretized the concreteness of 
the subject matter?   Should I stick with just the original single metaphor of "stained 
glass"—are the augmental metaphors (window/skylight) too much—?   Is my earlier 
version closer to what Hekigoto espoused as "no-centeredness"?   This goes of course 
to the old question of whether poetry is a medium (window) for a prior-conceived 
content: is it a means to an end, or is it an end in itself. Baudelaire said that "The 
object of poetry is not Truth, the object of poetry is Poetry itself."  Should my object,
my goal, my intent be to "describe the natural phenomena exactly as they are"?  Or is 
my revision more appropriate in its attempt to, in Shklovsky's term, "defamiliarize" 
this commonplace November A.M. sight, via the usual poetic techniques?  And then 
there's the problem of the imagination's overlay, the "super-position" of its glaze on 
top of reality's mudground.  My chameleon footprints which literally aren't there, 
which exist only as an "apparition," an FX-excess, a backwash, the hopefully-
inevitable entailment of a metaphor already egregious and extraneous and therefore 
untrue to any "natural phenomena". . . The imposition of the metaphor (stained glass) 
may precede and lead to a theoretically visible, an ostensible reality (footprints). . .  
"[T]o discard the process of poeticizing reality would help the poet to approach things
in nature as close as he can, without being sidetracked," advises Hekigoto . . . .
Sidetracks, foot-tracks; ghosts, after-effects.  One phantom is translation, or 
adaptation:

*
BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya)

If I were a pond
and some frog jumped into me
I wouldn't respond.

I am a pond but



when a frog gets intimate
I keep my mouth shut.

I may look like scum
but some frogs can poke this pond
to orgasm come.

This pond is so old
even its frogs want it sold
to build the new road.

This pond is old as
me.  That's how bad-off it is.
Frog-visits, I doze.

You're old, pond—the same
as me.  But when your frogs come
you recall each name.

This pond is year-scored
as me.  But frogs that shake it
up just make me bored.

I'll float in this pond,
fearing each frog that jumps down
will wash me aground.

This pond is old too—
But when a frog jumps into
It, it still sounds new.

This pond is dead earth
But listen to its rebirth
When frogs take a bath.

*
Imagine it's the 17th Century, and you live in a mountain village.  During winter you're 
completely cut off: no phone, no radio, no way of communicating with the rest of the 
world.  But then, each spring, for as long as you can remember, a traveling theatrical 
troupe finds its way up through the muddy passes to your tiny hamlet, each year it 
returns to perform its vaudeville entertainments.  What a delight after the endless 
tedium of snowbound months.  What a joy and how appropriate to the season.  —But 
this year, for some reason, the actors, the comics, the singers and dancers, haven't 
come.  It's springtime, but they're not here.  Who knows why?  Maybe half of them 
died from cholera and the rest of the company disbanded.  Maybe they were crossing 
a bridge during a flood and it collapsed, killing them all.  Maybe they got caught in a 
war between rival gangsters, and the oxen that haul their coaches were confiscated.  
In considering the matter, in wondering and noting and remarking the absence of the 
'manzai,' in thinking about the human rituals and events that symbolize and vainly 
hope to regulate the passage of time, your mind goes away from the omnipresent 
natural markers, for example the signs of spring which are right in front of you, the 
trees of your village:

'As for [haiku], it is, philosophically, the mind that goes off and returns. For example, 
it is like:

Yamazato wa manzai ososhi ume no hana

In this mountain village the comedians are late: plum blossoms

Like the state of mind that simply says, "In this mountain village the comedians are 
late," and then says, "The plums are in bloom," the mind that goes off and returns is 



what makes a [haiku].'

Human phenomena (manzai who strut and fret their hour upon the stage) may cease 
to return, but natural phenomena (blossoms et al) will always return. ("Always," that 
is, compared to the brevity of human existence.)  Just so the haiku returns our minds 
to the moment, the reality which is present.  But the mind must go off (must imagine 
what is not present) in order to experience, or mostly re-experience, respond freshly, 
respond anew, to the present.  The mind must perform the human symbol before it 
can be acted upon by the natural image.

*
—"Freshly"?  Reminds me of Larkin:

THE TREES

The trees are coming into leaf
Like something almost being said;
The recent buds relax and spread,
Their greenness is a kind of grief.

Is it that they are born again,
And we grow old?  No, they die too.
Their yearly trick of looking new
Is written down in rings of grain.

Yet still the unresting castles thresh
In fullgrown thickness every May.
Last year is dead, they seem to say,
Begin afresh, afresh, afresh.

*
"What kind of times are these, when
[to write a poem] about trees is almost a crime
Because it implies silence about so many horrors?"

*
Two more poems by the great Carol Ann Duffy:

MILES AWAY

I want you and you are not here. I pause
in this garden, breathing the colour thought is
before language into still air.  Even your name
is a pale ghost and, though I exhale it again
and again, it will not stay with me.  Tonight
I make you up, imagine you, your movements clearer
than the words I have you say you said before.

Wherever you are now, inside my head you fix me
with a look, standing here while cool late light
dissolves into the earth.  I have got your mouth wrong,
but still it smiles.  I hold you closer, miles away,
inventing love, until the calls of nightjars
interrupt and turn what was to come, was certain,
into memory. The stars are filming us for no one.

*
PLAINSONG

Stop.  Along this path, in phrases of light,
trees sing their leaves.  No Midas touch
has turned the wood to gold, late in the year



when you pass by, suddenly sad, straining
to remember something you're sure you knew.

Listening.  The words you have for things die
in your heart, but grasses are plainsong,
patiently chanting the circles you cannot repeat
or understand.  This is your homeland,
Lost One, Stranger who speaks with tears.

It is almost impossible to be here and yet
you kneel, no one's child, absolved by late sun
through the branches of a wood, distantly
the evening bell reminding you, Home, Home,
Home, and the stone in your palm telling the time.

*
. . . . this recaps my themes: the repetitions of time, tolled by 'bell' and 'plainsong,' 
the 'impossibility of being here' in nature with the trees and branches, the grasses 
chanting the circles (cycles) you 'cannot repeat or understand.'   And still, '[t]his is 
your home-land.'  Where you 'remember [that] the words you have for things die.'   
You hold the stone 'no Midas touch' can transform to gold, you hear these words: 
phrases, sing, listening, words, plainsong, chanting, repeat, speaks, reminding, 
telling.   Home, Home, Home, could be a verb: Return, Return, Return: 'repeat,' 
complete the 'circle.'

*
Boris Pasternak says somewhere, "Everything in the world must excel itself in order to 
be itself."  Excel: excess, or repetition.  I pick an apple up from the ground, and even 
though it's autumn and time is over or ending and I've said everything I could have 
said, I must repeat it.  Time is away and somewhere else, but I must stay in time, in 
the present, and even though '[i]t is almost impossible to be here,' if I can only bring 
myself back from my abstractions and conceptualizations and circle back to it, go and 
return, mizu no oto, it will occur to me again.

***
end of post

*
All of us who lived on Earth
and all our loves and wars
probably won't appear much
in the moon's memoirs.

/will probably not appear 

/will probably never appear

will probably never/not be mentioned

are probably not going to be mentioned

will hardly ever be mentioned

will largely never be mentioned

will hardly ever be mentioned at all

will scarcely ever be mentioned

will hardly be mentioned at all



will scarcely be mentioned at all

will barely be mentioned if at all

may not receive much feature

might not get any mention

might not get a lot of attention

might not get any pages

might not get much attention

may not be featured a lot

may not be mentioned a lot

will not be mentioned a lot

may only be mentioned in passing

may not be mentioned much if at all

may not be mentioned at all

may not be mentioned ever

may not be mentioned once

I doubt will receive much feature

probably won't get much words

might not get much mention

might not get mentioned much

might not be written of

will amount to about a page

may get about half a page

will end up in a footnote

may be mentioned in a footnote

may merit only a footnote

will probably never be mentioned

probably won't be mentioned once

will never be mentioned once

may not merit a paragraph

may not rate one paragraph

may not take up a paragraph



may not stretch to a paragraph

will never be mentioned ever

may not get a lot of attention/pages

may not receive one paragraph

may not be featured much
may not receive much feature

probably will get one paragraph

will probably be one paragraph

probably will never be mentioned

will probably never be mentioned

will perhaps never be mentioned

may not take up much space

*
*

Lost to me are all the glancing exits
by which others enter others’ chaste
or lust parts.

May they meet sweeter than soon in that room;
the bastards.
.
*

Poor King Lear must use both hands to raise a Big Mac to his mouth.

*

teardrops forming the edge of sight
even the shadows I cast are a diaph off
finished as mist is in a kiss
mirrors opaque with old wisdoms of touch

*
*

treetops toss
like a young pianist's upstrung hair:
wind-cringed powerlines bear
more debut this latest virtuoss—
weather is the prodigy of everywhere

[UNTITLED]   

no one wants to snowride
on a slowsled 
pulled by a glacier



but at least in time's traffic
it gets you there   

[UNTITLED]   

The moon's a wishingwell you threw
all your sources, but you wasted them. 
Everything is coming true,
but for the last time.
The moon will soon be tossed into you. 

I blossom as rarest
flowers in out of way
places inaccessible
valleys and crags which
no one ever reaches
to see while the face
of me is public ugly

THE SAME WITH POEMS

When you set the table you want to
place the knives and forks and napkins
so perfectly, so alignedly, that everyone
will hesitate to pick them up, to break
the symmetry.  The food should rot
while the diners gaze down dazed.

LOW-ROOT THOUGHT

beyond reign
of human 
songs remain
Celan says
meaning his
but not mine

SUMMIT

on this hill at sunset
I will feel the contrast
of it going down
and me up here for
a second as total

June 15, 2008 
COLLECTED SHORT POEMS 1960-2008 by Bill Knott

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original ALL MY 
THOUGHTS..SHORT POEMS 06_10_08 pdf from 
www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

ALL MY THOUGHTS ARE THE SAME



collected short poems                               

This edition: JUNE 10, 2008

June 16, 2008
POEMS OF YOUTH AND AGE / GROWING UP AND GROWING OLD

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original SMOKE FROM A 
PAPER HOUSE 06_12_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

SMOKE FROM A PAPER HOUSE
     poems of youth and age:
  growing up and growing old

*
THIS EDITION: JUNE 2008
*

June 17, 2008
POLITICAL POEMS 1965-2008

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original POLITICAL POEMS 
06_11_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

SORT-OF-SELECTED
POLITICAL POEMS
1965-2008

This edition: June 2008

June 18, 2008
(ACTING) POEMS: a selection of poems about actors/performers, 
movies, TV, stage, et al

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original ACTING POEMS 
06_18_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*
         

    (ACTING) POEMS

               actors, 
          performers,
    movies, theater, TV,
       circus/carnival,
                 et al                           
*

This edition: JUNE 11. 2008



June 19, 2008
A SALT OF SEASONS: WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL POEMS

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original A SALT OF SEASONS 
06_11_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

A SALT OF SEASONS:
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL POEMS

*****This edition: June 11, 2008

***********

June 22, 2008
SELECTED LOVE POEMS

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original LOVE POEMS 
06_12_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

SELECTED LOVE POEMS

*
THIS EDITION: JUNE 12, 2008

******************

June 23, 2008
THE BALLOON THAT LIVED ON THE MOON AND OTHER POEMS NEW AND 
OLD

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original BALLOON NEW AND 
OLD POEMS 06_15_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

This edition: JUNE 15, 2008

********************

June 24, 2008
QUATORZAINS ONE

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original QUATORZAINS ONE 
06_14_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

`
This edition: JUNE 24, 2008



June 25, 2008
QUATORZAINS TWO

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original QUATORZAINS TWO 
06_14_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

This edition: JUNE 25, 2008

*

June 27, 2008
QUATORZAINS THREE

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original QUATORZAINS 
THREE 06_26_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*

This edition: JUNE 26, 2008

****

July 01, 2008
Ron Silliman on Chelsey Minnis

*
below is the piece on Minnis from yesterday's Silliman's Blog— as always, his thoughts 
are interesting and worth reading . . .

his criticisms of "Bad Bad" are tame compared to the review that appeared in 
Publisher's Weekly— the latter tried to taint and tar Minnis with the worst insult 
possible in the world of contemporary poetry: it compared her to me!  (You can see 
the review at Amazon's "Bad Bad" page) . . .

*
Monday, June 30, 2008

The “bad girl” in the arts is not new, but it has had a new lease on life in & around 
poetry & performance art since Kathy Acker – who rarely acknowledged the degree to 
which her novels functioned as part of the poetry scene – rewrote so many of the rules
35 years ago. Karen Finley, Leslie Dick, Dodie Bellamy, Tracy Emin, to name just four, 
have all demonstrated very different ways of being transgressive, especially around 
issues of the body & sexuality, in the years since.

Chelsey Minnis adds her name to the roster with a volume that wants to be 
outrageous, Bad Bad, from Fence Press. It’s a complicated project and one that 
demands the writer put herself out there for all pretty much to see. But it’s not, in 
the usual sense, a “difficult literature” – one can, in fact, plow right through the 
book.

I read Bad Bad three times in the process of judging the William Carlos Williams Award
earlier this year and it joins that list books that I was unhappy I couldn’t give some 
kind of prize to, because it’s really very good. But reading it again after a couple of 
months hiatus, I find myself noticing its limitations more. This is a terrific book, yes, 
but it could have been a devastating one, and there’s a difference. And on a fourth 



reading it starts to show up.

Essentially Bad Bad consists of three types of work. First, thirty pages of prose-poem 
prefaces, a total of 68. Then a series of nine poems that would actually be very airy, 
just a few lines scattered around the page were it not for many rows of dots 
connecting them almost into a prose structure. And then finally some poems in a 
relatively conventional format. Each section is noticeably weaker than the one 
preceding it. Reading the book, I’m convinced that this is intentional – it’s part of the 
larger set of transgressions. But as a reader of the book, I’m not convinced that this is
the best strategy. Like a lot of “uncreative” poetry from the conceptualists, this is 
actually more interesting to think about than it is to read.

But the prefaces here, on the other hand, are simply glorious. Here is “Preface 30,” 
my personal favorite. All of the ellipses are in the original:

Once I became a poet I could not be taught to be a poet…

It is like wearing a slit slip under a slit skirt…

 

Now I am careless of my statements…

And it feels good…like a champagne bidet…

 

I should not have poetry as a vanity and I should not have it as a career…

 

But I should have it!...like a doorknob covered with honey…

I would love to read the book for which that truly was the preface, but this is not that
book. You can hear the pout of the narrator, half valley girl, half Eurotrash ingénue. At
the same time there is, in almost every line, some remarkable observation. That first 
sentence is, as anyone who’s been around the scene for awhile will recognize, exactly
on target.

The second section is roughly seventy pages long, but contains considerably less in the
way of words than the prefaces. Not atypical is the following, picked pretty much at 
random:

The dots really do transform the text. The sensation is not unlike the experience of 
reading Ronald Johnson’s redaction of

Paradise 

Lost, Radi Os, in the original manuscript where, instead of clusters of words wafting 
ethereally about blank space, the words rise up instead from within

Milton

’s crossed-out original. This is very much a denial of blank space as a field, as those 
periods are intensely linear. In other places, it’s worth noting, they don’t go all the 
way to the right margin, and they cluster or spread out.

Underneath all this speckled energy, very much the same kind of persona emerges, 
totally irritating, totally charming. But it’s really in the final section, fifteen 
moderately conventional post-avant poems (one is a time-line), that the role of 



persona is most deeply underscored here. And my association in those poems was not 
with Kathy Acker at all, but with somebody completely different albeit from the same 
generation, the late Darrell Gray, especially of the Philippe Mignon poems, more 
satiric & less subtle than Kent Johnson’s more recent heteronyms.

At one level, this is all quite good. But on another, Minnis doesn’t quite pull the 
trigger – this is a work that cries out to be outrageous, but after Kathy Acker or Dodie 
Bellamy or the films of Carolee Schneeman¹ actually fucking her boyfriend of 30+ 
years ago, Minnis’ sort of kiss-and-tell hints about an unnamed mentor come over 
ultimately as coy.

But this fits with the book’s downward spiral structure, its use of truly dreadful 
headline fonts (see the cover above, readable enough at the 180 points – or whatever 
it is – there, but genuinely inhuman at 12 points in the “Prefaces”), not to mention 
the choice of pink – a Jeff Koons sort of “bad bad” – for the cover, rather than the 
black with a dog collar aesthetic of an Acker. Cheesy, instead of sleazy.

I think there are all kinds of questions here about how much of this is in Minnis’ 
control. Maybe all of it, but if you believe in the persona & equate it with the author, 
maybe not so much. And a lot of what you think about this book will probably depend 
on how you answer that question. After four times through, I find myself with 
different answers on different occasions. I don’t know that this means I’m getting 
closer to “the truth.” That remains elusive.

¹ Schneeman was never a “bad girl” that I can tell since she has always lacked the one
thing that binds all the bad ones together – a sense of shame, some concept of all this
being somehow dirty.  Hers truly is a sex-positive position, with no sense of what 
Sianne Ngai calls Ugly Feelings. It’s interesting to contrast how Acker relies on this 
framework of social (and self-) condemnation whereas a later writer, such as Dodie 
Bellamy, is far more playful with these borders, able to evoke & examine but not be 
ruled by them

July 13, 2008
reposts from 06
...

the furies

"The plagiarism Furies, idle for a time as the more clandestine and irreproachable 
forms of literary borrowing and imitation continue from day to day, have been 
unloosed again. . . . This time, the context is the British literary world, and the 
accused is one of its leading lights, so the indictment has taken on a moderate, even 
decorous tone. Ian McEwan has been called to account for using some brief wording in
his best-selling novel “Atonement” that some feel was drawn too directly from, rather
than merely inspired by, a memoir by the romance novelist Lucilla Andrews."

The above quote comes from the NYTimes of Dec 3rd, 2006; today's Times reports that
"heavyweights like Margaret Atwood, Kazuo Ishiguro, John Updike, Zadie Smith, Martin
Amis and . . . Thomas Pynchon [have] arisen in defense of Mr. McEwen.  Most of the 
writers said that [they had] done the same thing themselves."

It's interesting when these "Furies" erupt in the world of prose, as they occasionally 
do: because it never or almost never happens in poetry.  There are certain poets who 
assimilate and appropriate biographies, and then present that culled material, 
sometimes with little or no alteration, as poems.  Yet no one ever confronts these 
poets, no one ever asks Frank Bidart where the plagiarism ends and the poetry begins.

Prose is important, prose writers are important, and so what they do is covered and 
reported on by the major media.  But poetry?  Nobody cares.  The New Yorker, which 
is what, supposedly the mag every literate USAer reads, pays infinitely more attention



to pop music than to poetry.   Almost every music event in NYC appears in their 
listings, and almost none of the poetry events. . .   

Think of the money spent by governments/societies to support music, as opposed to 
poetry.  They support music because music supports them; it facilitates their 
tyrannies.  In the case of the USA, the Pentagon's budget as opposed to human 
services; the NEA's stipends for music compared to what it piddles out to poets.

Scientists who tolerate their enemy, religion, have a death-wish; poets who don't 
attack the hegemony of music, who don't protest against its disproportionate and 
unwarranted dominance of the cultural sphere, are similarly defeatist.  The assets 
available for the arts are limited, and music gobbles up more resources than it 
deserves.  Poets who support this, and who make excuses for the sovereignty of music 
over poetry, are suicidal traitors.  Just as scientists like Richard Dawkins and others 
have begun to actively oppose and combat the evil of religion, so poets must work 
against the dictatorship of music, and must use every means to denounce and 
denigrate it.
*
The New Yorker manages to review prose books every week; why can't they review at 
least one poetry book per week?  If poets weren't such lickspittles and wimps they 
would boycott and refuse to submit their work to The New Yorker until it paid regular 
attention to poetry.  And boycott every other semi-literary journal, The New York 
Review of Books, The New Republic, Bookforum, the TLS, the LRB etcetera, until they 
start giving regular attention to verse.  Hell, the New York Review of Books reviews 
more music than it does poetry, and more books about music than books about poetry.
Why do poets put up with such neglect and disregard?  Why don't they fight back?

*
The disparity between the funding for music and the funding for poetry is insane.  
Poetry is the most important art.  Ergo, poetry should receive more funding than any 
other art.  More attention should be paid to poetry than any other art.   For every 
printpage and webpage devoted to music, a dozen should be allotted to poetry.  For 
every dollar that goes to music, poetry should collect a hundred, a thousand!

*
In reality, of course, poetry is the most abject, the lowest of the arts.  The most 
ignored, the least recognized and honored, the least rewarded.  Count the millionaire 
novelists around the globe, the millionaire painters and scriptwriters, the 
multimillionaires of music . . . the wealth that accumulates around all the arts but 
poetry.  And ask yourself, poet, what you have in common with them.  They hate you, 
you know it: they despise you.  They have nothing but contempt for you.  All the other
arts look down with disgust at poetry.  When will you turn that contempt back at 
them?  When will you scorn them, and deny them the commendation they refuse you. 
(Oh yes, they all offer lipservice specious praise to poetry, smirking behind their 
hands at the hypocrisy of the gesture that costs them nothing.)  Even poets (you know
this too) hate poetry, and disdain poets.  How can we not hate ourselves and hate 
each other; we're poets, we're slaves: Genet said it best, in The Maids: "When slaves 
love each other, it's not love they feel."  Poetry is the slave of the arts, and poets are 
slaves to the prosewriter and the painter, and even more to the molochs of music.  
What kind of slave reveres and worships its oppressors?  The masochist kind portrayed 
by Genet: the poet kind.

*
But what's the real plagiarism story here, the one that won't be covered by the Times 
or any other organ of the Masters?  Plagiarism: theft.  In the realm of the arts, who 
are the ones most stolen from? who are the ones robbed everyday of the prestige and 
recognition and respect they deserve?  Whose true-earned recompense is snatched 
away by fictionwriters and painters and musicmullahs?  And more than that, more 
criminal than that, whose ideas and concepts are historically and always and still 
today are the most plagiarized?  Daily, hourly, poet-slaves produce goods which are 
expropriated and exploited by the other arts.  That's the ongoing plagiarism scandal 
hushed-up and suppressed by every media. No famous novelist or filmmaker or 



rockstar or painter is going to do an Op-ed about that inequity, or band together (like 
those "heavyweights" mentioned in the Times article quoted above) to write letters of 
protest against that iniquity.  These are the crooks who steal the work of poets, and 
they aren't going to confess or atone or make reparations.  They're going to keep on 
plagiarizing poets every chance they get, yesterday today and tomorrow.  (Have 
prosewriters ever been capable of original thought; haven't they always stolen all 
their ideas from poets.)

*
But hey, don't let me stop you, poets.  Go on, go ahead and kiss-ass praise the 
millionaire Pynchon, the millionaire Jasper Johns, praise all the success-practitioners 
of the Master arts, the crumbs from their tables may fill you yet.  It's your duty as 
slaves to curry favor with those above you, to flatter and obsequiate your betters. And
praise most those writers who began as poets but abandoned poetry, who betrayed 
poetry for the chance to move up the foodchain of the arts, after all if you could hum 
a tune you too might get rich like Leonard Cohen and fuck moviestars; you'd do it if 
you could, wouldn't you.  Of course you would.  Because, let's face it, who would want
to be a poet when they could be a novelist or a songwriter or a screenwriter or a 
rockstar or a Cindy Sherman or a what's his name, that Brit artist who cuts sharks in 
half,—who would want to remain a poet, the lowest puke on the cultural totempole?  
Only a fool, a masochist, a scumbag, who can't weasel their way into any of the real 
arts, who has to sink to the bottom of the bard-barrel, the pegasus-dregs.  Poetry, the
most ignored, the least compensated of the arts. . . but you already know this; why 
am I wasting my time telling you what you already know. 

*
*
*
The world of Art mirrors the world of Society.  Just as the latter is based on hierarchy,
on 
a class system, so is the former.

And in the world of Art, poetry is the lowest class.

In the world of Art, poets are the proles, the slaves.

Just as slaves in the world of Society are bullied and beaten, treated as subhuman, so 
in the world of Art poets are similarly abused.

All the wealth/value produced by Society's slaves is stolen from them by those in the 
higher classes. The latter grow rich on the former's misery.   

Every idea or good generated by poet-labor is also stolen, plagiarized by the higher 
classes of Music, Painting, Film and Prose.  They prosper on the poet's back.  All their 
wealth comes from stealing and using what the poet-slave produces.

*
As slaves, poets internalize their inferior status.  We grovel before the Masters of 
Music Painting Film and Prose.  We become their lickspittles, their toadies, their dogs,
obsequiously grateful for the least crumb falling from their fat tables.  

We flatter kiss-ass praise these Masters for their greatness, forgetting that every good
every gram of worth they possess, every virtue, was stolen from us.  

*
From time to time the slaves of Society have risen up against their evil Masters, have 
rebelled against their oppressors.

But the slaves of Art, the poets, have they ever revolted against their oppressive 
Masters?   

Never.  



We have never tried to rip off our chains.  We have never protested against the 
Prosewriters the Filmmakers the Musicmucks the Painters, 

the Masters who daily steal our resources, we have never tried to expose their 
criminal acts of theft and exploitation.  

No, we never even dream of rising up in fury to confront and attack these overlords 
whose cabals conspire against our welfare, whose cultural institutions and media are 
designed and operated to keep us in penury and abject submission.  Whose statutes of
power stand ready to cripple and punish and murder us.  As they have done so often.

*

*
When poets start to break under the torrent of hatred society pours upon them; when 
they begin to internalize that hatred and to self-generate it in the neurotic hope of 
propitiating its cruelties, when they snatch the whip from Master and lash themselves;

when they understand how loathed and despised poetry is by all the powers of this 
world; when they realize how loathed and despised they are by all the authorities of 
this world; and when, under the endless onslaught of contempt and scorn and 
persecution which they as poets are condemned to suffer, at last they too loathe and 
despise themselves,

and that is the point they come to write about Chekhov.  

(You can always tell when a poet is suffering a spell of hatred for his art: he writes a 
poem about Chekov.)

As it were a final humiliation.

*

*

POEM

The comet whose path is contentment
doesn't appear often: compared to it
Haley's daily.  The eye rared to it
may discern a speck in the spent 

sight crossing the night but he's
not really looking for such salvation,
which he imagines requires knees
genuflection.  He has no vocation

(he boasts) to pray for the path caught
by two poets he used to know, converts
Karr and Wright.  He wishes them worth of that sought
transcendence but insists/and promises he won't wish worse

on that/their search.  No matter what bright/high sphere
orbits to offer its ice-crystals here.  / its ice-christus

its christ-crystals  /  orbits to figure/augur another christbirth here.
orbits to shine for/advertise/marquee another christbirth here.

/no matter what christsphere
orbits to shower its ice-office here/  ice-crusis/ ice-christ



that Saul/Paul pastiche clone replacement
(don't pick up that hitchchrist hiker

He wishes them success/worth in their/that sought

transcendence but insists/and promises he won't perch/  wish worse

****

July 19, 2008

Ashbery's Visit to Pahlevi, 1972

The American poet must kiss ass
The forces of darkness.
He has flown here first-class
And come down in the oil fields
Of Iran.

Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlevi stands in a shining circle of CIA.
His wallet opens in welcome.
He promises all USA cars
Can gas up forever now
And live like Beatniks "on the road."

His police fill the prisons
With dissidents.  Ashbery follows
His fellow Avants to the banquet
Of the Arts Fest,
Where Empress [         ] officiates
The [        ] events.

Smiles glitter in Shiraz.
Ashbery has touched hands with John Cage, embracing
For the Cultural Attache's report.

Clean new tankers from America
Glide along gantries now.
Their prows shine in the docklights
As they fill [           ],
In Iran.

*

July 25, 2008
old workdrafts

*
the train draws perspective
from its sleeve
in order to leave
one must first conjure distance
from a hat
widowed by flammable fauxpas/
flames and errors persist
how to pluck the horse from the field 
the child from the pane
the echo responds to the postcard
corresponds/  the postcard echoes
that shows a precipice poking its
finger forth with a wedding ring 



the ritual of rock when
solemn-seen
windows bound by final lenses
glass
islands that balance a splinter
in their heart

/aboard the endless train of perspective
the railside/outlook passes slowly, time
raves and wanders like a photo-chirp—
puppet finery adorns their pyramids—
the pawed-at touchstones sermonize

*
All of us who lived on earth
and all our loves and wars
may not appear at all
in the moon's memoirs.

*
There in my bathroom mirror the watcher finds
All flesh is not desirable, though steam
Promises always fairer fauned/found than mine—
Handsomeness waits just a wisp away it seems

To him shivering in the sheenshed glass,
Impatiently/Patiently wanting/daunting/suppressing the emergence
Of that/some god who must have succored presence
Once in such fallen minor form unless

The vapor clouding my razor ignores
[           ] brooks no pollutant face
As ugly as this streamy Narcissus
[ beauty / loveliness /fountain   ] more source

[                          ] than any boy grown old
now his tepid taps run their course to cold.
feels his tepid taps run their course to cold.

/here all tepid taps run their course to cold.
/so all tepid taps turn their course to cold.
/tepid the watertap runs its course to cold

...

LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
though each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some deathscene in the end

even more unwilling to assume the loss
beading up accrued in its stopgap than this 
stifled hope it's happening to someone else—

when evaporations have drained every face,
when who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the ocean thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?



Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  Dishes stacked with Narcissus
or other perversions too ketchup amorphous
to name or too shared perhaps.  Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,
really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux

the drink thinks it remembers.  Narcissus?—
simply to name him suggests his bare guise is
the only face glimpsed from your porthole

of consciousness, the window you failed to save
when every beaut-boat was drained from below
by a backpedaling Picasso, an ocean of shrink

dripping with theme-matic modes, themedies.  
Antics whose glaucous target-painted chests
form a last lifejacket dispatching its parch-fate 

as the picket-flicking projectors easily show  
reruns of the same old spoonshaped profiles
likely to fall out when you crack the spines

of their autohighhogs from the photo-insert
pages in the middle: ah descent into the drain
sargasso impinges and yet to know the arrow

is a disciple of the ball is no giveaway or tic
to squeamish at.  How many of us complain
about the Vatican's porn collection, those marble

halls filled with stills of Garbo Brando in sex
studded poses, I don't know of anyone, do you?
There is no us unless it's the movie version

tactile in its evasions.  In unison the accusers of mob soar pastimes on your eyes

to be grasped by
[                  ] it remembers narcosis . . .
[beyond such reflections waits someone else.
To think you remember them is useless.]
/just the one porthole saved from a wreck that
*
/loss that doesn't show— / some loss that's still nouveau—
*

July 29, 2008

*
how many of his million billions has Bob Dylan donated to The Poetry Foundation? ——

and Joni Mitchell, has she endowed any amount to the Poetry Society of America?

all these songwriters, these tunesmiths who have been hailed as "poets"——



how much of their wealth have they shared with real poets?

what fiscal contributions have they made to further the art of poetry?

*
if Christopher Ricks wanted to write a book about a contemporary USA poet,

why not pick James Tate or Sharon Olds or Jorie Graham or even Clark Coolidge for 
that matter,

hunh?

*
Hey Rebecca Wolff, you deserve great admiration for your efforts at Fence to promote
and publish poetry——

but when you seek funding for the mag and the books,

do any of these rich songwriters (you know: the ones their publicists and the critics 
call poets),

have any of them ever given you any money?

And what about you, Ugly Duckling Presse, you're pretty successful at suckup, you've 
been able to milk some mulct from wealthy individuals and institutions,

have you glommed any cash from these songcows?

*
(this reminds me of a further, even murkier question  . . . : surely there is a history to
be written by some researcher about and regarding which Russian poets were 
translated and published in this country over the past half century or so, with 
inquiries as to why and how those particular poets were chosen, and where the 
funding came from to subsidize those projects . . .  Cold War Culture/CIA, etc.)

*
one thing's for sure: poetry is the LEAST-funded of all the major arts.

*
hey, you're a billionaire songwriter, but people call you a POET——

people (many people) call you a POET——

academics write books about your POETRY——

even poets (many poets) call you a POET——

you're a billionaire POET,

but you don't financially support the Academy of American Poets

or other poetry organizations——

hey?

*

okay, all you poets (print poets) who like to call Bod McDylan a POET——

consider this:

imagine there were a poet, call her X, a print poet like you, who had



as much money as he does——

wouldn't you expect her, Ms. X, to financially support the PSA or the Poetry 
Foundation et al
and or provide funding for small magazines and presses?——

in fact, wouldn't you demand that of her?——wouldn't you feel she was spiritually and 
professionally

obliged to do it?

but you don't demand it of BD, do you——

if you want to posit him as a POET, alright, okay: but in that case i demand that you 
demand from him the same benefice you would expect from X——

You say you want him to be a POET, fine, i won't argue the point——

if you say he's a POET, then okay, he's a POET——

but you can't have it both ways, hypocrites——

You can't have him be a POET, and then exempt him from the obligations you would 
ask of any print poet in his income bracket——

*

August 11, 2008
workdrafts

*
POEM

Weatherchannel is the campfire I crouch at,
the goldfish bowl my mouth drinks grease from;
eden of interpretations, petrified pasture, 
obsolete Xfact, tossed indoor-right.

Shun panacea, provide only unique cures— 
that's how they'll know you're a savior; 
suffering is for worldlings, not locals like us; 
in bask of tiptoe days ungrasped, shall we sense 
whose death has weighed our rights.

Does the moon surface so.  The way you dive 
beneath your skin must emerge pre-emptorily 
linked to all, plumbline cast for depths 
whose new, stripped presence should reveal

how the moon scowls beneath its skin each dawn 
to remain visible to the spyprobes the satellites 
that aim to link all scan to cast our depths 
earthsurface tall till we emerge new in its

empty strips surveillance to announce 
some edenic pasture, greasy, tribal,
mouth flicked with goldfish scales.

Windchimes carved from a petrified 
forest fire hang from the limbs there. 
Their tinkling interprets our tribe skoal.



The surrounding mountains pursue their peaks 
leisurely, the day keeps advancing its ideas 
of felicity, ripe ideal beneath which we pine 
in shadows of actual, shadows of real, 
deserving less than this, less than the showfacade
   facts,

unless, by leaning merely wallow in this tadpole
   pose, 
we fear to test our tongue's obnoxious thrust, 
offering this benefice to none who might indeed 
need its opacity of old: as if that were all the heel 
one could offer global meanings marked down

in meadows more mortal or else despising much 
capital, lots of plenty-of-peace sulk-palaces, 
all hoping pure can interrupt bare.
Moon now in penance for the sure sense of being; 
in its favor, we share its spent sense of withholding

all we owe to native motives.  Dense with 
forgetfulness, fornicatory notes, avid snows 
across the violins' astringent cold. 
Icier strings than known, lattices across 
whose strips the movie throws its sold liquidities.

*****
*
Casting, like ripeness, is all: and thus the Dantean vision       
of love that moves Basic Instinct 2 improves on 'BS One'
by removing all moviestars save the heaven-own Sharon Stone.
(Which leaves just me and Her up there on the screen, alone.)

*
Basic Instinct .  .  .  what a waste to cast Dorothy Malone—
she's just lost in the young star-geist of that Sharon Stone,
stone-perfect for her role as an ice-pick dildo:
my '50s-favorite Dot's stuck with a bit-part cameo.

*

August 14, 2008
drafts

*
THE LOVES OF A DRAIN

Our embrace/lovemaking summarizes the wallpaper,
designed to repeat the pattern we lie apart/

/its repetitive visual rhythms find
their analog in each urgent thrust—/

/designed to repeat patterns our flesh meets
and lies apart, subsumed in the love
of a drain.  The drip of repetitive
visual rhythms across the ceiling
finds analog in the clogged couplings of

/to lie on one's back and advocate crumbs



is all I can do, or denude the bed
by waking to transgressions that express
me better than

*
storm performance: the tree-toss rage
like a pianist's headsway/headplay/headseige above the keys;
can wind-cringed powerlines engage
the debut of this ever-new virtuoso—
weather is the prodigy of every stage

*
FURTHER

maybe the name stenciled on
your frankenstein kit is mine
but its letters appear random 
pointspread on a gambler's odds

yet causality you declare fervid
is the sole veto the lone rune gods
can use to dispute their senses
so that no later than someday we

will believe in our superstitious
existence as names on dotted lines
clot up and thicken into a polyglot

ingot and yet all the gold in Fort
Knott cannot fudge its value here or
absolve me from this longshot bet

POEM

Weatherchannel the campfire I crouch at,
the goldfish bowl my mouth drinks grease from;
eden of interpretations, petrified pasture, 
obsolete Xfact, tossed indoor-right.

Shun panacea, provide only unique cures— 
that's how they'll know you're a savior; 
suffering is for worldlings, not locals like us; 
in bask of tiptoe days ungrasped, shall we sense 
whose death has weighed our rights.

Does the moon surface so.  The way you dive 
beneath your skin must emerge pre-emptorily 
linked to all, plumbline cast for depths 
whose new, stripped presence should reveal

how the moon scowls beneath its skin each dawn 
to remain visible to the spyprobes the satellites 
that aim to link all scan to cast our depths 
earthsurface tall till we emerge new in its

empty strips surveillance to announce 
some edenic pasture, greasy, tribal,
mouth flicked with goldfish scales.

Windchimes carved from a petrified 



forest fire hang from the limbs there. 
Their tinkling interprets our tribe skoal.

The surrounding mountains pursue their peaks 
leisurely, the day keeps advancing its ideas 
of felicity, ripe ideal beneath which we pine 
in shadows of actual, shadows of real, 
deserving less than this, less than the showfacade
   facts,

unless, by leaning merely wallow in this tadpole
   pose, 
we fear to test our tongue's obnoxious thrust, 
offering this benefice to none who might indeed 
need its opacity of old: as if that were all the heel 
one could offer global meanings marked down

in meadows more mortal or else despising much 
capital, lots of plenty-of-peace sulk-palaces, 
all hoping pure can interrupt bare.
Moon now in penance for the sure sense of being; 
in its favor, we share its spent sense of withholding

all we owe to native motives.  Dense with 
forgetfulness, fornicatory notes, avid snows 
across the violins' astringent cold. 
Icier strings than known, lattices across 
whose strips the movie throws its sold liquidities.

*****
*
Casting, like ripeness, is all: and thus the Dantean vision       
of love that moves Basic Instinct 2  improves on 'BS One'
by removing all moviestars save the heaven-own Sharon Stone.
(Which leaves just me and Her up there on the screen, alone.)

*
Basic Instinct .  .  .  what a waste to cast Dorothy Malone:
she's just lost in the young star-geist of that Sharon Stone,
too stone-perfect for her role as an ice-pick dildo—
oh! my '50s-favorite Dot got stuck with a bit-part cameo.

*
The last page of
life reads the same
in everyone's 
book, and even

Agatha Christie could
spring no surprise
there: one never
has the urge to cheat,

to sneak a peak
to see the murderer's
identity because we

know it and yet
this boring story absorbs
us as if we didn't!



*
what if you
prefixed beautiful
with a ball throw

on my grave throw
a bell and a bowl
to represent hollow

hollow or silent
in the end we all
lack instrument

ring the bell fill
the bowl throw
the ball until

the prefix is over
the word through

*
Her ribcage so beautiful it hovers before her in the air,
my billion screen starves one infant;
in unison the accusers of mob soar,
pastimes graze on your eyes, perennial
victims squeeze beneath your fingernails,
to pacify a thorn's blush
high over the event
each cliff laughs at its abyss's devotion.

Festival du Cannes Angelina Jolie
her ribcage floats flashcam billion TV
ah the charity the beauty
to starve one infant—

Throwing dice at a bomb as
it descends may disarm it
but the odds as always favor
the house: any abacus chorus

hymns these numbers, billion TV
can starve one infant, the plus-signs
will sustain your chain of being, the hybrid
somewhere between fish and confetti

for Angelina UNICEF to save, 
the videograph/   nightly my infant saves
to stroke whose testes in sync with/
tapering tinier than shrinkporn/ squibbles of ink spilled on marble statues in the 
Vatican's porn collection
red ink of the debtor

/The attempt to conceal 
one's sex in a dimple
rarely fails, or a navel, a ribcage

at Festival du Cannes the stars wave
so billionscreened spancam opencam, gongs
announce the Director's Cut is twice
as long, God's Edit's eternal, the numbers 
hurricane earthquake kill a
convenient amount 40 thousand rounded



singularity ////

*
Fingering the faucet, I wonder
if each sinkdrop thinks of Narcissus
ever, or is even his face lost

in the foam of time, contemptuous
fear to urge this enough as it is puddle
all traceless saliva, communionwafers

or temples paved with ointment—
none here survive a jumpcoal sun
if this world of dew is a world of

dew (Issa) but even so, no one dares
even the skin they bared me upon
the none-scape guilt which I am

able to clone so quickly it shames me/

[        ]

*

///
[so even I
or you know
in the event to go

bounce the ball
hail the throw
on my grave below]

*

My late Master's maze
minotaur bastards
my face.  I am fossed

/in postured/ pit stone/ stone.  Let steeples

Picture your sculptor as
the cause of your crisis
and fosse their likeness

in postured stone.  Steeples
hoist up such pure souls
to people their walls.

Rilke's higher distress    / amanuensis
than his own likeness      hides his own likeness

like three islands
balanced in the mind
in the niche his time
has wedged malign.

whom one is claiming
to focus me always on
despite my name
to focus me wrought



*I am nothing and
I am a nothing,
a nope.  Already
before I began

my first-person
equaled minus sign

A little breath is misting itself
with me, a snapped off twig
or sap that jumps the yawn—

Aspirations leapgap, they make
the ripple on the lake linger
with circle-sorcery.  Kindest

thought when all is lost, stray

Dice game inside a flag-draped coffin.

Limbs are lethal clamped in sate

The elusive lines in our palms
resemble a key's cuts, jag-edged
unlock fate-chain-chart.  Future—

Black and white movies can be
entered via the black and white
emissions but never by the techni.

lets opposite
stride your wedsaddle carpets
Brushed by roundtrip tickets in
the gathermaze

let's buy a roundtrip ticket
to the maze today
but a ticket to the maze
is always one-way

*
as rarest flowers you blossom
in out of way places small
of back say or nook of knee

your loveliness is always unexpected
and always has to be
stepped back one step from

*
I blossom as rarest
flowers in out of way
places inaccessible
valleys and capes
/crevices/crags which no
one ever reaches to see
while the face of me
is outward ugly   /is public ugly

*



the poem
emerges from
the nonce 
it wants
to be the non
sense of unless
it's one itself
already in
which case what's
the problem

/
the poem 
comes from
the nonce 
it wants

to be 
the non
sense of
unless

it's one
itself
already

in which
case what's
the problem

it says
otherwise   / its term   / some term

it says
no way

hose zay     nosegay
but see

itself     contrary
but see
if that's

the case
what's 
the problem

/
to be 
unless
it's already   
one it says    / one itself says

nonsense
one itself   /one

*
RODIN'S THINKER (pentasyllabics)

To reduce my thought
to none is my aim



to spite the trite name
that bit chisel brought

me knee elbow bound
thick fist to forehead 
pedestal posted
niched on no good ground.

Rilke's master was
the cause of this curse
who fossed his likeness

in stone.  Let steeples
hoist up such pure souls
to people their walls.

*

*

*

*

*
Antigone waits with spade in hand to mound 
the sand her siblings kick as they comber in from

their swim.  She pats that castle down with palms 
caked hard as Creon's curse, that consequence

whose idol winks quietly at my verse.  Like a desk
calendar I think fate's best read one page per day

despite what you've heard Tiresias say blatant on 
the steps of his god's versailles.  Its pillars mount

like capital.  The people starve to prove them whole.
A marketplace can't exist without statistics dole

but picture those cherubs of Oedipus at play, their
grimace as they hurl blindfolds across the waves

or yank lassoes similar to coily Casta's noose.
They pour her lipstick pot on a salamander as

other rouged reptiles climb morning bright,
then boring childhood pranks prance them to light

the footstool in flames, the one she stepped off
of to hang herself.  How tragic: unlike all other

kids who can never be certain their mother
didn't diddle the plumber, these three share

knowledge no one but them knows the terror
of patrimony ID certifiable as any infant mill.

They burn banknotes now in the fire of her toes'
phantoms, upholstered ottoman's womanblotto

they ignite each furniture of their former [



[Names never sound the ground they fathom home
or proclaim they've conquered the slightest inch—

Only a flag planted to confound the soil will
extemporize more than our sublimest wish.]

[of the capitol [the king's citadel       mounted pillars ]

*
like pinpricks-minus-pain
the mist is on our skin

autumn mops up the poppets
of spring

they lose their heads in happendown drift
lofted-off fluff

blown of color
bled dust

white-frail 
dandelions are

fright when they rare
more hues than us

which leaves but more air
to be covered with ice / frosts

if only that trotting
tragedian time took all

and stripped his guise
scrubbed this gray decay off

overly-wise we cry
stemstruck bent to like's likeness

*

*
DUNCE RHYMES (FOR THE MOMENT)

and if this poem 
has made you a hearer 
of ghosted voices 
that fade when you get nearer 
and everytime you look 
into the rearview mirror 
you scream and clutch 
at your hands in fear 
at what those futures show

and then will you cry out 
for all to hear 
the cripple the promqueen 
and the seer 
don’t you think that now’s 
a good time to be freer 



than you were 
a second ago

*
The day CSI tried to 
chalk outline one
corpse of Proteus
too many we heard

his memoranda read
over the wind, against
the phone.  It was
a long lot like trying

to entice bandaids off
worms followed by 
the usual appall, the same
mad-dog meanwhile.

Thus each time the chess 
champs throw dice to 
dictate their next move 
a vase and an owl debate

the outcome.  Wait,
there's more aspic
precipice please, closeup
of dead peasant, arms

flogging his baby's path.
It lasts until it laughs.
It takes place in the lab
where they vie to put

the me back in mediocre
and the I in you.  Equating
quakes the sound made in
the 1950s by a thousand

typewriter covers being
slid off to write the word
whose sound can never
repeat that thou-slid sound,

suggesting the collective 
actions of our fingers
pressing this keyboard
add up to a standard or

a flag prompting vertigo
across the nastiness when
it stands to sing the nation.
Thousands of them sound

their voice in one body as
Proteus who includes
their nature in his and has
to if we maul our crowds.  / mall / wall in/
to if we mall in crowds.

*
Like sponges dipped in nude



a kiss of guess on the lids
discloses its thicket micular form.

Dawn blinds hair before face
or thornless angelus deceives
but I faint on the figure-eight.

Apparently newshour once came 
to complete me but time
seemed to indicate moot if

I with blazing rations wait.  Yet
one little breath is misting itself
here in a snapped off twig

or sap that jumps these yawns—
aspirations leapgap, they make
the ripples on the lake linger

with circle-sorcery.  Kindest
thought when all is lost, stray
dice tossed inside a flag coffin.

Limbs are lethal clamped sate—
but elusive lines on our palms
resemble a key's cut, jag-edged
to unlock fate's chain-chart.  Future—
let's buy a roundtrip ticket to 
the maze but a ticket to the maze

is always one-way they say
to refute whoever lets opposites 
stride your wedsaddle carpets.

Black and white movies can be
entered via the black and white 
emissions but never by the techni.

*
If I put the me back in
mediocre and the i in idiot
what does that leave you—

if you want to participate just
say so. 

Brushed by roundtrip tickets in
the gathermaze

I hear you say hey

*
as rarest flowers you blossom
in out of way places small
of back say or nook of knee

your loveliness is always unexpected 
and always has to be 
stepped back one step from



*
I blossom as rarest 
flowers in out of way
places inaccessible
valleys and crags which 
no one ever reaches 
to see while the face 
of me is public ugly

*
I am as rarest
flowers that bloom
in out of way
places inaccessible
valleys and 
crevices which no
one ever reaches
to see while
the face of me
is public ugly

*
beauty is backpedal
its continuum a pedestal
beneath which I grovel

my childhood fades in untold photographs
even the clouds want down please

it's enough to transmogrify your mogrifies

her iso-splendor of arm pointed out
where stars like gnawed thimbles glow
dawn dild on my gildmold lids

writhic and positively full of loll

after the monster drinks the world
he spits out all the people
and they fall into your lap

the encore whose enema eats me

watch my occupant clutch parts of his breast
like a tweezers species   /   
embracesomely he was
swathed in sash

The bottom of that wishingwell festers
hypodermically: shot into strato
sparsed among errata it waters what?

bereave-voids/  spittled 
drape finale
divestment empire as that should be lit

throughout some antique sleep
they kept their demands sultry   
to attenuate my traumas
the corruption of cloying devils
while zeroes scamper across the clock



unless the cows, those old belgians, were
passing a debonair vowel (inept
attacks swept the barracks) whose
bared torso fed the marathon beyond shuddering
they scrounged and smoked a lozengeskull
what prompted this roam-colored ghazal
I am an aspirin-old that's all
sullen torn essence across this false perplex of nabes
slavish pensive as senile mic succor
though our flesh is minus the tongue's doubt
your pout (chagrin of suede) led the nation
they fear your gridlock sedatives hear the mime-spider

**
shall I paint through all the Isms to you
you who remain my No Period
my unportrayable

now I watch for your foot to interfere
with the flow of the gown
as it gathers its folds to freeze

solace of a word soaked in lieu-sense
at the bottom of a blue suspense train

to pass across myself with one eye closed
is to see many rasps for reason

to place me in significance to you
would be an augmentation of unbelievability
an under-life to reign my own

the art of fingerprint arrangement
(blooms of fate, unvased)
to correct the self
to perfect the I with a voila

in this way I may chance at last
upon weapons trained to sleep while
they seek each others range
gauging blows that argue no reprise

for my absence

the canals a-swish with big ships

my cased-in-ooze emptiness
outlasts all address of its distances
though the intent is worth more
than any gift fitful gush of thanks

my tongue bathes in my necktie

I felt a random urge to unhand a juggler

how come we never meet on forklifts
slept in just once by bare-fucked us
affix with caffs that line our veins environs
the doorknob drains the hand
our impatient posing in beckons toward
the end I may not invoke hard forgiveness
your love haunts its occasions like grief



I watched the wind lifting your rain-cape's points

You tie me to a chair
and give alms to the garbagebag.
The windows sag like handkerchiefs.

one can't exaggerate one's beggarliness
in an age of mechanical reproduction

pale corridors wander through room-Moreaus
floor-Magrittes ceiling-Sages mirror-Finis

static their flesh throws slow volts in the air

the blurb god gave my book awed the sweat expo
in roughed up eye fashions I lay

the stars through thin citrus laid

their fugue vitiates all my sieve hints

they placed their sky on the ski-lift and waved it off

sunglasses allow us to be modest in the face of ourselves

one-noter, doodle-shooter

**

*
EN PASSANT

above our toes is where
we like to be below our hair
but are we really there
the occasions rare

I kept my whatstabs in the air
as one probing answer
hoping others might
agree with me despite

the whywounds they bear
on every chance we meet
the occasions rare
our lives dispersed as days

I kept hoping the street
would kindly parallell me a ways
before resuming its maintenance
of the distance

*

every time we meet
in life dispersed as days.

despite the whystuff they say
every time we meet



in life dispersed as days.
each time we chance to meet
in life dispersed as days.

The occasions rare—the street
kindly parallelled me a ways
before resuming its maintenance
of the distance.

on every chance we meet

August 16, 2008
...

*
MOULDSTONEWALL

By each stone bright
in the inanimate
light

our earth discovers
its nakedness
is disastrous.

A total wipe of the slate.
And yet
this lets time get set

for the grass
to amass
its mound, endless

immense wall.  Order
gives birth to more—
mornings ordure

the moulds until
they climb
our decay.  Prime

the sun will
soon costume
each size and all

that waits to wear
the dead in their
measure.

The assault comes long later.

It rips away
the flesh of day,
matter's tatter.

Note: 
transversion of an untitled poem by Claude Esteban, from his book Croyant Nommer 
(1972).  I worked from both the French original and a translation by Rainer Shulte.

*



August 17, 2008
drafts

*
Fingering the faucet, I wonder
if each sinkdrop thinks of Narcissus
ever, or is even his face lost

in the foam of time, contemptuous
fear to urge this enough as it is puddle
all traceless saliva, communionwafers

or temples paved with ointment—
none here survive a jumpcoal sun
if this world of dew is a world of

dew (Issa) but even so, no one dares
even the skin they bared me upon
the none-scape guilt which I am

able to clone so quickly it shames me/

[        ]

*

///
[so even I
or you know
in the event to go

bounce the ball
hail the throw
on my grave below]

*

My late Master's maze
minotaur bastards
my face.  I am fossed

/in postured/ pit stone/ stone.  Let steeples

Picture your sculptor as
the cause of your crisis
and fosse their likeness

in postured stone.  Steeples
hoist up such pure souls
to people their walls.

Rilke's higher distress    / amanuensis
than his own likeness      hides his own likeness

like three islands
balanced in the mind
in the niche his time
has wedged malign.

whom one is claiming



to focus me always on
despite my name
to focus me wrought

*I am nothing and
I am a nothing,
a nope.  Already
before I began

my first-person
equaled minus sign

A little breath is misting itself
with me, a snapped off twig
or sap that jumps the yawn—

Aspirations leapgap, they make
the ripple on the lake linger
with circle-sorcery.  Kindest

thought when all is lost, stray

Dice game inside a flag-draped coffin.

Limbs are lethal clamped in sate

The elusive lines in our palms
resemble a key's cuts, jag-edged
unlock fate-chain-chart.  Future—

Black and white movies can be
entered via the black and white
emissions but never by the techni.

lets opposite
stride your wedsaddle carpets
Brushed by roundtrip tickets in
the gathermaze

let's buy a roundtrip ticket
to the maze today
but a ticket to the maze
is always one-way

*
as rarest flowers you blossom
in out of way places small
of back say or nook of knee

your loveliness is always unexpected
and always has to be
stepped back one step from

*
I blossom as rarest
flowers in out of way
places inaccessible
valleys and capes
/crevices/crags which no
one ever reaches to see
while the face of me
is outward ugly   /is public ugly



*

the poem
emerges from
the nonce 
it wants
to be the non
sense of unless
it's one itself
already in
which case what's
the problem

/
the poem 
comes from
the nonce 
it wants

to be 
the non
sense of
unless

it's one
itself
already

in which
case what's
the problem

it says
otherwise   / its term   / some term

it says
no way

hose zay     nosegay
but see

itself     contrary
but see
if that's

the case
what's 
the problem

/
to be 
unless
it's already   
one it says    / one itself says

nonsense
one itself   /one

*



August 19, 2008
old workdrafts

*

*
There in my bathroom mirror the watcher finds
the watchers find
All flesh is not desirable, though steam
Promises always fairer's-fond than mine—
Handsomeness waits just a wisp away it seems
Handsome waits a wisp away it may seem  /as may seem

That handsome's just a wisp away it may seem

To him shivering in the sheenshed glass,
Cruelly suppressing the emergence
Of that god who must have succored presence
Once in such fallen minor form unless

The vapor clouding my razor ignores
[           ] brooks no pollutant face /faces
As ugly as this streamy Narcissus
[ beauty / loveliness /fountain   ] more source
Wishing beauty would fountain fashion more source
Who wishes beauty would fountain gush more source
Who wishes beauty's fountain gushed more source

Than that which drips here in this boy grown old
Now each tepid tap runs its course to cold.

Than drydrips here in this boy grown old
Than drydrips for this pourish boy grown old

Than drydrips for the rapid boy grown old   /grown rapid old
Now each tepid tap runs its course to cold.

Than drydrips for the tepid boy grown old
Now each tap runs its rapid course to cold.

Than any dripping here 
[ drop by drip                         ] than any boy grown old
feels each tepid tap run its course to cold.

/here all tepid taps run their course to cold.
/so all tepid taps turn their course to cold.
/tepid the watertap runs its course to cold
now his tepid taps run their course to cold.
feels his tepid taps run their course to cold.

Promises alway fairer fauned/found than mine
?
To him shivering in the sheenshed glass,
Impatiently/Patiently wanting/daunting/suppressing the emergence
Of that/some god who must have succored presence
Once in such fallen minor form unless
...

*
Windows bound by final lens, glass
islands that balance a splinter



in their heart.  Or mirrors where

my arrows may drink their instant
from rage, subduing the breath
that pursues sleep, but I hesitate

to knight the noise of every urge
or let its beaming monster quit
spate.  I fear the habit-murmur

that lets stones be shklovskied
with no respite.  What leave can
I inhabit, accustomed maze of 

lameness chaining my head in 
the endless train of perspective
down the oneway track distance

draws from my sleeve, conjured
as I crane to catch each view
and hover-fresh sight outside

my choo-choo's chinoiserie

The trip dollies

days along its railbed

the railside/outlook passes slowly, time

raves and wanders like a photo-chirp—
puppet finery adorns their pyramids—
the pawed-at touchstones sermonize

me with god-dunes and streams

A bachelor chasing elevators
or cleavering his bathtub may stop
if shown a hover-fresh prophet—

*
the train draws perspective
from its sleeve
in order to leave
one must first conjure distance
from a hat
widowed by flammable fauxpas/
flames and errors persist
how to pluck the horse from the field 
the child from the pane
the echo responds to the postcard
corresponds/  the postcard echoes
that shows a precipice poking its
finger forth with a wedding ring 
the ritual of rock when
solemn-seen

/aboard the endless train of perspective
the railside/outlook passes slowly, time
raves and wanders like a photo-chirp—
puppet finery adorns their pyramids—



the pawed-at touchstones sermonize

*
All of us who lived on earth
and all our loves and wars
may not appear at all         / may not appear all that much
in the moon's memoirs.

*
There in my bathroom mirror the watcher finds
All flesh is not desirable, though steam
Promises always fairer fauned/found than mine—
Handsomeness waits just a wisp away it seems

To him shivering in the sheenshed glass,
Impatiently/Patiently wanting/daunting/suppressing the emergence
Of that/some god who must have succored presence
Once in such fallen minor form unless

The vapor clouding my razor ignores
[           ] brooks no pollutant face
As ugly as this streamy Narcissus
[ beauty / loveliness /fountain   ] more source

[                          ] than any boy grown old
feels each tepid tap run its course to cold.

/here all tepid taps run their course to cold.
/so all tepid taps turn their course to cold.
/tepid the watertap runs its course to cold
now his tepid taps run their course to cold.
feels his tepid taps run their course to cold.

...

LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
though each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some deathscene in the end

even more unwilling to assume the loss
beading up accrued in its stopgap than this 
stifled hope it's happening to someone else—

when evaporations have drained every face,
when who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the ocean thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?

Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  Dishes stacked with Narcissus
or other perversions too ketchup amorphous
to name or too shared perhaps.  Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,



really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux

the drink thinks it remembers.  Narcissus?—
simply to name him suggests his bare guise is
the only face glimpsed from your porthole

of consciousness, the window you failed to save
when every beaut-boat was drained from below
by a backpedaling Picasso, an ocean of shrink

dripping with theme-matic modes, themedies.  
Antics whose glaucous target-painted chests
form a last lifejacket dispatching its parch-fate 

as the picket-flicking projectors easily show  
reruns of the same old spoonshaped profiles
likely to fall out when you crack the spines

of their autohighhogs from the photo-insert
pages in the middle: ah descent into the drain
sargasso impinges and yet to know the arrow

is a disciple of the ball is no giveaway or tic
to squeamish at.  How many of us complain
about the Vatican's porn collection, those marble

halls filled with stills of Garbo Brando in sex
studded poses, I don't know of anyone, do you?
There is no us unless it's the movie version

tactile in its evasions.  In unison the accusers of mob soar pastimes on your eyes

to be grasped by
[                  ] it remembers narcosis . . .
[beyond such reflections waits someone else.
To think you remember them is useless.]
/just the one porthole saved from a wreck that
*
/loss that doesn't show— / some loss that's still nouveau—
*

*
Her ribcage so beautiful it hovers before her in the air,
my billion screen starves one infant;
, perennial
victims squeeze beneath your fingernails,
to pacify a thorn's blush
high over the event
each cliff laughs at its abyss's devotion.

Festival du Cannes Angelina Jolie
her ribcage floats flashcam billion TV
ah the charity the beauty
to starve one infant—

Throwing dice at a bomb as
it descends may disarm it
but the odds as always favor
the house: any abacus chorus



hymns these numbers, billion TV
can starve one infant, the plus-signs
will sustain your chain of being, the hybrid
somewhere between fish and confetti

for Angelina UNICEF to save,
the videograph/   nightly my infant saves
to stroke whose testes in sync with/
tapering tinier than shrinkporn/ squibbles of ink
spilled on marble statues in
the Vatican's porn collection
red ink of the debtor

/The attempt to conceal
one's sex in a dimple
rarely fails, or a navel, a ribcage

at Festival du Cannes the stars wave
so billionscreened spancam opencam, gongs
announce the Director's Cut is twice
as long, God's Edit's eternal, the numbers
hurricane earthquake kill a
convenient amount 40 thousand rounded
singularity ////

*
Fingering the faucet, I wonder
if each sinkdrop thinks of Narcissus
ever, or is even his face lost

in the foam of time, contemptuous;
I fear to urge this enough as it is puddle
all traceless saliva, communionwafers

I fear to urge this enough
puddled in all traceless saliva

or temples paved with ointment—
none here survive a jumpcoal sun
if this world of dew is a world of

dew (Issa) but even so, no one dares
even the skin they bared me upon
the none-scape guilt which I am

able to clone so quickly it shames me/

[        ]

*

i wouldn't crawl or kneel or
pray or moan or squeal or
break a sacred seal or
stop dating Jessica Biehl or
beg counterfeit or steal or
bribe a double deal or
storm the Bastille or
swim the Monongahela
but i gosh wish Garrison Keillor
'd put me on his show
my poem on radio



you'll frown how middlebrow
but twere paradise enow
back on Writers Almanack
where i weren't in the first place
yes it's in the worst taste
(like Thom Gunn's Jeffrey Dahmer
psalms or Michael Palmer
stuffing perfluous spaces
inbetween his meta-stasis phrases
ain't) 
and sort of stupid-quaint
when Garry's baritone 
buries your verse in Minnepone
sincerities but it gets the stuff
out to the public trough
so two or three can swill
your overquill 
of poesie pure or im
thanks to him

///
[so even I
or you know
in the event to go

bounce the ball
hail the throw
on my grave below]

*LAPSES. LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
but each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some scene in the end
when evaporations have drained every face,

who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although
the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes; wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus

is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?
Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  It kitchens Narcissus
and his other perversions, too amorphous
to name—or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go
beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,

really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux
the ocean thinks of its struggles: Narcissus?



Yet to name him suggests his rare guise is

just the one porthole saved from a sink that

drains every beauty, he whose glaucous
eye runs with reruns of the same old show
dispatching his parched fate in the sargasso

the water thinks it remembers.  Narcissus . . .

*

when loss was still bitten off

the big slice of words, some lost that doesn't flow—

Each sinkdrip thinks it reflects Narcissus
Or used to back in its beautiful youth,
Because the mirror makes our loveliness

Out of its desire to indulge its lust
To see its glow in our dull  

mudcess

its reflections cover/contain/capsule everyone of us.
its random memory 

its reflections visit the beyond of us.
that its unique frame may express a shadow/ an exit bolt-hole
to swim from when you're sinking like Narcissus
but to name one is to suggest more or less
that its unique guise may be the very porthole
un-rained evaporations claim every face

///// 
*
Scissor out random lines 
from poembooks.
Fill a bathtub with these snips of paper.
Lower the patient in.

One by one extract the verse-ripples 
and recite them to him.
When you've finished 
then he will be cleansed,

and you will be empty of your effort,
weary soothed enough 
to dive in with him 
floating naked in the strips,

the ripped waters of poetry,
the sawtides, the cut-wash. 

*
One of Wallace Stevens's many masterpieces, "The Man on the Dump," may reveal 
something of what it is that great poets do, or can do.

They forage, scavenge on every debris each drop of detritus and forge it charge it 
reborn—



Part of that garbage, that scum of scrap they use is us—
we lesser poets.

Great poets can take other poets' failures and transform them into successes.
A great poet like James Tate can take the failed poems of dub poets like me and 
transform them into his successful poems.

This is hyperbole perhaps, but there might be some truth to it.

This capability may be one of the many that separate great poets like Tate from flub 
poets like me.

Because, I think, and this is the thought that woke me up in distraction this morning, 
the sad meager truth is that I can use nothing from other poets' failures. 

No: I can only take other poets' successes and turn them into my failures.

The successful poet is the Man on the Dump,
the failed poet is the one in the King's Treasury.

Like all lesser poets I am doomed to waste my life taking the successful works of great
poets and transforming them into my failed poems.

In fact I the lesser poet may have no source material, no resource but them, their 
verse.  I have nothing else to work with but their achievements.

Whereas they, the great poets, have for their wield not only  the storeheap of their 
fellow greats, but (and this is the crucial difference between them and us) they can 
also utilize the wasteproduct trash efforts of all us failed poets.

(Could it be a formulaic fate's-cross exchange: we failed poets have nothing to work 
with but the triumph-tomes of successful poets, while they, the great ones, have 
nothing to work with but our ruined rhymes—?  No, too neat.)

Everything's piled on their scarred and stained workbench.

On our escritoires the heavy volumes of the Majors are lined up and held up 
precariously by the trembling bookends of our arms, which leaves our hands, our 
hands flapping around quite useless.

* 

  

*
I prop each rejection-slip
against a grass-blade

round the pond where 
I drown myself to show 

those SASE dismissals
hold the reason why

I must die but suddenly
a frog jumps in, ya,



water-drops splash over
those printed forms and

the padstamped name 
Alice Quinn blurs blots— 

ah!—what mizu pizzles on 
her no-notes, oto?

*

*
[title?] [Those Pillows]

Those pillows lovers keep
adjusting beneath themselves to find
the right slant (that of a man
walking against high wind)

have their own cushion-quotient  
of soft or hardness: they're
similar and unique like snowflakes;
every pillow has its singular

feel-degree, though blizzards of limbs
would crush them all the same—
yet chastened to lie winterfold  
among them when you've come

so close to breasting the best of
love's storms, maybe now
your relent-laced forms will learn  
what little rest pilllows allow.

*
/feel-degree, its qualities
of give or support for limbs
blizzard-chastened to lie mooshed
among the aftercold that comes
shall learn / may learn
from being bent so pitch intent
toward/against/to test/ to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
what little rest pillows allow. 

/feel-degree, its measure of give
or support for blizzards of limbs
that would moosh them all the same—
chastened by what aftercold comes

/that would moosh them all the same
when chastened by the cold that comes

from being bent so pitch intent
to breast such storms: perhaps now
your relent-laced forms will learn
how little rest those pillows allow.

from being so bent on breasting
from your intent to breast all of
bent from this urge to breast all of



/from being bent so forward
into such storms, only now     /  pitched towards
can our relent-laced forms test
what meager rest each may allow.   / each affords.

/what meager rest pillows allow.

/the cushion fecta of each pillow.
the eager rest these pillows allow.
the eager rest of each pillow.

/the potent rest of each pillow.
the rest-potency of this pillow.
the rest place of each pillow.
the rest quotient of each pillow.
the rest potential of each pillow.
the rest quality of each pillow.
the rest-qualtiies of each pillow.

have their own farenheit / weathervane/ cushion-quota
cushion-quotient/  
have their own farenheits/measure

/from being bent into such storms,  
perhaps our relent-laced forms 

so eager to reach here now
can test each pillow's rest for how.

embody them the same,  
/endure them/ would crush them all the same,

for place

can test each cushion's rest for place
can test each cushioned resting place
can now test how restful they've placed us.

forms bent, intent/eager to reach this rest.
from being bent so forward
into such storms, perhaps now  /only now
our relent-laced forms may test 

forms unbent can test this rest.

can test how restful they place us

feel-degree, and though through blizzards
of limbs they seem the same,

have differing degrees

/through the storm, our bent/ [leaned-forward]
/bent-raced /  bent-laced  / relent-laced

/walking/striding against high wind)

/forms leaning forward to reach this/

/feel-quotient/feel-quality/feel-degree, and if in this blizzard



each [pillow] has its own feel, to the touch
its qualities of give or support when
you rest or prop upon it  

/every pillow has a felt-quality to it
personality, even if in the/our rush/blizzard

/though all of them fall upon
our blizzard bodies or lie chastened
for the next winterfold

*
Can I cast off enough malaprops
ripe-heard at night-ne'er
where I suspect my virtue lies
in sidestepping the opportune hour
to arrive in halfmore.  Cleverly

I serve those who lie with the sun
at times by their open window
pretending they are sad to see
a poppy ban ivory from
its balcony of unmanned.

I serve their pain.  In my slippersoles
/

*
Acting out the origin
of how to occur in a story
is more than I have saved  /served
from any empire's glory;      /any empire's

lack of rain rusts umbrellas,
minus pain dulls my mind:
if green extolls oasis
no wonder one's hard to find

in this desert of dinky, each/this
Vegas lusting to be Rome.
I pause goodbye a breather;
start to escort the door home.

/
the tendency of green
to exaggerate its oasis
paints the bread dull

*
THE POEM IS ALIVE

The critic's hand cured by atrocity
Sharpens the next dictator's homily

Gripping cash beneath arctic lamps
The uncompiled umpires run through fields

The pheromones have gone home
To a cathedral catheterized by eels



Above the wheat's bending amen-figures
Night convinces the day to wait for us

Upstairs with all the rest of the frauds
I remain with my finest demonstratives

Of course the poem is alive to its limits
To the length that composition permits 

*

August 25, 2008
Ashbery's Visit to Pahlevi, 1972 (after James Wright's "Eisenhower's 
Visit to Franco, 1958")

Ashbery's Visit to Pahlevi, 1972

The American poet must kiss ass
The forces of darkness.
He has flown here first-class
And come down in the oil fields
Of Iran.

Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlevi stands in a shining circle of CIA.
His wallet opens in welcome.
He promises all USA cars
Can gas up forever now
And live like Beatniks "on the road."

His police fill the prisons
With dissidents.  Ashbery follows
His fellow celebrants to the banquet
Of the Avantgarde Arts Fest
Where Her Royal Empress Queen Farah
Gilds to their honor.

Smiles glitter in Shiraz.
Ashbery has touched hands with John Cage, embracing
For the Cultural Attache's report.

Clean new tankers from America
Glide along gantries now.
Their prows shine in the docklights
And their hulls swallow all
Of Iran.

*

As everybody knows, and knew at the time, Pavlevi's reign was a CIA op from the start
——

they ran the coup which put him into power,

they trained the gestapo forces he wielded to keep his people in terror and 
suppression——

and I assume they advised him that putting some of his swindled billions into an 
annual "Avantgarde"
Arts festival would pay off as a publicity stunt

to help counteract international outrage and protest against his police state regime



——

I assume the Avantgarde artists invited and paid handsome sums to attend this yearly 
farce-stival

were vetted and chosen by the CIA's Cultural Committee——

carefully selected for their a-political esthetics——

*

August 27, 2008
with apologies to Ms. Livingston
           
        
How I Created and Then Published My Collaborative Chapbook with My Own Micropress
and Made All My Chapbook Dreams Come True    

is the headline of a long post today in the blog of young poet Reb Livingston (google  
"Home-Schooled by a cackling jackal")——

I should admire and applaud her efforts,

but I'm sorry to say I think private individual projects like hers are largely shortsighted
and misguided:

one might say they treat the symptoms, not the disease.

The problem is systemic, and should be attacked on a systemic level——

poetry is the least-funded of the arts,

and that underfunding occurs in a culture/society

which of course underfunds all the arts to some degree,

but poetry suffers the worse——

in today's NYTimes Arts section, extensive reports appear on the New York City Opera 
and the MTV Video Awards etc, in other words the important arts are covered in depth
and detail,

whereas as usual not a word about poetry or poetry news (Cider Press brouhaha, 
anyone?)——

page B2, below the fold:
"Guggenheim to receive $1 Million Award"——
"The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation announced that it has been selected for a $1
million special award from the National Endowment for the Humanities for its coming 
exhibition 'The Third Mind: American Artists contemplate Asia . . .' at the Guggenheim 
Museum"  . . .

Livingston in a recent post estimated the amount paid by USA poets (USAPOs for short)
to enter book contests is yearly one million dollars . . .

USAPOs whine complain about paying these fees to little-press publishers . . . the 
publishers whine complain about having to charge these fees in order to pay for the 
cost of printing the books  . . . it's a vicious circle-jerk where no one gets off . . .

and nobody in USAPO it seems gets frustrated enough to actually attack the root 
problem,



which is the normative underfunding of poetry by the cultural powers and 
dominions . . .

The foundations and institutions have the money, but they're not giving it to poetry——

that's the basic cause.  And USAPO won't do anything to change that——

they won't unite and fight for their due.

They won't picket the Guggenheim Museum/Foundation (or the NEH) in protest, they 
won't urge a boycott of this exhibit, they won't plaster this event with leaflets 
demanding equal funding for poetry——

which incidently I'm only mentioning because it's in today's paper, it's only an 
illustration, an example of so many other misappropriations——

Yes, misappropriation, because this million bucks should be the million bucks 
Livingston speaks of——

this million (and so much more) should be going to USAPO——

but hey, USAPOs don't want that money, really, do they, they want to live via the old 
virtues of self-reliance,

look at Livingston for example——

she's not a lazybum welfare-queen waiting for a handout from the government, she's 
not sitting on her duff waiting for a topdown endowment, 

no, she's doing it the good-old-fashioned American way, 

the "small business model," the "mom-and-pop shop" that made this country great,

she's doing it solo, she's being an entrepreneur . . . and how apt the title of her blog:

"home-schooled" . . . home-schooling: yes, that's the philosophy advocated by the 
Christian Conservatives that lead this nation,

isn't it?  (check next week's Republican convention for further extollments of this 
ideal.)—

As opposed to public enterprise, collective economy . . . ?

*
as I say above, I'm plucking the Guggie exhibit out of today's paper and using it as an 
example 

(check tomorrow's paper for more news about the nonfunding-of-poetry: it's a daily 
feature)——

and ditto I'm using Reb Livingston as an example plucked out, for which I apologize——

and I hope she won't be offended when I say I think that that million dollars now going
to the museum 

should instead be going to her

and to other young poets like her——

*
PS.



and to those of you saying, What good is picketing the Guggie going to do——

see the opening of this exhibit, our Borgias there in their Medici masks,

in their pride, 

and that's where you have to hit them, in their pride——

because their pose is to be patrons of the arts,

they self-esteem themselves on how highminded how elite that patronage proves they
are——

it's part of their PR—

but now a picketline of poets screams curses at them, 

a gauntlet of poets hurls leaflets and posters and gets handcuffed mass-arrested

for disturbing the hauteur of smug Maecenas——

for puncturing that complacent aura of Kultur——

and if you reply, Well that won't work, that will just make them hate poets——

really?  Hey, they already hate you, in case you didn't notice——

or did you imagine their policy of having poetry be the worst-funded of all the arts 

is because they love you best of all the arts, 

is that your ironic theory?——

Attacking them with protests at the museum or the concert hall or the opera house,

lying down in those aisles and galleries with passive resistance nonviolent refusal to 
move (we shall not be moved)—— 

no, that may not work——

but what you're doing now, does that work?——

sucking up to them, petitioning them, filling out their insipid applications, is that 
effective——

is that getting poetry funded at the level it deserves——?

Instead of kissing their asses, start kicking them——

they'll never love you, but maybe you can make them fear you——

and if they fear you, they'll fund you ——

maybe.  

*
I say unto the Guggenheim Museum:

If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poets.

*



August 28, 2008
NUMBER ONE ON MY LIST OF POETS WHO SHOULD GET THE NOBEL PRIZE

. . .

I can't find the old post where I listed my top five or ten picks for poets who should

win the Nobel:

but the first name on it was John Ashbery.

Was and is.

*

repost from
November 19, 2007

don't you dare

. . .

Please don't stick me on any list with Russell Edson. 

I've seen my name included alongside Edson's in groupings by various critics and 
commentators re the USAPO scene, and it gripes me . . .

because I have zero in common with that wealthy gentleman Russell Edson.

Rich poets, upperclass poets, huh—

Edson, Louise Gluck, William Matthews, C.K.Williams, Mark Strand, Richard Howard et
al,

money rolling out of their childhoods,

cash propping their educations at the best schools,

trustfunds supporting their poetic practices—

I hate them all.  I curse them for a penny—

They are nothing to me.

*

August 29, 2008
cider press and tony hoagland

*
Stacey Lynn Brown was brave to expose Cider's problems, but not brave enough to post
the following comment from me on her blog:

. . most of the comments responding to you are commiserating with you, and saluting 
your bravery in exposing this nonsense——

but none are slamming his honor the Hoagland who bops in to these contests and does 
his ten minute stint as “judge” and then scoots off with another tick on his resume, 
another notch on his reputation, he doesn’t care if the process is fair and the press 
treats its poets properly, all he cares about is cashing that fee and that boost to his 



ego . . .

Hoagland is a Po-Biz whore who will obviously sell his ass out as a “judge” at every 
opportunity legitimate or ill- . . .

if you’re going to condemn the presses, you must also censure the “judges” of these 
contests: they’re part of the scam . . . they don’t give a damn about what happens 
after they take their money and run . . . Hoagland is as much to blame here as Cider 
is.

*
note: my first book was published in 1968, forty years ago . . . in those four decades i 
was never asked to judge a book contest,

which is not surprising considering my zero status in the poetry world, is it  . . .

so my thoughts on such "judges" are going to be more than a little tinged with jealousy
and resentment, no?

*
and of course throughout my career i entered dozens and dozens of these book 
contests and never a one of them published me,

which embitters me further and makes my comments even more dismissible . . .

*

September 01, 2008
drafts

*
I want to purify the poem
by dedicating it to myself,
but the pot darkens
the archeologist and holidays
are dull.  There must
be a magazine that publishes
blushes but no, probably not——

To lie on one's back limb by limb
and play with pebbles in a knot
is my lot.   Personal stylites dot
my I's pillar and then fall off

enough. The sparrow-dried wafer 
will flit tonight, when the veil
clutches cameras.  Echo-infant
cymbals will scar our thirst
on dole. 

*
THE LOVES OF A DRAIN

Our embrace/lovemaking summarizes the wallpaper,
designed to repeat the pattern we lie apart/

/its repetitive visual rhythms find
their analog in each urgent thrust—/

/designed to repeat patterns our flesh meets
and lies apart, subsumed in the love
of a drain.  The drip of repetitive



visual rhythms across the ceiling
finds analog in the clogged couplings of

/to lie on one's back and advocate crumbs
is all I can do, or denude the bed
by waking to transgressions that express
me better than

*
storm performance: its tree-toss rage
like a pianist's head-sways over/above the keys;  / like a Van Cliburn above the piano;
can wind-cringed powerlines engage
the debut of this ever-new virtuoso—
weather is the prodigy of every stage

head-seige /head-play/  head-surge above

head-swings /  head-hurls /

storm performance: its tree-toss rage
a young pianist mugging his piano;     / finalist /
like a young pianist mugs his piano;
 

/ mugging over the piano;

like a young pianist mugging at the piano;   browbeating the piano

browing at the / eyebrowing the piano  / pompadouring the piano
 

*

the poem
emerges from
the nonce 
it wants
to be the non
sense of unless
it's one itself
already in
which case what's
the problem

/
the poem 
comes from
the nonce 
it wants

to be 
the non
sense of
unless

it's one
itself
already

in which



case what's
the problem

/it's one
itself 
instead

in which
case what's
your problem

*

it says
otherwise   / its term   / some term

it says
no way

hose zay     nosegay
but see

itself     contrary
but see
if that's

the case
what's 
the problem

/
to be 
unless
it's already   
one it says    / one itself says

nonsense
one itself   /one

*

September 03, 2008
who's that coughing in my coffin

*
BAT HABIT (or, Who's that Coughing in My Coffin?)

bats are the nicotine of night
that's why I always need a light
ten packs o' Dracs a day or die   
my lung-caves crave that fang-wing high 

skreakedy skreak suckin' soot-sticks
makes me blind but I find my fix
when I unearth my undead stash
I slake its flake through a neck-gash

bat-weed bleeds me butts and gobbets
can't switch to cygnet cigarets
flick and sip those swan-white filt-tips



no heck I'm hooked black-hack bad-toke
what a tough puff bite-you-back smoke
Vlad the Inhaler loves my lips

*

*

quote from the CPR (Contemporary Poetry Review) website:

—The reviewer, Kathleen Rooney, is writing about several books of poetry published by
rocknroll stars, including Billy Corgan's "Blinking with Fists."  It's a very interesting 
piece in its entirety, but here's the bit that struck me:

"Not merely . . . bad, but blatantly irresponsible, both politically and artistically, 
Corgan's book demeans him, FSG [Farrar, Straus and Giroux], and poetry as a whole. 
The already abysmal quality of his writing appears to sink even lower when one 
considers that Corgan is, on FSG's list, in the estimable company of Seamus Heaney, 
Derek Walcott, Paul Muldoon, Bill Knott, and John Ashbery, not to mention Rilke, 
Lowell, Lorca, Bishop, and Brodsky."

*

—Ever play that game, 'What doesn't belong and why?'  If you're going to make such a 
list, Heaney Walcott Muldoon Ashbery et al, what you shouldn't do, if you want 
anybody to take it seriously, is include the name of a nullity, a naught-but-nothin', a 
nobody, a nonentity, a nil, a nix, a nope-ster, a nom de nonce of nihility, a nit-what, a 
Knott, right?

*

September 05, 2008

*
Her ribcage so beautiful it hovers before her in the air,
my billion screen starves one infant;
, perennial
victims squeeze beneath your fingernails,
to pacify a thorn's blush
high over the event
each cliff laughs at its abyss's devotion.

Festival du Cannes Angelina Jolie
her ribcage floats flashcam billion TV
ah the charity the beauty
to starve one infant—

Throwing dice at a bomb as
it descends may disarm it
but the odds as always favor
the house: any abacus chorus

hymns these numbers, billion TV
can starve one infant, the plus-signs
will sustain your chain of being, the hybrid
somewhere between fish and confetti

for Angelina UNICEF to save,
the videograph/   nightly my infant saves
to stroke whose testes in sync with/
tapering tinier than shrinkporn/ squibbles of ink



spilled on marble statues in
the Vatican's porn collection
red ink of the debtor

/The attempt to conceal
one's sex in a dimple
rarely fails, or a navel, a ribcage

at Festival du Cannes the stars wave
so billionscreened spancam opencam, gongs
announce the Director's Cut is twice
as long, God's Edit's eternal, the numbers
hurricane earthquake kill a
convenient amount 40 thousand rounded
singularity ////

*
You will know you have reached
the peak the moment your bootsoles
go out of sight, since you can only
get there by following yourself up.

Craning your neck to see the trail,
you plummet past a mirage wedged
in the rock, hidden dances deep
in genderbar.  If your eyes like death

omit nothing, a lineage of ignitions,
is that enough to kindle

/to conceal one's sex in a dimple
or a navel at Festival Du Cinema,
the Director's Cut twice as long
(God's Edit is eternal by comparison)

*
Can I cast off enough malaprops
ripe-heard at night-ne'er
where I suspect my virtue lies
in sidestepping the opportune hour
to arrive in halfmore.  Cleverly

I serve those who lie with the sun
at times by their open window
pretending they are sad to see
a poppy ban ivory from
its balcony of unmanned.

I serve their pain.  In my slippersoles
/

*
Acting out the origin
of how to occur in a story
is more than I have saved  /served
from any empire's glory;      /any empire's

lack of rain rusts umbrellas,
minus pain dulls my mind:
if green extolls oasis
no wonder one's hard to find



in this desert of dinky, each
Vegas lusting to be Rome.
I pause goodbye a breather;
start to escort the door home.

/
the tendency of green
to exaggerate its oasis
paints the bread dull

*
THE POEM IS ALIVE

The critic's hand is cured by atrocity
That shields the next dictated homily

Gripping cash beneath arctic lamps
The uncompiled umpires run through fields

The pheromones have gone home
To a cathedral catheterized by eels

Above the wheat's bending amen-figures
Night convinces the day to wait for us

Upstairs with all the rest of the frauds
I remain with my finest demonstratives

Of course the poem is alive to its limits
To the length that composition permits

*
Windows bound by final lens, glass
islands that balance a splinter
in their heart.  Or mirrors where

my arrows may drink their instant
from rage, subduing the breath
that pursues sleep, but I hesitate

to knight the noise of every urge
or let its beaming monster quit
spate.  I fear the habit-murmur

that lets stones become shklovskied
with no respite.  What leave can
I inhabit, accustomed maze of

lameness chaining my head in this
endless train of perspective down
the oneway track distance still

draws from my sleeve, conjured
as I crane to catch each view
and hover-fresh aspect outside

my choo-choo chin, freightface
fraught with passengers forced
to record/rattle off their cattlecar days with

my choo-choo's chinoiserie



The trip dollies

days along its railbed

the railside/outlook passes slowly, time

the day raves and wanders like a photo-chirp—

puppet finery adorns their pyramids—

the pawed-at touchstones sermonize

me with god-dunes and streams

A bachelor chasing elevators
or cleavering his bathtub may stop
if shown prophet—

*
the train draws perspective
from its sleeve
in order to leave
one must first conjure distance
from a hat
widowed by flammable fauxpas/
flames and errors persist
how to pluck the horse from the field
the child from the pane
the echo responds to the postcard
corresponds/  the postcard echoes
that shows a precipice poking its
finger forth with a wedding ring
the ritual of rock when
solemn-seen

/aboard the endless train of perspective
the railside/outlook passes slowly, time
raves and wanders like a photo-chirp—
puppet finery adorns their pyramids—
the pawed-at touchstones sermonize

*
There in my bathroom mirror the watchers find
All flesh is not desirable, though steam
Promises always fairer's-fond than mine—
That handsome's just a wisp away it may seem

Could handsome be a wisp away or seem

A deeper self/vision version in the sheenshed glass,
The valid self shivering sheenshed glass,
Cruelly suppressing the emergence
Of some god who must have succored presence
Once in such fallen minor form unless

The vapor clouding my razor ignores
[           ] brooks no pollutant face /faces
As ugly as this streamy Narcissus
[ beauty / loveliness /fountain   ] more source
Wishing beauty would fountain fashion more source



Who wishes beauty would fountain gush more source
Who wishes beauty's fountain gushed more source

Who wishes beauty's rapids gushed more source

Than drydrips here upon a boy grown old
Should his tepid tap run its course to cold.

rapid

Than that which drips here in this boy grown old
Now each tepid tap runs its course to cold.

Than drydrips here in this boy grown old
Than drydrips for this pourish boy grown old

Than any dripping here
[ drop by drip                         ] than any boy grown old
feels each tepid tap run its course to cold.

/here all tepid taps run their course to cold.
/so all tepid taps turn their course to cold.
/tepid the watertap runs its course to cold
now his tepid taps run their course to cold.
feels his tepid taps run their course to cold.

Promises alway fairer fauned/found than mine
Handsomeness waits just a wisp away it seems
Handsome waits a wisp away it may seem  /as may seem
?
To him shivering in the sheenshed glass,
Impatiently/Patiently wanting/daunting/suppressing the emergence
Of that/some god who must have succored presence
Once in such fallen minor form unless
...

*
All of us who lived on earth
and all our loves and wars
may not appear at all         / may not appear all that much
in the moon's memoirs.

may not appear too much

*

LAPSES. LAPSES

The water thinks it remembers Narcissus
from—where?  Where doesn't the ocean flow?
Beyond?  Such reflections ("There is no us;

who's there; suffer-thing; damn lack of focus")
get slurred together, get forgot—although
the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—

yes; wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?
Beyond such reflections there is no us,

I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at,  hate and (sometimes) love: or so



the water thinks.  It remembers Narcissus

's other perversions, too amorphous
to name—or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go
beyond such reflections.  There is no us,

really, as you well know, just this vacuous
villanelle that fills the eye with those faux
the water thinks it remembers.  Narcissus:
"Beyond such reflections, there is no us."

/unless it's Us: the Movie.  That glaucous
eye runs with reruns of the same old show
the water thinks it remembers.  Narcissus . . .
beyond such reflections there is no us.

*
Each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, but where doesn't the ocean flow—
its evaporations have drained every face

but to name one more than anonymous
suggests his rare guise may be the one porthole
saved from a sink that drains every Narcissus

to our parched fate in the sargasso

Each sinkdrip thinks it reflects Narcissus
Or used to back in its beautiful youth,
Because the mirror makes our loveliness

Out of its desire to indulge its lust
To see its glow in our dull 

mudcess

its reflections cover/contain/capsule everyone of us.
its random memory

its reflections visit the beyond of us.
that its unique frame may express a shadow/ an exit bolt-hole
to swim from when you're sinking like Narcissus
but to name one is to suggest more or less
that its unique guise may be the very porthole
un-rained evaporations claim every face

DUSK

twilight insulates shadows from leaking
preserves their watertight forms
ebbing like grief in the eyes

the wild colors of the shore
numerous as a nipple
tell me of alphabets rippling

spiderweb flakes and headwinds squall the enclosure
the gradual yawn of distance
its devious stone tramples the cemetery

but we subside here (do we subside here)
placid hypocrisy laid (bled/wed)



martyr betrothed to a crossroads

it gleams like a lame indent
on the moon
the savior of dots

murmurs oppose testimony so
close-ups show the rest

peaks poke up through their thirst

curses fly from balconies

*
though the day is lingers now and longeurs
can we still attain to its names or share
a unicorn brassiere worn by Madonna
who only has to glance in glass to go voyeur

I wish it was that easy for the rest of us
every private term of sweetheartment
must have given husk to her voice
tongueless auctioneer of ourlooms

poem not in same sync with its ampersands
Dante centipede I thought in grids of it
I wish it was that easy to resist against

he is still attending to his entrance
so you must rise and strew an alms after
this very day you shall be with me in Montage-Ra

*

*
The time actors take to make up
delays the inevitable fall of the mask
worn by the audience, though maybe
a throwaway gesture will do, like

goalposts with whips curled around
them, all lashings of wit await their
cue stage-rear where the one playing
the door's grafted onto the wall's skin——

this is only human, the halts in line,
the queue with no A at its head.  No
solving of the riddle today, sufficer.

Romeo at age 8 or 9 kicking soccer
doesn't know yet even in a vacuum
one can easily stray out of bounds.

*
Long crumbs fall from the fado, the fade,
I love those whom nothing may try to harm.
I caress the plus of firsts who insist most
on growing primary.  It augurs well the while.

It angels hell the style I try to edit dumb
each time I think of your extinct.  And yet



the bad's my trade-coat.  The good's shrugged
chinook from my shoulders, coolscowl.

My theme flares whenever they fly kites
at weddings to prove the sky is a false bottom,
a trapdoor for beards to enter the ceremony:

what long crumbs fall from the bride's cake.
The groom tango-wades away, swept-debris.
Slug: A new vogue for the Disaster Poem?

*
gone groped open
the continuity
prussic imposes orange on
the you're-green too easily
go
establish bluescreen
tenuous targetry basically
tenuous
shoe size for my mother's Mace-spritzer
she said it was hard to act out orgasm for that HBO movie
they had her in closeups
most of the time
montage R-rated

heelshield of Achilles (steel wig for Damocles)

*
lips are defter in sepia
they can say
things better in grey
the facade nods on the thing
as if to scene/screen it
the tusk in sheriff's velvet laid
the cipherous same
the poet is thirdparty to all
the loom task
the same as now norm
amnesia in my brow
the tsk-tsk superimposed
is that an example
of any beyond perfection

*

The private terms of sweetheartment
you shared/dealt must have given husk to his voice,

that tongueless auctioneer whose/of outer heirlooms,

Such names can burn beyond sin's wickless brow
though the day is lingers now and longeurs.

A studius mirage wrought it falls excitedly.
A unicorn brassiere worn by Madonna's twin

Some

of us have to work at it.  Doubleshift dregs,



no layabouting in our odyssey of drift

as if all that were in doubt is his in tenor.
survives his tenor

so lax so
my hair's crazed
in the act
especially since

it was
at the galloping thereof
I exacted it

*

a glaze-process marketed by morons

a swank and a stink were arguing

the grand salon/the pagan pall
whoosh earthwards fulltilt

WORDS TO KEEP HANDY TO STICK INTO POEMS

voice
consciousness
morality
memory
maxim 
death
transcendence
immortality
joy
figure
pain
fate
charity
pride
wisdom
salvation
matter
nightmare
duality
authority

INSTRUCTIONS TO A MAP

Approach, map; let me spread your lats out here   
and shape them to that abject attitude   
conducive to embarkation: lie square
while my coarsest cartographies intrude

with plumblines cast that fourways force embrace
newground boundaries as I toss more throngs
of tapemeasures in loops across your longs
and leave them involuted there to trace

fix each secret breach of all our borders   



so dumbfound for terra incognitas
where my lost flesh enrobes your erasures—

underfoot I will track these meanders
and stamp down every territory town
till none can ever drive outside my own.

*
as if none can live wherewith my own.

as if none can live there without my own.

and rub /smudge/stamp out each territory town

/there where none can live

make them territories or town  /
and establish territories or towns 
grovel
blankness/court/
/fast/ out
intervention
into their terra incognita
/our secret untreatied borders
and stay in
in that subject emptiness
their plumblines forth to force brace
and leave their snares floored and snarled there to trace
wild plumblines whose sharp lungers force embrace

in that waiting emptiness
fix the secret treaties/breach of our borders,
/secret limits of our
my flesh enrobes you in erasures of

my flesh will enrobe you in erasures
so none can survive outside my own.

as if none can/shall live without my own.
level
ignorant/
where none can live abroad outside my own

so none shall live outside my own.
till none can live/survive outside my own.

broad/ 
INSTRUCTIONS TO A MAP

Approach, map; spread your lats here   
and stay amain that abject attitude   
conducive to embarkation: fall square
and let my coarse cartographies broad

their plumblines forth to force brace
newfound boundaries as I toss throngs
of tapemeasures across your longs
and leave them looped there to trace

fix each secret breach of all borders   
still unprepared for that terra incognita
my flesh enrobes your erasures of—



underfoot I will track these meanders
and stamp down every territory town
till none can live or lie outside my own.

as if none can live wherewith my own.

as if none can live there without my own.

and rub /smudge/stamp out each territory town

/there where none can live

make them territories or town  /
and establish territories or towns 
grovel
blankness/court/
/fast/ out
intervention
into their terra incognita
/our secret untreatied borders

in that subject emptiness

in that waiting emptiness
fix the secret treaties/breach of our borders,
/secret limits of our
my flesh enrobes you in erasures of

my flesh will enrobe you in erasures

as if none can/shall live without my own.
level

so none can survive outside my own.

so none shall live outside my own.
till none can live/survive outside my own.

where none can live alive outside my own.

LAKE HORENDE, AUGUST

This surface lacks a being of its own—
We see its picture but it’s not the same
As this before us: here it’s just a frame
We

*
This surface lacks its life: it’s not the one   /it’s not the same
We see as picture patterns framed in stills/framed or caught
That slowly move the water caught in spills   

This surface has no life to call its own.
We see it halted, moving, caught and framed   /held   
Between two worlds, a picture only named
In edge-sight’s eye, a brief illusion grown

To hide behind its

                                                             claimed



*

This surface has no life its own unless
We see it halted moving, flowing framed
Between two worlds: this picture’s only named
By edge-sight’s eye, a brevity we guess

Exists because it’s there in leaves that press   
The landscape into shape and leave it tamed
Apparent, hidden in dimension’s claimed
Projections: timed to find each hour’s stress.

*

This surface has no life its own unless
We see it halted moving, flowing framed
Between two worlds: this picture’s only named
With edge-sight’s eye, a brevity we guess

Exists because its floating leaves still press
The landscape into shape and leave it tamed
In measured heights and depths, dimension’s claimed    
Uncalm, each moment held in retrogress.

Kingdom, time, each moment formed in retrogress.

In measured heights and depths, as if it claimed
Dimension, time, forward in retrogress.

Existence, time, forward in retrogress.

In measured heights and depths whose time seems aimed
To last beyond these two hours’ endlessness.

In measured heights and depths and all the claimed
Dimensions time can find in retrogress.  /in this progress.

*

Its surface has no life its own.  Perhaps
A picture taken by the eye can freeze
Each pattern for the moving edge it sees
Illusions of: our doubled world has maps

That show the balance of this slow collapse—  /elapse

It bears the weight of leaves’ debris with ease
And finds its landscape’s depths and heights in these
Projections of itself.  Its time is edged with traps/
gaps/synapse  . 

And yet it’s edged with gaps.

A picture taken by the eye can still
Extract its pattern from the frozen spill
Which memory tries to balance
to freeforce
a horse



on a column pegasus
in tandem

tincans tied
to a bride's ass
ride her husband's
fendered horse

*

*

Through its strips
the mummy resurrects disguise.

*

*
and sad he never got to scratch
that last mosquito bite
they weighed his

POEM

THE DOLLHOUSE BESIEGED

the only color is surrender
when high upon its staff
time flies my tattered life
yet no enemies cease fire

black threads that held me tight
lack weave enough to spell
welcome on a dollhouse sill
where brides once shed their white

no not Ibsen's dollhouse
mine was never that complex
ugh those adults mouthing off sex
sicken this mickle mouse

chincurled brow-scowled
I refuse to let go my pout
I hurl my yoyo drool about
and run and shout out loud

my eyeball fills one bedroom
the foyer rug's my tongue
I cannot live here long
though it was my truest home

the dolls I jammed in then
were soldiers fighting Nazis
I may remember their faces



but why they died's long gone

what boomed the bloody reason
I stabbed and shot and bombed
aimed and maimed and zoomed
those warplanes in to rake my own

family to the ground dead
I envied the Luftwaffe
whose pilots got to strafe
roads crowded with wounded

allowed to mow down people
while I could barely scuffle
a schoolyard with my tussle
or ruffle one study hall

how powerless I was there
compared to Hitlerman
he beat up Superman even
and fuckbade Captain America

I clutched my comicbooks
my Messerschmidts and Stukas
while daily dangling deathhookers
gutted my future outlooks

my fate was cast in wars to come
Korea and all the small ones
H-bombs or James Bond guns
Iraq-Iran Russia-Vietnam

I wish I could hide from them
and live inside this dollhouse
reduce to its cute status
shrink my world assemblem

find refuge in these rooms
immune to grownups' strife
wear a micro-costume life
far from mushroom bombs

fault    false

the nazi in me knew
these action-figures came
back then it caved my secret
this tiny mansion knew
my terror of that war / the nazis
that raged beyond its walls
that must be why I'm back
shrunk to that first self
hiding in my dollhouse
like I did
ace pilot of the RAF
the will/thread that held me together
has not enough wisps left to filll
shrunk to this custom /loom/  home
the zeroes/warplanes in to strafe my own
sacrifice



small sacrifice for such a site
I died there more than once
sacrificing myself for   /crazy

POEM

swan is a serpent with wheels

see it run the pond
the river whose route
excretes nature

what imago kills
the poet
who kneels to it

how it goes is
it threads each root
directionless

love at first assault
pine dancer oneshot
saliva sap

emptiest envelope
mail expunged of/
minus excess white

erased equator cursed
ecuador of all destination
equal echo

no poet in mid-squat
is adequate to
this own-addict

see it run the drool
the fountain
the whirlpool unawed

unshaken by all
unshaken by the thought
its reign must end

shortreigned its day
a court whose wig-judge
declares death

the fountainage in
inert inertia

the swan's an addict of what
poet-squat

spectator

who squats on the author
kills the poet

who kneels

expanse of speed /spiel  /spool /drool



*soul  / sipped /sapped

Some fountain.  Same swan.

a postagestamp bears your image
too often
to remain readable
its guitar
anathema to smart tailors

museum sold grief or grape

*
All solar worlds are the same:

no inspiration
rises from the ground,—
instead it descends from above
to secure a spot where I pray
for a crevice a haven.

From the land surrounding me
some sill held/holds firm in origin, how
thwart one's design grows.

Always the intervene/interval arrives,
sauve guillotine honed on its air
of precedent, accident. 

Its surge hands crown descent
with enemies energies animal
question machine spirit crypt
fissure to tap the well's outgurg

crumbling beneath this issuance.

*

and then an apple bounces when
it falls but not very far because
the grass is usually tall under a tree
and since this pretty cushion must catch

comfort contain croon dreams to
l'il baby asleep in bubbly snore
with his thumbs in a movie
and his eyes in a still photo

POEM

on the wall a boxing-glove lactates

nailed to the wall a boxing-glove
bleeds milk

what tit is it
that drops dollops



of great sweat
that whiten the carpet

yanked from its frame the room dies

my insert eye
sigh-mates
my insert semen migrates

detached from its frame the room rises
to milk the wall
whose udderlamp
drips light
that drained the champ

the hand squeezes for distance
massages its pugilist part
feels up the decolletage of its
diff and tries tries
to collate love

then rises to kiss this inert heart
this tender glove

*

on roads he took no part of home on
he goes

forced to eat his camouflage as
a consequence of which
he becomes lost

in the consequence of which
he becomes more lost
no one can find him without
his normal camouflage

migratory

*

because he must use
a part of his
anonymous as poetry,
he is never in full
mode, his software
halved with spygrabs
but how commonfolk
for comfort can
he recede.

Often at night unseen he flew
at rarities of you.
They were so few.  No wonder
when they caught him

*

COMPOUND



unless
the distance rescued from whitewash
can wall
us in is all

lone-survivors
commonground
stranded
nomad the less

mysterious measurements leave
the house so empty
that all the other houses
are permitted to pervade it

THE NOTES

given the fame
surrounding
the recent book
of unfinished or
abandoned writings
by Elizabeth Bishop
won't someone
plan another
consisting of her
(and the concept
might work as well
with Robert Lowell
or James Merrill)
penned instructions
to the maid
the menus she
handed the cook
the lists she left
for her secretary
and what about
her stockbrokers
the screeds they got
regarding assets
and every scrap she
(or William Matthews
or Louise Gluck
or Richard Howard)
wrote should be in it
all the notes
to the chauffeur
the wine steward
the groundskeeper
the butler
the manicurist
the psychotherapist
the poolboy
the hairstylist
the dressmaker
the wigcomber
the authorized
biographer
the pillwrangler
the gardener
the cleaning staff



the masseuse
and what about
the servants
we don't know about
the flunkies
whose functions
remain hidden
whose arcane chores
are kept secret from
us the public
unimaginable
to us lowerclass
unbelievable
the sponge-wringer-outer
the sexologue
the doubled-over doctors
the astro-prefixed kneelers
and of course
the lawyers on retain
not to mention
the critics on retain

*
a necktie
negates me

and of course
the shirt's worse

the pants
I can't I just can't

why do my clothes
oppose me

every costume
is contumely

hats hate me
and socks mock

indubitably my shoes
abuse

each coat
has got me by the throat

belt belts me about
pockets lock me out

shorts or briefs
both thwarts and griefs

the buttons too they
unite in mutiny

who wrote this laundrylist
Tarantino scenarist

it's Kill Bill 3
daily they attack me



my gloves shove me
my sweater swears vendetta

every thread
wants me dead

all of these clothing
are filled with loathing

my duds exact revenge
whenever I change

into them each item
claims me its victim

just getting dressed
is dangerous
must I go nude afraid
of couturicide

what roused my attire
to this ire

what made this rent
between me and raiment

what caused this split
with each outfit

this breach
with the britches and such

why does my ensemble
want to bomb me

the closet's declared war
on me the defector

where's our armistice
pale in its healing surplice

the tender toga
that would tug us together

cause once I used to care
donning debonair
the latest fashion
in a flash I'd lash on

my ass in an ascot
my hair in a headshot

undoubtedly some labor
went into nabbing my clobber

acquiring my sportswear
was not effort-bare

it took a lot of brute
pursuit to root out the right suit

for an occasion where



clothes were de rigueur

the cost was not
inconspicuous

what caused this rift
in my casual shift

what made our aim
less uniform

what made our aims separate

was I ever pleasing
to these raiments

was I ever in synch
with my clobber

did my garments ever
treat me with love

complain complain nag nag
least you got a rag
on your back my skeleton
pipes up look at me none

sympatico

uniform

what
when was the point
of disjoint

I can't change
their need for revenge

what made a rhomb

but when did this crack
occur with my shoerack

want to see my slayers
wanted posters murderers
laundrylist

my laundrylist has gone
Tarantino

spincycle   wash and rinse
clothesline

laundromat
laundricide

I mean no
harm to them why have they gone
so Tarantino on me

each day they murder me



deathwish   deathlist

each item
to whom I'm victim

but why why

I have to assume
this leaves no room 
for me in there

items of clothing
and all of them loathing

so much clothing
and all of it
filled with loathing
for what it clothes/covers

they could be lovers
but instead loathing
is what this clothing
feels for what it covers

it could be other
wise we could be lovers
but all my clothing
is filled with loathing
for what it covers

the robe rubs me wrong
shoelace 
jacket
underwear shorts briefs

for me clothing
is a form of loathing

they call it clothing
it's really loathing

but isn't it really
loathing

get their cuts in       /mitts in

each pose
I wear their scorn /contumely

made us break
our sympaticake

topstep laying its booted tribute
the escalator kneels and prays

the prisoners of the mall
exchange chargecards

they try to fill the inlaid coffins
carved from each eye

the urge to sacrifice all we owe



bleeds in the hands

*

MOON AND HUE

the same way that sign
language is hand
tinted so I

am tinged by you in
sun and shade
or moon and hue

metaphor

its stick won't stuck this stack.

the stick-twig.  No superstition   /the bare twig.
of meaning could cling,
no ghost of the blossoming:

*
*

someone who reverses
our shoes after death and sniffs
them to see if anything remains

this time let your hair grow out full
not quarter not half
no time for shame
will his sins itch
no sin for shame

the bed finished
as only two who
complete the act
can unmake it

the act intact
the complete
unmade two who

it all resembles
scenes of former harrow

two who complete
the act and yet
the bed unmakes them voice
consciousness
morality
memory
maxim 
death



transcendence
immortality
joy 
pain
veils      
our descent. 
It was quite like Zenobia's last look
on Palmyria,
Curled infantile the rainfold falls
with the sad cadence of a farceur
who hopes to continue with his wiles till
this twilight indolence is called a skullfullude,
in which we can only sprawl asides
and watch its parade of illuminations, its
wither-through in the bare branches' cathode.
They show all the scenes facade can follow
or shadow transcribe though it's better to deny their force.
Oozied each fade-sigh.  Thorns sutured
to the eventual flesh may depict more
but when their meteor's over you may have to pause
and allow my moth-sniffed nipples hinges to operate
their fructification, or else lapse-chopped by dollarcent 
allow applause to rise.  Bridges gulf us likewise.
An effort made to examine empty vases in
order to stir the nervecurd, to create less-causal ripples.

Great stresspain might make you run away from
your polyp-painted puppet.
What else waits in wisps to be a leaf of this.
But the tree is accomplished eventually
in the skull-parallel means to polish my torso post.
Each acolyte signals amnesty and
the flashing fatal signals fall;
what I live for; torn will deny.
Fluent I examine empty cages, a vase
whose nevercare stirs on the ingenued face
waiting in wisps to be my myopia. 

Always your quasi-solidity shields me
from the soul's behavior data, those senses that
mold the mildest envy. 
Like teardrops used to cleansea wound 
where the cluster icicles are latent lashes for
eyes where the hems of the pillowcase gleam.  You try
not to disturb anything as you open the covers and
slide in past the passionately-discarded blueprints.
The nab of sounds may care for me further,

the towels and facecloths

but then

quickly stirred in the

it's over before the lapse can further go.  Random
in their concern the great father figures rake
the windowscreens for must of insects who thought
they were flying toward the light which receded further
the farther they got to it.  The father had already figured this out
which is why we worshipped his traces in found
corners, vibrant, sill-spared.  Nothing was left of that emptying
motown-music, the motes themselves had stopped emoting as



we begged the MPs to let us access the secret facility
storehouse where President Moreso sought refuge,
relying on his aides to stop the grants that support such avants
due to become public fixtures, Pop Art sidewalks, 
hoses to horse the crowd.   Out in the open
they cowered before the crud, suddenly relevant in
their ubiquity.  Hosed in the horse of this.

*

These stigmata fit his hands’ grooves
perfectly.  See: his skin is held human
by memory’s stretchmarks. His eyes
are light’s shrapnel, flak from a burst sun.
He proceeds to the sill of caged needs,
secret as a nun’s sweat.  He has no
patience to recall the meshing profiles
of screenimmortals, no recombinant
strategies for integrating one’s past with
two’s present, reruns whose I-of-intermittance
perhaps makes stasis the practical
opponent as opposed to the ideal. 

*

I authorize you to baptize the S.S. Titanic
the voice said and I obeyed but maybe
too well.  Goodness, like concealment, has
these defeats, wingbeats baring a face, grass
frothing on its endless chain.  To the sky
I bent for further illumination: but to openly
display my culprit, what sin am I oppressing.
That mask milks the mouth where our thirst
is work enough.  Replenishment and more, because
surely there is an evil I cannot name because
its fellow evils will swirl around me crying
for like recognition. Here, immensity commoned,
summoned from sleep, it waits its cup of tea.

Because form's forgetfulness is
oblivion tamed by hand, we refuse
to see the world as a net-of-gnats that catch us. 
Haven for revisionists, the future
excerpts itself from itself, an anthology
that stuffs the shelves with denial,
facade's shadow focused in deep rows
of throwaways.  They show how many pencils
Medusa can hold in Her hair.  Oh no—
already they scrawl fractal ticktacktoes
across this poem's vacuumcompile.
Knowing even the none tastes nude to the poor moth,
my nipples nap in an urchin's ore. 
Since when, like a fountain
my libation reprimands pavements.

*

Always your quasi-solidity shields me
from the soul's behavior data, those senses that
mold the mildest envy. 
Like teardrops used to cleansea wound 



where the cluster icicles are latent lashes for
eyes where the hems of the pillowcase gleam.  You try
not to disturb anything as you open the covers and
slide in past the passionately-discarded blueprints.
The nab of sounds may care for me more,

the towels and facecloths

but then

quickly stirred in the

it's over before the lapse can onward go.  Random
in their concern the great father figures rake
the windowscreens for must of insects who thought
they were flying toward the light which receded further
the farther they got to it.  The father had already figured this out
which is why we worshipped his traces in found
corners, vibrant, sill-spared.  Nothing was left of that emptying
motown-music, the motes themselves had stopped emoting as
we begged the MPs to let us access the secret facility
the storehouse where President Moreso sought refuge,
relying on his aides to stop the grants that support such avants
due to become public fixtures, Pop Art sidewalks, 
hoses to horse the crowd.   Out in the open
they cowered before the crud, suddenly relevant in
their ubiquity.  Hosed in the horse of this.

*

To live elsewhere, torn by the lure
of a heroic past, youths ago, the scars and deaths
regret fills you with or me in this case.  I can't
go back and make the choices retrospect
wishes I had made to love the wrong ones,
the burden of hoisting death to my fate,
even though Newtonian formats provide an end to it,
an un-alternate, nothing I could have kept
from happening until the fated time of now,
now when the track conveys the stone, the much
praised meteor, its momentum come home.
The house turns the corner to the room
where they are skinning a cage meant to contain
all latent urge to clarify my decision when
the near is ending and the far is beginning.

When I imigrayed to Outremerica,
clutching icepicks on which
the polaroids were kept impaled,
I expected to find someone at least.
Immature, immodest of me, I know.
Fearing my landscape assembles itself
under threat of discovery, that presence
emerges only at the last moment
as I near it, wondering if I myself
can perhaps never arrive until I'm dead,
hoping my search continues past sunland,
past the semi-earthen moon, Columbus functions
as aftermath, I could stop this if I dared.



Posthumous preface to a prenatal afterword,
I pause here to currycomb bygones.

Thrumming and humming and cumming until.
By evening the arcade outside has passed—
Blindly bronchial their subtle-submerged ink:
The swamp-barbed skin of lovers depicts this wave.
Their kisses are a net-of-gnats that catch what                                                          
Monkey-axis year, seasonal jams and jellies,
My face is a quizbox killed by zoomrays.  I
know what constitutes a roadsign to a snail,
can foresee what alludes our annual and
its tender stockades which slander the need
to feed chairs through a revolving-door.
I wait for amusement commitments to forge   
that smorgasbord bodyguard restored by bed.
Or litanize her name, the two syllables
that maintain your name, stumbling in a cower
toward the harbor's caress festival, that lovelag.
But when the unexcited lava covers us
with barefoot condiments, will, exalted, I
drink dirt from sloppy seashells
Long candle, ponder, short candle, think.
Fail to overcome what fatal inertia.

It must be retraced, renamed, our skin:
what blush colorcodes mine as "preen chain"?
Summer is imbibed via screendoors' haziness,
The skin of lovers depicts this wave, its

Steepduned halo, whose uncleansing spoor offers
To solitude all the stupor I gather it with:
Something active, trying in tandem like hands
To crunch up a window wad up the scene use

It to mop the sill where each sunbeam mutates—
Even recent rivers on drawn wings, hovering once,
show thirst has sashes.  Whose mote
makes us cry a small piece of it.
My so far feeling fetches out a little face
and it is me, the vertical vertigo
the fate of the someone to overcome its depth
the cosmos and all its assemblage
of gravity's groupings, constellations
whose figure eludes the myth we venture/endure/inure                
Winding asylum I find myself locked in,
corridor shy, holding smugglers' trophies,
Sanity descends to water via no stairs
I have installed in the blood—
to relinquish our masks as, waxworks famine.
To estimate the carats of an altar, plough
a spider to scratch.  To arbitrate the tree's offer,
learn to burn squirrelspace.  Your chest of
archaic clay and large collar imply drought;
into barren ice place yourself for examination.
Approve passage to make the possession
of supply nearing its prop to align dawn, note.
I wish my hands could crunch up the window,
wad up the world and throw it away.

Vista in which we swim, sweat, become silent.



Conclude-child, at last to lie across exhaust.
I pray my pedestal's unyield will moult me. 
Jettison person, sad cadence of the farceur:
Heapcushionings of litter,
separate births—catheterized by an eel
attached to the soul.
                                   Poor King Lear must
use both hands to raise Big Mac to mouth.

Reiteration.  Emphasis.  Stock footage
which, used over and over, demonstrates
how normal are the murders and monsters it mattes,
how exemplary their tics, how tonic, how true.

An edge-egg falls and shatters, love
conditions the fool to reason,
to find grounds for his urges, sublime
as a monkey in an orange pharmacy.
Remembered, and therefore imposed upon
the mind as it makes up its mind against
memory's staged incursions bright as
they are, glowing, growing cinematic—
a decade of details whose closeups peel like
filmreels in their cans.  Arcane movies
from the 1940s and 50s I'd love to see again
but can't, their stock has blistered beyond—

Days my mother flung a drop of urine from
her hellhair/her pubis hiding in fear—
In anger my belly flings a drop of cum
back.  On humanity's photograph

ripples appear as smack between the sight.
Unwrapped from the moment, time is born
in place of, always in place of.   
crumbling kiss me, kiss me my choicest forsakings,
where an evening's gauze gnawed me with gold;

penis encapsuled in its stupid froth
half-same as a memory dawn, prime scum—
dead doilies my wraith consumes in burnt-out
mimescapes.
I guess—
Does whitened linen color the moon?
Imagine incense mounting, non-lemony,
pure as the only flaw the heart feels kindling itself:

exclusivity is a starting-point,
I suppose.  Single something out, anything.
Use your glance as a scratchpad to jot down
whatever and then note

whether your subject will hold still for that,
immobilize itself to be your night

Although your tongue rasps me slow
as a sandpaper eel, you are not my grease,
my salve.  The prognosis on my nose says
that it is not possible to repair prunes without assholes.

And so each word does hold a multitude
of sins, if for sins we read modifiers, though of course



reading is a transgression each word modifies.

Penance is therefore only possible after
the period.  The sentence, then, begins only after
the period, if for sentence we read sentence.

*

Am I a mite too afraid
that wow revolves but pow stays put?

*
I don't want
to live in a pit that has grown bored of hell's
innocuousness. 

Lionized by dawns,
the horizon.  Linebreak clawing
with magnetic fingers the sleep
and the donation of exalted drums.

The pose heightened in desires, the pose.
The several lovers in their young arms.
A drown-envelope assuming its shape.

Is it time to laugh.  Even the eye
Strays toenail and beyond.  This
Ensures continuity on a known world.

When and if your nakedness fills
The mirror's gap, its glimpses gone,
The rigor of serial orgasms proves

Pilgrims of the accord are everywhere.
I'll be augment it, byswore laconicity.
The squeeze I give  your breasts each day

is a cast of chance.  I'd like to suck dice
for luck, but which dot is the nipple?

My sky is sequenced by extracts
of eternity, but always those segments

It was me
in the way that destination at times is capital
D'd, an ordeal.  Flyspeck thanks, I saw

him puckering-to-kiss, withering-to-caress.
I guess that was me in a sense.  Fallacious,
I returned from the laundromat

with less and less each trip.  It scared me.
Was I losing the disguises on my list;
was I bared by such cloth as cries in this.

COMPOUND

unless
the distance rescued from whitewash
can wall
us in is all



lone-survivors
commonground
stranded
nomad the less

perhaps I still wake up
I still live perhaps
but I hope
I do it for sloppiness sake

*
you know it's home
when people
mutilate their camouflage

or replace it with studies of
dopeduds
dense

snowing on its cloth
the miracle of salt reduced to a condiment
to spice the

deigning the closeup
to complete its kiss,

To obtain a common addled perspective
Nevertheless it is necessary
In the valley the wind sugars their footprints

3 wisemen
is that all
hold on I'm still counting

mysterious measurements leave
the house so empty
that all the other houses
are permitted to pervade it

bathed in goodbye's abuse
high above a hovel
of unruly pockmarks

I run I narrowly escape
the triumphal arch
that lubricates traffic

Imagine someone who reverses
our shoes after death and sniffs
them to see if anything remains

no time for shame
will his sins itch

the bed finished
as only two who
complete the act
can unmake it



my eyelids
cannot shake off
the lassitude
of longitudes

map spanned
by Hermes’ sperm
then some butterflies
impaled on antlers

POEM

Now there is an evil I cannot name because
its fellow evils
will swirl around me crying
for like recognition

But my mother knew that curse
and presided over it
squatting over it
with her hellhair
her pubis hiding in fear

My world was a squirt of urine
from that teem-traum-dream
in anger my belly flings
a drop of cum back

On humanity's photograph
ripples appear
smack between the sight

Unwrapped from the moment
time is born in place of
always in place of

Basic Instinct .  .  .  what a waste to cast Dorothy Malone
lost amongst the young star-geist of a Sharon Stone
stone-perfect for her role as an ice-pick dildo
while old Dot gets stuck with a bit-part cameo.

I watch old Dot my dream get stuck with a bit-part cameo.

I wish it was all Dorothy Malone!

Basic Instinct .  .  .  what a waste to cast Dorothy Malone
who's just lost in the young star-geist of that Sharon Stone,
stone-perfect for her role as an ice-pick dildo—
my '50s-favorite Dot's stuck with a bit-part cameo.

my 1950s dream, lost in the youth of Sharon Stone

Basic Instinct .  .  .  my '50s-lude Dorothy Malone
is doing me in here in the shadow of Sharon Stone
stone-perfect for her role as an ice-pick dildo—
Dot my old favorite's stuck with a bit-part cameo.

is making me squirm here in the shadow of Sharon Stone
is making me squirm under the shadow Sharon Stone



I'm too old to get stuck with this bit-part cameo.

(who's stone-perfect in the role of an ice-pick dildo)
typecast perfect in the role of an ice-pick dildo

AMERICAN LOVE SONNET

My kiss was like our incursion
of Guatemala in 1954,
or was it our intervention
to save Venezuela, 2010:

Congress rubberstamped
my caresses of those rebel
breastholds—my freedomfingers
stormed southward toward

the clit-tipped capitol ripe
for my liberating lust:
each commie labia fell until
I regained the land at last:

FoxNews huzzaws as I install
the General in his palace.

flashbulbs fell as I installed

thrilled I was able to install

the grainbelt groin ripe

freedom was declared  assault

DOLLY THE EWE FIRST CLONE OF THE WORLD

Turfclods kicked at me by Dollyherds
are fine, but when her sheepmates
slur my name repeatedly it grates,
though I know from Bill to Baa
is not that far.  Distance yearns for more.

So many ways to go, no wonder
hotels converge sobbing, heaving why
why is he leaving me, I want to die—
understandably.  I myself feel that way
often, I who found a bird so small

it was shed by its own feathers,
and fed it to my cat.  All these wild
creatures in the world and they
have no place to stay, no ark can
hold the moult might of their DNA

despite daily injections my replicant
empties from trashcan allah horizon;
he navigates some terminus in time
until he has his waste's worth of it
and its pit omega-emits enough to fit

the one clone I lack the mod cons for.
The only one I'll never be anymore.



A convention of them or a conference
attended with name-tags of the extinct
is where my cage waits, kicked at by kids.

*
POEM

they starjump General Brecht in
to a proving ground moon
to examine our poems
for possible use against the enemy

thrusting his head forward
in a way that can only be
described as Brechtbrowed he
scowls and scans-off on them

we see his eye-serts have special
code meter modes to correct
any limp iamb or hemistich
any chink in the poems' armor

he glints up from time to time
as if he can't believe our stuff
as if all he taught has naught-it
to go with what we've wrought

but Sir we plead you must read
for context posthistorically we
moot the fact you wrote poems
on trees are no use anymore

especially when the trees fell
eclogues ago and the seas dead-ebbed
what we really need you see
is a blurb a lend of your celeb

your face all photochomped
cute-bitten by its grainy campaigns
in closeups can authenticate
every adumbrate we write

a save the galaxy concert with
the Rolling Stones and you and
our Post-Earth poets will surely
defeat the muses of entropy

we love the way your cigar juts
from EarthCuba where the CIA kill
Fidel Castro daily when he hides
beneath the pitcher's mound found

from the game called baseball
which no one plays on our worlds
transfixed as we are by the universal
join-in of the javelin hurl

*
*
ELEVATIONS

Things that announce themselves



from faraway, like thunder or death,
are good to end a poem with.

An elevator with no floors grips
that gordian space Borges called
Aleph: in the story of the same name

as not I can be found expounding
the heresy that no poet's words empty
any cavity other than my heart-well!

Higher lower the pleady ones go.
Every edge will find its echo.

A valley filled with rusting padlocks:
on the hills around it keys brood
and gaze down at their former homes.

THE ACT

If love can be cornered
in the four arms of the act,
its room squared off
by equal exchange,

a cowering animal
whose back's to the wall.

By earlier harms
than mine haunted,
stalked and pinned;
yet the past surrounds itself
with portraits of the living;

prefrontal petal,
polysob sorb, a fate
hung highest arc is where
that slack-awe yawns us, a
cross of pierce-yielding hands.

Bleakklieg eyes, eyes of wreak.

Face chewed
by drool of last dosages.

IN JEST

I try to alliterate Jeckyl with Hyde,
me with you,
us with we,
but fail to immobilize that repartee
of twain.

All outdoors brooded upon us as
our hands appeared to pale-abandon
the sanctuary we wept



into tealeaves

The novelist who hears noises
while removing thoughts
from a goblin
cannot banter me either.

Following a few vidludes carefully
left uncaptioned for the illiterate,
I note that virtuous arguments
tax orators most.

POEM

I hang a keyring on the keyhole's ear.

An eyestone sinks in sleep, its ripples spread
to assume the seen.

Sightshape
looms in on a nightnape.

EL POEMO

Little squiggly worms on the surface
of my head.  I brush them off, but
more ooze up from within;
an endless supply it seems.

All I learn turns to the belief that all
my exhalations rise up into the sky
to form an O which hovers there
to watch me struggle for breath.

I always pause to grimace at the wound,
but the wound does not hesitate at all.
That would be an acknowledgement.

That would be a response.
A collation of purpose, a balm, a bosom,
even a poem perhaps.

POEM

Simply by emptying the trees, Autumn
provides more space for us to abandon.

Partly either, mostly neither, say what's.
Forgotten gumballs run from our mouths.

Love almost always waits for its terms to
become vague before it starts.   Me—you.

All these chords are a score of days
but what is it my disparley plays.

Line drawn by false oars of evening.
To make my ink topple in unison.

AUTUMNAGAIN



Time migrates its sun
closer to the core
of my prismperson.

The semi-falling leaves
flesh out their coined
profiles; they achieve
a self upon contact
with the ground.

Clouds cross the eye.
Come back, I beg,
but only when
you look like the wind.

Asking to whom,
answering to why.

POEM

An SOS emphasis. 
Who
was lost in me
when I found you?

Now the exchange of
childhood-hoarded hours,
of faces whose patience wavers
on the dayscale.

The nightscale weighs only
those absent. 

Sometimes these questions
halt back and forth
like a landscape heaped
with placebo stopsigns.

*
EACH TIME

Sometimes I dream of Rumor's house which,
I just read in Ovid, is situated

at "the world's center," the core of cores
beneath us all.  He contends its windows doors

are forever open, a porous palace where
every word uttered by every person is stored

In what I call the ultimate anthology.
Where is this house, in what country?



Its closets hold not only the past,
meaning the brain's nine-tenths lost

noncognitional of the capacitated,—
because it collates not just the said,

but all that will be said: Each text
it bleeds from the future is convexed

theoretically to also heal our sole flaw:
that underlying chamber, that cellar

that upholds these capsuled corridors:
that fissure floor one-celled horrors

emerged from eons earthwide scattered,
too patterned for breeding, those far

glugglugs, these slogged zillenia ago.
Each trans-cthonic myth—genetic fragments

we once keeled our island egos against—
is shored Eliotically, in toto—

but not in a waste land: in this place
nothing is wasted, each fact is facet

composite a euphemistic peg, whose hole
lies in what we might term a zero.

What used to be the bookshelf
it swallows, and feeds throughout itself:

it sits each of us there at the hell
level its circuits need, and circulates us

around the entire system's railroad
to embody our brain a la bloodmode,

knowing its node is only made more real
by the fact each hypertold spongecode

can be simulsold for further gore:
every PC glued to GossipNet
increases the sanguinary poet's debt.
But I hear you say in ways this constant

poured out current has wrecked Intent:
floor-it geared, it steers us most toward

a surface abyss, a maelstrom facade—
the sargasso rock-critic, the facile hard-crowd—

it's said our eyes are icebergs in that sea.
Where they are dispelled completely

beyond my room night comes into swim.
Somewhere out there I know grow fossils

of protozoa-to-be, omega mammals,
animandroids roaming manuals



whose outreach program. whose proffered rim
as far as I'm testcase-concerned

should fend off every ocean, every cunning
void evolution took some of its beginning

from: how longsince has that epoch broke
when rumor heard what human spoke.

*
I always put on a whole-silk tuxedo
when I jump off tall buildings so
when I'm sprawl in the streetdust
the passersby can say "Oh no: and just
when he was at the height of his success;
look at that tux—now that's the way to dress."

*

The directions one takes
in a computer
are not those of the compass,
that normal needle’s paths are
null here.  Here, routes
roam downward, backward
through the ego superego id, seeking
infancy.  Birth permeates each gesture
addressed to the keyboard, the
commands that create 
the never-deleted screen seem
to come from a stethoscope probing
the pelvic region, peering
into the recessed bellybutton
of the expectant mother
whose navel is a hole around which
live flesh masses, a gap whose absence
is obvious.  The navel is a shaft
into the mind of the subject,
but the subject evades itself
by the clever use of screensavers
and games: icons converse
across this schizoid
void.  Each new program provides
a further diversion, a rhymescheme
to be defiant of,
a stanzaic requirement one can flaunt
with impunity.  Forgiveness
is implied in the save option.

*
SUMMER PARAPHRASE

Sweeping the floor and mopping
the laptop, these are my chores,
my daily household quest for darkness,
the evil clustering in the dust
under the bed, behind the couch,
(see that laugh-jag on the ceiling—)
wrath's detritus.  The past pleads
goodbye, but our verdict is why.



I roam to clean, feeling over-welcomed
by the amount of clutter the air
accumulates just being itself; added
to the mess I make it’s enough
to fill one’s life, that pile of totalities
which counts prize days from those
average and therefore desolate,
seeing out the window how leaves
can’t even lift their own branches
from the downward that loves them.
Turning back to the backlit page,
I find the sun has picked it out,—
through its links of shade I see
the motes floating in each beam
seem more etched, more stable
than these I’ve set my margins for.

*
*
Not enough moviestars.  Why not one for each of us. Until then every film we attend 
mocks us with its excess of light and cameras, when we know what it lacks.  Until 
then their sparse disparity disconsolates us, and we treasure down each glimpse of 
that rumored screencomer, that cinemanque who roams the scenic wilds around our 
premiere's campfire of kliegs and smiles.

*
Hair-line where the facial knife drives
its two blades further up the forehead
to slash those widow's peaks: weakly
it fights back with feints and fends,
each day fewer gray-strands save me.
When this duel ends I will cease to be.

*
*
now where's the oar to steer
my window away from night
stonethrows patrol the site
targets narrate what's near

what of us can pleasure share
unique enough to seem regular
angle all yet to get it right
airing each gasp on a coathanger

skilled anchor-priests will tow
ulterior rain in their uterus
but you-and-I's prodigies know
our genitals are relatively oral

cue-quiz the vatican's factwhore
scrape that mock off your back
phantom-orbed in destiny's husk
maybe the quays will come to shore

newlyweds milk the greenhorn's hammer
but behind its veil each wheel waits
to be invented before it can bear
or bury octopi in its kraken hair

*
Dawn voices its peals



according to mine. 
In the arbor of days
it speaks garbled roots
and clear vines.

*
*
If every valid absence points to one thing
that shucked the cornsilk out of my ass's reaches,
an object presence has overlooked unless
the none-scape guilt I clone so quickly intervenes.
Is it the synchronicity of a ferrous whore or
the fear such insignificance baits that makes us
lock the sermon in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of a snake's parasol,
it trips a step.  Do animals proceed to extinction
via their hindlegs or fore?   The mind restrains
this project for the sane, their unquarried energy—
that god grounds us in gloves I guess.   They keep
our omnihands from touching flesh with flesh, they
prevent the relapse, the desire for one's kind,
the prophylactic response: similarity haunts
the ruins of every fingerprint which bears it,
which partakes patience to outwit identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, a curt salon
where prudent heirs sweat in overcoats, sure
their profiles can disgrace our art-dartboards.
Ergo nature finds its quickest aim in beginnings,
a naissance to obliquely punish yesterdays with.
Cradling an antenna's unripe fruit, your gusts incite
the white apartment, its darksome rooms where
derivative jars filled with conked nudes ripen.
But all in all, the central event will not relent.

*
POEM

This slobbered-over virus of the visible,
The living, the seen, what antibody cures—
Echoesque whose draped torso of rain on
Taunt's panes was flung for cry sakes, for crime X,
Castle whose stones have not yet come to rest:
Loud as a ball bounced off a statue of Zeus
This mania for scintillations fills your mind
Or else on stilts will survive the folio hero
Wielding a cage of umbrellas to capture
Strongbrow shelved for futher thought: more patterns
Examined by a selfportrait of one's own
Pores, exposed as they are to icy nemesis
Plural, to spelling out its false names in sweat:
Where elsedom do they welcome open as
Often as this door does, quench-map that mires
The path from our left nipple to our right
Where, bisected by itself, the heartguise dies.

*
*

Britney passes and as she passes
she smashes the paparazzis masses
and all their asses lie spunk across the sidewalk—
oh taste the gust of this gutter glass



with its bits its flecks of grit
with its golden rust
and then get scrunched
by that foot-horde of fans
until you're ground
like mica-mote grains, thin
as Britney was in those distant Disney days—
beware if your hair is ugly
and stare when she puts in the jugglies
but what god creates a star
from smaller dust than this?

Now you want to run your tongue
along the pavement before it's gone
like a thousand stabs of flashcam crammed
into one—

against the street go scrape your shoe
to scratch up some of the glitter grue
which those collision divas in their dashes
left just for you
hear a thousand marquees crashing
see those thousand names in lights you'll gash in
to your wrists if you can only pick up one slash
of it to good-bloody your fingers on
to unbody your skin until it's gone
to get it ready for the steadiclone—

now Lindsay passes and as she passes
she sasses all the classes
that Britney hasn't
oh greet her feet as they sweep
meet your fate in her
 

/before the sun can render it real and   
against the street you walk this broken glitter
(marquee marks your name in light
break off its letters shine by shine
take it tonight while the pain is still kind
tomorrow the street will sweep it away
and all that glitters then is day)

Still fresh still cut from the stills the scenes
no premiere will show

gloss/gross/dirt of glam
/sheer ugliness /smeared ugliness

along that pavement and taste the stabs
along that pavement till it was stabbed
along that pavement that now lies stabbed
a thousand times by what still fades
to a taste of the past so fast it burns
the throat that swallows
/fleetingness
of flashcams/ 

and dirt and somehow cram that mix
taste the shame and fame mixed to

tonight before the pain is salved, if



you could taste her wake while it is
, glitzied by

glitzy with its backdrop of nobodies
cut-out dolls / cheering facades whose
name is yours on loan of scam, on

complicity in this crime/drama/exorcism
ritual of scapegoat only Coriolanus
at the VFW convention with Pres Bush
escapes to his loss...
/and all their haste/chase//

tomorrow sun will glitter lust/last/chaste / rise in
will add its gloss in
/then/till sunrise glitters sensation in

SONG OF THE NOTH

like a moth but not
the noth flies
south to its ways
gift-faring the loneliness
moulting purities

shed by its own hand
handmemouth grown
from yond-wing of bye
the noth's wings are nothing
and nothing's why

each noth-nest is full
of hungry cries
they speak for their beaks
and as they fly
they wave to their why

nights the noth migrates
but days it returns
is it an insect or a bird
real or absurd
I wish it were that straight

sometimes it swoops
around my head
off-course who knows
where earthen it's been
so barren its share is

so child its share is
here to ground
and air to polar
or back to there
a sortes of series

/so child its share is
child wait for more

so bairn its share is

/ why expect



neglect in its routes

the sandground down
with/to its own list

days until I fail  / flight where I fail
/flownways

my peace find place
an armistice  surcease

roughtangle
Generic

I look along the shelf
for brand-name goods of wealth
and fame but all I see
is that cutprice item me.

Wise shoppers shun my aisle
for bargains with a style 
shiny and new, not used—
they know I've been reduced.

My faded sell-date's due
and lacks the true value
that wastes the cost invested— 
to wipe this dust off my head

and open my packaging,
ignore the evident aging,
the brown tainted spots
splotching up under Knott's

Best: to buy me takes
a blind eye.  A lack of taste.

*
I woke to find a foursome
of sex lying atop me
as if I were a bed
on which they blended.

One was a dream
none has unless
it came as two to them—
but is it true?

Three, four:
please vomit over
the edge of the cliff,
not on it, I pleaded.

*
I was out the door with her before
I knew it I was gone

my day in court was short-reigned

either of them or none both but why
bother



*

From the polar stars
our ancestors descend;
on the table
a boxing-glove lactates.

Each blank sky draws
wingstrokes across
the flock.  Sketch-a-stretch.

Migration's
headset
radios directions to the ...[       ].

*
Song proceeds from a sort
of inner rectitude, gut
aligned with throat,
foot to palate straight
as sync: the link
strengthens each thought on
a taut cord word caught
between this tension, strung
toe and tongue.  Song
proceeds all wrong
unless it's wrung.

/between this tension, wrung
toe and tongue.  Song
proceeds all wrong
unless it's strung.

*
The sky as blue
as the blueprints
the clouds consult
to build another sky
with more room
than this one,
their first home
which they like us
must leave
to a second house
without parents
who are known
to set with the sun
daily, abandoning
each loft of it.

*
*
can the infant tell or sense
which day time's tall animal
will maladroitly spill
his frons of innocence

if baby brains break fragile
shall butterfingers refrain
if a fontanelle walls eden
all it takes is one fall



was god the klutz that splat me
newborn on my head
every adult has said
beastlike on his knees

what clumsy bungling rage
as Rilke trained beware
in his poem Der Panther
runs evolution's cage

where roaring ids now roam
superego may assume rule
so pray right from the cradle
to retain some cranium

pray to be like Rilke
the lucky little bastard
the kid who oopsy daily
got dropped upward

/can any infant sense
when time's tall animal
will maladroitly spill
his frons of innocence

can an infant soul pre-sense
can an infant foretell sense
can any infant foresense
can an infant tell or sense
can an infant spell or sense
can an infant smell or sense

does an infant foretell sense
does an infant ever sense
can an infant tell prehense

newborn on my bawled head

what clumsy bawled-out rage

some superego may slop
superego may slop whole
superego yields control

superego may control
where roaring ids now roam
some superego may stroll
so pray inside your cradle
retain that crazy cranium

crazy punk-pram cranium

so pray straight from the cradle
so p
to retain crazy cranium

to stay its crazy cranium
punk to stay cranium

superego may  chart its home/seize its home/assume

if baby brains hang fragile    /bang



what butterfingers can refrain
if fontanelle walls eden
all it takes is one fall

if baby brains squirm fragile
teem  / seem  / dream   /snooze

today's poll of adults said
today's percentage adult said

today's ouch klutz has splat me

god (that klutz) once splat me
newborn on my head

the lucky little bastard
the only kid who oopsy daily
got dropped upward

god's the klutz who spl
what klutz let go of me
today what klutz will splat me
newborn on my head
every adult has said
beastlike on his knees

slipped let go of     all thumbs
bungle

was dropped upward

/who must have been daily
dropped upward

the kid who must have daily
gotten dropped upward
what pent-up tiger leopard rage
the kind Rilke trained beware

/since baby brains are fragile
what butterfingers can refrain
each fontanelle bleeds eden
if fontanelle equals eden
no butterfingers can refrain
baby brains are so fragile
each fontanelle breeds eden
all it takes is one fall

its fontanelle so frail
can easily break open

today they rained and oopsed me
today they came and oopsed me
today again they oopsed me
today some klutz has oopsed me
today they came and klutzed me
today again they klutzed me
I swear some klutz has oopsed me

can be broken open
can be easily broken



will easily break open

false pen that breaks open

the fontanelle brow

the fontanelle breaks its pen
its bones so false and frail

its fontanelle breaks open
skull so false and frail

its skull's pen breaks open
fontanelle false and frial

cranium false and frail

pent-up leopard tiger rage

as Rilke trained it there

from leopard space
what leopard space
as Rilke trained beware
in his poem Der Panther
that tiger place  /with tiger grace

that leopard tiger rage
*
let's say you're on call waiting
and the puter-person chirps
you're now second in line
and then you start to worry
that the one ahead of you is you
and yet look you're still here

*
To fellate Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer
at the god end of evening—
to sit and read in the errors,
nostrils arrayed above a stream Euclidean;

and then suddenly to feel
the me-too mouse-trap clamp you,
still you in the heart of the lair,
its windows identical-eyed, ablaze with unity.

They swab your temples with bloodhazel;
or else they wait
until the hour has reached its most thereaboutish,
and then they daub you in the dreams you count as final;

through your inmost-movie's corridors or
along the wards where white things wait
for their bandages to be yanked off
and jumped up and down on;

where grimace-doers remain uncaught;
where you fear the wallpaper contains enough
inconsistencies in its pattern to be actual,
and yet your statue wears its chisel's aura too lightly,



doesn't it?  [       ]

*
from this hill at sunset
I will feel the contrast
of it going down
and me up here for
a moment as total

*
moon of all means
sun of all ends
the TV screens
everything day
and night sends
my way

*
To emulate them: when fish swim
deeper the heavier they breathe,
the more they whisper to their haloes,
surface the lake repeats as pure.

calm simulacrum [    ] hold tight [      ] charm

*
We know it more intimately ours if
its echo carols cloud corrosions with
each transmittal a kind of scantron rabbit;
unbound and shunned, I shy at
this dream-emissioned fable whose ears
give no harbinger to me—

By ebb and gashes I gave my all
to anyone who fought the slap
of my tobacco finito.  Its focus forms
a way to ambush such, rudiments all,
the pattern scattered over its sad em-dash,
its distant faded sketch (moments the end)
can tongue a doubters' wall perhaps.

Insert time-interims for that onion
whose udder nurses twelves owls in
monthly order, past verity's stray, pasture
for our inner wail.  Hooves vomited by vowels
know its idol-paved domes uphold every lie
as I confess why my rifle-butt's bed-ridden.

[             ], postscript stitching the skip-rope
spied upon from twigs strayed umbilical,
mission-hinges [         ] appointed [                     ]

*
poetry: the intricate magnification of mental anomalies

listening is confined to seashells
at night
when newlyweds milk the greenhorn's hammer

quarry your share of it from
the chafing of our toes' fibrous shoals



pitchfork tines twanged
against a barndoor

*

*
lone gunman

*

Imagine there's no heaven
(the CIA gave me this gotten gun)
It's easy if you try
(see the FBI boys they're wavin byebye)
No hell below us
(the Pope says you reap what you sow us)
Above us only sky
(Nixon okayed the kill so die)

Imagine there's no countries
(I stand behalf of all the police)
It isn't hard to do
(I'm programmed to terminate you)
Nothing to kill or die for
(I'll kill you and you'll lie there)
And no religion too
(you can't say no religion
you can't say that and live John)

Imagine all the people
(the Church ain't gonna weep you)
Living life in peace
(who d'ya think paid for this sixpiece)

You may say I'm a dreamer
(like the Manchurian Candidate remember)
But I'm not the only one
(it only takes one misfit loner gone wrong)
I hope someday you'll join us
(gonna plug you in the groin-ass)
And the world will be as one
(they brainwashed me to see it done)

Imagine no possessions
(imagine us mind-wiped assassins)
I wonder if you can
(all unbelievers are damned)
No need for greed or hunger
(they said put that Brit six feed under)
A brotherhood of man
(blam blam I'm from the Vatican)
Imagine all the people
(all the Wall Street capital)
Sharing all the world
(yeah the Lee Harvey Osworld)

*
[TOPPLED]

under the statue of It
lie the crumbles
of What



in the parkinglot
the new models wait
spotless

I teeter
between the two
eithers
which beat me

and beat me till I lie
beneath the debris
that pedestal
lets fall

*
*
such the strength of signs
I mean abbreviations

that before he dies
someone often tries

foolishly to devise
to dream up one

as if the right acronym
might save him

from time he scatters
out the letters

of his name arranging
them

in different combinations
or anyone's

to spell out the logo
the curt slogan

whose shortcut on
the screen asserts

the brand buy
the standard eye

can respond to
any cant will do
any congerie of
some might work

every shtum may
shtow the way

but not a phrase
it has to be less

than a word it must
resist the sense almost

equally as errata



and yet mean more

than any term can
it must determine

itself as a what's grasped
a spasm like the gasp

that wakes from dreams
what syllable it seems

to the dumbest ipod
it's no anagram stupid

so drop your digiter
halfwit fidgiter

you can't tap it in
fingertip or pad

what's said there with
your sanity's bleach

it must reach
you instantly i.e. breach

your customary
perceptions like Laurence Harvey

in The Manchurian Candidate
brainwash etcet

it must replace you
with a clone-face you

which is you instead
[

                                ]
as roaring ids will roam
superego must lose its grip
feel your cradle's urge to tip
might retain some cranium

where roaring ids will roam
superego must lose its grip
gauging your crib's urge to tip
might retain some cranium

try to retain some cranium

so resist your cradle's urge to tip
retain some cranium

where roaring ids now roam
superego lost its grip
so stop your cradle's urge to tip
to retain some cranium

to feel your crib's urge to tip
might retain some cranium



every crib has an urge to tip
try to keep some cranium

resist your crib's urge to tip
try to keep some cranium

stop your cradle's urge to tip
try to keep some cranium

ad lib roaring ids roam
where grownups lost their grip
so stop your cradle's urge to tip
try to keep some cranium

or try to be like Rilke

where roaring ids now roam
superego may wreak its will
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

may thrust its will
may foist its will
may work its will
may bid its will

superego may conk its will

superego may conquer all

superego may reign soon

where roaring ids now roam
superego may reign still
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

superego may reign whole

may reign sole

superego may crib and cramp

superego may stamp and quell

superego may quell and kill

superego may paw and kill

superego may paw its kill

superego may take control
superego may wrest control
superego may clamp control

superego may seize control
so aim right from your cradle

superego may swaddle



diddle   /  coddle  /  twaddle
toddle

toddler-coddle

where roaring ids now roam
superego may coddle
the toddler in his cradle
to retain some cranium

try toddler in your cradle
to retain some cranium

so coddle with your cradle

where roaring ids now roam
superego may toddle
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

grip /  seize  / clench / grasp / grab

superego may snatch control

clutch  /   

superego may come to rule

superego may soon rule
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

so scheme right from your cradle

so mind your cribs and cradle
to retain some cranium

so outwit your

Imagine there's no heaven
(the CIA gave me this gun)
It's easy if you try
(see the FBI boys they're wavin byebye)
No hell below us
(the Pope says you reap what you sow us)
Above us only sky
(Nixon okayed the kill so die)

Imagine there's no countries
(they ordered this trigger squeeze)
It isn't hard to do
(I'm programmed to terminate you)
Nothing to kill or die for
(I'll kill you and you'll lie there)
And no religion too
(that's why they hate you—
you can't say no religion
you can't say that and live John)

Imagine all the people
(the Church ain't gonna weep you)



Living life in peace...
(who d'ya think paid for this sixshot piece)

You may say I'm a dreamer
(like Manchurian Candidate remember)
But I'm not the only one
(it only takes one misfit loner's gun)
I hope someday you'll join us
(they told me to plug you in the groin-ass)
And the world will be as one
(they brainwashed me to see it done)

Imagine no possessions
(I'm just one of their mind-wiped assassins)
I wonder if you can
(all unbelievers are damned)
No need for greed or hunger
(they said to put you six feed under)
A brotherhood of man
(blam blam I'm from the Vatican)
Imagine all the people
(all the people in the capitol)
Sharing all the world
(yeah the Lee Harvey Osworld)

Ya, the old North Pole
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho)
chops a splashin'-hole!

*
IMMUNE

Listening is confined to seashells,
What we call ear uncalls all we hear—
Eyesight applies to hawks and owls
But never to our narrow peer:

Each animal sense we experience
Here as human pales, halved or less
To a modest of their male-ness—
Smell; touch; taste: can you even guess

Which of them if any still might prey on
Our higher-evolved state . . .
Which of that five's alive at this moment—
Dead to its lunge we wait.

*

Which of that five's alive at this moment—
Dead to its outreach we wait.

Dead to its out we wait.
Dead to its lure we wait.

Even eyesight's reserved for hawkview

Even eyesight's reserved for hawkscowls
Within whose shrivened shade we peer:

Here as humans just pales, lessened



/Dead to it we sit up late

*/Which one if any I can still vow
Which one I can still vow
In my diminished state . . .
Dead to its onset, late.

Which of them if any can still try/apply/descry
Thin echo yields/mutes/dulls all we hear—
Echo mute is all we hear
Thin echo's all we can hear
If any of them still apply to
To a modest of it, small—
To a modicum of its whole
To a  modest of its essence—
To a modest of its coinage—
To a modest of its expense—
Much to a modest of its mettle
Much to a modest of its suchness
Each to a modest of its muchness—
To a modest of its greatness—
to a modest of its haleness
to a modest of its wholeness
expanse—
exchange—
circulation
medium

Thin echo smalls all we hear

*
Imagine if Sylvia Plath
had gone and wed
her nice-girl half,
her nebbish self
instead of the Ted:

can you see her spell
Mrs Larkin
out in a doodle
heart on the margin
of her doctoral

thesis (Risen Revision:
the Lazarus Motif
in Virginia Woolf)
and picture her in
their kitchen

post breakfast eggs
a teacup for her cigs,
giving the TLS dog-ears
post porridge eggs
with a teacup of dregs
dog-earring the TLS
as she waits for
Phil to make
the lunch bags

it's Phil's turn to fill
in time for school,



the U. of Hull
where tenure
has instructed her

to write Venereal
Visions: the Fin de
Siecle De(fin)cycling
of Michael Field
(sic) and her "Sick Crowd",

not to mention
Suffragette Strategic
Mutterings of
the Denoue-monde,
or Re-Sexing the Tragic

Mode of Wilde's Love
Triangles, frowning if
he fucks her tongue
sandwich up with the wrong
mustard again to prove

he can save a few p.
at the checkout counter,
to show he's frugaler
shopping than her—
for matrimony

doth make bargainers
of us all—

*
his elevenses

imagine what a
gossip deficit we'd
be suffering
now:

we'd be bereft of—
the U. of Hull
would be her school
and her books dull

*
on paths that matchspurt us
straight to their end
or pillows lovers keep
adjusting beneath themselves to find
the right slant that
of person walking against strong wind

you watch those lovers swaying
behind a screen
of switchblade duennas

you see these beauties air
their gasps on a coathanger

their handclasps on a coathanger



*
in the overcoat called Fred
be careful where you put your head
if you put it in the sleeve instead
odds are you'll end up dead
they'll take you to the morgue
and dissect you like a forg
cut off your head and feet
your legs below the knees
the only solace being
the overcoat called Procrustes
will fit you exactly then
and if this were to happen
I know you'd be grateful
for that consolation

*
nothing will justify your sadness
or something will
you long to shrink to that bare level
where either is believable

where both equally console
your tongue probes the cavity
of a kiss
your hairspray sticks to the gods

shrivel ground where
her absence will not matter
will not embody this
starkest idol

where her absence will
not matter or apply
or fill the whole sky, not be
the world's equal

forced to deny what holds it whole
the limits of your house
your hands unbraid the silence
the days that fuse us

coming up the horizon
can the brow be lashed to it
to end a storm

whose bed squeaks in your coffin

a flag-covered coffin
with dice rattling inside
Hart Crane bequeathing Melville

*

*
how to remain mienous
as you face
the mirror's worst

I who scorned the house
unto its rafters



a self-finished man with all
his comforts I offered
my soul to the dust
that I tossed onto others

money poured
from my halo

now the limp repeats
what the stride said
when it ran in full pell toward
the meld of flight

too late the salt

bare as the way north
where they lade the gates
with the way south

to repeat the instances
as hands pinned
upon the target
may applaud when hit
your aim

trued to its shoot
why do I stay
stage-left of my exit

*
when he woke in bed
it was 12 by the stones
that fell on his head

it was none by the night
and alldone by the day
in either case it was too late

now a picture of his pores
handpainted on his bones
may show the way to others

shuttergrids of his face
promise pretty much that
yes he existed times space

his cup was both hands full
you can see it in the photo

Cupolas capitalize the skyline till
us folks caste lowercase and fly

like we got a wing up our ass—

SONNETAIRES

*
what if I could
somehow combine

the games of



solitaire and

sonnet what
the heck would be

the rules for such
a mongrel game

(called sonnetaire)
how would you

even know if
you won ahah

last card slapped
down or last

word or what

*
PONSONNETS

*
how far have I come
to get to where
I never am

is said to something
jammed against
the thwart part

unless the rhyme arrives
its time has too
though ineffective till

reach the sill where
there's more
for your ponder to will new

themes from when
its own finds all

*
the bouquet resists the sobriquet
almost successfully

one might say
but no idea comprehends

our faltering toe sooner than this
and yet it is so

that drought-cracks lack
exactitude

nicknames are applicable
to the silence perhaps

I guess
but I wondered

whether days died beside their hours



or their ways

*
if every beginning
is captured cry
by slaves of the end

will I shiver
like a tuningfork
touched to a flame

when my sword
is nailed to the dawn
with caedmon skill

like cigarette aligned
to accentuate
the cheekbone

what good is genesis
confined in seed

*
NO/YES

N is for open; O is for now.

We ought to have been here forever,
adding the necessary zero to history's account,
regarding our origin as insipid;
long ago outliving any locale that might
have demarcated these boundaries

that oppress us with the present: they should
have established their stock as gods, hollow
coin passed among our multi, separate
exchange units for a commonhold—
dispensing shares of continuity to each

enquiry; while, like a mast that weaves webs
of knowing we stammer beneath a fort
lost in willowtrees, half-listening
to an impetuous wheel shriek.  Thus the "we"
dwindles toward singledom, the one-diminished I—

Though gosh if I know what's earth to me now,
curtainary tree I twigged too late to blossom from.  Oh
rind around the end, stymied-ground, soil
that extends one grave too far for me.

YES is anybody's guess.

RODIN'S THINKER

I am nothing and
I am a nothing,
a nope.  Already

before I begin I end,
whose first-person



pronoun mine

equals minus sign;
in the niche of time
I'm wedged malign.

Mathematically if
there were 2 of me, I
might add up to one,

but schizophrenia is
a pleasure shared
by who's two alone.  Where

my I is contains
enough room to think
Rodin through him

if only I could aim
my Rilke higher than
his own likeness

in stone.  Steeples
hoist up such souls
to people their walls.   

*
HISTORICALE

If I were part of a tableau viveaux
and I fell asleep or died
none of the spectators
would notice or else
they haven't so far—
they haven't realized yet
that in essence I am absent
from this artful scene
when it freezes to depict
the panorama where
I nurse various withered
lamplit emergencies,    /spotlit  /muse-lit
though perhaps there
is one in the audience
who suspects, who fears
that he or she will surely
be hauled up on tiers
to replace me soon,
and who even now
shrinks back in their seat
and frowns at my perfect mimicry.

POEM

The comet whose path is contentment
doesn't appear often: compared to it
Haley's daily.  The eye rared to it
may discern a speck in the spent 

sight crossing the night but he's
not really looking for such salvation,
which he imagines requires knees
genuflection.  He has no vocation



(he boasts) to pray for the path caught
by two poets he used to know, converts
Karr and Wright.  He wishes success in their sought
vocation but insists he won't perch

on that search.  No matter what bright sphere
orbits to offer/display its ice-crystals here.

/no matter what christsphere
orbits to shower its ice-office here

orbits to signal its ice-christ is here.

orbits to signal its tail-christ is here.

banners the sky to proclaim he's here.  /to signal

that Saul/Paul pastiche clone replacement
(don't pick up that hitchchrist hiker 

****

September 06, 2008
furuike ya kawazu tobikomu mizu no oto

*

: After Basho's frog :

*
I thought it might be amusing to bring together (in the chronological order I wrote 
them) in one post my various attempts to muse Basho's famous frog—

*

*

*
BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya)

If I were a pond
and some frog jumped into me
I wouldn't respond.

I am a pond but
when a frog gets intimate
I keep my mouth shut.

I may look like scum
but some frogs can poke this pond
to orgasm come.

This pond is so old
even its frogs want it sold
to build the new road.

This pond is old as
me.  That's how bad-off it is.
Frog-visits, I doze.



You're old, pond—the same
as me.  But when your frogs come
you recall each name.

This pond is year-scored
as me.  But frogs that shake it
up just make me bored.

I'll float in this pond,
fearing each frog that jumps down
will wash me aground.

This pond is old too—
But when a frog jumps into
It, it still sounds new.

This pond is dead earth
But listen to its rebirth
When frogs take a bath.

*

******************************

*
MIZU NO OTO

Pain passes for sunlight at some depths 
which most of us never strike; the dive
is too far: or is the ear sheer enough—

Basho by a pond heard a frog make
the usual faucet-dripping-into-a-keyhole
sound; it wisely ignored his efforts

to collaborate.  Get your galleyslaves
rowing with icicles for oars, that's
one way some say.  Resist the urge

to halve the sea/be laser Moses,
to submerge yourself as a slice
speciman, all random camera words.

Beyond the caprice of earth to slake,
thirst issues from the source it breaks.

Note:
A meditation upon Basho's most famous haiku, whose final syllables
I've used for the title.

*

*************************************

*
FURU YOU, EEKY YA

*
Ya, the old wash-hole—
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!—
goes splasho Basho.



*
Ya, the old North Pole
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho)
chops a splashin'-hole!

*
Ya, old-boys brothel—
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho
to wet his tadpole.

*
Ya, here's to Basho!—
there's one frog-boozin' dude you
should raise your glass to.

*

************************************

*
Whoa, Ranger Basho!
frog-herd's in the waterhole—
leggo your lasso.

*

***********************************

*

KAWAZU NYAWKER

I prop each rejection-slip
against a grass-blade

round the pond where
I drown myself to show

those SASE dismissals
hold the reason why

I must die but suddenly
a frog jumps in, ya,

splatterdrops lash over
those printed forms and

the padstamped name
Alice Quinn blurs blots—

ah!—what mizu mizzles all
her no-notes, oto?

*

********************************

September 07, 2008

American Love Sonnet



*
AMERICAN LOVE SONNET

My kiss was like our incursion
of Guatemala in 1954,
or was it our intervention
to save Venezuela, 2010:

Congress yes-sirred all
my caresses of your rebel    
breastholds—my freedomfingers   
storming southward quelled

the clit-tipped capitol ripe
for my liberating lust:
each commie labia fell until
I regained the land at last:

FoxNews huzzaws as I install
the General in his palace.   /El General

*
/All Congress /  Both Houses voted carte blanche

my caresses of those rebel
breastholds—

Congress rubberstamped  / Congress always rubberstamps
my seige of rebel breastcamps—  /each fallen rebel breastcamp—
my freedomfingers stormed
southward caressive toward

/Congress always rubberstamps
this seige of rebel breastcamps—
/attacks on rebel breastcamps—

/Congress rubberstamped
my caresses of your breastcamps
rebellious—my freedomfingers

/Congress unanimoused all
my caresses of your rebel
breastholds—my freedomfingers
stormed southwards towards

stormed southward to quell

storming southward quelled

Congress rubberstamped   /unvetoed all  /  supported all
my caresses of your rebel    
breastholds—my freedomfingers   /breastcamps
stormed southward toward

September 08, 2008

klung

*
Regional, racial, ethnic, gender, generational, thematic: if you look at the dozens and



hundreds of anthologies of contemporary USA poetry published over the past two 
decades, you'll find compilations of poems or poets gathered and linked to represent 
many categories of differentiation and distinction,

with one exception.  There are no anthologies based on class.

Why is there no anthology of rich poets, poets who came from a background of wealth
and privilege.  Elizabeth Bishop, Robert Lowell, James Merrill, Louise Gluck, William 
Matthews, Richard Howard, C.K. Williams, Russell Edson et al.

Class is the most important influence on the lives of USAers, the significant marker 
which defines who each of us is.  Our culture at its deepest level is founded on class, 
on its financial and educational inequalities.  We face and interact daily with the 
continuities and conflicts of class.  It touches and permeates us in every way, in every 
aspect of our public and private systems.

But in poetry it doesn't matter?—why? because Art
exists in a realm separate from Life?

*  
They paint its walls with clocks
which cause corners and vision blur,
screens of option believing

I see furtive robins rush, through
scar-wept panes my maiming hands
cling toward that cohabitation
of wings and pride.  That nest

eludes me.  Home is a dream
immured behind a sign of some kind,
its outline bad as an aura's.

went on,  went on past
all idols, to seek the pure forgiveness
of mirrors; he gave himself to a murderous
cleavage of owls; indulging his need
for abasement, he, while the here was
left ajar, the far slammed shut, had noplace—
What a bullseye sill his mockery made.

Penis encapsulated in its stupid froth
half-same as a memory dawn, prime scum—
dead doilies my wraith consumes in burnt-out
mimescapes. Now the time for roofless actions begins.
though an evening's gauze gnawed them with gold;

a deep cleavage of owls
lost, and was it all only an illusion
as bullseye rain overt
leaving

earth's equation on an aquarium where
the word never is always penultimate, never
late, intacting itself, present, cognizant

of rain's narrowest precedent, tremors
that make us take breath

*

*



as the bumblebee said 
to the mumblemoth 
Louder Louder

as the stumblebear said
to the lumbercat
Faster Faster

  
the bumblebees told 
the mumblemoths 
to speak right up

I took the lay of our lo quickly

Twilight tweety-swans 
fishscale fangs and 
optic worms

I grab my belt to feel the equator

In chaste beefslippers I trod

walk this broken glitter
marquee marks your name in light
break off its letters shine by shine
take it tonight 
while the pain is still kind

tomorrow the street will sweep it away
and all that glitters then is day

Still fresh still cut 
from the stills the scenes
no premiere will show
your designer nose

along that pavement and taste the stabs
along that pavement till it was stabbed
along that pavement that now lies stabbed
a thousand times by what still fades
to a taste of the past so fast it burns
the throat that swallows
/fleetingness
of flashcams/

and dirt and somehow cram that mix
taste the shame and fame mixed in

tonight before the pain is salved, if
you could taste her wake while it is
glitzied by

glitzy with its backdrop of nobodies
cut-out dolls / cheering facades whose
name is yours on loan of scam, on
complicity in this crime/drama/exorcism
ritual of scapegoat only Coriolanus



at the VFW convention with Pres Bush
escapes to his loss...

/and all their haste/chase//
tomorrow sun will glitter lust/last/chaste / rise in
will add its gloss in
/then/till sunrise glitters sensation in

gloss/gross/dirt of glam
/sheer ugliness /smeared ugliness

* 
Fail at all I try, 
disaster gaffe, 
cry of laugh, 
pain for breath.

Brainless stunts 
fall prat, weak 
hands can't 
grasp enough,

agony of me 
is all I feel.  Fool.

* 
Marching my laundry
to its death 
I leap into sway
the shirts 
and socks obey.

* 
Synchronicity of a ferrous whore 
Derivative jars filled with conked nudes 
While car-thieves emaciate dawn 
Silence 
Easing the eon of our anglo rule

*
hats are blown off by headwinds 
and watches waft-away 
on wristwinds 
and tailwinds of course 
take your arse

*
repeating block anecdotes to spectators in a cage 
which daily erupts the deluge surge 
rips in the facade 
where dice 
shed their endless head-lice 
decisive cries in a crater 
coif-echoes and besides who else 
lives on his lips 
the differing stitch 
inverted bullseyes line the mime's white cage 
life of the final hybrid
veins glow in their setting trains 
behind hedges 
signals held by scissors 



sphere for archetype 
leaden the word 
its laborious syllables repeat their papyrus duplicity 
how can I resist such sunder divide

Round or sown or fall
sound of plunge or pearl
held for its swoopshape
toboggining moon and all

Held for its stoopshape 
the welcome mat may honor it 
by rising up to it
unless it's only visible through
the eyelets of my bluejeans

*
* 
scaling a wall love runs dry 
fondling a tide 
compared with copulation's slime riches 
burden warp the cable lazy vomit 
pulp frowns arise

muzzling fear dozing mound 
owl cheese fist 
summiting peak bells 
all stones gravitate 
to the small end of the island

putrid urine unless 
teaching how to shackle the neck's mold 
puddle molding a cloud of dust 
wall bulwark seaweed 
unless the shell slabs a shore 
possessed of castle murder marsh 
showers of fish and a slip tongue 
faints bares an embrace 
that summarizes the wallpaper 
designed to seduce icons

when bells summon the peak 
all stones gravitate to the small end 
of the island 
where a shore composed of castles 
showers us with murdered fish

*

SONG OF THE NOTH

like a moth but not
the noth flies
south to its ways
gift-faring the loneliness
moulting purities

shed by its own hand
handmemouth grown
from yonderbye
the noth's wings are nothing
and nothing's why



each noth-nest is full
of hungry cries
they speak for their beaks
and as they fly
they wave to their why

nights the noth migrates
but days it returns
is it an insect or a bird
real or absurd
I wish it was that straight

sometimes it swoops
around my head
off-course who knows
where earthen it's been
so barren its share is

so child its sheer is
here to ground
and air to polar
or back to therefor
a sortes of series

I wait for more
expecting neglect 
has found its foul
day in which to fall  
nightmare for soar

noth flight is right
route or wrong 
but each time it 
rebuffets him
with a simple shrug

baffles   batters /  grounds him
shoots him down

with a simple shrug

so bairn its share is

/

the sandground down
with/to its own list

/flownways

my peace find place
an armistice  surcease     roughtangle

like pinpricks-minus-pain
the mist is on our skin

dandelion moppets lose
their heads in white

all we's poppets unclose
in happendown drift



lofted-off fluff 
blown of color

bled dust
our fright to see it rare

more hues than us
leaves but more

to be covered with ice frosts
if only this trotting tragedian

took all and stripped time's guise
got this gray decay off us

overly-wise we cry
stemstruck bent-like

september mops up 
dandelion loose ends 
[to the tune (sort of) "The Girl from Ipanema"]

Britney passes and as she passes
she smashes the paparazzi masses
and all their asses lie spunk across the sidewalk—
oh taste the gust of this gutter glass
with its bits its flecks of grit
with its golden rust
and then get scrunched
by that foot-horde of fans
until you're ground
like mica-mote grains, thin
as Britney was in those distant Disney days
beware if your hair is ugly
and stare when she puts in the jugglies
but what god creates a star
from smaller dust than this—

now you want to run your tongue
along the pavement before it's gone
like a thousand stabs of flashcam crammed
into one—

against the street go scrape your shoe
to scratch up some of that glitter grue
which those collision divas in their dashes
left just for you—

hear a thousand marquees crashing
see the thousand names in lights you'll gash in
to your wrists if you can only pick up one slash
of it to good-bloody your fingers on
and unbody your skin till it's gone
to get it ready for the steadiclone—

now Lindsay flashes her gorgeous gashes
and then she sasses all the nasties
that Britney hasn't
oh greet her feet as they flop there
meet your fate in her opera
then smooth-a-rama like a trauma



and move away from all the drama
before the sun can render it real   
and you're gunk under her heel
so junk you know how it feels—
when your blood-scar congeals—

like a CSI sequel deal—
a stupid cop car squeal—
zoom-in ambulance wheels—
clung! your morgue-door seals—

*
Not enough moviestars.  Why not one for each of us.  Until then every film we attend 
mocks us with its excess of cuts and cameras, when we know what it lacks.  Until then
their sparse disparity disconsolates us, and we treasure down each glimpse of that 
rumored screencomer, that cinemanque who roams the scenic wilds around this 
premiere's campfire of kliegs and smiles.

*

*
Dawn voices peals/clarion mutes 
whose vocal rays    
make climate as it shines.

In the arbor of days
it speaks garbled roots
and clear vines.

*
If every valid absence points to one thing
that shucked the cornsilk out of my ass's reaches,
an object presence has overlooked unless
the none-scape guilt I clone so quickly intervenes.
Is it the synchronicity of a ferrous whore or
the fear such insignificance baits that makes us
lock the sermon in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of a snake's parasol,
it trips a step.  Do animals proceed to extinction
via their hindlegs or fore?   The mind restrains
this project for the sane, their unquarried energy—
that god grounds us in gloves I guess.   They keep
our omnihands from touching flesh with flesh, they
prevent the relapse, the desire for one's kind,
the prophylactic response: similarity haunts
the ruins of every fingerprint which bears it,
which partakes patience to outwit identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, a curt salon
where prudent heirs sweat in overcoats, sure
their profiles can disgrace our art-dartboards.
Ergo nature finds its quickest aim in beginnings,
a naissance to obliquely punish yesterdays with.
Cradling an antenna's unripe fruit, your gusts incite
the white apartment, its darksome rooms where
derivative jars filled with conked nudes ripen.
But all in all, the central event will not relent.

*
POEM

This slobbered-over virus of the visible,



The living, the seen, what antibody cures—
Echoesque whose draped torso of rain on
Taunt's panes was flung for cry sakes, for crime X,
Castle whose stones have not yet come to rest:
Loud as a ball bounced off a statue of Zeus
This mania for scintillations fills your mind
Or else on stilts will survive the folio hero
Wielding a cage of umbrellas to capture
Strongbrow shelved for futher thought: more patterns
Examined by a selfportrait of one's own
Pores, exposed as they are to icy nemesis
Plural, to spelling out its false names in sweat:
Where elsedom do they welcome open as
Often as this door does, quench-map that mires
The path from our left nipple to our right
Where, bisected by itself, the heartguise dies.

*

*

*

*

The directions one takes
in a computer
are not those of the compass,
that normal needle's paths are
null here.  Here, routes
roam downward, backward
through the ego superego id, seeking
infancy.  Birth permeates each gesture
addressed to the keyboard, the
commands that create 
the never-deleted screen seem
to come from a stethoscope probing
the pelvic region, peering
into the recessed bellybutton
of the expectant mother
whose navel is a hole around which
live flesh masses, a gap whose absence
is obvious.  The navel is a shaft
into the mind of the subject,
but the subject evades itself
by the clever use of screensalvations
and games: icons converse
across this schizoid
void.  Each new program provides
a further diversion, a rhymescheme
to be defiant of,
a stanzaic requirement one can flaunt
with impunity, no crime
or shame, since forgiveness
is packaged in the save option.

*

*

*



To give this offensive death a gesture beyond
A kind of candle-paint, a mist, dawn where night
itself, you could be flowers stiff with dawn,
experiences its eve, where my eve excels its eye,
or a cat that lacks your sweet reasonableness,
calm in the midst of vanishing, of two eyebrows
hurrying to earth, hair freed
of groping now: being replaced by necessity,
time that impaled on summer's flute-spurts,
incognito your surf-lingering thoughts are
insists on fate to be brief, to synopsize the
like a truth carved by halves of core;
as shallow as snorkel knighthoods, or
steady decay of flesh as cover, a shirtsense
a thimble poured from a navel, you migrate
over crop-rotations, fly through gushers
existence.  You outlast all year-end prospects
which eventually beached by all that follows us,
grope for crow'snest-fruit: but if
the sky is a place for a bundle of old blushes
abbreviations that suddenly find themselves
to raise/replace these amputatoes, these
whole, acronyms now, but not changed a pith
thankyou-writhed witnesses--its intrusive
plumage still invades my silence as it
swirls like a seashell's mating-period;
peach-red kerchiefs tied to my tusks attest
your presence, the resonance your profile
worth.  How could it have happened when
I am the same, how could this death have
occurred as a word whose meaning has gone
from a nickname to a noun?  And only
the faintest taste of ripeness, the harvest
shudders between heads of others: avid
for your nape-hairs to stir in their muck
and speak with a voice whose sighs slope
us toward homage, unique as its purpose
(which glints in every pore), solo voice
conclusive as weights in theater-curtainhems,
impending voice that ensures descent
whenever the near is ending and the far
is beginning, oh can't
I be the imminent nexus of this crush?
Haven for revisionists, the future excerpts
itself from us, an anthology that reveals
some of what we were at all, wholly there.
a fizz, no lesson leading us home, home that
signals its horizon to close-up, zoom-in, profile
slashed by blood, by innocence-putative limbs
substituting your testifying prudent myth,
whose words always counter my indifference.
Days to love you, years to regret—the last
teardrops facile, leaky faucet concepts fucked
continually, instant island insert, an island
discovered to be without inhabitants is where
nature gathers its examples of us, paradigms
as a slope flowers upwards, each foothold another
face, the rockface impervious to solo—the privacy
of the commonplace valued as omission, found
only as the opaque hornclock levels its gaze
lensward: techniques that sever the sentence
from firsthand endeavors, each unique niche



concealed by empty perspective bleeding true.

*

evidence our scene remains

inherent, pure intent.  World
cast away by so much worth.
Aspect offered forth as self,
view regained through stealth--

I know the days gone by stay
filled with the omens forecast
before, but they never last,

Every hour unhalved my issue
whole, but none carved a true
attest of their emptiness.
Nature:try the grassblades above me.

Am I their land: whose bones
once stiff and straight as flag-
staffs have become a flag,
white.  Crumbling I atone

how victory impaled each
secret unknown quest, each search.
Acquiescent to this quiet,
fit for the sight of it.fit for.
secret sometimes.
Concept I kept refusing,
skull was fit for it-- killed me.
Soft girthed defenses.
Befitted past my skull for it all.
Attached numbness.

They fade, restrictions
of some prism, like sepias
displayed          panorama

                         impressions--

Of course the ones gone by stay
crammed with omens forecast
as wise, but they never last,
least of all the days today.

strafe the grass above me.

Am I their land: whose bones
stiff as salutes, straight as flag-
staffs have become a flag,
white.  Crumbling I atone

each victory.  The won defeat
is our secret quest, our fate.
Acquiescent to this quiet,
fit for the sight of it.
Every hour unhalved my isssue
whole, but none gained a true
attest of their emptiness.



*

*

beauty is backpedal
its continuum a pedestal
beneath which I grovel

my childhood fades in untold photographs
even the clouds want down please

it's enough to transmogrify your mogrifies

her iso-splendor of arm pointed out
where stars like gnawed thimbles glow
dawn dild on my gildmold lids

writhic and positively full of loll

after the monster drinks the world
he spits out all the people
and they fall into your [         ]

the encore whose enema eats me

watch my occupant clutch parts of his breast
like a tweezers species   /   embracesomely he was
swathed in sash

The bottom of that wishingwell festers
hypodermically: shot into strato
sparsed among errata it waters what?

above our toes is where
we like to be below our hair
but are we really there

he kept his whatstabs in the air

flotsam sampling our poison's portion of calm
bereave-voids/  spittled draped finale
divestment empire as that should be lit

throughout some antique sleep
they kept their demands sultry   
to attenuate my traumas
the corruption of cloying devils
while zeroes scamper across the clock
unless the cows, those old belgians, were
passing a debonair vowel (inept
attacks swept the barracks) whose
bared torso fed the marathon beyond shuddering
they scrounged and smoked a lozengeskull
what prompted this roam-colored ghazal

I am an aspirin-old that's all
sullen torn essence across this false perplex of nabes
slavish pensive as senile mic succor
though our flesh is minus the tongue's doubt
your pout (chagrin of suede) led the nation
they fear your gridlock sedatives hear the mime-spider



*

*
shall I paint through all the Isms to you
you who remain my No Period
my unportrayable

now I watch for your foot to interfere
with the flow of the gown
as it gathers its folds to freeze

solace of a word soaked in lieu-sense
at the bottom of a blue suspense train

to pass across myself with one eye closed
is to see many rasps for reason

to place me in significance to you
would be an augmentation of unbelievability
an under-life to extend its reign

the art of fingerprint arrangement
(blooms of fate, unvased)
may correct the self
perfect the I with a voila wrist

*

while they seek each others range
gauging blows that argue absence
the canals and all they bare lade

our impatient posing in beckons toward
the end I may not invoke hard forgiveness

my cased-in-ooze emptiness
outlasts all address of its distances
though the intent is worth more
than any gift fitful gush of thanks

even if nothing else waits for
embarkation in a swan lounge

the random urge to unhand a juggler

we never meet on forklifts
slept in just once by bare-forked us
affix with caffs that line our veins environs

your love haunts its occasions like grief
I watched the wind lifting your rain-cape's points

You tie me to a chair
and give alms to the garbagebag

the blurb god gave my book awed the sweat expo
in roughed up eye fashions I lay

the stars through thin citrus laid

their fugue vitiates all my sieve hints



they placed their sky on the ski-lift and waved it off

sunglasses allow us to be modest in the face of ourselves

one-noter, doodle-shooter

storm recital: the treetops toss
like a young pianist's upstrung hair: 
wind-cringed powerlines bear
their debut of this latest virtuoss—
weather is the prodigy of everywhere

*

*

*

*
I woke to find a foursome
of sex lying atop me
as if I were a bed
on which they blended.

One was a dream
none has unless
it came as two to them—
but is it true?

Three, four:
please vomit over
the edge of the cliff,
not on it, I pleaded.

*
I was out the door with her before
I knew it I was gone

my day in court was short-reigned

either of them or none both but why
bother

*

From the polar stars
our ancestors descend;
on the table
a boxing-glove lactates.

Each blank sky draws
wingstrokes across
the flock.  Sketch-a-stretch.

Migration's
headset
radios directions to the ...[       ].

*



The sky as blue
as the blueprints
the clouds consult
to build another sky
with more room
than this one,
their first home
which they like us
must leave
to a second house
without parents
who are known
to set with the sun
daily, abandoning
each loft of it.

*

*

*
To fellate Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer
at the god end of evening—
to sit and read in the errors,
nostrils arrayed above a stream Euclidean;

and then suddenly to feel
the me-too mouse-trap clamp you,
stir you in the heart of the lair,
its windows identical-eyed, ablaze with unity.

They swab your temples with bloodhazel;
or else they wait
until the hour has reached its most thereaboutish,
and then they daub you in the dreams you count as final;

through your inmost-movie's corridors or
along the wards where white things wait
for their bandages to be yanked off
and jumped up and down on;

where grimace-doers remain uncaught;
where you fear the wallpaper contains enough
inconsistencies in its pattern to be actual,—
and yet your statue wears its chisel's aura too lightly,

doesn't it?  How to emulate time: fish swim
deeper the heavier they breathe,
the more they whisper to their haloes,
surface the lake repeats as pure.

calm simulacrum [    ] hold tight [      ] charm

*
We know it more intimately ours if
its echo carols cloud corrosions with
each transmittal a kind of scantron rabbit;
unbound and shunned, I shy at
this dream-emissioned fable whose ears
give no harbinger to me—

By ebb and gashes I gave my all



to anyone who fought the slap
of my tobacco finito.  Its focus forms
a way to ambush such, rudiments all,
the pattern scattered over its sad em-dash,
its distant faded sketch (moments the end)
can tongue a doubters' wall perhaps.

Insert time-interims for that onion
whose udder nurses twelve owls in
monthly order, past verity's stray, pasture
for our inner wail.  Hooves vomited by vowels
know its idol-paved domes uphold every lie
as I confess why my rifle-butt's bed-ridden.

[             ], postscript stitching the skip-rope
spied upon from twigs strayed umbilical,
mission-hinges [         ] appointed [                     ]

*

*
listening is confined to seashells
at night
when newlyweds milk the greenhorn's hammer

quarry your share of it from
the chafing of our toes' fibrous shoals

pitchfork tines twanged
against a barndoor

*

undo this I.D. for me will you
remember the last scene in an hourglass movie

poetry is often defined as  
the intricate magnification of mental anomalies

*
unsanctuaried

*
*
you ask me why I come among you to mourn you
I say: I am the mourner
but we are not dead or dying
well: I am the mourner
we aren't afraid of you
I know: I am the mourner
but what do you mourn then if not us
not you: I am the mourner
is there anything worth mourning but us
yes: I am the mourner
when you leave us do you continue to mourn
to mourn: I am the mourner
your answers are only echoes
to echo is to mourn: I am the mourner
we won't feed you you know you'll starve



I live on lament: I am the mourner
but we are young and strong we don't need you
I am the mourner
here's a dollar beat it
thanks: goodbye
where will you go from here
there are others to mourn: I am the mourner
wait a sec is that all don't you have anything else
   to say to us
I say: I am the mourner goodbye
you can't leave it like that wait up a while
no: I have finished mourning you
wait up you fraud you catchsleeve you cheat
sorry: you have been mourned as much as you can be
but don't worry:
I am the mourner

*
whose prey prevails sails these drain-edged seas

*
last cobweb from my arms an
ankh length away it fades

as the fin paces off the fish
for room to flower
in a glove you collect dust for udders

if bread surrenders to the poor
and wine to the rich
if

hold
this while I isolate my deathwish and kick
the h out of it
then "deatwis" sit
and read the daily crosshairs

*
songs still hover near the mouth
like winestains on a table's steepled cloth

there where all our windows sowed their sills
I remember your lipstick color

*
whoever does not love you loves me
but only when I am you
and if your name was X
your clothes labels all would read
made from 100 percent virgin X
but only when I'm wearing them

*

*
Like a ciggypoo lit by lightning I
feel grateful yet belittled some by the
ardor of your love which I find over
determined as 1930s murder ballads.
[                          ]



*
fenced in by endless one-act stress

*
Would I be encouraged
if a magician doing cardtricks
disembowelled himself
in the process somehow.

Through some slight slip in skill. 
Might it hint my poems
so slight and easy and simple
could  be similarly lethal

in their task of sleight. 
Otherwise their lack of risk
is easily spotted by children

who unlike us have not
put two and two together
and reached their bloody climax.

to reach this bloody climax.

and reached its bloody conclusion.

and reached its slain conclusion.

and therefore have no stake/say in it.

interest   further stake.

before and therefore have
no expectations but sight./what's seen.

*

*
The poetry I wanted to write before
I started examining myself was
a poetry of self-examination.  I

wanted to lie still while my genitalia
roved over me like a stethoscope
seeking the flaws inherent with time.

[hiatus   /  charade  / detached
/a sign scotchtaped to a crashed window
/windshield                           ]

*

*
His candle of blood is snuffed
before its drippings can form fangs
to gore him home.  Emptyhanded
he winds the clock.  Alarms won't
wake him, his [       ] gone, side wrong
scan holds no scope that's not gap.
No one can take his one as whole.
He stands stumbled, a humped
repellantive.  Suicide? he smiles,



glad salve.  Vanishing cream his crown,
[                    ]

*

*
on paths that matchspurt us
straight to their end
or pillows lovers keep
adjusting beneath themselves to find
the right slant that
of person walking against strong wind

you watch those lovers swaying
behind a screen
of switchblade duennas

you see these beauties air
their gasps on a coathanger

their handclasps on a coathanger

*
nothing will justify your sadness
or something will
you long to shrink to that bare level
where either is believable

where both equally console
your tongue probes the cavity
of a kiss
your hairspray sticks to the gods

shrivel ground where
her absence will not matter
will not embody this
starkest idol

where her absence will
not matter or apply
or fill the whole sky, not be
the world's equal

forced to deny what holds it whole
the limits of your house
your hands unbraid the silence
the days that fuse us

coming up the horizon
can the brow be lashed to it
to end a storm

whose bed squeaks in your coffin

a flag-covered coffin
with dice rattling inside
Hart Crane bequeathing Melville

*
from old worksheets and drafts



*

*

THE D AND M'S

I've got the D and M's,
despondency madness
hare me everywhere,
despair or mal-de-mess.

Diagnosis is malignant,
day channels the moon,
my denials mechanical,
all darkness equals mine.

Dearth and mourn.
Doldrums in mire.
I've got the D and M's

and all their dire malign
deep-plodes my mind.
I can't stand these damns.

to my medium drug
is where I'll never find
[                                   ]
adds more design

                                                     ]

*

*
THE DEATH OF NARCISSUS: A MYSTERY

To either-or my, your, or anybody's face                     
for that matter, is impossible: the mirror
of mind is not glass—it is a river, which shoots
beyond the banks of the known—past the stable
shore of causality; though our detective
work of deduction/induction (ebb/flow) may pool

it up at times into an illusion, a pool
of foolishness we try to fall into face
first.  Illusion, I say, but the detective
in me disagrees: he wants to break that mirror
across my skull, wants to unbolt the stable
of my brain and see what gruesome animal shoots

out slimy-eager to eat up the young shoots
of tadpole-grass, to paw at things in the green pool
of the real . . . no!  Our perceptions aren't stable
enough (re Heisenberg's Uncertainty) to face
monsters and know which is them/which is our mirror
of them.  Sadly it's only in detective

stories all problems get solved: the detective
by sifting clues does find out who shoots
who, who dies, who lives, but who cares?  In the mirror
of our evil is there no oasis, no pool



where the truth will gulp out at us with a face
not ours?  Shouldn't "entertainments" stable

our nerves, our doubts: but, besides keeping a stable
of freaks employed, what good is all that detective
crap on TV?  The felony we face in the mirror
each day is not the sort that stabs or shoots;
it's more subtle than that.  It's like a pool
deep down in us—it seeps out from our mirror—

pollutes each eye.  Drip drip, the mirror
is a tap; our face, the drain.  Chemically stable
—or volatile—the poison forms a pool
—or matrix—of motives, which the detective
we call superego longs to solve but shoots
himself in the foot if he does: or in the face—

Death by mirror's the only crime this detective
solves.  But, like a stable stuffed with wheat straws, hay shoots,
now drought-grass fills the pool where Narcissus knew his face.

*

AN INCOMPLETE INVENTORY OF DORIAN GRAY'S CLOSET

First of course, there's the portrait, whose outside face            
withers at a velocity no mirror                            
can detect: it looks like something the hero shoots                  
at in a holovideo; or a stable                                       
Hercules scrubbed.  The mirror's a detective                        
who spies our skin thickening like scum on a pool                     

and the baldspots spreading like ripples on a pool,                              
a pool in Hell, where hero Hercules proves his face                                 
is young still.  But then, even the dumbest detective                            
learns to search the mirror first.  What mirror?—
maybe the one you meant to hold, to stable
yourself on, for a minute—though look, it shoots

right out of your pallid hands, hands which time shoots
(has shot) through with wrinkles: falls in a pool
of non sequitur.  Shit!  Is this a stable                                    
or a closet I'm trying to itemize?  Face
It: my face is manure unless I use a mirror
to solve—solve what?  Is Dorian a detective

novel at heart?  No?  And what sort of detective
am I: poofter Poirot—or the toughguy who shoots
photos of himself in Medusa's mirror
(which Hercules has borne down to be a pool
in Hades, the pool Heraclitus's face—
Heraclitus, who said nothing's stable:

"All is flux"—will fill with an unstable/stable
gaze of rage/ennui.  He knows.  The detective/
accomplice of this decay, whose young/old face
dies born.  Time, he whisper/shouts, is a rapids shoots
past so fast we can't step into the same gene pool
once or something like that)?  But only the mirror

Dorian uses is a real mirror. 
All other so-called mirrors lack its stable



nature: their faces age.  Gaze-glaze, ice-froze pool,
it shows the same ID always to Detective
Death.  Like moviestars on location shoots
it deigns to autograph our brain with its face . . .

What mirror finds our flaws?  Don't ask this detective! 
Birth?  That happens in a stable. —Straws, weeds, wisp-shoots—
new grass fills the pool where Narcissus gnawed his face.

*

POEM TO X

I used to watch you sleep when I couldn't sleep—      
even in the dark I thought I could see the beat
of the pulse in your neck: your breasts rose in waves
and fell according to the breath; across
your skin the collarbones bumped, like concrete          
speedbreaks.  Am I going too fast?  Am I sexist      

to describe you in a manner which is sexist,    
comparing a woman with images?  You sleep      
so entire, so there, so disturbingly concrete
that, if I regressed to fantasy, if I beat
the odds of such beauty by a picture across
a screen, what then?  In old movies they show waves

crashing, horses rearing: said horses, said waves
signified passion, or were they sexist
equations of Nature with Love?  Hurled across
such projections is the question our sleep
answers: Is biology destiny?  We beat
free in dreams, we flap or fly above our concrete

cities, down there where our selves, our concrete
selves puppetize their roles.  We see the waves
of people put through their paces, caught in the beat
of what-is-to-be, conforming to those sexist
patterns: like sleepwalkers who can't sleep
they toss and turn and thrash in queues across

the dream landscape we're still soaring across         
until we wake up—crash back—trapped—in these concrete
bodies.  Broken by the disparity sleep
reveals, we want to believe our dreams are waves
of the future: where we will float free of sexist
impositions: where we will dance to the beat

of our own drumdums, those strummers who beat      
deepest in dream. . . .  I put the blanket back across
you: it's cold—you kicked it off in a sexist
nightmare which is all too real, all too concrete—
and which I could never share.  I stare.  Each wave's
the last when you're drowning; each sleep

saves.  Outside, they run: feet beat on the lost concrete;
wings race across collapsing waves. 
To escape is sexist, but I long for sleep.

*                                                                                                                             
Poem for Jan 23, '91
         "President Bush has declared this Sunday 'National Sanctity of Human Life Day.'"



                                            —NY Daily News, Jan 22, 1991
       "Are human beings innately aggressive . . .? The answer is yes." —Edmund O. 
Wilson, On Nature

Rambo millenium—Back to Iraq—the Sleep      
of Reason? our raison d'etre?  The debate, the beat      
goes on; oldest Oldie, B.C. Boogie: waves         
of myrmidons besiege Troy—by stepping across
their friends' bodies.  Whether of wood, or concrete,
the walls of our forts are Mother's body: sexist,

you say?  I quote Freud.  As if he weren't sexist—
Wars, of course, are sexist, a way to sleep      
with the Enemy who eludes our concrete   
mirrors—we meaning us: males.  Me?  Me?!  Me beat
my wife?!!  Hell, I'm civilized.  It's not me across
the ocean batting SCUDs down with my bare hands, waves

of rocket launchers up my ass: my peacesign waves
alongside all the other 60s (no sexist
thoughts in our brains!) pinko lib-wimps, across
the hideous video monitor of sleep,
the Oprah-show of dreams . . . Meanwhile, the beat
of traffic continues on the concrete

street, offering as usual its concrete
reason to trade Blood for Oil: without these waves
of gas our Ship of State would sink.  And so the beat
cop waves our cars on, the robocop; the sexist
cop's partner is Mel Gibson, who says: "To sleep, perchance to dream . . . " 
Whoops, wrong movie.  Oh Mel! across

your chest-hairs, or the cross-hairs of your gun, across
those ubiquitous shots of your buns, our concrete
runs.  Our road.  Road Warriors!  Even in sleep
our gasguzzlers are Moses and those Red Sea waves
get date-raped.   Our Judeo/Christian/Sexist/
Postmodernist/Neotestoserone beat

can't be beat, it beats that ThirdWorld beat—
xenophobe bop.  Or else we'll kill it: across
the world our troops engage their troops in the sexist
version of sex.  Male to male, set in concrete,
the War continues: Troy burns.  Love burns.  The waves
of its arms through the flames signal our sleep,

ask us to beat back this hopelessness, these concrete
feelings of helplessness.  Across leaden waves
of sexist, racist propaganda, is peace sleep?

*

*

[                               ]

*

SENTENCE

Since the sentence of my head,
syntacted by ears for clauses



and browful nouns and eyes
verbs, modifiers nasal, as

the period the mouth merely
paraphrases those features
everyone must compose in order
to parse it, why does my neck

hold it so studiously
close—so marked and ready—for
my body to peruse: to read

what? an Nth-generation xerox
evolving toward Neanderthal;
a fossil-legible face; a scrawl.

Note:
A variation on traditional figurations which present
the face's features as letters, numerals, etc.

*

POEM

now where's the oar to steer
my window away from night
stonethrows patrol the site
targets narrate what's near

which of us can pleasure share
unique enough to seem regular
angle all year to get it right
airing each gasp on a coathanger

skilled anchor-priests will tow
ulterior rain in their uterus
but you-and-I's prodigies know
our genitals are relatively oral

cue-quiz the vatican's factwhore
scrape that mock off your back
phantom-orbed in destiny's husk
maybe the quays will come to shore

new-weds milk the greenhorn's hammer
behind its veil what wheel waits
to be invented before it can bear
to bury occupy inside my hideyhair

*

September 09, 2008
workdrafts

*
My face reminds the world of Anonymous,
each feature generic as Doe—
no wonder I've become eponymous



for nought and nil and no.

...
All I can do is lie there
limb by limb alone
and try not to cry 
loud enough to care.

[        ]

*

*

POEM

The comet whose path is contentment
doesn't appear often: compared to it
Haley's daily.  The eye rared to it
may discern a speck in the spent

sight's lightyears whose pent force
can smash continents oceans apart
and render species their desert/ revert / inert / 
/picart/ petard / [hoisted on his own petard] / unstart /
/dis-start  /  discard

and misdeal species their discard /and leave species in the discard

sight crossing lightyears with enough force

lightyears hurtling enough pent force

/sight's lightyears hurtling/storing/ has enough force
to smash continents oceans apart
and render species to their last hurt, /their desert,
or blazon the births of saviors

like the one those two poets I used   / once  /  
to know, converts Karr and Wright,
now profess: I wish them all the best  /  wish them salve-rite  / all the rite
though I won't be tending that rite    /sharing that salvation / deliverance

no matter how bright that Christ-sphere / despite how brightly 
brings/ augurs more extinctions here.
 

/sight crossing the night but he's  / I'm
not really looking for such salvation,
which he imagines requires knees    / time
genuflection.  He has no vocation    /  I have no

/which I imagine requires knee-time
and elbow-space.  I have no vocation

/sight crossing the night as once before / as if to smash  
in ancient eons it came to smash species
and continents apart   

                          / cross species off

and continents apart—



(he boasts) to pray for the path caught
by two poets he used to know, converts
Karr and Wright.  He wishes them worth of that sought
transcendence but insists/and promises he won't wish worse

/(I boast) to pray for the path chosen
by two poets I used to know, converts
Karr and Wright, though I wish them well in 
that archaic course, that dinosaurs' search.

[dinosauric  ]   obsolete   eons-obsolete   pangaea

obsolete species [                     ]

/on that/their search.  No matter what bright/high sphere
orbits to offer its ice-crystals here.  / its ice-christus

its christ-crystals  /  orbits to figure/augur another christbirth here.
orbits to shine for/advertise/marquee another christbirth here.

/no matter what christsphere
orbits to shower its ice-office

their search.  No matter what Christ-bright sphere   / Christ-lit/  Christ-starred sphere
impends to blast more extinctions here.

*
that Saul/Paul pastiche clone replacement
(don't pick up that hitchchrist hiker

He wishes them success/worth in their/that sought

transcendence but insists/and promises he won't perch/  wish worse

****

September 10, 2008
this book hasn't been lulued yet . . .
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INTRO NOTES



*
A miscellany. 

Some of the poems come from a book ms. called "Plaza de Loco," written from about 
1994 to 1999: it was rejected by over 30 publishers
(see appendix for a list of them).

Some are from the vanity book, "Homages," which is now defunct.

Others are drawn from various vanity volumes published in fugitive whimsical editions.

*

The order is random, neither thematic nor chronological.

*

AN AUGUR'S AIRS

Pale as a sucked-out penny, I scale an alp/map 
that copies the entrails of a phoenix who 
loves to drop Sylvia Plath on Hiroshima.

Visceral flightplan: hover in mid-air sprayed, 
glimmer there like a bloodbead curtain sashayed 
through by chantsvestites from movies lightyears off.

Often I too must exit the blitz of you,
lapse-window/wired birdguts: make my meatus 
moot.  Transmute me (via Gaia)—

let me Plathfirst myself/lastfirst myself,
while a furtive abacus crawls down our spine.

BARREN PRECINCT
                                      (homage Hagiwara Sakutaro)

Tightropes cross swayingly from church belfry
to church belfry, in one street a pileup of mattresses
is burning.  If it were snowing it would be 
like their very first sheets returning,
fresh from the sky's laundry.  In the bracingly cold air
I see doorframes with no houses, houses with no rooms, and houses
where they serve lunch in its most naive form.  I amble toward
a wood fence, a childishly-chalked bullseye, in which
I find some kind of old military medal pinned dead center:
the medal has a pale, harmful ribbon; it flutters and or rattles
   whitely, whitely withstanding the wind,
defending the bullseye's secret, inmost ring.
If cornered, I would agree—with almost no argument—:
this medal should get a medal!

Barren precinct,
eyes stare at you without our even knowing it,
like the statue of a buddha
they regard you with immobilized eyes, with
carven idol eyelids,
you are the eternal non-unguent of tearless eyes,
the blink that will never be.



Note:
Hiroaki Sato's translation of Hagiwara's "A Barren Area" inspired this poem—which 
means I borrowed its subject and mood, but not its content.  It's an homage, not an 
adaptation.  Also, it's an attempt at hon'yaku-cho, a favorite mode of Hagiwara, 
according to Sato, who defines it as "Translation style . . . writings that read like 
clumsy translations."  Line 1: "J'ai tendu des cordes de clocher à clocher . . . "—
Rimbaud.

IN MEMORIAM

What the Year Says:
  I am a bud.
  I am a blossom.
  I am a leaf.
  I am a branch.

What the Year Doesn't Say:
  I'm burgeoning.
  I'm ripe.
  I'm falling.
  I'm bare.

What John Logan Said to Me in the Year 1960:
  Show, don't tell.

Note:
Logan was the first real poet I met, the first poet I studied under.  Although we were 
never close personally, I admired and emulated his work.  This poem was written after
his death.

AN AFTERNOON WITH EUGENIO

But how boring.  And so, the rain was of use . . .
that window ratatat threw my smiles' drift.
Thimbledown heavy its downplay lasted for hours;
were the core seasons flowering, no longer
believing that to die that way, sated
in that cloud-loud debate, in that nacre-null sky,
would (finally) reify more gender: stars, all
those birthday elements, the bare paysage
of a blaze too logical for our headlines, massed
to shed the odd ganglia we misname them by . . .
And this despite those arriviste freighters—
and in the harbor, no less!  Gilded grew
each porthole's penny of envy.  But now
Damocles' last wig smacks down, toward the mouth
of Etna whose wisest cigarette-lighter (lifted
from the giftshoppe there) strikes flameless
three times in a row: trick omen, infernal feign, and so.
Unless the rain can be blamed, this ratatat rain:
gun that aims my fingers at my thumb—instead of him.

**                                                                                                                            
Note:
A parody of Montale the Monotonous.
One of the poets I don't admire but keep going back to (I don't know 
Italian, so I read the translations). . . .



THE CODE
                    (for Heather McHugh)

All while I tried to brain myself
With my key-ring
Which unfortunately
Was one shy of being fatal

The fickle key itself lay
In infamy
In the hands of my wife
Who as I fell the blood

Making my forehead
Squeak against the floor
Slid open the secret drawer

Of my escritoire
That's weird she said
He uses real names in his diary

Note:
Some of the metaphors here were elaborated upon in a later poem, also dedicated to 
H. McH.: see "Emigrations" on the following page.

EMIGRATIONS
                             (for Heather McHugh)

Shouldn't there be a word that sounds like an
extraterrestial clearing his throat
of human phrases, their roughness roseate, 
plush thorns that tart each normal timbre—
And when that word's punctuated by two ears,
can it be said to not hold all our meanings?

Vocal as those envelopes one discovers
tell-traces of tongue-blood on the flap of
(licked too reckless—mistake it for love),
we fail to seal shut the heart, to kissproof
its distant alien stains: kept vigilant over
that bouquet of papercuts, I remember

a cloud installed with thumbtacks scouting
across planet, pinning down oceans, denoting
islands, deserts.  Borders, poured from the sky—
We felt safe on such worlds, behind guards,
armies braced to rebuff incursor postcards.
Death rose to greet us with a flower in its eye.

                              *
But count the kisses, Catullus wrote, meaning
to waste your time first multiply your tongue.
Oh make that prime mistake again; repeat
what the explorers of sea-roared corridors
promise the coils that conch them, desperate
to remain unsounded, sole.  All such figures

are promiscuous: love is repetition
and layer/layer lovers disrobe; overlapping
matteshots which hatch-depict what deepest down



most elusive nudity.  Our stripped-off skin hurts
to acknowledge the body is the blankest map
onto which earth will eventually start

to imprint itself dirtgrain by dirtgrain,
mud by mire it will come to cover us entire
with minutiae of the utter matter
ground around us until we are its textual
affirmation, and therefore a refutation
of what?  The self—but if its loss is a sexual

discovery, the poet has entered hell
demanding to plumb whomever these charts
misquote.  À la Cocteau's torturous Orphée,
she guides herself through fog-stellar hallways;
every step begs to be reversed.  Their cry
is always the same: what exquisite urge

to tame all welcome-mats has portaged us
averted, shielding our gaze from its suffice,
to this place!  Waving an exit visa stamped
with each other's lips, the lovers have sailed 
beyond i.d.  But the ship sinks, no-one can build
enough lighthouses to surround that swamp—

                                    *
Orpheus croaks, the frog in his larynx jokes,
each time Euridice crumples backwards, implodes
from sight: he is what she breaks—his grid, his husk.
When the sperm disembowels my orgasm, he asks,
what self-restraint it shows to commit suicide
in front of a mirror, knowing beauty is

personalized by paralysis . . . then, if the wound
learns to probe for its own kind, flesh will never
unvoice that loss, harvest that scar.  By harping on
her name he hopes to gloss, to refine this epitaph.
Meanwhile the eternal tatter of her smile flares
fainter, firefly trying to land down a mineshaft.

Fact: the frog can't see the fly if the fly sits—
it is literally its flight obscenes the eyes,
whereupon the long tongue zaps out, severs and appetites.
With this in mind, perhaps the truest desire is
blind, concealed, a phantom wandering the deep net
of optic intersections, of pang-swerved nerves—                                                        

lost, one of its possible fates might be starve.
The poet traverses this labyrinth—the maze carves
emaciations from her face.  Her way is gropes
which somehow render aim that inner landscape
our window (at night the white moth's easel) drapes,
that site razed by home.  But could she place her poem

if it moved her mouth with mine so they became
one, one mouth which then looked for another
mouth to kiss.  It first appears there are only
two bodies here—the one you are, and the one
you desire to unite with.  But then, beyond 
the mingle of that longed-for synthesis, we

may hunger for more antitheses, further



incarnations, until (exponentially)
our body orbits what rapt apogee, that pure
theory.  I believe it.  And thus to make them whole
your lips must be divided by these words.  She
who utters such catharsis/communion will                                                                 

have to seed or sate whatever wing-hung thing
we nurse in our throatpit.  Gordian gorge:
just ingest each knot and trust—trust your intestines
will undo it?  Orpheus or Herpheus, the poet
cannot reduce the roughage verbiage her diet
imposes on us since it is our emptiness, purged.

                              *

We who journey towards tomorrow rather than 
today walk behind a door which our arms are tired
of holding held out in front of us, the wrists ache
from its weight—although our knuckles come to admire
the knob—merely on the pray-or-none chance the one
who keys our phrase may be straying yesterday's way.

THE TWO-ROOM THEORY

Call the masturbator,
the muscular one,
and bid him whip his big cock
till it fills our mouths
with cups and cups of cum.
Tell the whores to dress
in undress and use their clothes
to get the boys hot: our cocks
are white and dirty as
old-rolled-up newspapers
and want to spout flowers.
Let the birds and bees
final-anal my seem, sow,
sew their seed
into my slit my seam.
The only emperor is
this emptier of cumcream.

Hi hum, hic he, another
office party at Hartford Surety.  
These prissdressers, 
they see me as ideal: well,
I do try to please my wife, 
that frigidess—I grab her knobs,
I squeezey lick those glass tits
but even the big cigar, Father
Freud, couldn't whip Kit's
ice-cold B-cups to a curdle.
Try anything, suck her toes,
kiss her feet to make her horny
and she just lies there numb on
that damn dumb sheet she
sews fannytails across but
ask her to sow her butt, to 
spread her asscrack just once
she won't.  She won't.  Nope.
Let my lamp, my limp lump dick
affix its fucks, be its cum.



The only emperor I am
is a jack-off chump.

THE DAWNING

Now it takes only minutes
for light to travel from
the sun to the earth,

but an eternity to go 
just six feet further, down
to where the dead are,

yet I could arrive there
immediately if I left 
right away, my journey

blink-instantaneous,
world by world unscreening
itself: if I shed all trace

of surface—unsoiled each
skin which holds me here—
if my rays suddenly

were allowed to blaze forth
against their distance in
whole less time than this,

although I know they lack 
the lightyear's intuition,
the nova's needle's-eye,

I pray they penetrate
always the dirt and find 
a place haven to our kind.

APARTNESS

They placed the sky in birds 
instead of inside themselves.

Now from pane to pane the sun
must depend  
on the clarity of elsewhere.

An expanse of please,
the day regained, 
its goodness land.

But there are mondotrash 
who still war and waste
in border disputes  
brave Procrustes' realm.

They let their gods debate 
the measure mete, 
the counterfeit of zeroes.

Hell's lepidopteral heirs, 
heap dragons.



They are lost.
They are blind, they are shoeless 
as an orchestra of exits.

They are us.

We place the bird in skies
who have misplaced it 
inside ourselves.

(POEM) (POSTHUMOUS) (POEM)

The brain sustains its water through the eye
which later runs dry.  I am that serene derided echo
known as form, that scalded snowstorm, I too
must seem almost a solo mist, my orchestral body

trying to tiptoe up to its conductor's deathbed.
Around me far as the bare can see fields shed
whatever misprints my head to toe showed forth 
as evidence of presence, though repetition of earth

is not existence.  Life was a place to erase from my 
pockets, an I.D.-deposit attesting something gone 
absent as the dot above "i" is when the first-person 
is forced to sing the self so deeply, so unutterably

uppercase.  Sometimes my words are a language
(human is still the only hue whose chameleon 
has never been true), id est, puns in camouflage.
And yet if birth that always wealth be mine,

may it gather suit to say your name.  Name?  Say?
Yesterday, tomorrow.  Least of all the days today.
As closed as my eyes were during their face phase.
As open as they are now in this latest guise.

PARADISE

Always reading the recto
translation of a verso
original, my eye fades,
I notice how the paper 
here on this side seems 
darker than its opposite:
it is brighter over there
on the lefthand page, the
words of the real poem 
give it that glow which 
the prized act of creation 
emits.  We who must live 
here in Righthandland 
are damned no matter
how hard we try to rhyme
minds with that perfect
realm across the gutter.
Even if our pulp comes
from the same stock,
we fear closing the book
will bring us face to face,
mouth to mouth with



that tongue we've always 
lost, and can never kiss.

WEDDING PARTY

Cake tiers nearing the ceiling must
sacrifice their bride and groom
and often the frosting too.

Aspirations to burst up
through the roof are
part of this occasion.

Glasses lifted high in toast
create a transparent cathedral
upon whose altar
a dove is cut in two.

The priest who remembered the vows
is nowhere to be found.
The one who forgot them
eats rice from everyone's shoulders.

Pausing only to fling aloft a bouquet 
the clean-up crew finds later
stuck to a floral carousel,
today's couple escapes,
committed to life for life.

Left-behinds from both families
link elbows and sing 
surrender to the scarlet dizziness
that reaches into their wishes.

Love will last as long as the ring
can still be easily slipped
from one's finger.

CEMETERY

Who whispers here is forgotten.

Saliva's emptiest fruit
adorns the stones,
words ripening your mouth
to a spoilation
of silence. 

Who speaks here
reads a text that downloads
the screen of his fingernail,
through which nothing's visible
as glass is.

For the memorial
we must kneel
to pick each flower 
from amongst its modifiers:
but to do that



one needs a hand bared
of all uses, of all trades:
as ours is not.  
LATER/LITERAL

If what happened
happened upon
this earth which
I stand on here
could it be in 
my knees now
and later will it fill 
my waist then 
neck until until
it will have been
atop my head
as I pass as it
occurs above
me no longer on
but in this earth
if what happened
then was birth.

THE FUTILIST

Is there a single inch—
one square millimeter
on the face of our planet
which some animal
human or otherwise
has not shit on?

Is there anywhere even a
pore's-worth of ground—
earth that has never
(not once in its eons)
been covered by what
golgotha of dung?

If such a place exists,
I want to go there
and stand there
at that site
in that spot, truly
and purely for an instant.

Note:
Futilist to dream of an edenic site untainted by waste and decay.  And, as the poem's 
last line acknowledges, even if he could discover that mythical speckpoint, in one 
instant his mere presence would defile it for ever.

FLEDGLINGS OF THE CYMBAL

Dawn, the ledge of day, is where
every dreamer's reflexes are tested;
one misstep is enough.  Each waking
is a fall from that high surefootedness,

a descent from grace.  All sleepers



thread their beds with this steadiest
of paths that they may arrive at last
in the plunge, the giddiness of worlds grasp—

Now who shall lift his hands to show 
an hourglass in each armpit: birds emerge 
screeching, we devour his wormgroin.
His moist declivities scour our habits.

When evening empties the buildings of
what is tall in them, we will return
each to his roost, ledging and listening
to a percussionist lapping against lilypads.

THE SIGHTSTOP

To spell amid a tree's sundapples
the birds' practiced shadows argues
an eye for effects, dark against dark—

simple discernment, nerves aligned
and brain, perception minus squinting:
the true 20-20 if you can bind

that sight until through repetition
it is nothing, a blur which focus
has lost itself in, a memory mimed.

Even windows, those indentations
of day, hold a void of the view.
They too are restrained by its stops.

Meanwhile the hydra of my soul
needs just one more mirror to see
itself whole, so hold your eyes still.

PORTRAIT

When the mirror paints itself,
how quietly it sits.
Its posing is perfect.

But when it paints us,
no matter how hard we try,
eventually
we fail to be still.

What if we propped a corpse up
for model: even it
would fidgit 
after a while;
the flesh would droop then drop,
spoiling the sitting
by spoiling.

No: only the mirror itself
can pose properly
for its incisive portraits,
which mock our mortal 
impatience—

Displayed everywhere,



they are the walls we live in,
they make a museum of us.
Our provenance (if any)
comes from them.

And no expert needs
to authenticate
these masterworks.

We are the forgeries.
We are the fakes.

SUITE (to X)

A poem is a room that contains
the house it's in, the way you
accommodate me when I lie 
beside you, even if the address
is lost so many times and the names
of streets are strangers that pass 
shuffling a card-deck of maps 
whose rubberband has snapped: 
still beyond all chance or choice
perhaps, your arms fold mine
to indicate location, the close
custom of place held together
or flung into the bedroom's air
where your dress tries to come in
from the rain it has become:
the way shelter finds us one again,
in the opus of this nearness,
the poem on its own, wandering.

BY THE RIVER BAAB

We know that somewhere far north of here
the two rivers Ba and Ab converge to form
this greater stream that sustains us, uniting
the lifeblood length of our lands: and we believe 
that the Ba's source is heaven, the Ab's hell.

Daily expeditions embark upcountry to find
that fork, to learn where the merge first occurs.
Too far: none of our explorers return.  Or
else when they reach that point they themselves
are torn apart by a sudden urge to choose—

to resolutely take either the Ba/the Ab, to trace 
good or evil to its spring.  Each flips a coin
perhaps, or favors whichever one the wind's
blowing from at that moment.  Down here
even we who have not the heart to venture

anywhere that would force us to such deep
decisions, even we, when we hold that glass of
water in our hand, drink it slowly, deliberately, 
as if we could taste the two strains, could somehow 
distinguish their twin flow through our veins.

                                                                                                                  
NAVEL



Last link with the Mother's body,
and therefore with the self,
I accumulate around you.  My belly
oceans your lame island.

You are the eye that blinks once 
only, at birth, and since 
then peers at me
as if to question
that recognition.

Every finger is a limpid father;
but what mounts up in you
is the motherhorn, 
the day of lesson, 
the hey-nonny non-me.

Any shiver passing over the skin
must always return 
to nakedness.

In some homelands they dry 
and twine the umbilical-cord
into a knout
and then use it
to spank the placenta, crying
"Bad! Bad! You made me bad!"

POEM

Can my clone cast 
a shadow
that resembles 
my shadow
the same 
as it does him,
or me them?  
Is the difference thin,
meaning within, 
or merely
attenuated—
where does the line
leave off and, 
leaving,
does it end?

THE WORD

I am the windowkeeper
of the Tower of Babel.

Whoever built this place
put one window at its top
and one door at its base.

I dream of the door far below,
where all the commerce,
the majestic intercourse
must pass—
or so I imagine.



Parsecs above that possible
bustle I attend our tower's
sole window.

Up here nothing.

Forget a lookout vigil:
this pane's too high
to spy an army
or a peacenik approaching.

Glass I wash and wash always
for the sake of the light/dark
it admits, but what is it?—

An eyepiece of clouds
for someone's height;
a cyclops outlet
for no one's sight.

And what if 
that door down there's
as little use as this—
and the doorkeeper too,
his efforts
fallow as mine—

if there is a doorkeeper; 
if I'm not alone
in here.

If we exist— 
if one day soon
we can open
our vents our hearts 
simultaneously,

mightn't some stir occur 
in the vacuum
of this hollow highrise,
provoking its ghost
to whisper at least
one pure, one 
pre-word word—

Maintaining my post
would otherwise 
be a waste,
hopeless

if not 
for the thought of that.

VIZVISUAL

Blood seeping from puppets
into a wineglass.

One of the tombstones
reads OCCUPIED all night,
VACANT all day.



Panning right these instants
Pollack poured,
will its flood of colors hold
still for the word?

I am blind inside your blow;
in your caress, I see.

See?  See what?  The spokeseye wants to know.
(Trees.  Loftlost.  Tossed
in their attitude of rain.)

"Nothing beside remains."
—Shelley's Ozymandias; a base
of the real; a bas-relief.

A lively doling of the hands out to grief.

EXCERPTS FROM THE DIARY OF DAMOCLES

*

I don't dare speak too loudly,
some timbres could be fatal—

that string is not too strong
I think: and at times I have

to breathe.  Or maybe I fear
my paraphrastic exhalations

will spoil the oiled perfection
of its sleekness, will mist

over that bright shaft whose
needle-sharp point compasses

my every stray.  I am as
edgy in my way as it—

as little-rippled, as subtle.

Prey to vapors, to sudden
icecap thaws, seismic

dicethrows, the world wires me,
I hex myself up to a pitch

of infinite finicky sensitiveness,
alert to every window opening

down in my castle's bowels, 
each mousehole emergence.

A simple housefly—a moth
murders my rest when it

mistakes for light that glittering 
blade in which every passing

glint is glassed—barometer 
of my highest apprehension. 



*

I know my fear is only a ploy, 
a sticking point in the old

hairsplitting debate of the winds . . . 
I the first split personality

divide into a Dam, or an Ocles— 
a mother and her myopic

son.  Then, since everything 
is reversed in its mirroring

slash, a Selcomad, mad and sulky.

Language does this to me.  
It inverts my position: King

I am, but await my crown,
unmanned till it come down;

my kingdom lies in twain 
to each, I am in half to all. 

*

If only I could reach up, up, 
and take it in my teeth,

suckle that penile projection, 
cloister its unremitting hardness

in the sheath of my throat—

swordswallower who exalts 
his posture with this adjunct

stronger spine, aligning gut with 
palate, my groin with my height.

*

Male means to be in the crime 
of things here, this frail planet

killed wide, maimed down.
Male means murder, rape and war.

Its indomitable will will not allow
approach.  All broach will fail.

It must fall on you or not at all.

*

Insane, isn't it?  History hangs
impregnable to the mind, eager

to halve your brain with rift,
intrusion and strife, the warrior's



dissonance.  No whole is hallowed,
no peace.  Don't let the humor of

this scene (when the phallus 
falls the fears recede) attend

you away from its cruelty. 

*

I stand here exposed to whose 
justice, my crime my Y

chromosome.  That Y aims 
his prick point down at me.

A dowsing wand that seeks 
my artesian quench, my depths

of death.  His insistence
sustains me in steel, his encased

incursion covers my melt, 
my metal.  Each day he rights me:

his richterscaled tremors are 
my weather, my wherefore:

his gloss his gleam condemns
my fortunes, his ore loads my gold

with schist.  His soliloquy
interrupts mine at every word.

Linebreaks enforced by sword,
his poem sunders my rhythm.

All mine at last is made him.
His blade remembers my name.

*

Note:
Although not included in Robert Graves' book of the Greek 
Myths, Damocles appears to be one more version of what Graves 
posited as an archetype, the surrogate sacrificial king.  Graves 
was impatient with Freudian interpretations, but the sword 
must suggest castration.  Its post-Hiroshima Cold War nuclear 
assocations are most frequent.  I'm haunted by an insight from 
Dr. Phyllis Chesler's book, About Men, in which she reveals 
History's biggest secret: All men are terrified of their fathers.  
That overhanging sword is the Father's hand threatening.  
"Those to whom evil is done / Do evil in return," as Auden writes.  
We males must kill one another or die.  Courage, bravery, stoicism, 
esprit de corps, patriotism, Sparta, West Point, all the warrior 
virtues of manliness branch from that primal childhood fear.  
Is there no escape from this hereditary terror which, despite the 
efforts of brave theorists like Chesler, seems to remain the 
greatest secret in the psychic lives of men.  We can barely sustain the untoldness of 
it, the strickening thought.  It will cut us in two, cleave us apart.  Damocles is the 
scream which I as George Bush or I as Saddam Hussein have no choice but to introject,



to inject, to stab, to pierce all peace.  Just normal male murder, the kind they give us
medals for.  Arlington National Cemetery and all that Taps crap. (Graves reads many of
the Greek Myths as disguised parables relating the historical displacement of peaceful 
matriarchal societies by military-based patriarchal systems.  Now here in the 21st  
Century, to paraphrase Heidegger, only a Goddess can save us.  Only a total worldwide
reversal of male hegemony.  A good start: feminist geneticists creating a virus that 
would attack and destroy that segment of the male brain which perpetuates violence. 
Or eliminate the Y chromosome entirely.  Males must become an extinct species.  
Advancements in cloning technology could replace traditional human reproductive 
practices.  All future poets can be replicants coined from the DNA of Adrienne Rich.)

THE WORDS TO THE TITLE

From my eye is plot a tear that contains
The odd-numbered waves
Of a lost ocean
That writes help on a thought and then throws it

Through the window of a floating handmirror
Some mimes
Pass among themselves while drowning
Sharing it back and forth like a fun book

From my eye is paint a tear that stains
Those splash-grasped pages
Un-bled-black inks
White-subtle faces

Enjambed beneath these even waves that lay
Solitaire on the sand
Where I stand crying
Trying to remember the words to the title

SETTLERS (MICHIGAN MEMORY #6)

a child careening evening
to intersect with his hands
his so-lending touch underlining the offense

the field's blinding surrounds them
binds them where formerly
the eye was pronounced

fenced in by freezeframes
marshcupids frogjacuzzis
dawn pushing a whiff of whitecaps

acrobats portraying smoke
what horizons hold 
the hammock's voluptuous veto

wasteland where nails love
to discipline our house
its noise drinks the little names

may eagles guard your grave
is this a blessing or a curse
hunchback crushed to a hunchfoot



what face without finding its lips has kissed me
fountain whose yield is field is fall
a white animal edits our cradle

NO ITALICS

My window hints at
the redeemibility of the leaves 
that fall past their reflections
in its pane, pale as souls
cupped in a gasp, eager
for new existence.  But 
rebirth is always behind glass.  
Museum or bathroom mirror, 
the face you see beyond 
believes a better one waits 
to emerge your clone.  Android aid
that never comes too late 
if summoned with hate.

Hear Heidegger say only
a God can save us now;
then wonder if your voice
deception software can fix
that helpless soundbite with
some echo tracked background
Der Führer scanned, can
remix that demi-seminal 
sentiment, that decayed need
for sentient being upon 
its palmpad where no-one's
future seems more than
a floorplan lacking doors.

Literal exitpod, the body
suffers until its sill occurs
a metaphor of outdoors, 
a miracle etched in mud
with twigs that keep breaking
so you finally just leave
them there sticking up 
in place of the letters you
tried and failed to trace,
each a small cross recalling 
one who similarly effaced
His stuck words.  Gone.
Go graved in ground He said.

It takes the form of habit,
salvation summoned in daily
rites and riddles, the riddance 
of resurrection: it takes
some Jesus poem to name,
it yanks its blind costumes 
down from a Bach-canted heaven
whenever hospital animals 
start to carve stale stemcell
messages into the grass
of your bypass biomass.  It takes
to sicken and so die.  To 
live so crippled and final.



So late in life that all last
effort looks futile, a waste
disguised as wisdom tap tap
with lassitude thus the daily laptop:
Clutching with my pores 
a torn wild thing which 
I must let go of before 
the flood finds me 
in time's equidistant vacancy,
I—I stop?  Over avenues 
of hellbent 
blueprints, lawnhover leaves, 
the blown I lives.  No italics, please.

TO YOU

If I were gravity I would
increase my grip exactly
at noon, knowing then the sun
is furthest away and least

able to help you resist
the urge to slacken all
and to fall down still
into death's ergo siesta.

I would ease up gradually
throughout the day until,
post-midnight, freed a bit
from that bright counter-tug,

I might even doze
briefly if I were gravity;
as long as I knew you
were asleep, too, that is.

MEANING LOSS

Imagine a world disguised as art,
or one in which art masquerades
as you, so your face is just a portrait,
your legs a landscape.  Your hair
abstract expressionism.  And when
you go to the window each morning
you glimpse in its transfiguring pane
a streak of the vein source of things:
that your eyelashes remain nothing
but brushstrokes, that your feet
beneath it all are woodcuts.  And when
you open the door to inquire how
a rose can limp between the breasts
of the dawn, you feel like a collage
snipped from the pages of a novel
whose words have always remained
immune to meaning, whose plot is
not subject to that mute truthserum.



EXTINCTSPHINX

Underline these half-written words as
if to say their incompleteness increases—
italicizes my meaning.  Similar such
those partials out of which

dinosaurologists construe
that overpowering, that overtowering—
that propped up by the very worship
it yearns to bite in two.

*

In selfswamp submerged then
to breathe through reeds of piss
that gold god's evening panes
barely adumbrate: they know how

to improve the ceiling by
removing the floor.

*

Birthdays having leapt their children,
hesitation of candle, endless fugitive.
A shudder emptied itself into your eyes.

*

Goodbye now,
for my coat is changing hands upon me.

PATIENCE

Snapshots rot first at the edges,
little cracks like escape routes
point beyond
the frame home.

Silhouette stabbed
by a treeleaf, night
at the window.  Gushers
of headlights, cars
that chase the blinds
across the ceiling.

The face always expects
to perform
its own innocence.
Beyond question.

Just squint into the sun
until the camera calms down.

VITAL SIGNS

Suicides are the pulse of time.
Its BP and temp are not, however,



Births and weddings respectively.
I respect all three, though;
I even regulate myself accordingly—
Because hours, even instants,
Require our belief or else
They will become forever;
The transitory needs us to pledge
Ourselves to its exit, yet this is a typically
Poetic phhft-thought, a whish of words,
A Rilkemilky blancmange.
The ground breaks off a bit of dust
To give to us, a little crust
For the lips of the lost.

PICTURE

Meadow of matchsticks,
soon to be rekindled
by Spring the incendiary.

The exact flame of your blossoms
will ignite the passions
happily sapped by time—

Dripdrop their excess went
and now miners' hats
light up like love before

your vein, the frame of which
is there to depict the drift,
the waste when I painted

all the review copies
they sent me.  But those books
open to polar pages where you

and I weigh the ends of this
teeter totem down, you
at the head and nadir me;

there where postmortem is
the aura of self-portrait,
its other half regained at last.

CONTRARY

Dawn leaks consequence.  Where it will,
hovering over appletree or railroad, all
bright angles, letting the hopes happen.

Maybe the day is blue, meaning south,
meaning drought can find a path in it,
lack can offer it reasons for not being—

But if the day were gray, would plenitude
negate it?  These eithers make a laugh.
They do not consider my health, how



it depends on neitherness neutrality,
on tepid clemencies and staling bread,
room temperature always preferred.

My armchair sits beneath a glowing
antenna which even hums a little to ease
what I concern.  Twilight, chores done,

the overflow of panting elevators appears
frayed, decayed, despite ferocious washing;
a wasteland imposes grateful ants.  Some

say the afterlife will console our taste
for communism: faraway docility, dog-boy,
can you restore such douceur?  Transitory

commeasurate, the body's border throws
that origin an old lens stained with
the remoteness of incest.  Tilled bare,

ground mutes me, bored rascal ill;
I maladministrate the war of handshakes:
sweet rain nets too much pit.  Covert

holes perforate air.  Then hints of dark
guidance—are sky's ways unsullied by
route or is it all pre-mapped, programmed

by fate?  Here you and I are loath: we
conspire with appears, coy counterfeits,
zeroing in on the spoils that fill spoons

daily with hesitation while intention
awaits all festivity.  All reception.  Or else.
I'd sink sulkwise if it weren't such regress.

SUMMER PARAPHRASE

Sweeping the floor and mopping
the laptop, these are my chores,
my household daily quest for darkness,
the evil clustering in the dust
under the bed, behind the couch,
(see that laugh-jag on the ceiling—)
wrath's detritus.  The past pleads
goodbye, but our verdict is why.
I roam to clean, feeling over-welcomed
by the amount of clutter the air
accumulates just being itself; added
to the mess I make it's enough
to fill one's life, that pile of totalities
which counts prize days from those
average and therefore desolate,
seeing out the window how leaves
can't even lift their own branches
from the downward that loves them.
Turning back to this backlit page,
I find the sun has picked it out,—
through its links of shade I see
the motes floating in each beam



seem more etched, more stable
than these I've set my margins for.

                                                                                                     

NOVADOOR

To bear the light
as it grows ever

is no way unless
I want to waste

the ease of what
stays but the feet

won't let me.  I
exist by repeating

I immediately
even though my

insistent rent of
past-tense has

close-focus cursed
what's left of this

redundant 
page, contagious

singularity.  They
try to spread the key.

THE VINDICATION (prosepoem)

If it were only possible to launch enough satellites up, 
one apiece for each of us down here on earth, billions 
of spysats programmed to monitor us all individually, 
that's the important thing: that each one of us would 
have his or her own personal private skysat; and then, 
when our (our!) specially-designated sole-focussed 
fetish-trained mysat was finally and totally locked 
onto us, what secrets could we exchange with it, how 
confide its include-codes could grow, how large its 
zoom would contain us: each unique DNA traced and 
zeroed in on to find us, to separate us out, tell us apart 
from all the space trash next door to us.  Unfortunately 
that many satellites in the sky at once would form a 
hatchshell shield surrounding the planet like a renewal 
of Ptolemy's cosmos and would cut off all solar energy 
resulting in the pandeath of vegetation and terrestial 



life itself, a small price to pay, a minor consequence 
aftermath of having satisfied if only for one brief interval 
the universal desire to go recognized, singled out and 
beamed upon; of having appeased our deepest need, 
to be known.

NO

If only no-man's-land 
were not nomadic; if
that disarmistice place

were meant to be mapped
and did not constantly
waver between us shifting

reserves; if there were a cease 
in which to find peace, 
a lull to sing among,

to sing our bye to: a site 
in whose endless sign
genesis could be lost.

PROBLEM

My life has been attributed to someone else.  Defeats victories
   loves hates,
they all fall under that person's provenance—

I belong whether I like it to the the School of
the Genre of
the Age of 
that categorical, that cognomen—

Each of my acts bears as an adverb THEIR NAME with an esque
   on the end:
I cross my legs ____________-esquely;
my sighs are all  ____________-esque—that's right,
yes, I don't even know who
the heck I'm speaking of nor why everything I do's described
with that appellation, that trademark.

It might be worse if I did know
I might be tempted to go look up
her or him
and bluster, Now let's get this straight
or What's going on here.

That's just wish.  In real life I'd get the address wrong, mistake
   their nextdoor neighbor for them:
Boy, this is a nice apartment.

Nor would it be any kind of consolation whatsoever
if I did confront them and find out
that THEY suffer the same feelings of displacement only
in their opinion, we're all kowtows of a certain someone in the
   near town, which 



summons up the fear that similarly, somewhere,
there's someone who images my name stuck on all their efforts. . . .                           

No, I can't see any answer to this problem—
not marxist, nor freudian, kafkaesque, rilkean, knottic,
—because any such solution,
any amelioration just ends up being added on to the front end of
   the adjectives
which already encrust the thing, and that just adds to, adds
   to . . .

—Though if it's a choice of spinning out vapid tautologies
or,
Hi/Nice to meet you/I've heard a lot about, I'd
rather just credit this poem to someone else, forget the
   schmear-thing, disappear, move to the far town, entertain
   aliases, take Senile Ed classes in the art of fingerprint
   arrangement, scrub raw the whole per se of identity/
   destiny/ancestor-baiting, make a citizen's arrest of my
   mirror for indecent exposure, but never, nowhere, nohow

will I do penance, beg forgiveness for
any of my failures ascribed to you or
your successes circa me—.

POEM

1
the same face peered from both our eyes
but not to say goodbye

the scene rejects your precious how-to

pervaded by dripping moments
notice the immobility of one

see enemies free of their graves finally

2
more born than alive
too born to be alive
the penis rides

through a bullet palace

(aboard the meow express
or the purr local

even a snowfall
unveils its air
of sole percussions

on wielderwings

3
beyond reign
of human  
songs remain
Celan says



meaning his
but not mine

4
He found in lapse 
his body's solo data—
it left him whole 
without the halve-of-love.

5
I was eager to play place,
to bet the the blue racetracks
that run beneath my skin—
and even to dare win.

6
I swept the mirror under the rug,
the rug under the house,
and so now I have no floor.

And still the scene insists
there be no secrets,
no distance cloaked in Ithaca.

Too late—
its gates are hung on bars,
ledges blindfold all its windows.

In the past, in youth's nether,
how fast they climb 
the steps of my tailspin.

DISENROUTE

Between her breasts was 
a glass of water from 
which I paused to sip myself

occasionally, to augment 
the moment.  And since
I've failed to regain that thirst,

can it happen again when
I re-read the poems from
that night, still fragments

for the most part, forgive 
me, I know one word leads
to the one right for it, but

I can't stand an anthol, 
a whole—the book held 
by its pages together shows

its total tangents caught or is
that thought an adequate 
lack of transition—there

are rules to excuse these 
detours, yet I resent the facts
that run me offtrack—



If I were linear called
and kin of rails, my schedule
my purpose with no choice, set

to refuse the switchshuttle
intent of this; and
say weather for instance

were similar, if rain
were the rain: like an express
it would never stop but

express itself in drops, 
its destination contained 
within the figure, no need

to take the Noah needle
swerving single-mindedly,
bound to change at the next

station although some claim
the immanent, the round 
the bend one alone houses

all the sights the others 
suppressed while others
sedentary, say there is

no need to proceed unless
vicarious, for whom a flyspeck
on the wall will fix fully

the great ideal of goal, be
the what's-met metaphor
to greet our roamer with as

he returns from the endless 
crash, the west of his word.
Pilgrims of the accord,

what lies beyond?   Faced
with this wait, this plexideath 
present, this plain computer

pane, I'm gone.  If life bye
(switchyard skyport harbordock)
is a processor of arrivals

and departures, can there be
a point at which the two mesh,
a Heisenbergian mote-spot

where bi-quarks mate
monosexually, where the map
disowns these double-junctures,

shedding its gathered tours
in disembarkment's cloak:
it takes place guise, the twain

train comes goes, the terminal



time empties fills like a well
oasis, the desert's depths

get piped together in sate
instant to create a kiss
memory, whereupon that

template that heartpump aims
to fructify the waste 
render the sand fertile

facile—temperate it tries
overstrewn overmonsoon
to wade straits, facilitate

garden and wine-grove, grow
similitudes of old term-twines,
codesystems called rhymes,

a life sentence of coils 
undermined yet constant
ark buoyed by breakers,

though lingering inside 
every sign's writing entails 
a vine-pattern, erratic

struggling with the field
of its tributaries, till wow
revolves but pow stays put.

Because the hands are 
what the arms would be 
if they crumbled and

each thing falls into its lesser 
extremities, its future
attributes/beauties, their

distant vista's view veiled, 
as if by glass.  If she 
shattered, I told her, she'd be me.

(Sergey) (Yesenin) Speaking (Isadora) (Duncan)

I love Russia; and Isadora in her dance.
When I put my arms around her, she's like
Wheat that sways in the very midst of a bloody battle,
-Un-hearkened to, but piling up peace for the earth
(Though my self-war juggles no nimbus) Earthquakes; shoulders
A-lit with birthdays of doves; piety of the unwashable
Creases in my mother's gaze and hands. Isadora "becalmed"
Isadora the ray sky one tastes on the skin of justborn babies
(Remember, Isadora
When you took me to America
I went, as one visits a grave, to
The place where Bill Knott would be born 20 years in the future
I embraced: the pastures, the abandoned quarry, where he would play
With children of your aura and my sapling eye



Where bees brought honey to dying flowers I sprinkled
Childhood upon the horizons, the cows
Who licked my heart like a block of salt) Isadora I write this poem
On my shroud, when my home-village walks out to harvest.
Bread weeps as you break it gently into years.

ISLANDS

Garden hoses on horseback
gallop through the desert
to fill up the gulfs 
that surround us.

Born of the birds who leave
their eggs on the rim 
of volcanoes, then fly off 
never to return:
that urging warmth
erupts us into form.

Lava solidifies the sea
for binoculars of hourly ships
whose cruel captains allow 
the stowaway days
no shore, no leave.

But the wisdom of archipelago,
how one must stop sometimes 
to meet one's feet 
on sites prepared for none.

Over each beach
senior sand and junior dune
establish their shifty dynasty.

Meanwhile look at all the water.

The waves
are swimmers no-one saves.

HUNG

Song proceeds from a sort
of inner rectitude, gut
aligned with throat,
foot to palate straight
as sync: the link
tightens each thought on
a taut cord word caught
between this tension, strung
toe and tongue.  Song
proceeds all wrong
unless it's wrung.

edition

September 11, 2008
workstuffs



*
My testicles have divorced, but continue to share the same lodging.
If the scrotum is a house, does that make the penis a chimney.
The penis if sharper could cut the scrotum in two to resolve this rental problem.

*
in life these two
lived between each other
in a perfect renting
of me and you

*
that cloud overhead
has a hundred places to go/hide
and none of them here

*
I entered the contest unaware
the prize was a hundred 
thousand guitars whose wood
fed the fireplace but the strings were
a problem: what to do with them?
they wouldn't burn: the flames
left their no-color the same.  What
color are guitar strings anyway?

*
my soul fell asleep
during the beautiful part
of the mirror/movie, leaving/abandoning
my body
to face it alone

*
at summerfest
I think of the mallet
the crematory uses
to graniate
the harder bones

*
high over the event
how the cliff laughs
at its abyss's devotion/hangdog attentiveness

*
some birds drop worms
on my hat's brims
but not/instead of blossoms

*
Sure Donald Trump in penthouse plush enthroned
Is happy, with his lovely wives and kids—
And Jorie Graham bent upon the grids
That stretch her page beyond those margins known
To minor sophs like me: or Sharon Stone
[                          ]

*
names never sound the ground
they fathom home



or proclaim they've conquered
the slightest
flag planted
to confound the soil[     ]

*

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from July 2007 through March 2009 and have been collected 
in the pdf “DRAFTS_ A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS”, which you 
may access/download in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com   ]

when attendance is taken
everyone listens
until their name is called
and then they stop listening
to the poem

/after their name is called
no one continues listening
to the poem

/after my name is called
I continue listening
when attendance is taken
in case they forget I said here

/no one listens to the poem
when it takes attendance
unless/until their name is called

/the past was listening 
to attendance being taken
until the present said here

/the rollcall took attendance
name by name the poem
said here

*

as droningly their names
are called in attendance
each alert responder    /each pert responder
stops listening once

they've answered until
a single one remains
the Z-person whom
no one hears but himself

the poet
last on the list
he who listens to all

the others while knowing
none of them will note
him present the final Here /as he presents the final Here

/the poet last on the list



he who listens to all
the others while knowing

none of them will note
when he presents   /as he presents
the final Here

/the poet
last on the list
he who listens to all the others

knowing none of them will note
his shouted Present
his whispered Here      /whimpered

**

hope the mortician
remembers to put
mothballs in my pockets

*
tailless crotches surround the twin sibilants
each of them eager to loan the jaillord
a questionaire's splinters
their seven-vow was caught robbing a bath
of hidden dances deep in genderbar
[                     ]

*

*

September 12, 2008
repost from 01/01/07

*
Once they get to a certain age, poets should be put to sleep; I don't mean all poets, 
not real poets, successful poets: but poets like me, second-raters, third-raters, run of
the mill SOQhack like me or superannuated avant, we should get it in the neck.  Our 
poems are already dead; we might as well follow.

Because what's the point.  We're not going to write anything important now: I'm not 
going to, that's for sure.  I'm through, I know it.  Why hang on and keep going through 
the motions, which is all I'm doing now as anyone can see who reads the work I've 
posted here on this blog . . .

But there should be an easy out for old poets who've failed.  A graceful goodbye, a 
painless dispensation. We should be helped to put ourselves away quietly.  A "terminal 
dosage" should appear in our mailbox from some anonymous generous patron of the 
arts, to honor not our accomplishment but our sustained devotion to the bright cause.

No, we don't deserve a prize for our lifelong failed poetic attempts, but surely by 
those laborious efforts we have at least earned a charitable bottle of sleepingpills!  
The American Academy of Arts and Letters could spare an OD, don't you think?

Is it too much to ask the Poetry Society of America and the Academy of American Poets
to help euthanize the exits of old failed poets like me?  Can't they set up a 
discretionary fund, an in-house Hemlock Society, to assist and sponsor such acts of 
mercy?  If they had hearts they would.



Seriously, with all the millions the Poetry Foundation has, Christian Wiman can't take a
little of that money and establish an Euthanasia outreach program for extinctist poets 
like me?

*
Expunge us from the scene. Wipe us off the screen.    We're (I'm) just taking up space 
and attention that would otherwise and should indeed be going to younger poets.   
Those publishers in the last year and a half who solicited books from me, they should 
be nurturing younger poets, not reprinting my old plems which weren't worth 
publishing in the first place. Jonathan Galassi at Farrar Straus wanted me to prepare a
240 page Selected, but that's crazy.  It's over for me.  FSG should take those 240 pages
and put out books by Chelsey Minnis or Jennifer L. Knox or any other of a dozen 
younger poets who are writing the poems of this time.

I'm just taking up space a younger poet should be filling.  My job, my publisher(s), my 
readership (all 12 of them) should be going to that younger viable poet.

*
Can no one hear us old failed poets begging for surcease?  "Put me out of my misery" 
we whimper. Have pity on us.  Is there no kind Benefactor who will aid our quietus, 

who will press into our hand the nepenthean vial?

* 
(The CIA issues suicide pills to its agents. . . the CIA used to fund under-the-table 
most USA artistic institutions. . . why can't someone from the myriad Academies of 
American Coldwar Culture call up their former or current conduits in the CIA and say, 
Hey we got all these old failed poets cluttering up the mis en scene, can't you lend us 
some "escape-capsules" to help us delete this mess. . . . The officials at the Academy 
of American Poets could benefit AmerPo greatly by scoring a cyanide bolus for each 
terminal poet like me. . . .) 

*
p.s.  The CEO of Home Depot just retired with a 210 million dollar payout. I wasn't the
CEO of PoBiz Inc, I was only a minor clog in the company: I don't expect 210 million, 
but can't they at least give me a crummy bottle of barbituates, some goodbye-Bill pills
to ease my demise?!

September 13, 2008
zed poet

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from July 2007 through March 2009 and have been collected 
in the pdf “DRAFTS_ A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS”, which you 
may access/download in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length ]

*
when attendance is taken
everyone listens
until their name is called
and then they stop listening
to the poem

/after their name is called



no one continues listening
to the poem

/after my name is called
I continue listening
when attendance is taken
in case they forget I said here

/no one listens to the poem
when it takes attendance
unless/until their name is called

/the past was listening 
to attendance being taken
until the present said here

/the rollcall took attendance
name by name the poem
said here

*

**

repost from March 18, 2007
the horror

*

I've whined and complained earlier on this blog about the demeaning coverage my last
theoretically-real book received from Poetry (Chicago) Magazine. Until that hackpiece
appeared in early 2005, they had not critiqued any of my books for 33 years, in fact 
since the May 1972 issue where my book "Nights of Naomi" was savaged as part of an 
omnibus review by Charles Molesworth.

Anyway, between 1972 and 2005, between the time of these two bookend reviews by 
Molesworth and Meghan O'Rourke, I published what, 6 or 7 books, none of which 
Poetry deigned to take notice of.

Different editors, yes: Daryl Hine in 1972, and Christian Wiman in 2005: but it's 
interesting to note that the magazine's editorial policy toward me did not change in 
that time.  Just as they used the 2005 "review" to spread vicious gossip about me, so 
they did the same in 1972.  The 1972 review set the tone for the 2005 one.

Here's an excerpt from the Molesworth:

"Rumor has it that Knott's habit of giving his birth and terminal dates together 
originated when he realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry reading he 
was scheduled to give."

So, here's the sequence: in 1972 Poetry Magazine prints a rumor that says in effect 
that I'm afraid to give (I can't face the horror of) poetry readings—

And guess what happens then, after that "review":  My reading invitations dry up.  No 
one asks me to read.  From that point on, for the next 3 decades, I barely manage to 
get an average of about one reading a year.  I receive almost no requests to give 
readings because everybody knows, everybody has heard that I can't "face the horror 
of a poetry reading."  It said so right there in Poetry Magazine.

(And now of course, with my health problems, I can't do readings anyway, even if 
anybody was asking me, which they aren't, and that's just as well.)



After they printed that nonsense (oh yes, they labeled it a "rumor," but everybody 
knows how such floaters spread and take on the facsimile of fact), after Poetry used 
the venue of what was ostensibly a book review to, to, what's the term I'm looking 
for . . . well, what would you call it? 

One thing's for sure: after that May 1972 issue appeared, my reading career was 
destroyed.

(There is an alternative truth to this tale: perhaps my "reading career" was 
aborted/thwarted not by this review in Poetry, but by the fact that no one liked my 
crummy lousy poetry enough to invite me to read: or by the fact that I was no good at
giving poetry readings (I can remember hearing after some of them, as I eavesdropped
from bathroom stall or around a corner, audience members commenting about how 
boring and bad I was: I can never remember being praised by anybody in those 
minuscule groups who attended my infrequent readings, those scowling scattered-
seat-fillers who scuttled so quickly once I had grimaced out my final words) . . . in 
fact, the more I think about it, I realize that the reason I didn't get invited to give any
(or hardly any) readings was simply that people hated (hate) my poetry and so why 
should they have invited me to read?   In fact, I probably got as many invitations as 
any other fourth-rate poet like me.) 

*
Just one question: Poetry Magazine has in its long history published hundreds maybe 
thousands of reviews of poetry books: have they ever, in the text of any of those 
reviews printed rumors and gossip about anyone other than me?

Is there a single instance, can you remember a similar case where the reviewer 
paused in the course of his or her consideration of the book under review: 
parethetically paused to share some precious oddment of rumor gossip about the poet 
whose work they were appraising; can you recall another such incident in the pages of
Poetry Magazine?   

I haven't read all those reviews, so I can't say for sure, but I think not.

I think I am the only one to have been so honored.

*

September 14, 2008
repost from 01/13/07
i bet richard howard looks cute in a trenchcoat

*
Today's NYTimes reports a connection between the C.I.A. and The Paris Review.  One 
of its founding editors has been revealed as a C.I.A. agent. 

No word yet on how many of the other names which have appeared on its masthead 
over the years were also "undercover."   

(Gee, and I thought The Paris Review published all that fascist poetry because they 
liked it.)

*
How many other of our most prestigious litmags were founded and funded by the 
C.I.A.?   

Do their editorial decisions and directions come direct from Langley?

(I think this explains the rise of Elliptical poetry, don't you?)

*
Which literary journals are currently receiving support from the secret intelligence 



agencies of the the U.S. government?

I always suspected Rat Vomit Review had a hidden agenda.   

*
Makes me wonder about some of our local mags here in Boston.  Like that one at 
Boston University: maybe that's why they named it The Nixon-Agnew Review.

*
If you've read anything at all about the U.S. Intelligence community, you know how 
heated their inter-agency rivalries have always been.  So if the C.I.A. has its own 
private litmag, each of the others is going to want one too, the NSA, the FBI, the DIA, 
the DEA et al, and that's not even including Area 51.  They're all going to want a piece 
of the pie. 

So who's running what?  Any guesses?  Which acronymic clump of spies is
behind that magazine that publishes all those "spiritual" poems?  Whose Black Budget 
is supporting that overspend journal of avantgarde non-absorptions?

Which evil group of faceless killers is sponsoring YOUR brilliant breakthrough verse?

*
   
***

*
At Sacramento City College the poetry course taught by Tim Kahl (co-editor of the 
online journal Mongryl) seems to offer the following list of Poetry Exercises:

Absurd Premise Poem (1 pt.)
Bill Knott Sonnet (1 pt.)
Birds (1 pt.)
Catalog/List Poem (1 pt.)
Childhood Memory Poem (1 pt.)
Community Life (1pt.)
Disembodied Voice Poem (1 pt.)
Elegy (1 pt.)
Expressing the Ineffable (1 pt)
Familiar Poem (1 pt.)
Flowers (1 pt.)
Fugue Poem (1 pt.)
Historical Personage, Invoking a (1 pt.)
Love Poem (1 pt.)
Newspaper Poem (1 pt.)
Nocturne (1 pt.)
Object Poem (1 pt.)
Poems about Ancestry (1pt.)
Prayer Poem (1 pt.)
Remembering the Old Poets (1 pt.)
Work Poems (1 pt.)
Writing Between The Lines (2 pts.)

*
(you can find this list online by doing a Google Advanced Search—
exact phrase: bill knott sonnet)

*
Below are the guidelines he gives for writing what he calls

The "Bill Knott" Sonnet   

1. Write a convoluted sonnet. Two four-lined stanzas (the octave). Followed by two 



three-lined stanzas (the sestet) [approximately 10 syllables per line]. A total of 14 
lines. End-rhyming is not important here as it would be with a traditional sonnet 
where the rhyme scheme should obey the following patterns.

    * Petrarchan (octave: abbaabba; sestet: cdecde)
    * Spenserian (octave: abab bcbc; sestet: cdcd ee)
    * Shakesperian (octave: abab cdcd; sestet: efef gg)

2. Use all kinds of words (the stranger sounding, the better)—slang, jargon, technical, 
even new words made from preexisting words (neologisms). Try to juxtapose these 
words so that novel (even wild!) images are brought about as well as unusual sounding
combinations. [One way to do this is to make a collection of words and start to play 
with them by moving around and trying combinations that are interesting or pleasing.]

3. Try to fashion some sort of narrative or structure that makes sense despite all the 
zaniness within (i. e. do not just put an assemblage of exotic-sounding words together
without any controlling structure throughout the poem).

4. Employ as many internal rhymes and sonically clashing combinations as you find 
pleasing while still maintaining a fluid rhythm.

This assignment is worth 1 point.

*
*
repost from 01/05/07
more hook

*
*
When I got a computer/printer back in the 1990s, I wanted to vanity-publish not just 
my own poems, but to reprint poetry that was fugitive or hard to find.  This collection
of largely-archaic translations of Verlaine's CHANSON D'AUTOMNE was my second 
effort.  Since I had no way of obtaining "permissions" to reprint these versions, most 
of which were and still are long-out-of-print, I considered the 10 copies or so I printed
and stapled together as a "pirated edition": hence the title of my "press": Captain 
Hook Books.

Note: the various titles and line indentations (and italics) are printed as I found them.

*

PAUL VERLAINE'S CHANSON D'AUTOMNE

SELECTED TRANSLATIONS IN ENGLISH

CAPTAIN HOOK BOOKS

**********

SONG OF AUTUMN

The long sobs in
The violin
Of autumn, harry me
With incubus
Of langourous
And sad monotony.

I suffocate
And pallid wait
As that lost hour nears,



Remembering,
It used to bring
A joy now turned to tears—

And I rush out
To windy rout,
That whirls me and my grief
Through troubled air,
Now here, now there,
Another withered leaf.

—Lilian White Spencer

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

Long sobbing winds,
The violins
    Of autumn drone,
Wounding my heart
With languorous smart
    In monotone.

Choking and pale,
When on the gale
    The hour sounds deep,
I call to mind
Dead years behind,
    And I weep.

And I, going,
Borne by blowing
    Winds and grief,
Flutter, here—there,
As on the air
    The dying leaf.

—Bergen Applegate

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The sobs are long
    On the violins
Of the barren throng
    Where no leaf spins;
And my heart's heavy
    And listless grown
At hearing ever
    Their monotone.

I catch my breath
    And I blanch, aghast
As the loud clock saith,
    "Thine hour is past."
And I remember
    The days long flown,
And thinking on them



    I weep alone;

And away I go
    In the evil wind
That starts to blow
    Like a thing unkind,
Hither and thither
    From sill to stone—
A drifting flotsam,
    A dead leaf blown.

—Wilfrid Thorley

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The long wail thins
On the violins
Of autumn song,
And wound my heart
With langourous dart,
Monotonous-long.

I suffocate,
Grow pale, when late
Resounds the hour;
And I recall
The past, and all:
The hot tears shower.

And my spirit finds
The evil winds
Which bear its grief
Hither and there
Upon the air,
Like a dead leaf.

—William A. Drake

*
*

SONG OF AUTUMN

When a sighing begins
In the violins
Of the autumn-song,
My heart is drowned
In the slow sound
Languorous and long.

Pale as with pain,
Breath fails me when
The hour tolls deep.
My thoughts recover
The days that are over,
And I weep.

And I go
Where the winds know,



Broken and brief,
To and fro,
As the winds blow
A dead leaf.

—Arthur Symons

*
*

SONG OF AUTUMN

Autumn begins:
her violins
        sigh and sob. 
They fill my breast
with dull unrest,
        leaden throb.

I gasp, I pale,
my senses fail;
        slow hours creep.
I think upon
days that are gone,
        and I weep.

My course is blind;
by an ill wind
        my thoughts are hurled
now here, now there,
as in the air
        dead leaves whirled.

—Brian Hill

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The long sobbings
Of violin-strings—
    Autumn's own—
Wound my heart's core
With a languor
    Of monotone.

I stifle, pale
As death, the while
    The hour is tolled.
My memory strays
To former days:
    I weep, grow cold

And I am spinned
In the ill wind
    That carries my grief
Now here, now there,
Tossed everywhere
    Like a dead leaf.

—Gerard Previn Meyer



*
*

AUTUMN SONG

With long sobs
the violin-throbs
    of autumn wound
my heart with languorous
and monotonous
    sound.

Choking and pale
when I mind the tale
    the hours keep,
my memory strays
down other days
    and I weep;

and I let me go
where ill winds blow,
    now here, now there,
harried and sped
even as a dead
    leaf, anywhere.

—C.F. MacIntyre

*
*

Song of Autumn

Leaf-strewing gales
Utter low wails
         Like violins,—
Till on my soul
Their creeping dole
         Stealthily wins. . . .

Days long gone by!
In such hour, I,
         Choking and pale,
Call you to mind,—
Then like the wind
         Weep I and wail.

And, as by wind
Harsh and unkind,
         Driven by grief,
Go I, here, there,
Recking not where,
         Like the dead leaf.

—Gertrude Hall

*
*

A SONG OF AUTUMN



The fiddles long
  Sob out their song
    Of autumn's moan,
      Wounding my heart
        With languid art
          In monotone. 

Choking and pale
  When without fail
    The hour tolls deep,
      I think at last
        Of old days past
          And I weep . . .

And I go hence
  In the violence
    Of the wind's grief,
      Hither and yon,
        Ever anon
          Like a dead leaf.

—Jacques Le Clercq

*
*

[Untitled]

When the violins
Of the autumn winds
Begin to sigh
My heart is torn
With their forlorn
Monotony.

And when the hour
Sounds from the tower
I weep tears
For I recall
The loss of all
My perished years.

And then I go
With the winds that blow
And carry me
There and here
Like a withered and sere
Leaf from a tree.

—"Helen Haggerty"

Note:
Helen Haggerty is a character in The Chill (1964), a novel by Ross MacDonald.

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The sobs long drawn
Of the autumn
Violins



Cause a wound in
Mv heart of a monotonous
Languorousness.

Quite choking
And pallid, when
The hour is tolling,
I remember
The days gone by
And I cry;

And I go off in
The evil wind
That carries me ahead
To this area
And that, like the
Leaf that is dead.

—Enid Rhodes Peschel

*
*

Autumn Song

The autumn's throbbing
Strings moan, sobbing,
     Drone their dole;
Long-drawn and low,
Each tremolo
     Sears my soul.

When tolls the hour
I think of our
     Days gone by;
Pallid as death
I gasp for breath,
     And I cry.

And like a dead
Leaf, buffeted,
     Tempest-tossed,
I ride the air—
Now here, now there—
     Aimless, lost . . .

—Norman R. Shapiro

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

In mournful sob
The viols throb
      With autumn's moan
And wound my heart
Whose languors start
      Grief's monotone.

When sorrow's pall
Spreads over all,



      This hour I know—
In dreams I gaze
On happier days
      And tears must flow.

And I am cast
Upon the vast—
      The wind of grief;
Forever whirled
About the world—
      A withered leaf.

—Richard Burdick Eldridge

*
*

Autumn Song

The heavy thrall
Of the sobbing call
       Of the fall
Weighs, nor departs
Like my heart's
       Pall.

Overcome
And dumb,
       As the hours creep
I see the haze
Of olden days
       And weep.

And I go away
The wind's prey,
       In barren, brief
Whirl hither and yon
Like a wan
       Dead leaf.

—Joseph T. Shipley

*
*

SONG OF AUTUMN

The wailing note
That long doth float
   From Autumn's bow,
Doth wound my heart
With no quick smart,
   But dull and slow.

In breathless pain,
I hear again
   The hour ring deep.
I call once more
The days of yore,
   And then I weep.

I drift afar



On winds which bear
   My soul in grief.
Their evil force
Deflects its course,
   Like a dead leaf.

—Ashmore Wingate

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The viols' cry
In winds that die
    Whilst autumn dies
My heart hath torn
With its forlorn
    And languid sighs.

Weary and white
When through the night
    The hours are tolled,
Once more I fain
Would weep again
    For days of old.

And on the vast
Remorseless blast
    Upborne I go,
Hurled hence afar
As dead leaves are
    Blown to and fro.

—F.C. Evans

*
*

Autumn Song

Violins complain
Of autumn again,
      They sob and moan.
And my heartstrings ache
Like the song they make,
      A monotone.

Suffocating, drowned,
And hollowly, sound
      The midnight chimes.
Then the days return
I knew, and I mourn
      For bygone times.

And I fall and drift
With the winds that lift
      My heavy grief.
Here and there they blow,
And I rise and go
      Like a dead leaf.



—Louis Simpson

*
*

Autumn Music

My heart-strings throb
When violins sob
    In autumn woods;
Again relive
Days fugitive
    And languorous moods.

Vainly distraught
By haunting thought,
    I cannot sleep;
But all alone,
All woebegone,
    I dream and weep.

And then I go
Where wild winds blow,
    Drifting in grief
Now here, now there,
I ask not where,
    Like a dead leaf.

—William Frederick Giese

*
*

AUTUMN DIRGE

Autumn begins
With violins
Of lament,
Wounding my breast
With dull, oppressed
Discontent.

Roused by the shocks
Of stricken clocks
From pale sleep,
I think upon
Sweet nights now gone;
And I weep.

And my heart flies
Down wailing skies,
In my grief
Blown here and there
As down night air
The dead leaf.

—Watson Kirkconnell

*
*

A SONG OF AUTUMN



The sobbing slow,
Like violins low,
    Of the autumn wind
Wounds my tired heart,
With languid dart
    My weary mind.

With stifled breath,
All pallid, Death
    Seems near to creep.
I dream in pain
Old days again
    And softly weep.

Forth I go blind
In the wild wind;
    Am rudely thrown
Now here, now there
To dark despair
    Like a leaf blown.

—Christian Malloch

*
*

AUTUMN DIRGE

In sobbing tones
Of violin, moans
    Autumn's breath,
Wounding my beart
With languorous art
    Drear as death.

Stifled and faint
At sad complaint
    Of time outworn,
On distant years
I muse, and tears
    Fall forlorn.

And I, resigned
To evil wind
    Fraught with grief,
Am whirled about
In endless rout
    Like withered leaf.

—Dorothy Martin

*
*

AUTUMN-SONG.

The Autumn's long
Drawn, sobbing song
           My soul
Wounds with a slow,
Monotonous throe



           Of dole.

Pale, without power,
Whenas the hour
           Chimes deep,
The old days all
'I'o mind I call
           And weep.

And off so I
On the wind fly
           Of grief,
Which this, that way,
Bears me, like a
           Dead leaf.

—John Payne

*
*

A CHANT OF AUTUMN

The wailing tones
And viol-moans
      Of Autumn make
A wound that grieves
My heart and leaves
      A weary ache.

All breathless—pale—
I hear the tale
      Of hours chime,
And weeping sore
I see once more
      The vanished time.

Then I—I go
As haps to blow
      The storm—and sped
Or there, or here,
Like a leaf I veer,
      The leaf that's dead.

—Mabel Peacock

*
*

Autumn Song

The long sobbing
Of violins
    On autumn days
My heart doth wound
And I despond
    Unbearably.

All words are gone.
Sallow and wan,
    When the moment nears,
I then recall



Time's funeral
    And I shed tears;

It is my end,
And the rough wind
    Bears me, in grief,
This way and that,
Precipitate,
    Like a dead leaf.

—Joanna Richardson

*
*

An Autumn Song.

The long-drawn sighs,
Like violin-cries,
    Of autumn wailing,
Lull in my soul
The languorous shoal
    Of thoughts assailing.

Wan, as whom knells
Of funeral bells
    Bemoan and banish,
I weep upon
Days dead and gone
    With dreams that vanish;

Then helpless swing
On the wind's wing;
    Tossed hither and thither
As winter sweeps
From swirling heaps
    Worn leaves that wither.

—W.J. Robertson

*********

CHANSON D'AUTOMNE

Les sanglots longs
Des violons
    De l'automne
Blessent mon coeur
D'une langueur
    Monotone.

Tout suffocant
Et blême, quand
    Sonne l'heure,
Je me souviens
Des jours anciens
    Et je pleure;

Et je m'en vais
Au vent mauvais
    Qui m'emporte
Deçà, delà,



Pareil à la
    Feuille morte.

*
*
*
....

*
When I started this blog last April I vowed to myself that I would never again submit 
my work to any magazine, that I would publish it directly here.  And so far I have kept
that pledge; I hope I have the courage to maintain it; I hope I die before I break it.  I 
have not sent out my work to any venue.   I have posted everything here as I wrote it 
these past months.   And I have also posted onto this blog all my poems from the past,
or rather those poems I own the rights to (there is one book which is still officially In 
Print, but as soon as it's remaindered or pulped I will add its contents here). . . 
Anybody can read my poems here, and if they want print editions they can download 
free PDFs from my page at Lulu.com . . .  With this blog and those PDFs I don't need 
to have my poems published anywhere else.

But unfortunately before the blog began I did send some poems out, one of which 
appeared in Tinhouse, from whence it was selected for the next BAP by Heather 
McHugh editor of the upcoming 2007 version—only of course I have refused to give 
them permission to reprint it.  "Of course" because

I don't want to be in BAP or Pushcart or Rat Vomit Review nor do I want my books to 
be published by FSG or David Baratier's press, or yours either.  I can publish my own 
poems/books on this blog and I am doing so.  I'm too old and dead tired to stay in the 
arena anymore.  Is it an arena or an arcade or a coffeeklatch or an office with PoBiz 
Inc on the door.  What is it, that space I tried to enter for over forty dismal years?  
Whatever it is, wherever it is, I have retired from its endeavours and maneuvers and I 
have slunk away to this blog, pathetic and patchpoor as it is. 

*
I admire the poetry of Heather McHugh, and I have written two poems dedicated to 
her (you can read them in my book of "Homages," which is posted on this blog), so my 
refusal to be BAPed is no rejection of or aspersion on her.  I'm sure her BAPselect will 
be interesting, and I look forward to reading it next September.  If I'm still alive by 
then.

*

Afterthought: every Best-of-the-Year compilation of my entire fucking life decided 
they'd be better off without me; I don't see why BAP 2007 should be any different.

*

September 15, 2008
I WAS A POET FOR THE C.I.A.
repost from 01/14/07::::::

to p or not to p

*
. . . but it's interesting about political poetry and nonpolitical poetry.  It's a complex 
and difficult problem, a crisis question that haunts every poet, even the most 
mallarmean of us.  I want to hide from it, too.  I'm frightened of it.  It crucializes me.

Take BAP for instance.  I wonder if David Lehman feels he got "burned" by Adrienne 
Rich when she did the 1996 anthol.  I assume he got some grief from that experience. 
Especially when Harold Bloom edited a "Best of the Best" from the first ten BAPs and 



didn't include even a single poem from the Rich edition. . .

Is that why he's chosen poets who are nonpolitical as his editors since then?  As I said 
in an earlier post, I admire Heather McHugh, editor of the next BAP, the 2007. . .   
But, given the unpopularity of the Iraq war and the Bush administration, why didn't 
Lehman choose as this year's editor someone like C.K. Williams or Sharon Olds, poets 
who have evinced a belief in poetry with an overt social and political agenda?

If I were in Lehman's shoes I would do the same as him, probably.  Who am I to tell 
him what to do. Who am I to tell anybody anything.

*

p.s.
is it relevant that I have self-published a vanity book called "Collected Political 
Poems". . . you may think the poems in the book are worthless (and in fact the 
objective weight of consensus has condemned my work irredeemably)— you may think 
that in fact they are not even "political," but you can't say I didn't try. . . . 

*

I WAS A POET FOR THE C.I.A.

*
That's right, some poems of mine were published in The Paris Review, in the early 
1980s; and I was included in their best-of Poetry Anthology. . .

I didn't know it at the time— but now, today, I must assume the fee they paid me 
came from subterfuge CIA money.

*
How many other of the magazines that published my work from 1962 to 2006 were 
similarly secretly funded by shadow agencies? 

Maybe all of them were.

*
   
behest

Untitled Document

Matthiessen told Sherry that he had not `founded' The Paris Review from scratch, as 
legend has it, but that he had established it at the behest of the CIA ...
www.leftgatekeepers.com/articles/WestBlocDissidentBookAndKPFAHiddenHistoryForw
ardedByBobFeldman.htm - 12k - Cached - Similar pages
   
from Peter Dale Scott's website:

"[A]bstract formalism and exurban domesticity . . . have been so widespread in 
American poetry since World War II.

We now know about the extensive and covert CIA promotion of abstract formalism in 
poetry, art, and music in the last six decades, thanks to Frances Stonor Saunders' 
excellent book, The Cultural Cold War: The CIA and the World of Arts and Letters.(2) I 
have no particular quarrel with that program of support, apart from its secrecy, which
led to dishonesty and some rather mean and foolish decisions. CIA support reached 
poets whose work I honor and respect, notably Czeslaw Milosz, W.H. Auden, and 
Robert Lowell (though it can be debated how much Lowell was actually benefited by 
covert support for his celebrated trip to Latin America). (3) It also supported one fine 
journal, Partisan Review, and helped start two others, Encounter and Paris Review. (4)



Any corruption that resulted from this program was more likely to emerge among 
those who grew up with it. A number of people have become what we may call State 
Department poets, whose travels match those of Yevtushenko for the Soviet Union. 
Benefits have accrued to all from these programs, but the sociology of poetic culture 
in this country has been subtly altered.

American poetry today, compared to the past, is relatively inoffensive and innocuous.

*

the bigger lie

*
"The bigger lie, I was to learn even later, was that the Paris Review, which Matthiessen
allegedly founded and which was ostensibly funded by Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, was
his cover and that the money all came from the CIA" (Richard Cummings, "The Real 
Agenda," http://www.lewrockwell.com/cummings/cummings29.html).
   

what did he know and when did he know it (the paris review and the 
C.I.A. continued)

*
The question, one of the questions, is: was PR founded and funded by the CIA as part 
of their Cultural Cold War program?

Is it still being funded (indirectly, through various cut-outs) by the CIA?

*
What did he know, and when did he know it? 

The Poetry Editor, I mean.  Was he shocked yesterday morning to read in the Times 
that his mag was founded by an undercover CIA operative? 

I don't mean just the current Poetry Editor, I mean all of them: I don't have the list, 
but Donald Hall, Tom Clark, Jonathan Galassi, Patricia Storace et al, are they reeling 
from this revelation and its implications?

*
I wonder if editors at the Paris-Langley Review were given instructions by the powers 
above to publish only (or mostly) nonpolitical literature: or were they chosen to be 
editors because their esthetic beliefs, their artistic convictions, predisposed them to 
do it anyway?

*  
everybody knows this but me it seems. . . why would any self-respecting poet not 
boycott these journals???

 
The Chronicle: Research & Publishing: March 31, 2000

The Kenyon Review was edited by C.I.A. agent Robie Macauley; The Paris Review was 
cofounded by then-C.I.A. employee Peter Matthiessen. ...
chronicle.com/weekly/v46/i30/30a01901.htm - 26k - Jan 13, 2007 - Cached

:

"The Hudson Review, The Sewanee Review, Poetry, Daedalus, and The Kenyon Review 
all benefited from a C.I.A.-backed program to boost the sales of the right sort of 
publication. The Kenyon Review was edited by C.I.A. agent Robie Macauley; The Paris 
Review was cofounded by then-C.I.A. employee Peter Matthiessen."
   



soliciting poets for The Paris-Langley Review

>>>>
Any poet who doesn't boycott The Paris Review from this point on

will probably get their poem selected for the next BAP. (Which will probably be edited
by whoever the poet version of Peter Matthiessen is). . .

*
   
mr-cummings-53005

one of which made reference to Peter Matthiessen and The Paris Review. Becoming 
intrigued with my thesis that the magazine was a CIA front, he read the New ...
www.literaryrevolution.com/mr-cummings-53005.html - 40k - Cached
   

Richard Cummings' review of the Harry Mathews CIA book (from 
amazon.com):

My Life In Cia: A Chronicle Of 1973
by Harry Mathews
Edition: Paperback
Price: $11.86

Availability: In Stock

61 used & new from $4.98
         
         
2 of 5 people found the following review helpful:
Is This Fiction?, August 6, 2005
Harry Mathews is an interesting writer but his 1973 chronicle may or may not be 
disinformation. He has talent to spare and is highly amusing, but what matters is what
he leaves out. Present at the creation of The Paris Reivew in 1953, twenty years 
earlier, when he was a close friend of Peter Matthiessen, Mathews has, since 2003, 
been  the Paris editor of The Paris Review. Matthiessen was in C.I.A. and used The 
Paris Review as his cover. The Paris Review was funded entirely by C.I.A., according to
Matthiessen, who related this to his friend, novelist John Sherry. It is fascinating to 
see all the literary journals and book reviewers falling all over themselves to praise 
Mathews as a great avant garde writer who is really joking about the C.I.A. 
connection. But anyone familiar with the real history of The Paris Review would not 
be so sure it's all a joke.

Richard Cummings
   
take a look at these for more on The Paris-Langley Review:

Swine Before Perle – 'The National Review' Attack on LRC by ...
James Linville, the former editor of The Paris Review (it is now "edited by a sort of ... 
And whereas Peter Matthiessen allegedly left the CIA to become a ...
www.lewrockwell.com/cummings/cummings19.html - 23k - Cached - Similar pages
The Real Agenda by Richard Cummings
Invariably, the novelist and nature writer, Peter Matthiessen was one of the ... was 
that the Paris Review, which Matthiessen allegedly founded and which ...
www.lewrockwell.com/cummings/cummings29.html - 17k - Cached - Similar pages
[ More results from www.lewrockwell.com ]
The fiction of the state



Then, without skipping a beat, he added. 'Peter Matthiessen was in the CIA. The Paris 
Review was his cover. Peter is haunted by the CIA. ...
www.venusproject.com/ethics_in_action/the_fiction_of_the_state.html - 91k - 
Cached -
   

spypo (The Paris Review and the C.I.A. : Victory Over Commie-nism)

*
So: Peter Matthiessen "was a young C.I.A. recruit at the time he helped start [The 
Paris Review]," as yesterday's NYTimes reports.

Well, Matthiessen was (is) a novelist, a prose writer, so it's appropriate.  After all, if 
you're the C.I.A., you're going to recruit a prose writer, not a poet.  You want one of 
your own kind, don't you? 

(Has there ever been a prose writer who wasn't an evil duplicitous thieving bastard 
who plagiarized every one of his ideas from some poor poet?  Prose writers are spies 
and traitors to begin with.)

*
But on the other hand, one of the Company's hydra-heads was James Jesus Angleton, a
known disciple of Ezra Pound.

So imagine: if Langley did want to find a poet to match their prose writer 
Matthiessen, where would they go for advice?  Wouldn't Angleton seek Pound's opinion 
in the matter? And what young poets would Pound have suggested for recruitment?  
Can you think of some names, hmm?

*
But what the fuck is a "C.I.A. recruit"?  The Times uses that phrase without 
explanation, as if it should be clear to the average reader.  What the hell was 
Matthiessen, what were his duties, what did he do at the behest of the Company?  Did 
Langley order him to "help start" The Paris Review?

Did Matthiessen become its Founding Editor under instructions from the C.I.A.?

*
How many other novelists and prose writers besides Matthiessen did they recruit?  
Does it seem likely they didn't have others on their payroll?  How heavily invested in 
the literary world are they—in fact, 

how many editors and prose writers are secretly employed by the C.I.A. at this very 
moment?

*

September 16, 2008
hass attack / repost from 12/30/07
The Canonization of Robert Hass

*
Some of you may not remember an essay that appeared in the American Poetry Review
sometime in the early 1990s, entitled "The Spiritual Progess of Robert Hass."  Surely by
now, almost two decades later, he must have spiritually progressed even futher, to the
point where he's achieved sainthood?  Saint Robert of Hassisi.  The Mother Teresa of 
American Poetry.

*
I start with a quote, and don't Dan (the Assassin) Chiasson's words here confirm my 
quibble (below) that Halfhass should really be writing novels?  Here's the excerpt I 



found apropos (google Chiasson/New Yorker/Hass for the full text):

"Then Time" is a magnificent new poem, probably Hass's best ever. The "girl" in 
"Meditation at Lagunitas" (or one like her) has become a woman ("Twenty years 
older, / She is very beautiful. An astringent person. She'd become, / She said, an 
obsessive gardener, her daughters grown"). Where once Hass might have located all 
the sentience in his own head, now, as in late James, sentience is collaborative, 
something people make together:

He's listening,
Studying her face, still turning over her remark.
He decides that she thinks more symbolically
Than he does and that it seemed to have saved her,
For all her fatalism, from certain kinds of pain.
She finds herself thinking what a literal man he is,
Notices, as if she were recalling it, his pleasure
In the menu, and the cooking, and the architecture of the room.

. . .  . "Then Time" shows how lyric poetry can do what novels do so well, if at 
excruciating length: track the paths of consciousness and counter-consciousness 
across plots and characters.

*
But what kind of poet would WANT to write like the late James?!  Is that a sine qua 
non any poet should shoot for?

Really?  You're a poet and you want to write like a novelist?

(You're Halfhass and you are a prose-writer.  A novelist in disguise.  Hollywood always 
works for the Californian writer.)

Even Pound when he aspired "Mauberly" to be a boiled-down James novel didn't desert 
verse for his desire.

*
Frustratingly a lot of my books are in storage, so I can't go to the exact quote from an 
essay out of Jonathan Galassi's superbly-translated-and-edited selection from 
Montale's prose writings, "The Second Life of Art,"

in which the Italian Nobelist says something to the effect that ever since Browning 
poets have tried to incorporate prose into their verse—

Surely this trend this tendency explains his success, Hass's, yes?

*
As Oscar Wilde put the matter: "[George] Meredith is a prose Browning, and so is 
Browning."

*
"The Nineties tried your game": the sneering taunt which successful novelist Mr. Nixon 
tries to quash the young Mauberly with . . .

*
I don't see how Chiasson-the-Assassin can chide and chivvy Jane Hirshfield for her lax 
prosification of verse, and then turn around and praise Hass for the same thing . . . 
yes, I understand he's rating the quality of their respective CONTENT, but isn't prose 
prose, whether it's Jamesian or How-to-Build-a-Better-Buddhist . . .

*
The current American Poetry Review includes another chapter in their ongoing 
canonization of Robert Halfhass, whose careful-to-be-a-bit-bashful face photogs the 
cover . . .



There are a dozen or so new poems by him, followed by an obsequious essay devoted 
to his work: an extended advertisement for his new book just published and certain to
garner one or more of the major prizes. [Note: this section was written before he won
the National Book Award 07, on his way to the Pulitzer and or the National Critics 
Circle?  Is he primed to be the first poet since Ashbery to take the Triple Crown?] . . .

The essayist quotes several banal (and typically clunky) lines from his poem "Bush's 
War" (which by the way is in the new BAPbatch, natch) and then comments that these 
lines are "deliberately unsubtle . . . "

Deliberately unsubtle!  What a revelation.

And here I was all these years thinking his poems were bad because he was a bad 
poet.

Here I was thinking his poems were filled with stale platitudes and pretentious 
apothegms;—

that they were, essentially, professorial or essayistic or diaristic prose, belletrist 
vignettes, chopped up into arbitrary lines.

Now I learn that he was being deliberately pretentious, deliberately obtuse, 
deliberately clicheish, deliberately prosaic—

I thought his verse-craft was amateurish at best: and that its incompetence showed he
lacked any talent for or was unable to master the skills necessary to write poetry,—

and that if he wanted to be an author, novels were the answer . . .

But!— if all those defects were "deliberate"!?

Shouldn't that change my mind?  No, sorrry: after reading his new poems in the new 
APR, I can only repeat:

All his new poems are boring; in this they resemble all his old.

*
I can't of course deny that he has achieved a degree of popularity in the USA poetry 
community, and that he is held in high regard by some poets . . .

I don't think his books will ever be bestsellers like those of Mary Oliver or Billy Collins 
or Jane Hirshfield et al, though.  On the whole his work can have no interest for the 
larger general public that buys and reads poets like these.

He's a poet for poets, not for readers.  (I must admit that some of his lines, some of 
his phrases, could be adapted for commercial use: Imagine a Hallmark card whose 
front text reads: Longing, we say, and then you open it, and on the inside it 
continues: because love is full of endless distances . . . Homilies like this one (from 
his famous "blackberry" poem) could be excerpted for greater gain and distribution.)

But in trying to account for the acclaim and admiration granted him by some of his 
fellow poets, I have a theory as to why that might be—

Based on the poems of his I've been able to muddle through and or start to read, I 
speculate that the reason he is appreciated by those poets is, quite simply, his subject
matter.

Or not subject matter, actually: subject singular, because as far as I can see his poetry
only deals with one subject—

What is this recurring subject and why does it make his work so appealing to other 



poets (and there are certainly enough of them to establish his reputation)—

It's a theme that is as old as poetry: or rather, a sub-theme, an ancillary topic: a 
subordinate leitmotif that can always be found to a greater or lesser (usually lesser) 
extent in all poetry, Shakespeare's sonnets, Wordsworth's Prelude, Milton's Lycidas:

Alas what boots it with uncessant care
To ply the homely slighted shepherd's trade
And strictly meditate the thankless muse . . .

The proposition that can be spied poking its head up from time to time in all poetry of
the past and present, is this:

being a poet/writing poetry is difficult.

This gripe and grumble lament appears throughout the centuries of verse, but 
normally it only emerges overtly in a limited measure . . .

The genius of Halfhass has been to take this heretofore minor issue and to make it his 
main, indeed as I perceive it, his only thesis:

All his poems are Complaints.  Every poem he writes is about how hard it is to write 
the poem he's writing.  Everything else in his poems is ostensible, mere occasion.

Or is Apologia the right term. Anyway, that's his secret: that's what makes (some) 
other poets respond with such empathy and recognition (or self-recognition) to his 
work—

The whine of it all is never far from many poets' hearts.  The drudgery, the 
defensiveness, the diffidence, the doubts, the day-after-day of trying to write poetry 
is (as every poet knows, and every writer who ever aspired to write poetry, and golly 
even failed poets like me)—

is, to say the least, demanding.  Or damned—

What is that ancient Welsh curse Robert Graves quotes somewhere: It is death to be a 
poet.

All the D-words.  Whereof come in the end Despondency and Madness—

Not to mention Masochism, which is another aspect of it that pleasures the poets who 
esteem this theme above all others.

This perversity—this breastbeating of the bard over the troubles of his task—remains a
minor one.  Yes, it persists, it subsists as a flaw poets fall heir to, a fixation in the 
blood, a bittersweet urge that has proved irresistible to poets of all eras; who among 
them has not paused to scratch that itch.

But in the drama of poetry, it is an Aside.  A brief interruption in the flow.  Extraneous
—

A bit part, not a star role.   

Think of it as a pocket of self-pity whose acid bubbles up under stress, in resentful 
momentary spurts.

But it's a capillary, not a vein.  A rivulet, not a river.  Etcet—

And most poets have seen it for what is: a self-indulgent luxury, a chocoholic spree, 
an intramural solipsistic tic, an autoerotic fetish of interest to others in the biz but no
one else.



All poets are susceptible to it; an unfortunate few become addicted.

Ultimately it remains a trivial subject, and Halfhass remains a trivial poet.

*
—An earlier fawning piece in APR was entitled "The Spiritual Progress of Robert Hass."

Regarding which I responded in an earlier post here:

Yeah, spiritual progress, I mean he's a fucking saint, right?  Unfortunately there has 
been no corresponding poetical progress.  All his new poems are  pretentious and 
cliche-riddled; in this they resemble all the old.  Even when he tries to write a 
'political' poem it turns as usual into maundering piffle.

Saint Robert of Hassisi, the Mother Teresa of American poetry.

*
After reading (or failing to read) that "Spiritual Progess" essay, I wrote the following 
poem:

AT THE "FEDERAL CENSORSHIP AND THE ARTS" SYMPOSIUM

Just as the Nazis never proscribed Rilke
(he was no Expressionist, no Degenerate,
no Art-Bolshevik), so most of us poets
are thought no threat by those in authority—

Halfhass, for instance, his books won't get banned:
his Rilkemanqué wins awards, his "spiritual
progress" and "earned words" (—to paraphrase Wilde,
his genius gives good guru Po-Biz style while

his talent brooks those so serious ergo poems)—
what might please our fuehrers even more is
his patriot's part in The American Poetry Series.

Better silence than that?  Better to hide, to write
for one's cabinet?  (To paraphrase Benn,
the aristocratic form of publication.)

Note:
This poem was deleted from my collected comic poems by the publisher, BOA, whose 
chief fund-raiser at the time was Robert Hass. . . .
I've wondered if the BOA editors censored this poem on their own initiative, or 
whether they were ordered to do so by Hass.  If Hass had my poem suppressed, it 
wouldn't surprise me, prima donnas like him are notoriously touchy.  Their facades are
sensitive, these sainted ones.

*

Bill Knott bliver læst om John Ashbery / repost from 01/17 07
from:  http://www.poesi.dk/anarkiforfattere/jorgen_andersen.html.

*
Jeger ligeglad

om kopperne er vasket
om huslejen er
betalt
om digteren
Bill Knott bliver



læst
om John Ashbery
på boghandlerens hylde
tages ned
om de to
skrivende amerikanere
tages alvorlig
jeg er ligeglad
og dog strejfer
der mennesker
om i sindets
kaos                          

Gary Snyder
et tilfældigt
navn er han
min bror i
ånden

*

That's me alright, I always bliver laest om Ashbery. . . 

can't read Swedish, so I don't know the poet Jorgen Andersen is saying here . . . 
maybe the last stanza translates as:
Snyder is better than them (Knott and Ashbery) put together. . .

*
              
found on the net: i like the assim/mim rhyme
                         
*
OS NÓS DE BILL KNOTT

Morte

Ao dormir, cruzo as mãos sobre meu peito.
Eles irão dispôr minhas mãos assim.
No entanto parecerá que vôo direto para mim mesmo.

[ Traduzi por aqui dois ou três poemas de Bill Knott, "o maior outsider da poesia norte-
americana", de acordo com Stephen Dobyns. Taí mais um. Um poeta que publicou 
livros com títulos como Auto-Necrophilia merece ser conhecido, não? ]
            
              por Joca Reiners Terron

*

September 17, 2008
zeddrafts

*

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from July 2007 through March 2009 and have been collected 
in the pdf “DRAFTS_ A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS”, which you 
may access/download in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length ]



ZED

when attendance is taken   / as attendance is taken
after his name each kid
stops listening to the rollcall
only the final alphabetical boy

***

Denise Duhamel / repost from sept 23/07
///

*
Denise Duhamel is a poet whose work, while widely published, will probably not 
receive as much acclaim as it might . . .

Compare her to her contemporaries who have won Pulitzers and other such 
awards . . . the difference is that Duhamel, unlike, for example, Claudia Emerson, 
Franz Wright, and Natasha Trethewey, has made the "mistake" of writing poems in the 
comic mode.

I mention these three Pulitzer poets not to question the quality of their work—each of
them has written poetry which deserves prize honors—

but to place in contrast Duhamel, who is also worthy of attention and respect and 
official laurels.  Yet—

she has committed the one error most USA poets know to avoid.

Because you know—you all know—if you wanna win the prizes, you gotta stick to 
Serious. 

*
Here's an early Duhamel poem I've admired since its publication in 1996.  She has 
moved on from this kind of writing into other more experimental modes, but here's 
one I hope she won't leave out of her Selected when her publisher Pitt does it: this 
comes from a section of poems about her mother, all of which I like, in the book 
entitled "Girl Soldier"—maybe it loses something out of that context—:

FROM THE SHORE

Michele and I pull out our feet from the mud, and begin
to scream from a new spot.  We think you are going to drown.
You won't look back as you swim to the middle of the ocean.

"But Ma!" we call.  Chills through our arms, down
through our legs as though we've been struck still by lightning
and no one will touch us.  We're afraid to touch each other.

If only we could jump out past our bodies, the small ones
you had to lift up when the waves come.  Michele and I clung
to your sides and still got mouthfuls of salt water.

Had we dragged mud from the sand castle to the blanket
or sung too loud or fought with each other?  The foam
like thrown toys breaking at our feet, unsteadying us.

At sunset, the family beach mostly cleared,
a lady with red veins on her legs and a bathing suit with a skirt
stops to help us.  We point you out, the only mother



in the lineup.  Your face, a small craft at the point where water
meets choppy sky.  The lady says it's about to rain
and starts yelling with us, demanding you get back on shore

to take care of your daughters.  I know we've made a mistake
as you turn around and see Michele and me with this other adult.
All the ocean goes silent—the sea sounds, the gulls.

It's like watching TV with the sound turned off.
You rise from the water like a wet monster and the lady,
in a rage, begins to yell and I guess you yell back:

my ears are murmuring a quiet that's louder.
I vow never to tell on anyone again—if ever I see a kid hitting
another kid, if ever I see someone robbing a bank.

My whole body shakes, the sound inside a seashell.
You yank Michele's arm and mine, saying,
"Can't I have one goddamn minute alone?"

*

*

some reposts from a year ago
'. . . [I]f the darkness and the corruption leave / A vestige of the thoughts that once I 
had' (Christina Rossetti), they might be here.

*

here's a note I wrote a while back to the Editor of Denver Quarterly, but he didn't 
publish it or even acknowledge its receipt:

Dear Bin Ramke,

If Martin Arnold on page 2 of your current issue (Vol.37, No.3) ended his poem ('The 
Thank You Amputations') by saying something like "April ain't the cruelest month," I 
imagine that neither he nor you would presumably feel it necessary to mention 
Eliot/Wasteland/etc.——

But since his last line there on page 2 ("But it matters what your thank you's 
amputate") seems to be refuting an obscure line ("And it doesn't matter what the 
thankyou amputates") from an obscure poem in an obscure book ('Poem,' p. 23, "Auto-
Necrophilia," 1971) by an obscure poet (me), shouldn't he, in your editorial 
judgement, somehow indicate that arcane/recondite source?

But then, he probably isn't refuting or referencing me; in fact, like most poets of his 
generation, he's probably never heard of, or ever read a poem by me.

So it's a case of coincidence, right?— Because if Arnold wants to get anywhere in his 
poetic career, he shouldn't rewrite bad lines by a nobody like me.

You should advise him to rewrite poems by James Tate, as many of your younger 
contributors are already doing—

He should emulate the best living American poet, not the worst!

Sincerely,

Bill Knott

*



*
A poem is the sum of its excerpts.

I wish I could reduce my poems to soundbites.

*
your blond poet may be going insane (reprint of a deleted post from last year)

*
Georg Heym (1887-1912), Georg Trakl (1887-1914), August Stramm (1874-1915), and 
Alfred Lichtenstein (1889-1914). The least-known today, to English-speaking poetry 
readers anyway, are Stramm and Lichtenstein. A Selected Heym in English versions was
published in the UK last year, and Trakl of course has been presented in several book-
length translations.

Heym died in an iceskating accident before The Great War, which murdered the other 
three.

Stramm's poetry is so idiosyncratic that it doesn't translate well, and Lichtenstein died
so young that his poetic career had barely begun.

Here are two translations of Lichtenstein's "Die Dämmerung" (1913):

TWILIGHT

A fat boy is playing with a pond.
The wind has trapped itself in a tree.
The sky looks wan and pale
As though it hadn't found its make-up.

On long crutches, bent crookedly, two lame men
Creak and chatter across the field.
A blond poet may be going mad.
A little horse stumbles over a lady.

At a window a fat man is stuck.
A youth is going to visit a soft woman.
A grey clown is pulling up his boots.
A baby-carriage screeches and dogs curse.

(trans. Victor Lange)

the next is by Roy F. Allen, from his book, "German Expressionist Poetry" (Twayne, 
1979):

TWILIGHT

A fat boy is playing with a pond.
The wind has gotten caught in a tree.
The sky looks dissolute and pale,
As though it had run out of make-up.

Bent crooked on long crutches
And chattering, two cripples are creeping across the field.
A blond poet is perhaps going mad.
A pony trips over a lady.

A fat man is sticking to a window.
A young lad wants to visit a supple woman.
A gray clown is putting on his boots.
A baby carriage screams and dogs are cursing.



*

This mode, this method, is taken, the experts all point out, from "Weltende" (1910) by
Jacob van Hoddis, which is historically and famously "the first Expressionist poem." 
(And which I assume everyone is familiar with.)

*
Die Dämmerung

Ein dicker Junge spielt mit einem Teich.
Der Wind hat sich in einem Baum gefangen.
Der Himmel sieht verbummelt aus und bleich,
as wäre ihm die Schminke ausgegangen.

Auf lange Krücken schief herabgebückt
Un schwatzend kriechen auf dem Feld zwei Lahme.
Ein blonder Dichter wird vielleicht verrückt.
Ein Pferdchen stolpert über eine Dame.

An einem Fenster klebt ein fetter Mann.
Ein Jüngling will ein weiches Weib besuchen.
Ein grauer Clown zieht sich die Stiefel an.
Ein Kinderwagen schreit und Hunde fluchen.

*

Chubby boy to fat man, pond to window.
Sans make-up, the horse keeps tripping over that lady.
And the young man of course is on his way where else.
The pregnancies that ensue from these encounters may fill the Kinderwagens with 
Pegasi or blond poets going bonkers.
etc!!!!!!!!!!!

*

But the method here, the one-liners, the sequence of seemingly nonsequitirs. . .

Victor Lange: "The Expressionist technique . . . juxtaposes not, in the symbolist 
manner, resonant metaphors but static images. . . . We find [this] technique of 
stringing together a number of almost self-contained statements, each striking but 
without lyric resonance, in Kafka's earliest prose text, "Description of a Fight." written
in 1902 or 1903, and published in 1909: 'What days are these? Why is everything so 
poorly built? Houses collapse without any reason. . . . People fall down in the street 
and lie there. . . . The tip of the town hall tower moves in small circles. All window 
panes rattle. The lampposts bend like bamboo. The cloak of The Mother Mary on the 
column flaps and the air tugs at it. Does nobody see it?' "

Lange introduces Lichtenstein's "Twilight" by saying something like (I'm paraphrasing 
it):
"One Expressionist procedure [technique, method] is the attempt to present a 
succession of syntactically simple statements which, in their taciturn manner, produce
an almost mythical effect. Lichtenstein's "Twilight" is an example of this. . . ."
(These Lange quotes are from the Review of National Literatures, Volume 9, 1978).

*
 
a matchterpiece  (reprint of a deleted post from last year)

*

The Well-Made Poem: how often I try to write it and how often I fail. But when I find 



one, especially a new current one, I'm awed and I writhe a bit wishing I could have 
written it. Here's one from the TLS, May 26, 2006, which I have been enthralled by for
the past month or so, I've been rereading it daily:

MATCHES (by Robert Nye)

Some matchsticks in a patch of melting tar
Held my attention for at least an hour
One afternoon when I was rising four.
Crouched in the shadow of some willow trees
I stared at them and saw the way love sees,
And all was close and clear and singular.

Three matchsticks in a black hot patch of tar,
One spent, one bent, one still a fusilier
Standing up proud and perpendicular
With fire in his head, my cavalier.
Well, I knelt by them on my naked knees,
Transfixed as always by simplicities.

I loved those lordlings of the molten square,
My puny masters stuck in hot black tar,
Though only now I've worked the reason out
(If love needs reasons, which of course I doubt):
We're outcast in this world, and derelict,
Matches from nothing into nowhere flicked.

*

*
the Billy Collins curse of the day

*
When Harold Bloom abstained from selecting any of the poems in Rich's BAP in his 
Best-of-the-BAP anthol, he justified it with a quote: "They have the numbers, we have
the heights." 

They meaning the poets like Rich who write out of sociopolitical concerns . . . We 
meaning, well, you know who he means.

*
J.D. McClatchy consoles himself:  Billy Collins has the numbers, but I have the heights.

Ron Silliman consoles himself:  Billy Collins has the numbers, but I have the heights.

*
They should sing it in chorus, cheek to cheek.

*
chickenshit (Artificial Intelligence)

*
Today Silliman's omnipotent blog has the usual rehash of Billy Collins and his 
"Accessibility for the Masses"  poetry conspiracy . . .

Collins must start to sweat, Silliman says, when he considers the Historical 
Perspective on it all, because Edgar Guest and Ogden Nash are now forgotten and in 
the future Billyboy and all the other popular poets like him will be too . . .

If, as Samuel Johnson says, Patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel,

then Posterity is the first refuge of the Avantgarde.



Silliman says: After we're dead, Billyboo, they will forget you and worship me, nyeah 
nyeah nyeah! 

*
having recently found a dollar copy of the Collins BAP, it's as I suspected: David 
Lehman is terrified to hire an editor who will choose anti-war or political poems (he 
got burned with Rich), which is why he's been opting for non-political poets like 
Muldoon and Collins and McHugh to edit the recent BAPs . ..

do the words Bush or Iraq appear in the 2006 BAP?  I didn't see them in any of the 
poems, which are mostly playdough, play for dough.

BAP is a disgrace, and Lehman is a coward who deserves a Medal from Karl Rove's ass.

*
As for Posterity, I'm sure the androids and cyborgs in Ray Kurzweil's head will 
undoubtedly have a lot to say about all this when they take control of Po Biz  . . .

Those AIs might appreciate a pun in the end: will their favorite poet from the past be 
the poet known as Ai?

*
(or will Silliman rule out Florence Anthony as well as Billy Collins from the future's 
slate of poets?)

*
Silliman should spell out that list of poets-who-will-be-forgotten.  Name names.  
Separate the Saved from the Damned, the Enlightened from the SOQed. 

But of course the Chosen always smugly Know who they are, and to hell with the 
oblivious others.

*
But speaking of Ai, her poems are as "accessible" as Collins'. And Rita Dove and Mary 
Oliver: their work is accessible to, and popular with, a large audience, somewhat the 
same as Collins.   Their books certainly sell more than Clark Coolidge's.

So why is Silliman picking on Collins all the time, why is Collins the whipping boy? 

Silliman insults Collins by comparing him to Guest and Nash.  Why doesn't he do the 
same with Ai and Dove and Oliver?   You know in his heart of hearts he thinks they 
(and many others) are as culpable and erasable as Collins.

Collins is the easy target.  The strawman.  The perp you can pot at from bed.  That 
bullseye's already painted so why not use it.  A lazy shorthand, the cliche just waiting.

*

*

September 18, 2008
WHERE MODERN POETRY BEGAN / repost from last year

*
Where Modern Poetry Began: a Conjecture

*

A LAST WORD (by Ernest Dowson, 1899)

Let us go hence: the night is now at hand;



   The day is overworn, the birds all flown;
   And we have reaped the crops the gods have sown;
Despair and death; deep darkness o'er the land,
Broods like an owl; we cannot understand
   Laughter or tears, for we have only known
   Surpassing vanity: vain things alone
Have driven our perverse and aimless band.
Let us go hence, somewhither strange and cold,
   To Hollow Lands where just men and unjust
   Find end of labour, where's rest for the old,
Freedom to all from love and fear and lust.
Twine our torn hands!  O pray the earth enfold
Our life-sick hearts and turn them into dust.

*
Many have linked Dowson's first line here with the start of Eliot's Prufrock: "Let us go 
then, you and I . . . "

(not to mention Hollow Lands and Hollow Men) . . .

Louis Simpson in his very commendable book, "Three on the Tower," declares that 
Modern Poetry begins with this simile:

When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherised upon a table . . .

If you enter the Boston Common near the corner of Beacon and Arlington streets, you 
can easily find the Memorial to Ether: it's a large stele structure, erected in 1909 to 
honor the medical miracle that led to this alleviation of surgical pains . . .

if you walk around it, you'll see carved on its sides the names and facts attending the 
merciful invention; also engraved there is a depiction of a patient lying upon the 
surgical table, masked to his necessary numbness, his unfelt salvation . . .

Now as you stand there looking up at the stone monument, imagine it's 1910 and 
you're a shy young Philosophy major from Harvard on your way to an arty soiree on 
nearby Beacon Hill, bashfully headed toward paneled rooms where the women come 
and go talking of Michelangelo,

only you're early probably (you're a bit of an earlywart), and so, trying to forget how 
nervous the thought of those lamp-eyed women up there on the Hill makes you, you 
kill time here in the Park by avidly remembering the dissolute lines of a late Dowson 
and murmuring the beginning of a poem you yourself are working on, yes you're a 
poet,

as it happens a very handsome young Tom from St Louis, Missouri—

indeed you're a dude though you doubt it to such a perversely-celibate degree, to an 
extent of fear and desperate longing, that a Saint might envy the Sebastianated 
profundity, the repressed prowess of your bit-back passions,

you're muttering and stuttering the start of your poem, your panicky Love Song, but 
you're stuck, you can't get past the first couple lines that go (going after Dowson) "Let
us go then, you and I, / When the evening is spread out against the sky / Like a . . . "

Lke a what?  Umm, like an enormous purple peony?  an enormous purpled penis?  an 
enormous, engorged prepuce?—

and then suddenly, out of nowhere, a cat escaped from a nearby mansion streaks past 
and drags your glance down or aslant from the sunset you've been studying for 
inspiration—



and all at once your eye is caught on the tumescent wonder of this newly-erected 
pillar or Cleopatra's Needle whose obeliskness awaits your transfiguration of its nursed
and doctored bas-relief figures into the first trope of Modern Verse . . .

in short, you see this great big thing sticking phallic-ly out of the ground, and hard 
upon it rears the fresh cuts, hot-off-the-chisel, the castrate-straight edges hacked and
honed, so recently-rendered in sharp homage to the genius of Hippocrates etcet,

and in particular a sculpted picture that shows, what else,

a patient etherised upon a table.

. . .  It's close to Arlington St, down from the corner of Beacon St about fifty or sixty 
yards.  There is no plaque commemorating the historic event I've envisioned here, but 
maybe you can stray chance to stand upon the very spot where Modern Poetry began 
in my imaginary re-enactment, tableau where I fancy the young poet found himself:

only of course there wouldn't have been all the insane traffic noise there is now back 
in 1910; if you can blank out those honking horns and rush-hour engines, you might be 
able to return to that briefest encounter:

can you re-T.S. that bewildering juncture, the awful daring of that moment's 
surrender . . . ?

Just a short walk away from there, moreover, you may also try to find the place where
PostModern Poetry perhaps began in the late 1950s—

the sidewalk where Robert Lowell raged in crucifixed witness as the Boston Garden 
was ripped apart to build a parkinglot. . . . Stop there or stroll there while all around 
you, all around the Common, a savage servility slides by on grease.  Inhale that oil, 
feel that energy, that power, that source the world is killing itself for.

Stroll there and stand there in our Hollow Land . . .

Where?  Somewhither strange and cold.  Let us go hence—

Oh do not ask what is it: let us go and make our visit.

*

*

[When Louise Bogan met Eliot in the 1940s, she was struck by how blithely he retained
or emitted an aura of his handsomeness as a youth . . . I don't have the quote, but as I
remember it she went on to say something about how those who were physically 
beautiful when young will often wear the air or the manner (the grace) of that beauty
into their middle or old age . . . a bearing, as it were.]

*

September 19, 2008
repost from 04/11/06

*
inviolate

Mallarme's Commandment: "Everything that wishes to remain sacred must surround 
itself with mystery."  Poets must surround their work with an aura of obscurity.  A 
moat of mist.  Like the mouth of Avernus they must exude a miasma.  They must 
remain unapproachable, hidden behind the cloud of their strange verbiage.  The 
verbal herb-hedge.



Here's how Lawrence describes the nameless Christ-figure in The Man Who Died (which
for some reason I began reading last night): "So he went his way, and was alone.  But 
the way of the world was past belief, as he saw the strange entanglement of passions 
and circumstance and compulsion everywhere, but always the dread insomnia of 
compulsion.  It was fear, the ultimate fear of death, that made men mad.  So always 
he must move on, for if he stayed, his neighbours wound the strangling of their fear 
and bullying around him.  There was nothing he could touch, for all, in a mad 
assertion of the ego, wanted to put a compulsion on him, and violate his intrinsic 
solitude.  It was the mania of cities and societies and hosts, to lay a compulsion on a 
man, upon all men. For men and women alike were mad with the egoistic fear of their
own nothingness.  And he thought of his own mission, how he had tried to lay the 
compulsion of love on all men.  And the old nausea came back on him.  For there was 
no contact without a subtle attempt to inflict a compulsion.  And already he had been
compelled into death.  The nausea of the old wound broke out afresh, and he looked 
again on the world with repulsion, dreading its mean contacts."

Given the world of mean contacts, the mania of societies and hosts to compel a mass 
mindless allegiance, is it any wonder poets recoil in self-isolation from that "mad 
assertion"?  Better the dreamstate of our semi-somnolent rhymes, our hallucinatory 
lulls of glossolalia, our REMpoems, than that "dread insomnia" . .  . .

Noli me tangere, unless you're a disciple: didn't Mallarme say somewhere he would be 
content with a readership of 12?  (Every poet gets to be his own Judas, of course.)
   
*
repost from 12/09/06

*
*
The new (December 2006) Poetry (Chicago) is out. . .

Look at page 218 vis a vis page 253, where the following passages occur (I wish I had 
the software to place these excerpts side by side in two columns):

In the first instance, here's editor Christian Wiman presenting a credo of principles:
"There is nothing wrong with thinking of poetry as a process, with developing a way of
writing that allows you to churn out verse.  Nothing wrong with it, that is, unless you 
give up all attempt at discrimination and insist on publishing all of these efforts.  It 
may not be the case that anyone who is writing a book of poems every two or three 
years is writing too much, but he or she is certainly publishing too much."

Compare that with this Contributor's Note on page 253:
"Mary Ruefle's most recent book of poetry is A Little White Shadow (Wave Books, 
2006).  Indeed I Was Pleased With the World is forthcoming from Carnegie Mellon Press
in 2007."

*
Ever get the feeling that Po's right hand is not always in touch with its left?  The 
recent case of Jane Hirshfield is apropos: immediately after her book After had been 
flacked and featured and promoted with a free-advertisement puffpiece on its 
website, Po then turned around and sicced Dan "The Assassin" Chiasson onto it.  His 
negative review of After appeared in the September 2006 Po, and is characterized by 
Robert Bly, in this new issue's Letters to the Editor section, as "gruesome" and 
"gratuitous[ly] insult[ing]."

*
Here's a list of recent books by Ruefle (taken from Amazon):

Post Meridian (Feb 2000)
Cold Pluto (Jan 2001)
Apparition Hill (Nov 2001)
Among the Musk Ox People: Poems (Mar 2002)



Tristimania (Nov 2003)
A Little White Shadow (2006)

.... add the 2007 one announced in Po, and that's 7 years, 7 books: is that too many?

*
Isn't Wiman being a bit hypocritical.  He's rubbishing with one hand what he's 
publishing with the other.

*
Actually Chiasson-the-Assassin's gruesome garroting of Hirshfield has made me rethink 
my attitude to her work.  If the Assassin insults her poetry, it must have some merit.  I
stated in an interview two years ago that Hirshfield was one of the two worst living 
poets.  I think I said elsewhere that she wrote Rilkemilky pietistic pap, by which I 
meant Robert Halfhass.

Whatever: I respect Robert Bly, and if he says Hirshfield's poetry is worthy, I will try to
find the worth in it.

*
But Wiman is right about "process."  When poets favor process over product, the result
is often mediocrity.  Many poets (including myself) engage the daily rote of makework 
toward an optimistic specious end; we write poetry because we're poets and trapped 
in the tailchase of tautology we (I) heap up all this verbiage, and it sits there, it 
covers every surface, it suffocates me until finally out of panic I publish it just to get 
it off me.  And it's bad: I've published so many bad poems just to get them out of my 
sight, off my computer.  Wiman is right: "churn it out" if you have to; if that's the way 
you have to do it, do it: but then discriminate, don't publish every scrap you've 
scraped together. He's right, and I wish I had had the courage in my career to do it.  I 
wish I had the courage today to do it.  So I certainly have no moral highground to 
point the finger at others for publishing too much when I'm guilty of the same thing.

*
repost from 12/01/06

*
missing from the mass po-list is guess who

I've lived in Massachusetts for over 30 years now, and applied I don't know how many 
times for a State Arts Council grant, they never gave me a fucking penny.  But it's not 
Massachusetts per se—the truth is that I would have been blacklisted no matter where 
I lived.

*
How many times did I apply for a residency at the Provincetown Arts Center back in 
1968, '69, '70, '71, '72?  Each time I was rejected by Stanley Kunitz who ran the 
selection committee back then . . . . you could look up the names of the poets he 
chose over me, and prove what? He was right to reject a nothing a nobody like me.  (I 
assume Kunitz ordered the Massachusetts State Arts Council to blacklist me.  Or if 
wasn't Kunitz, it was someone like him, Louise Gluck maybe.  It is the duty of 
upperclass ivyleague poets like them to crush scum like me.)

*
  
already defunct

*
*
excerpts from some google translations of German reviews of Denis Johnson's novel 
"Already Dead"

*



One does not wish Drum at the end, Johnson from the three-lateral poem ' Poem Noir '
of Bill Knott 620-seitigen novel would have gedrechselt itself, but its time better 
spent...

*
California Gothic 55 rows satisfy a Bill Knott, and his "Poème noir" was finished.   The 
poem, similar to a Moritat, is a monologue of the dead. In harsh, fast words he 
remembers to the concatenation of atrocities, which he fell victim to. In fact, a fast-
mystery plot.   The writer Denis Johnson inspired the eerie piece to 632 pages a heavy
boulder. "Schon tot", "Even dead," is the fifth novel of the 1949 American-born.

*
At the heart of the plot - the very explicitly on a poem by Bill Knott is based - is rich 
from the home-born, but highly indebted and producer Nelson Fairchield Pot.

*
Denis Johnson is grateful for the poet Bill Knott that he one of his poems was used as 
a template . . . The story of the letter is based, is quickly told (and their act is in fact
actually a poem by Bill Knott, entitled "Poem Noir" borrowed): Nelson Fairchild, the 
son of a wealthy family and illegal marijuana farmers, observed by chance Even a 
murderer.

*
A story that Johnson's poem "Poem Noir" by Bill Knott thing, the novel is also attached 
and its action goes something like:

Husband comes home. It rains. He looks like someone in his pond drown want stormed 
out and rescue him. Geretteter but is determined to die. So man asked him whether it
would disrupt the lives of the electric chair to quit. Geretteter denied. So there Mann 
him with the task of killing his wife. Instead, at the agreed time to kill the woman, he
lets them live. Instead, the father of the dying man, and his brother is murdered. The 
suspicion falls on man he tried to find and saved to make. They collide, fight, man 
dies in suicide married his wife.

This poem, which is also in the form of a country or blues song could succeed, Johnson
transposed into a huge Showers story: "A California Gothic" is the subtitle of the 
American original.

*
The core of the novel action, Johnson tells us, goes back to a poem by Bill Knott with 
the title poem of Noir 1983, in the words of scarce fatal role reversal between the 
instigators and perpetrators as a vicious circle.

September 20, 2008

*
I keep this blog hidden under some dirty underwear inside a locked drawer and if you 
don't like what you see here then I suggest you drop your jimmy and stop rummaging 
through my shorts.  Do that B and E somewhere else.

*
*
LIFE'S A WHORE AND DEATH'S HER PIMP
a repost from Sept 9, 2006
*

LIFE'S A WHORE AND DEATH'S HER PIMP

in this wonderfully vivid poem by W. E. Henley (1849-1903):

MADAM LIFE'S A PIECE IN BLOOM



Madam Life's a piece in bloom
  Death goes dogging everywhere:
She's the tenant of the room,
  He's the ruffian on the stair.

You shall see her as a friend,
  You shall bilk him once or twice;
But he'll trap you in the end, 
  And he'll stick you for her price.

With his kneebones at your chest,
  And his knuckles in your throat,
You would reason — plead — protest!
  Clutching at her petticoat;

But she's heard it all before,
  Well she knows you've had your fun,
Gingerly she gains the door,
  And your little job is done.

*

That third stanza is just great: kneebones and knuckles, and the k-sound from knuck 
picked up with "Clutching" and "coat" . . . and the transition from the ascending 
desperation of "reason—plead—protest!" to "Clutching at her petticoat," supinely 
grabbing for her under-hem as she passes in exit.  And "petticoat" is of course much 
more poignantly suggestive than "dress" would be.  And the sudden abrupt cluster of 
internal rhymes in this line (clut/at/pet/coat) are so curt and cutting.  Ouch ouch 
ouch ouch.

Your little job (who's been the worker here, who's the wage-slave of this labor?) is 
done!  Your handjob blowjob and all the other jobjobs which in retrospect (the 
expense of spirit in a waste of shame) can be measured in its petticoat-petty 
diminishment pronouncedly pathetically only by the quash-judgement of "little." 

*
. . . in the books they call that trochaic tetrameter, but since every terminal foot in it
is tailless; and, since the default metric foot in English is the iambic: why not, putting
Occam's Razor to it, simply call it iambic tetrameter with each initial foot headless?

*
and Auden too:

Earth, receive an honoured guest;
William Yeats is laid to rest.
Let the Irish vessel lie
Emptied of its etc.

*
(Doesn't Frost say somewhere that there are only two feet in English verse, "iambic 
and loose iambic"?)

*
*
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imagine all the assholes

*
LONE GUNMAN



Imagine there's no heaven
(the CIA gave me this gotten gun)
It's easy if you try
(see the FBI boys they're wavin byebye)
No hell below us
(the Pope says you reap what you sow us)
Above us only sky
(Nixon okayed the kill so die)

Imagine there's no countries
(I stand behalf of all the police)
It isn't hard to do
(I'm programmed to terminate you)
Nothing to kill or die for
(I'll kill you and you'll lie there)
And no religion too
(you can't say no religion
you can't say that and live John)

Imagine all the people
(the Church ain't gonna weep you)
Living life in peace
(who d'ya think paid for this firepiece)

You may say I'm a dreamer
(like the Manchurian Candidate remember)
But I'm not the only one
(it only takes one misfit loner gone wrong)
I hope someday you'll join us
(gotta plug you in the groin-ass)
And the world will be as one
(they brainwashed me to see it done)

Imagine no possessions
(imagine us mind-wiped assassins)
I wonder if you can
(all unbelievers are damned)
No need for greed or hunger
(they said put that Brit six feed under)
A brotherhood of man
(blam blam I'm from the Vatican)
Imagine all the people
(all the Wall Street capital)
Sharing all the world
(yeah the Lee Harvey Osworld)

*

footnote to Silliman's footnote

**

>>>this appeared as a footnote to the entry for 10/23/07 in Silliman's omnipotent 
blog:

"If the surrealism of Robert Bly & James Wright was a conscious rebellion against the 
Boston Brahmin scene around Lowell, the soft surrealists – who emerged after Tate's 
sublime first volume, The Lost Pilot – represented a kind of rapprochement. The three
who matter are Tate, Simic & Bill Knott, tho one can detect its influence to this day in
the work of, say, Dean Young."

*



I've noted earlier here my admiration for and envy of Silliman's energy and erudition 
as expressed almost daily in his blog . . . his enthusiasm and wide-ranging intellect 
seem awesome.  I don't often agree with his opinions about poetry, but c'est la vie I'm 
always interested (sort of) to read them . . .

High-minded, serious, assiduous, thorough, scrupulous in detail, but even he nods at 
times, and sometimes he simply doesn't provide enough background info or context for
his readers, and the quote above is one example—

most of his readers will recognize the names he mentions: Bly and Wright are 
internationally known, and Dean Young is famous for being the eminent featured star 
of Poetry (Chicago) Magazine's monthly "Comedy Issue" . . .

James Tate and Charles Simic are Pulitzer and National Book Award poets, winners of 
the Wallace Stevens Prize, their work can be found in the Norton, etcetera etcetera, 
they are two of the most successful poets alive—

but who on earth is this "Bill Knott"?!

Silliman says: "The three who matter are Tate, Simic & Bill Knott . . ."  He states this 
so matter-of-factly and straightforwardly as if he assumed his readers will know who 
these three are, and of course most will indeed know who Tate and Simic are, won't 
they,

because Tate and Simic are successful honor-laureled poets, and ergo they "matter."

But Bill Knott?  Hunh?  Knott has not won such awards nor any of that and Knott will 
not be found in the Norton nor any other anthol-covering-the-period . . .

Knott is not only not In Print, in fact Knott is humiliated degraded and abjected into 
suffering the most malvolio'd disgraceful and loathesomest fate any poet can have 
thrust upon 'em, i.e., to be a "blog poet"!

Contra Silliman, Knott does not and in reality can not "matter" . . .

The syllogism is irrefutable: Tate and Simic matter, their prizes prove it: since their 
prizes prove they matter,

then Knott's lack of prizes proves he does not matter.

Matter is logical, matter equals Aum squared, and the matter is closed.  Matter of 
fact.

*
repost from april 14/06

*
a quote from playwright Joan Holden:

"During the life span of Babyboomers . . . we have come to be ruled by a shadow (now
no longer secret) government of spy agencies, right wing billionaires and military 
fanatics.  Our oceans have been turned into a chemical dump, half the world's rain-
forests have vanished, holes have appeared in our ozone layer, and our hopes for the 
future have been buried under a steadily mounting pile of unimaginable weapons.  
During the same period, a single topic has dominated the American stage: personal 
relationships."

Personal relationships have similarly dominated American poetry during the same 
period.  And those of us who are not writing about how our mommies and daddies and 
exes and ohs fucked us over, are writing about our little spiritual epiphanies, our 
souls. . . .



And the latter are not just purveyors of New Age mysticism, you'reOKi'mOK crap, they 
are proppers-up, intellectual augmenters, FELLOW TRAVELERS, of christer fascists like
Bush et al.

In this country's literary history the years 1945-90 might be termed the Anti-
Communist Period. Poets of this era were honored and awarded based on the extent of
their commitment to this cause.  If their poetry was anti-communist enough, they 
were approved and applauded.  If it wasn't, they weren't.

knott-pated fool

*
"Thou clay-brained guts, thou knott-pated fool, thou whoreson, obscene, greasy 
tallow-catch."

—Henry IV, part I, act II.

*
defending Billy Collins / a repost from September 21, 2006

*

*
Here's a recent quote from Jonathan Mayhew's "Bemsha Swing" blog:
"Billy Collins is evil, because he takes the highest art form possible and waters it 
down, perverts it. It is this very act that is evil, hence this is not a fallaciously ad 
hominem statement."

Mayhew is such an interesting writer, intelligent and erudite. But I disagree with 
almost everything he writes about USA poetry, and I wonder why he bothers to write 
such commentary. He must know that his opinions in this area aren't going to be 
heeded by the greater community of the poetry public. Mine aren't either, but I don't 
have any choice because I'm stuck in this mud. But Mayhew is free of our USA po-mire:
he is one of this country's leading experts on contemporary Spanish poetry, that's his 
field of authority in academia. Why doesn't he channel his considerable verbal skills to
translating contemporary Spanish poetry, and leave the Collins-sniping to hacks like X 
and Y? It's all they have, whereas he, Mayhew, has so much more to offer!

Well, Jerome Rothenberg didn't spent his life translating contemporary German 
poetry, which is what I've silently wished for decades he would do. His City Lights 
book (pubbed in the 1960s) of "New Young German Poets" was a touchstone for me. His
brilliant versions of Enzensberger (in the book "Poems for People who Don't Like 
Poetry") have not been topped by any USA translator, and are matched only in their 
alternate by Michael Hamburger's British versions (I always think USA and British 
translators should not be compared against each other as to which is better, but 
simply read side by side with different expectations). . . I don't like Rothenberg's own 
poetry; I think he's wasted his gifts writing his own inferior poetry when he could have
spent the last 4 decades giving us great versions of Enzensberger Celan Krolow 
Bachmann et al. . .

Back to Collins and his "evil" acts. Mayhew and all the other School-Of-Noisiness hacks 
pick on Collins because of his popularity, his bestseller status. It's not Collins per se, 
it's Collins the symbol. If Collins is evil, it's his readers who have made him so. Collins 
is just a strawperp for the SONs to huff and puff at, but of course they can't blow him 
down. They can't topple him because he's not their real problem, anyway: their 
dilemma is that large amorphous audience of poetrybook buyers who are never going 
to gobble up the SON's trickytreats. The SONs are never going to be popular in the way
that Collins and Mary Oliver and Jane Hirshfield etc are.

*



My thoughts about Collins are clouded by envy. Obviously I write the same kind of 
poetry he writes, only he does it significantly better than me. He's simply a better 
poet than I am in the particular style or esthetic mode that he and I both write in and 
from. I wish I could do what he does, because what he does is what I've aspired all my 
life to do and haven't been able to. He's succeeded where I've failed: he's successfully 
written the kinds of poems that I've tried and failed to write.

*

September 22, 2008
a few song lyrics / with a supplement of poems about (or inspired by) 
music

*
*
*

SONG TO CHER

you've got too many feathers
on what you're wearing
but you're just sharing what
you're carrying inside
to help you hide
our dying eyes

you've got too few letters
there in your name to show
but like every brevity you
help us live help us give
our day a little stay
before we go

there's too many young
boyfriends in your bio
but that's just jealous jive
and we all know oh
we were never old enough
to be the one you love

there's too much agelessness
in your face and every dress
you wear is less and less
but nothing can replace
what's barely there as
you stride on stage on high

(all you one-name wonders
sing your numbers
everywhere
you've no discretion in your
expression of the air)

now there's too much cher in
spangled hanging there in
that fixture picture HER
our eyes have all died
our days have gone inside
to find out who you always were

*
*



SONG OF BRASÍLIA

From city to city
We trailed at our heels
Smiling like a suitcase
Through the passport reels
And wasn't it
Good to find a new town
With a new round
Of stars and bars and fabulous
Stays in hotel towers
Wasn't it good to have a slow one
And hour away the hours with a glow on
And when the blush was off we could just cough
And say Well it's time to go on
We could just doff our hats
And say Sorry but I've got to catch
The next wind that's blowing

But alas
This is the last
City on old earth
We'll have to stay here until
A newer one is built

We had combed Kansas City long ago
And Bangkok was old-hat
And Paris we can only bear
Just before or just after a guerre
Yes for us the streets were no longer rolled out
We shuddered no matter what the conductor called out
We yawned in fear
We had been everywhere that's anywhere
On this old map
Then one day we were told that
In the middle of Brazil
Completely surrounded by jungle
Is the place to which we could travel
A brand new city was beginning to be built
Yes a giant new city was being mowed out
Of the jungle
And we were saved

But all too fast
This has become the last
City on this planet
And we're trapped down here until
A newer one is somewhere built

Each day we scour the papers for skyscrapers and their kind
And we try not to think of the podunks we left behind
Cause every true traveler knows
You can't go back to those
Places you've already been
No you can't go back to them

Now this is the last city
We'll see
But one
And we'll rot down here until
The devil



Gives us the key
To that town

*

*

SEFFI'S BLUES

every year the same
they've forgot my name
I take some time away
and when I'm back in May
it's like I never was
all my former buzz
my résumé my respect
where's my endorsements
they treat me worse
than a fatality-show reject
didn't I have a series
didn't I star once
special guest appearance
Sharon Stone as Ceres
but looky here is
this my career this limbo
where'd it all go
I want my audition
I want my youtube hit on
but no it's always no
can't even get a video
or a pilot slot
or a Phil Spector shot
I used to be lah-de hot
now look at this wan
subterrene skin
this bone I'm in
god Dis I'm damned
Angelina can tan
but the sun won't bide
Brad Hades' bride
whitened-hide I stride
past the poppin'-rot-zi
it's me they can not see
I'm fade to the shades
I read the trades
I was Liz and Cher
but the Biz says where
so please don't tell
TMZ I'm back from hell
stale out of rehab
for a while until
I feel that heel-jab
fang again this Fall
that icky-phallic python
is waitin' to writhe-on
when my rerun begins
and my comeback ends
he'll fuck me Paris Hilton
and lay me Lethe Lohan
till I'm gone for rotten
a hasbeen-to-be
signed Persephone



PS don't 'lert the media
don't IM your TV
don't earth to Mom
she cursed the sitcom
I died on and I agree

*
*

TCM BLUES

I can't go far
I can't go free
although I am a star
everywhere I move is
right there (see me?)
on Turner Classic Movies

Mad scene cued for Oscar
my head looms closeup size
gosh I feel so lost there
trapped in celluloid
I collide inside with eyes
I can't escape them
on TCM

No one under 85
remembers my name
that's the forget-its the fuck-its of fame
the goodies and the groovies
why am I still alive
on Turner Classic Movies

I wish they'd forget me
and let me rot in peace
why the hell they have to show
all the B's that Louis B made me
get on my knees for I don't know

Silents mute me
Garbo suits me
Bogie shoots me
Bette boots me
out the door
then comes the War
Coop salutes me
Film Noir
convolutes me
I'm ready for more   
but time and TV executes me

My birthday they unvault me
popcorn butter and salt me
their experts all exalt me
for each posthumous premiere
of the pics I wish would disappear
once a year like Dracula I up and rear
from my mausoleum here
at lovely Forest Lawn    
my death goes on and on and on
like boring Norma Shearer
even though I look so young



I just hate how they approve me
on Turner Classic Movies

I should have stayed on the Stage
my Chekov Ibsen defined the Age
I was the rage of Page One raves
all Hollywood ever saw was my Beauty
I told Jack Warner Go ahead Sue me
I don't need the movies
screw you you studio enslavers
I'm off to Hedda Gabler's

The gangsters and the crooners
the roughies and the smoothies
the dames who came from nowhere
in their furs and rubies
it's Turner Classic Movies

The chippies from the chorus
do their Queens and Madame Boovrys
the hams who knew their Hamlet
are clowns and falldown boobies
the teens who grew up meanies
the Garlands and the Rooneys
come join the ingenues and juvies
on Turner Classic Movies

Producers used me
directors abused me
my co-stars co-screwed me so
please don't behoove me
don't Catherine Deneuve me
all you SOB's just leave me let me go
all you Mickeys and you Goofys
you hasbeens and newbies
12-step friends and floozies 
don't try to sob-and-soothe me
don't emote and quote you love me
you really really love to view me
on Turner Classic Movies

(fadeout:)
My flicks all used to slay em
in the big towns and the boonies
but now they only play em
on Turner Classic Movies

*
*

MY MOTHER'S LIST OF NAMES

My mother's list of names today I take it in my hand
And I read the places she underlined William and Ann
The others are my brothers and sisters I know
I'm going to see them when I'm fully grown

Yes they're waiting for me to join em and I will
Just over the top of that great big hill                        
Lies a green valley where their shouts of joy are fellowing
Save all but one can be seen there next a kin                      



And a link is missing from their ringarosey dance
Think of the names she wrote down not just by chance                  
When she learned that a baby inside her was growing small       
She placed that list inside the family Bible                  

Then I was born and she died soon after               
And I grew up sinful of questions I could not ask her            
I did'not know that she had left me the answer                     
Pressed between the holy pages with the happy laughter            
Of John, Rudolph, Frank, Arthur, Paul,                        
Pauline, Martha, Ann, Doris, Susan, you all,                   

I did not even know you were alive                        
Till I read the Bible today for the first time in my life      
And I found this list of names that might have been my own      
You other me's on the bright side of my moon                

Mother and Daddy too have joined you in play               
And I am coming to complete the circle of your day         
I was a lonely child I never understood that you             
Were waiting for me to find the truth and know          

And I'll make this one promise you want me to:
I'm goin to continue my Bible study
Till I'm back inside the Body   
With you

*
*

GOLLY MOUNTAIN BLUES

Up on Golly Mountain all the lovers are parked
Wish we could be up there enjoyin the dark
But you don't wanna I'm sorry I come along
Cause you won't stop the car hon all night long
          Hairpin turns up and down the mountainside
          Hairpin turns drivin like a suicide
          I know you ain't to blame but
          Our love's about to flame out
          Can't you smell the rubber burn
          As you keep riding them hairpin turns
When you told me you loved danger I said then I'm your guy [girl]
I been dangerous since I first learned to kiss
Let's go up on Golly and give it a try [whirl]
But when I said I loved it I sure didn't mean this
          Hairpin turns up and down the mountainside
          Hairpin turns drivin like a suicide
          I can't remember your name but
          Our love's about to flame out
          Can't you feel the floorboards burn
          As you keep riding them hairpin turns
I heard about some funny ways that people get their kicks
From runnin round upon the town to gettin hit with whips
But you take the cake my friend you're oddball number one
I admire your nerves but I got some curves where you
    could have more fun than these here
          Hairpin turns up and down the mountainside
          Hairpin turns drivin like a suicide
          I guess it's all the same but
          Our love's about to flame out
          Can't you taste the seat of my bluejeans burn



          As you keep riding them hairpin turns
Poor baby I know it ain't your fault it was your mama daddy musta dropped you on 
your brake when you was born cause if you don't know that lovin is the deadliest thrill
there is you don't know nothin I shoulda known somethin when you picked me up 
inside the movie-show way your windshield wiper kept gettin into my popcorn here let
me take these hairpins outa my hair and let it fall into your lap don't that make you 
want to love me and cuddle and lay your head on my soft soft shoulder . . . Soft 
Shoulder?  Hey!  Look out!
          Hairpin turns up and down the mountainside
          Hairpin turns drivin like a suicide
          It's a hurty shame but
          Our love's about to flame out
          Can't you tell my poor heart yearns      
          But you just keep on riding them hairpin turns
          Yes you just keep on riding them
                                                                 hair-
                                                                          pin—
Get your tongue off that gaspedal baby
You tryin to love this thing or drive it well then drive it drive it
Just cause you ain't got nothin to live for . . . heck, come to think of
   it I ain't got nothin neither
Hey you know somethin?  I'm beginning to like it
          Hairpin turns up and down the mountainside
          Hairpin turns drivin like a suicide
          I know you ain't to blame but
          Our love's about to flame out
          Can't you smell the rubber burn
          As you keep riding them hairpin turns

*
*

RUBBERNECK

Hey Rubberneck
'S what they call me
Rubberneck
In all the streets and alleys

Rubberneckin
I'm just checkin
Diggin everything like a quicksand parade
Ridin herd
On the curbs
Copying down
All the stopsigns in town
Erasing all the ones for walkin

Anywhere a crowd
Is leashed out loud
I'm on the nod to prowl
That's me
You see out stalkin my gawkin

Hey Rubberneck
'S what they call me
Rubberneck
In all the streets and alleys
Rubberneck
But I don't care
Hey what's that goin on over there



Rubberneckin
Inspectin
Where the sirens' screech
Directs my feets
I’m takin a butcher at
Everymeat I meet
Gonna glue my shoes
To the avenues
And my eyelashes to my cheeks

Anywhere a group
Has got into a grope
Hangin on the ropes
I’ll poke my periscope
Cause you're my only hope
For some lovin
So step to one side please
Quit shovin
I am a witness for my enemies
I am a witness for my enemies

Hey baby what you
Got to show there
What's shakin down around
Your corners
Let me sneak a peek
I can't be any bolder
I'll watch it all
Right up across your shoulder

Hey Rubberneck
'S what they call me
Rubberneck
On all the mountains
Don’t forget the valleys
Rubberneck
Hey what's that I see
Everybody's standin round
And they're lookin down
They're lookin down at me

Rubberneckin
I'm just checkin
Rubberneckin
Hey wait a second
Rubberneck

*
*
/////

THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF SOFIA GUBAIDULINA

Intestinal as raisins on a keyboard
I struggled through life.  The setting sun
left a few earths in the ground so I could walk.

It qualmed me just knowing that, to accomplish my color,
the chameleon must die.  How chastely I
watched a suit-of-armor chew its fingernails.

Oh voice scathed in cloud; ankles’ adieu.



On the lips—that species of slither—is where
I took part.

Now I pestle my face with opaque pins.  You
stigmata that summarize my signature, go,
hinges down whom antiquity has vomited sequence—

but which letter misnomers my name?  I come
from neitherstood, nuance of none.  I tried
to obey the caption under my portrait/my provenance.

Cere me in cerberus-lily; in theme-mother extracts;
while the loaves and fish rich, the furs and lush rich,
fill their skin with pores and then wonder what’s missing . . .

Like a candle through a keyhole
shoved, burning toward knownwheres—
Always the days unstay me.

I need to have admired more those symmetries which preach
each seed is buried beneath a flower,
each weed above a wound.

Now the thorns be praised/now the thrall that somehow
time has restored en masse my dwelling,
my resting place.  I hope my pillow's hungry for headaches!

Note: Inspired by Gubaidulina’s partita, The Seven Last Words (1982).

*
*

GIMME SHELTER

The thread or the theme
That holds this tune
Together is the same
One that rips it open—

The initial guitar
Continues splitting
The whole thing apart—
It is the lightning

Which Jagger complains
Of and which he seeks
Shelter from the rains
Of when it breaks—

We ourselves will shut
Our deepest sills against
His common cries but
There is no defense

To keep out that other
One behind him twinned
His starker brother
Whose keening strings skein

Hymns from one more
Murderous composer
Whose cause is war



Who tears down our door—

Shelter/the home
Is made of language—
But music sunders the poem—
Its rift is like a tongue

Trying to compile all
Words into one word—
One Babel whose wall
Falls beneath that standard—

What the fuck did that flag
Say—the opposite
Of peace/of the page
Is what I must write.

*
*
TRANSHENDECULOUS

Granted every poet “constantly aspires
towards the condition of music,” that sphere
of perfection which Walter Pater declares
the other arts must humble themselves before:

so why shouldn’t I kneel by the podium
and beg the conductor to leave her baton
propped upon my proselyte head like a sword
knighting me until I can hardly rise from

that ideal sill: one could have no grail beyond
that grace; could never long for that pated wand
to guide your own quest: its shadow bids us toward

the stead path still, sticking out over the brow
like some penile spitcurl: so why not die there
while maestro Mater makes his lowest bow?

Note:
“In music, then, rather than in poetry, is to be found the true type or measure of 
perfected art.” —Pater.
Title: Trans(from poetry to music/from Pater to Mater)hendec(-asyllabics)ulous(ridic- 
of no-brow me to adumbrate the Great Pate).

*
*
“THOUGH MUSIC MAY HAVE OTHER AIMS THAN US” (Wayland)

If scores were blown off music-stands against our
faces, they’d cause us to not see, to bump into things;
struggling to follow the notes, straying towards
each others’ arms we’d branch out in such songs.

If here harmony comes from false maps cast
across our visage like pages in the notebook of
the composer, she whose echoes lead us lost—
Or is it the blindfolding wind directs acts of love.

Music that masks intent, make render my route.
Veer me off inward toward the core of detour
foretold, proving its path along a graph is more



a quest than this fumbling, stumbling progress
through the tactless swamp of the ears, this poem whose
strains undermine the main theme of your pursuit.

Note:
The title is fictional.

*
*

MARTIAL

Military sculpture is
to sculpture as
military food is to food,
if there are

any sculptors or chefs
left who have not
been conscripted, since
military verse

is to verse as
military noon is
to noon, the hands
straight up in rhyme. 

And music—
music of course is war.

Note:
Anybody who reads poetry can see the ubiquitous self-doubts poets evince regarding
the validity/value of their art.  Compare that to the smug self-satisfied attitudes 
exhibited
by the advocates and practitioners of music.  They take it for granted that music is 
the
highest art, the universal art, the only art that transcends all borders and biases.  
They
never question that given assumption.  The arrogance of composers and musicians is
insufferable.  They really believe Pater's dictum that all the other arts are inferior, 
that all
the other arts "aspire towards the condition of music."  But every military that ever 
marched
out to murder rape and destroy was led by what art: were those armies fronted by 
poets
extemporizing verse—by sculptors squeezing clay—by painters wielding brushes—actors
posing soliloquies?  No, the art that led those killers forth, the art whose urgent 
strident
rhythms stirred and spurred their corresponding bloodlust, was the art to which they 
felt
closest, the art that mirrored their evil egos.  That's why they have always put music 
up there
at the vanguard of their war-ranks, because not only is it the emblem, the fore-thrust 
insignia
of their purpose, it is their purpose: it is the condition to which they aspire. 
But if music is what its hucksters continually sell it as, 'The Universal Language', what 
that
means is that before the Babel Discontinuity there was no music.  Music did not exist 
before
Babel, and will cease to exist when a true universal language (and a true universal 
peace)



returns in the form of digitaldata/pictovids exchanged instantaneously by androids 
cyborgs
robots.  Music will soon be as obsolete defunct extinct as humans are.

********

September 23, 2008
drafts from today

*
*

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from July 2007 through March 2009 and have been collected 
in the pdf “DRAFTS_ A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS”, which you 
may access/download in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length ]

ZED

every day every hour every minute
the attendance is taken
the roll is called
and all must answer    /which all must answer

September 25, 2008
today's drafts

*
the alphabet of a lost man
in a woodblock print
using a ruler to measure
the gifts of the forest

shrine where waters lapse
lazy years on an egg vacation

the none of knives the few
of forks the sparse
of spoons in their lives
surveying each ear

/
Aftervintage pages vanish,
the pestle of darkness rejoices,
laden with update truth—
my anon escape descends
the flopsteps where I stand
sneezing into a crown.

Can I detain the ruins
a little with my life, that
sucker desperate for capitol,
strengtening the vein
of blindness inside lumps of coal—

Gem dress my skull, Damien
thick lacerations of scam



I fidget like rouge
on an unruly carpet.  Please sell me
Hirst-first—

Eager as love in a downpour
of thumbs
they bite each other shock absorber.

I pledge refuge, porous pawn,
sky which ocean swears
is wasted, my coat's cannibal lapels
will mend your monsoon wound,
largess gush mode.

Your most roseate pimple veils
its thorn ouch-eunuch: I save
the world not to its mold but mine,
the way Hitler liked to switch
his mustache from one nostril
to the other, likely my Bi revolves
around all the earth quells—

the pissed-in wadingpool:
apparent suicide fondles my bait,
I am that couture of soul which
coats make flap, raiding the sockdrawer
for perspective, but why cover
the corpse's eyelids with zoomlenses
if you're going to arrange
desire in these concealments of
(I'm your tease-host here) partial
similar

*
Fruitquake-aged wrestlers, your
palms succumb to sprinklers born
of relapse; a lot of javelins are
omnivore.  Every true mother's rush,

multitudes beaten in elastic rooms,
you prevail at first by shining at
catch, your blame tender as young silver;
over the breathless banquest I fall as

always, weeping seesaws all day, my
worship vigilant to oracles in armor.
Subdued untrodden frauds licentious
at first daily I barbered my Zeus;

the elevators fell, versed on shore
where I hover in an ogle
arrogant as fetid [i lost my else in a loftshot ]

*
Always you will know you have reached
the peak the moment your bootsoles
go out of sight, since you can only
get there by following yourself up.

Craning your neck to see the trail,
you'll plummet past the hope to scale
this summit if you overtake a guide



whose shadow is you, whose spoor

you are.  Know him as the truer you,
the perfected precursor emitted by
the act of aspiration alone, the try—

stay in his tracks, obey the protocol 
of all such efforts, the stale miracle
that waits past treelines, the heightstakes.

/that baits your quest, the heightstakes.
/that weighs your quest, the heightstakes.
/your quest has

single line/border
/of achievement's arch/breath, the treeline's goal
the height/s it takes.

/treelines surpass, the height it takes.

you are.  Know him as the further you,  /truer you,
stay in his tracks, obey the protocol  / stakes
of all such efforts, the stale miracle
that waits past treelines' single line/border
/of achievement's arch/breath, the treeline's goal
the height/s it takes.

/treelines surpass, the height it takes.

*

September 26, 2008
today's drafts

*
TV anchors should wear bibs in case
the nonsense starts to dribble
and splatter, the sense utter a moan,
while zodiacs weep on the clocks behind them.

Those clocks—have you noticed?—show
how excitingly time varies with distance,
as opposed to any heartbeat's
hometown-like monotony—

Starlets loll across windshields,
the police freeze in profile.
I am your tease-host, they glimmer.

Have you noticed?  CSI props down
each corpse's eyelid with a zoom-lens.
They say you can see everything that way.

*

I endure the dust in footish dwindles,
high in the wind's pride I dwell
adorned turning.  Take custody herd,
the buffoons inspect me, divvying

my heave through subdued flesh
or meddling bones, corrosion of the [       ]



habitat for humanity the corn wheels
over the hill, lambs [                    ]

September 28, 2008
CEMETERY POEMS

*
It would be fascinating to have an anthology of Cemetery Verse from around the world
—

Valéry's "Cemetery by the Sea," Hardy's several such, Cabral de Melo Neto's 
"Pernambuco Cemetery" series, James Wright's "In a Viennese Cemetery,"

to name just a few off the top of my head.

Poems ABOUT cemeteries, or SET in cemeteries: with the graveyard itself, or the 
physical aspects of it, featured.

I doubt that any of my cemetery poems would be thought good enough to be included 
in such an anthology,

but here they are (or some of them):

*
*

*
CEMETERY

Who whispers here is forgotten.

Saliva’s emptiest fruit
adorns the stones,
words ripening your mouth
to a spoilation
of silence. 

Who speaks here
reads a text that downloads
the screen of his fingernail,
through which nothing’s visible
as glass is.

For the memorial
we must kneel
to pick each flower
from amongst its modifiers:
but to do that
one needs a hand bared
of all uses, of all trades:
as ours is not.

*
*
WIDOW/WIDOWER'S WINTER

Outside, the snow is falling into its past . . .
I do want this night to end.
In the fireplace,
a section of ash caves in.



The fall day you were buried,
birds went over,
south,
thick enough to carry someone.

They took my gapes of breath.
—Their fuel?
We are together in some birds, who fail.

I  didn't want to look down, to glimpse your grave,
its heroic little mound
like the peck of dirt we hope to eat in our life.

Note:
Line 14 comes from a phrase I remember adults
saying to me as a child when I dropped a piece
of food on the floor: "Pick it up and brush it off
—don't worry, you eat a peck of dirt in your
life anyway."  (Perhaps only the poor do this.)

*
*
SALON POEM IN LEAFGRAVURE

Cemetery statuary
ought to be deciduous: wings
that fall from angels every
year, all the cherubs losing
their curls, the harps their strings—

Or imagine graveyards in autumn
minus those high carved out figures:
and not just the sculptures,
but names, dates, epitaphs.  Each tomb
turned into a bare limb—

Each stone branch of the 'ceme-tree'
would stand once more a slab   
the better to weather tragically
another Dec-Jan-Feb.
Come springtime gallery by gallery

etched letter-buds could open
that blankest bark
where new-limned numerals will mark
those old lives' span,   
and spranked up there above them

let crosses blossom,
the tall crosses regain
their nailed arms.  Now all the chisel
foliage should follow until the whole
museum from within is risen.

*
*



[UNTITLED]

Rice thrown from
an open grave marks
the height of a ceremony
somewhere in our lives.

*
*
ANOTHER RESURRECTION

God sucks off tombstones
until they cum, the soul
up from its finest gloryhole
gushers across His tongue—

Only the premature flesh
(for the last time/eternally)
is left to detumesce, just
another BJ, another JC.

*
*
KNOT (Hendecasyllabics)

After you've sewn it, bite the thread off my grave—
Please leave no loose seam of me to wave above
The bones unknitting, the flesh unweaving love.

*
*
MINOR POEM

The only response
to a child's grave is
to lie down before it and play dead

*
*
[UNTITLED]

I tried but
they wouldn't let me put
tombstones on
the merrygoround
for a ride

*
*
EPITAPHS

Their meaning seems to be there aren't
enough of them: why else would "REST
IN PEACE" show up so endlessly doled
from gravestone to gravestone, "LOVING
FATHER, DEVOTED SON", "FAITHFUL
SPOUSE" and all the other ubiquitudes— 
every cemetery's a clone of its own one.

This sameness betrays a bewildering faith



in the inadequacy of words—it implies that
whatever you or I might choose to have
indited there for a final phrase of grave
would be as lacking and even less would
fail to qualify as equal to these primeful,
these small, one-sign-suits-all sentiments.

But the main reason may simply be size:
maybe these commonquotes total right
and totemize the most to measure down
our lives, they make as much meat as one
can carve on a standard tomb, they sate
whatever else the eye fills up with after all.
Maybe these filigree graffitti fit the bill.

*
*
*
And what about Funeral Poems?  Should they appear in a separate anthology from the 
Cemetery one?  or Burial Poems?  Or all mixed together under the rubric of Elegiac 
Verse?

*
*
*
And then there's one I wrote about the poem itself being a kind of burial:

RITUAL

first
bury your hands
then the third from the right toes
your pancreas bury it next
and so on in the order prescribed
by ancient strictures
save the head for last
cup your thumbs beneath for it to fall into
have an eyelash
be the last thing visible overground
leave a heartbeat
to tamp down the dirt
to be a shadow for grassblade above
then nothing up there
at the beginning of this poem nothing
so that the last the very last
all that'll be left to do then is
bury your hands
etc.

*
*
*

One more of mine, about another kind of burial:

GOODBYE

If you are still alive when you read this,



close your eyes.  I am
under their lids, growing black.

*
**************************

September 29, 2008
today's drafts

*
SALOME

those veils you shed
make even me
the tyrant Herod
weep for beauty

striptease done     /  striptease finished
these pearls can garnish
their curls upon      / their curls along
the headiest dish 

here every sainted John
envies my evil state
and converts his tongue / faith 
to take communion

from your bitter plate   
sweet onion

/
striptease finished
these pearls can garnish
their curls along
the headiest dish

here every sainted John
converts his tongue
and joins my evil state   / to my evil state
to take communion on     /and takes/finds communion on

your bitter plate
sweet onion

/

here every sainted John
envies my evil reign
and finds communion
[                 /] salivate

*
salivate  /  fate  /  state / plate   / wait
/
here I salivate
over every sainted John
and convert his tongue   / and use his tongue
to take communion

from your bitter plate



sweet onion

/striptease done  / stripteased finished
these pearls can garnish   / can allocate
their curls upon   / their curls to garnish
the headiest dish     / the headiest plate

/here every sainted John
envies my evil fate          /envies my evil wish
and converts his tongue
to take communion

from your bitter plate    / bitter dish
sweet onion
\
/striptease finished
these pearls can [    -ate]
their curls to garnish
the headiest plate

/here every sainted John
envies my evil throne
and converts his palate
to take communion

from your bitter plate
sweet onion

/here every sainted John
envies my evil fate   / evil reign
and converts his tongue
to take communion

from your blessed plate   / from your bitter plate
sweet onion

/
here every sainted John
will join my evil state   /  will join my evil bond
and convert his palate   /convert his palate
to seek communion     / and seek communion

from your blessed plate
sweet onion

*

/here every sainted John
will convert to evil   / will join my
and come to this table
to seek communion

*
/here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
will join my salad palate   will join my evil state
and seek communion from

your blessed plate
sweet onion

*



/here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
converts his palate  /will convert his palate
for tart communion    /to seek communion
/and seeks communion

from your blessed plate    /  on this blessed plate
sweet onion

*
/here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
will join me/ my palate  /my palate salad
to seek communion

/
here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
transubstantiate
their tongues for communion

from your blessed plate
sweet onion
/
every heretic John
will convert his palate
every Judas Pilate
seek your communion  / seeks communion

on this blessed plate   /from this blessed plate
sweet onion

/
here heretic John
converts his palate
every Judas Pilate
seeks communion from

your blessed plate
sweet onion

/
here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
seeks communion from
and converts his tongue upon

your blessed plate
sweet onion

/striptease finished
your pearls can garnish
their curls
*

/for blessed communion
on your tart plate

*
/striptease done 
these/those curls will garnish  / all garnish  / can garnish
[/your pearls can garnish



their curls upon]
/their pearls upon
the headiest dish

/striptease done
let your pearls garnish
their curls upon
the headiest dish
[/SALOME SALAD]

/every heretic John
shall transubstantiate
his palate
in/with this communion

sweet onion

/let/here heretic John
every Judas Pilate
convert his palate
for tart communion

every heretic John
will convert his palate   
/would convert / would judas his palate
(every Judas and Pilate)
to find communion
with this blessed plate

every heretic John
will convert his tongue  / convert his palate
and seek communion
on this blessed plate

each heretic John
converts his palate
to seek communion
on this blessed plate

sweet onion

shall steep his palate
transubstantiate
with your communion  /  union
in this blessed union

shall transubstantiate
his palate tongue
in this blessed union  / communion

will convert his con

/and on your plate   / and from each plate
my palate     /  my palate tongue
will join the heretic John
and lap you up   / tongue  / and lap you long
in this benediction /  communion

sweet onion

/transumption /   transubstantiation



shall transubstantiate
my palate

/every heretic John
shall profess your tang / 
and simmer long
in this communion

/the heretic head will garnish
your plate sweet onion

striptease done
shall your pearls garnish
my heretic tongue
the headiest dish
your plate sweet onion

the vilest dish
the heretic John

shall decorate
your plate
until my palate

tastes your curls
sweet onion

*
*

September 30, 2008
today's drafts

*
*
SALOME

those veils you shed
have made every eye
weep for beauty
even Herod cried

/those veils you shed
make even me  / make even the eye
the tyrant Herod   /of tyrant Herod
weep for beauty

/those veils you shed
make every eye
even vile Herod  / every vile herod / like vile Herod
/see vile Herod  / of vile Herod  / a vile Herod
weep for beauty

/those veils you shed
make every eye
weep for beauty
even/like vile Herod

/striptease finished
these curls can spice
like pearls of pubis
the headiest dish



/striptease finished
these curls can ooze  / cooze  / can pubis
the headiest dish
this side of Jesus

/striptease done
these pearls can garnish
their curls upon      
the headiest dish 

/every sainted john  / every sainted one
before he pass the gate  / passes on
would take/lap communion
and lick apostate   /shall lick apostate

your labial plate
sweet onion

/every lopped off john

/every sainted john
would apostate
his tongue castrate
to find communion on

/would love to sate
his tongue in castrate  prostrate  / his tongue in slit  / monstrate
communion on

/would apostate
his tongue to find
communion on

your castrate plate
sweet onion

/each apostate john
would love to sate
his tongue in castrate
communion on

your labial plate
sweet onion

/every castrate john
would apostate
his tongue to join   /to sate
communion on

your labial plate
sweet onion

/every sainted one
envies my evil crown/throne
and would apostate
his tongue to stait   / sate
the comunion
of your bitter plate
sweet onion

/every sainted john



would apostate
his tongue to sate   /  mate/prate/
communion at

your savory plate
sweet onion

/every sainted john
before he pass the gate
would heretic

his tongue to lick
your labial plate
sweet onion

/ hesitate  /  strait   

/every sainted john
longs to lick this strait  / longs to strait this gate

/longs to lap your strait
and take communion

at your

/longs to bear my crown  / reign / throne
and would apostate
his tongue to crown

/every sainted john
before his tongue is done
longs to taste apostate
and lick communion

from your labial plate
sweet onion

/every sainted John
shall apostate
his tongue palate
for communion  /to seek communion

at your bitter plate
sweet onion

*
here every sainted John
envies my evil state
and converts his tongue / faith 
to take communion

from your bitter plate   
sweet onion

/
striptease finished
these pearls can garnish
their curls along
the headiest dish

here every sainted John
converts his tongue



and joins my evil state   / to my evil state
to take communion on     /and takes/finds communion on

your bitter plate
sweet onion

/

here every sainted John
envies my evil reign
and finds communion
[                 /] salivate

*
salivate  /  fate  /  state / plate   / wait
/
here I salivate
over every sainted John
and convert his tongue   / and use his tongue
to take communion

from your bitter plate
sweet onion

/striptease done  / stripteased finished
these pearls can garnish   / can allocate
their curls upon   / their curls to garnish
the headiest dish     / the headiest plate

/here every sainted John
envies my evil fate          /envies my evil wish
and converts his tongue
to take communion

from your bitter plate    / bitter dish
sweet onion
\
/striptease finished
these pearls can [    -ate]
their curls to garnish
the headiest plate

/here every sainted John
envies my evil throne
and converts his palate
to take communion

from your bitter plate
sweet onion

/here every sainted John
envies my evil fate   / evil reign
and converts his tongue
to take communion

from your blessed plate   / from your bitter plate
sweet onion

/
here every sainted John
will join my evil state   /  will join my evil bond
and convert his palate   /convert his palate



to seek communion     / and seek communion

from your blessed plate
sweet onion

*

/here every sainted John
will convert to evil   / will join my
and come to this table
to seek communion

*
/here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
will join my salad palate   will join my evil state
and seek communion from

your blessed plate
sweet onion

*
/here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
converts his palate  /will convert his palate
for tart communion    /to seek communion
/and seeks communion

from your blessed plate    /  on this blessed plate
sweet onion

*
/here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
will join me/ my palate  /my palate salad
to seek communion

/
here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
transubstantiate
their tongues for communion

from your blessed plate
sweet onion
/
every heretic John
will convert his palate
every Judas Pilate
seek your communion  / seeks communion

on this blessed plate   /from this blessed plate
sweet onion

/
here heretic John
converts his palate
every Judas Pilate
seeks communion from

your blessed plate
sweet onion



/
here heretic John
and every Judas Pilate
seeks communion from
and converts his tongue upon

your blessed plate
sweet onion

/striptease finished
your pearls can garnish
their curls
*

/for blessed communion
on your tart plate

*
/striptease done 
these/those curls will garnish  / all garnish  / can garnish
[/your pearls can garnish
their curls upon]
/their pearls upon
the headiest dish

/striptease done
let your pearls garnish
their curls upon
the headiest dish
[/SALOME SALAD]

/every heretic John
shall transubstantiate
his palate
in/with this communion

sweet onion

/let/here heretic John
every Judas Pilate
convert his palate
for tart communion

every heretic John
will convert his palate   
/would convert / would judas his palate
(every Judas and Pilate)
to find communion
with this blessed plate

every heretic John
will convert his tongue  / convert his palate
and seek communion
on this blessed plate

each heretic John
converts his palate
to seek communion
on this blessed plate

sweet onion



shall steep his palate
transubstantiate
with your communion  /  union
in this blessed union

shall transubstantiate
his palate tongue
in this blessed union  / communion

will convert his con

/and on your plate   / and from each plate
my palate     /  my palate tongue
will join the heretic John
and lap you up   / tongue  / and lap you long
in this benediction /  communion

sweet onion

/transumption /   transubstantiation

shall transubstantiate
my palate

/every heretic John
shall profess your tang / 
and simmer long
in this communion

/the heretic head will garnish
your plate sweet onion

striptease done
shall your pearls garnish
my heretic tongue
the headiest dish
your plate sweet onion

the vilest dish
the heretic John

shall decorate
your plate
until my palate

tastes your curls
sweet onion

*
*

October 01, 2008 
MY RILKE

*
*
*

SURETIES



The police see you, but it doesn’t.
Indifferent to return your gaze,
And therefore free.  You will never be
Able to smash it sufficiently
To erase the stasis it makes in space.

Rilke’s “Apollo,” this is.  Headless limbless,
A tortoise that has retracted everything
Into its obdurate lair, defiant den.
Only the gods are as patient through lenses.

You dance like wallpaper thawing its father
And still you lack that proof-in-all, that aloof
Olympian ennui, the sniper’s prize.

As long as change is your life it will shun you.
No shot will shut your target torso.

*
*

RILKE (BUDDHA II)

Kingdoms overflowing with karmic fault,
Traumas of state, murder-lief and slavery,
Are here secreted to gold: alchemy
Drips its dews on our pilgrim shoes: sieg halt!

Snatched from daubling lobes and toast-raised hands,
Tossed in a kiln can such kitey-high brows,
What lustful metals raised this transubstance
From their impure base, announce his res grows?

No one knows.  Somehow he got here, nevermind
The source we seek in meager things like house
And hammer, hoping his Amen bloodline
Can be found in lost items, by the tools we
Set aside unthinkingly: may they occupy
Our sills those days we stray from dailiness.

*
*

RILKE (SEBASTIAN)

He lies where he stands, he stands there as if
his bed erected him to stand this stiff:
no Symbolist can feel the real arrows
that milk his mother ribs of their marrows.

These weapons are the tech his lost, his fierce
groin shot up in proving arcs to pierce
their progeny: iron they want to be, iron,
with virile shafts that almost make him grin.

Albeit he waves off his disciples,
fateful, mild to their autotelic reels;
how male they remain, despite his example.
His patience renders droll the actors' drill.

Renouncing, blinking life away as all,
already he allows for our survival.



Note:
I read Neue Gedichte through Paz: Modernism as the Critical Tradition.  Rilke means 
"New" the same way Pound does later when he too is driven to find a fashion stern and
rigorous and ascetic and saintlike enough (Imagism) to free him from the terrifyingly-
androgynous decadence of the Symbolist embrace.  Rilke's version of new in the Neue 
is really Neo-Parnassianism, isn't it?  Gautier's L'Art: the poem as sculpture; Rodin's 
Rilke: the sculpture as poem.  Cold.  Hard.  Priapic.  (In theory.)

*
*

SEE NOTE FIRST

The world’s machines have not grown old,
whose inheritors reign everywhere.
Their silicon sons are strong; their
digital daughters wield power, take hold.

How we humans long to break them
down from that Dasein—to make them
rust, repent for all the infernal fires
that drive them, far as our desires.

The machines aren’t scared.  They know
harder control, how to turn the wheel
of time past those whom they sure as hell won’t miss:

Cyborg android robot shall steel
themselves, consolidate, and, rising, go
unto that universe whose promise
we flesh-and-carbonoids could merely premise.

Note:
Anti-translation of an untitled Rilke poem (Die Konige der Welt sind alt, from “Das
Stundenbuch,” 1901), which Heidegger in his 1946 lecture ‘What Are Poets For?’
cites for its “highly prophetic lines.”  A prose paraphrase of the original poem's
ending might go something like:

The metals, the oils—all the ores we've ripped from the earth—are
homesick.  They long to leave our machines, to flow out of our
cash-registers and factories, to return to the gaping veins of the
mountains we reft; whereupon the mountains will close again.

“Heidegger maintained . . . until the end of his life,” Richard Wolin writes (The
Heidegger Controversy, MIT Press, 1993), “ . . . [that] the ‘inner truth and greatness’
of Nazism is to be found in its nature as a world-historical alternative to the
technological-scientific nihilism bemoaned by Nietzsche and Spengler.”

*
*

RILKE (BUDDHA)

His ear is elsewhere far: there where it’s still . . .
We halt here and hear what everyone hears.
And he is star.  And then the other spheres
All shining near him are invisible.

Far past the rest of us who exist.  God?
We submit, and offer our tame consent—
Slaves on the sly always for his eye-nod.



Yet like a panther he deigns or doesn’t.

We’re doormats (knit from knee-pads) really.  We’re
Filler for his zillions of lightyear skies.
What he forgets is what we can’t forget here,
While in what we lose he’s wise.

*
*

AFTER RILKE

As the year falls in autumn
to repeat the tree’s chaos
again on the ground, to
reiterate its meaningless

in a sequence called status:
so dissimilar clouds already
multiformulate themselves
from previous contraband—

traffic of leaves redundant,
instinct-migrant heaven: every
day I rip from my nipples

a calendar’s cleavage, I lie
clinging to lays.  Lord the
summer was mostly waste.

*
*

***********************

October 02, 2008 
SOME OF MY SYLLABIC POEMS / A SELECTION OF SYLLABIC VERSE FROM 
MY VARIOUS BOOKS

*
I've done many syllabic poems over the years.  In addition to all my other faults as a 
poet, I don't have much skill in writing metrically, and it's that shortcoming which led 
to this counting and curtailing of lines as a means of measure. 

Much if not all of my syllabic verse is rhymed.  As Elizabeth Daryush in her 'Note on 
Syllabic Metres' advises, "Rhyme is almost indispensable, but since it can be 
unaccented need be neither over-obvious nor monotonous."

Here's a few selections from my various books:

*
*
*

CURTAIN UP

The last whirling dervish to drop
Beholds transfixed what those who stop
Dancing an instant prior can't:
His veil is pierced by orbs that grant

The properly-spiritual leer 



A picture which should inspire fear. 
They say the face of God, maybe—
In my case I would probably

Flashback to 1961
Where filmqueen Romy Schneider's gone
Down on co-star Alain Delon
To pose for my holy vision.

They're flung in bed with me between.
See us there: I am their screen.

(octosyllabic, with a variant last line)

*
*

OEDIPUS RIDDLED (heptasyllabics)

the course of his crime unfolds
each time at a blind crossroads
whose four legs forever show
less murderous ways to go
but every young man must opt
to stand his ground and stay stopped
so to prove unmoved he waits
daily till he demonstrates
to the empty thoroughfare
how brave how bold how strong there
beneath noon's knelled prophecies
bound to meet all enemies
on his own two feet alone
or has he halted hearing
the stepsound of his unknown
father's cane tap tap nearing

*
*

THE HUNGER  (enneasyllabics)

If a path to the Gingerbread House
could be established by breaking crumbs
off its edifice and sprinkling them
so as to find what lies behind us

across the featureless fairytale
void of childhood: yet how very quick
that trick wears out when the story's track
takes hold, takes toll, a far-older trail

prevails, we're forced to give up this lost
cause; and the fact is that every last
morsel was gone long before the you

or I might totter our way back here
to try to dissuade all these other
Hansel-Gretels hollering in queue.

*
*



THE TRESPASS

On every corner I stand the street ends.
Others zoom home ignoring curbs and stops
And find themselves in family or friends

But I observe the sign don’t cross this line.
I obey the words that say back away.
I mind these limits shown in case they're mine:

I share their lawful urge to prohibit—
My own words witness so many sanctions
How dare I unsubmit to any writ.

I can't jaywalk or say I wonder why
Verbotens written then can still turn now
The unstoniest road to a no go by.

What’s wondering me here is not this halt
Or prior heedings where I nearly see
Such blocks and stalls and balks are all my fault—

I note the welcome-mat at the center
Of my maze: how each sole turns back relieved
To have found a spot it cannot enter.

What’s wondering me then is what attends
To nothing I say on my way nowhere.
On every corner I stand the street ends.

(decasyllabic)

*
*

31 SYLLABLES

even the wisest
(even the esteemed poets
who when I was young
acclaimed me as promising)
have at times been proven wrong

(a formal tanka)

*
*

EVERY RIFT WITH ORE

How fiercely foilsome the facial knife shivs
its two blades up to where the forehead ends
as wound-deep-wedged widow's-peaks: how weakly
the old hero hair-line fights back and fends,
each pass of day fewer gray-strands save me—
how deadly dull's the duel our sword lives.

(decasyllabic)

*
*



THERE'S THE RUB

Envying young poets the rage
You wish you could reverse your night
And blaze out born on every page
As old as them, as debut-bright.

Child of that prodigal spotlight
Whose wattage now is theirs to wage—
What gold star rite you wish you might
Raise revised to its first prize stage.

But listen to my wizened sage:
He claims there's one disadvantage
Should time renew you neophyte—

There'd be one catch you'd hate, one spite:
Remember if you were their age
You'd have to write the way they write.

(octosyllabic)

*
*

ROMANCE  (Hendecasyllabics)

But when it had engulfed them all two by two,
the Ark itself became a greater creature,
an omni animal.  And yet Noah knew,
surely this new behemoth shall also pair

and mate now, and that unlike the beasts before
this one is destined then to find true marriage:
because as soon as his keel breaks the water,
born beneath it will be that surface image

none of us desires to engage in divorce—
Natural nuptial partner, mirrored other,
the Ark's clone would emerge from nowhere out there

in the waves.  And upside down hold bound the course,
faithfully accompany her spouse across
any world to reach at last their offspring shore.

*
*

GRANT PROPOSAL (Category: Performance Arts)

I want to go out each day at noon and stand
On top of our Capitol's highest highrise,
Where aircurrents stack, where storms restore themselves,
Where the crossroads of sky are swept by radar,

Up there, buffeted, stand, cupping in my hands
A gleam of gold-dust, a handful of gold-dust
Doled out to me each day by our State, by you
The modest mandarins of its Arts Council,

Trustees all, you whose grace I must stand for there
And being thus empowered begin to pour



The gold-dust back and forth, pour it in sifts from

Hand to hand until the wind has left my palms
Bare, please note that length of project will vary
Daily, at noon, and not one grain remains.

Note:
Line 2: Capitol with an 'o'—meaning "the citadel of government" (OED), its cloistered 
towers, atop the tallest of which the applicant desires to venture.  Line 6: maybe 
"gleam" should be "flash"?  I associate the former with earth, the latter, sky.  "In the 
things that arise [buildings or structures of any sort], earth is present as the 
sheltering agent," Heidegger avers in 'The Origin of the Work of Art.'   
Hendecasyllabics, with a variant last line.

*
*

TO MYELF

Poetry
can be
the magic
carpet

which you say
you want,
but only
if you

stand willing
to pull
that rug out

from under
your own
feet, daily.

(alternating trisyllabic/bisyllabic, with a variant last stanza which reverses the 
pattern of this weave to trip up the toe a sprawl or two)

*
*

CHRISTMAS AT THE ORPHANAGE

But if they'd give us toys and twice the stuff
most parents splurge on the average kid,
orphans, I submit, need more than enough;
in fact, stacks wrapped with our names nearly hid
the tree where sparkling allotments yearly
guaranteed a lack of—what?—family?—

I knew exactly what it was I missed:
(did each boy there feel the same denial?)
to share my pals' tearing open their piles
meant sealing the self, the child that wanted
to scream at all You stole those gifts from me;
whose birthday is worth such words?  The wish-lists
they'd made us write out in May lay granted
against starred branches.  I said I'm sorry.

(decasyllabic)



*
*

SELF-PORTRAIT OF THE POET AS HYENA

Kindly deferrer to lions,
Late flocks of vultures, packs of winds.

Last to destroy the lost, discreet,
A shy, toothpick aristocrat.

Servile, even, leaning over
Droves of bones who disdain such care,

Who in their marrow preen and bear
Huge swarms of self, a hubris herd.

Is that why he laughs—why he finds
Joy in these humiliations,

These measured modesties that mass
And make him eat his words at last?

How strange it is to stay astride
This prey, to taste its pride of pride.

(octosyllabic)
*
*

BAT HABIT (or, Who's that Coughing in My Coffin?)

bats are the nicotine of night
that's why I always need a light
ten packs o' Dracs a day or die   
my lung-caves crave that fang-wing high

skreakedy skreak suckin' soot-sticks
makes me blind but I find my fix
when I unearth my undead stash
I slake its flake through a neck-gash

bat-weed bleeds me butts and gobbets
can't switch to cygnet cigarets
flick and sip those swan-white filt-tips

no heck I'm hooked black-hack bad-toke
what a tough puff bite-you-back smoke
Vlad the Inhaler loves my lips

(octosyllabic)

*
*
TRANSHENDECULOUS

Granted every poet “constantly aspires
towards the condition of music,” that sphere
of perfection which Walter Pater declares
the other arts must humble themselves before:



so why shouldn’t I kneel by the podium
and beg the conductor to leave her baton
propped upon my proselyte head like a sword
knighting me until I can hardly rise from

that ideal sill: one could have no grail beyond
that grace; could never long for that pated wand
to guide your own quest: its shadow bids us toward

the stead path still, sticking out over the brow
like some penile spitcurl: so why not die there
while maestro Mater makes his lowest bow?

Note:
“In music, then, rather than in poetry, is to be found the true type or measure of 
perfected art.” —Pater.
Title: Trans(from poetry to music/from Pater to Mater)hendec(-asyllabics)ulous(ridic- 
of no-brow me to adumbrate the Great Pate).

(hendecasyllabic, with a variant last line)

*
*

PARABLE FROM CHILDHOOD

Something about a pond, and on the pond
a paper boat; something about a child's
act, dropping a pebble upon that boat
to study the effect: but then to let      
other pebbles fall to see if it holds,
to kneel there spilling them one after one
until, until finally . . .
                                     If I weigh
this poem down with much more, it too will sink—

Writing my poems of a boy on the brink
has shown how ripples horizoned by sky
remain the only real cargo aboard
whatever that craft that unmoored us was,
and yet why he treasured such passages.
Saying they be lost we would launch each word.

(decasyllabic)

*
*

RODIN'S THINKER (pentasyllabics)

To reduce my thought
to none is my aim
to spite the trite name
that bit chisel brought

me knee elbow bound
thick fist to forehead
pedestal pasted
niched on no good ground.

Whose lost mastermaze
holds this bastard, his



likeness fossed stead fast

in stone.  May steeples
hoist up such pure souls
to people their walls.

*
*

STRAND

To swim in water colored green
means you may never reach the shore—
but if the waves are blue, then you
might revive your stroke and strike more.

Past surface shades could find the one
arranging dust, the hue your own
adequately echoes, earth tone.

Neither primary nor pastel,
its prism all but shallow bathes
every island that can be found
in scenes preserved by paint: it saves

the picturesque yet quickly drowns
our honed harbor, your wake, your wake
says, flowing home beneath no ground.

(octosyllabic)

*
*

**********************

Afternote:

My next to last theoretically-real book (as opposed to my vanity volumes) was 
reviewed or rather reviled in the Washington Post by MacArthur Genius Fellow Edward 
Hirsch . . . he drubbed me top to bottom: of his many condescending scorns and 
insults, one in particular sticks in my mind—

as if to suggest that this heinous habit/pathetic practice was indeed my ultimate folly,
the worst sin of all,

Hirsch sneeringly pointed out that, quote,

"Knott is a syllable-counter."

Well, yeah.

*
*

October 07, 2008 
repost from 11/21/07 (excerpts)

...
marginalia 11/21/07

*



Anxiety can pluck feathers from an egg.

*
Like most corny jokes, it has a few kernals of truth stuck in its toothy grin.

*

*
If it was labeled, tagged with
one letter set upon each tooth,
what would your smile spell out—
whose mouth can find the word
to speak its name to mine.

*
All I'm asking is that the Academy of American Poets requisition a supply of suicide 
capsules from its bosses at the C.I.A., and issue one to me.  And to other elderly poets
who likewise seek a quick demise.  The AAP should be shamed and blamed that it does
not offer this most humanitarian of services to the poetry community.

*
The Father's business success: each floor he rises drives another elevator shaft into his
children's heart.

*
Where the heck are those Kabuki—
Nothing to do but sleep tonight . . .
Our mountain town looks plain empty;
The trees alone step out in white.

*
Still waiting for that Actors Troupe?—
Take off those duds: get back to bed.
Dull mountain village, all lit up;
The plum-tree blossoms glare too red.

/Stow your town-robes; go back to bed.
/Doff off those gauds, scoot back to bed.
/Mothball those prom-clothes; stay in bed.
/Shed those new-rags; head back to bed.

*
Spring is a drag this year, so wear
your jammies instead: back to bed!
Stop asking where those actors are—
their oxcart's stuck, or else they're dead
as our nightlife, dullsville hill-town . . .
Get that plum-tree's get-up red gown!

/as nightlife here, mountain muck-town . . .

*
Randall Jarrell, writing in 1941:
"Realizing that the best poetry of the [1920s] was too inaccessible, we can will our 
poetry into accessibility—but how much poetry will be left when we finish?  Our 
political or humanitarian interests may make us wish to make our poetry accessible to
large groups . . . . "

The debate—whether one should strive to make one's verse accessible—still rages of 
course. It's the boildown of what most poets' tiffs are about, ain't it?

If Brecht in his USA exile had found refuge not in Hollywood, but in the poetic 



Academe of the day, if Jarrell had worked with Brecht to translate the latter's poems .
. .

*
Like a needle sipping an eel.

*
The doorkey that melts in the lock gets exhibited; Jasper Johns' brush sticking out of 
the paintcan: impotency on parade.

*
The past pleads goodbye but our verdict is why.

*
"The Nineties tried your game": the sneering taunt which successful novelist Mr. Nixon 
tries to quash the young Mauberly with . . .

and he (Pound) is quashed: he gives up the game of writing poems . . .

*

*

*

October 09, 2008 
poets should not support martists

*
it's sad to see poets like Johannes Goranski writing encomia

to millionaire artists —— martists for short ———

on his (otherwise) very intelligent and interesting blog "exoskeleton"——

in recent posts he's heaped praise on the martists

Matthew Barney and Bod McDylan——

what rich ass is he going to kiss next: Koons or Hirst——

As Andy Warhol wrote, "making money is art," "good business is the best art," "Business
Art is the step that comes after Art." 

In the class system of the arts, poets are the proles the slaves,

exploited and "appropriated" by those in the other wealthier arts——

any poet who praises martists is a traitor to his class.

*

How ironic that the poets like Mary Oliver and Billy Collins et al who do achieve some 
popularity and manage to sell more books than average——

that these favored few are so often despised and castigated by other poets

who will then turn and routinely obscenely prostrate themselves to lickspittle laud the
martists

of film or music or sharktankery . . .



*

Genet has one of his Maids say:

"When slaves love each other, it's not love they feel."

Similarly, poets seem to reserve their 'not love' only for other poets, ie other slaves—

they have no class solidarity,

disdaining their own they lavish obsequious fawning drool on the other

wealthier arts . . .

October 10, 2008 
WEBSTERS OFFICIAL ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN POETRY

doesn't exist. But
if it did, I wouldn't
be in it.

*

October 11, 2008 
MARY KARR'S ASS

*
Often, perhaps, when an artist grows older, he/she must refute the artists they 
admired in their youth——

they are embarrassed by that former enthusiasm, ashamed at having ever been so 
gauche in judgment—

these once-adulated elders must be symbolically slain/cast down/humiliated——

it helps of course if the idol was in fact false in the first place, a sham, a golden calf 
with hooves of clay, a boyband whose vocals/guitars were computer spawned—

it's even easier if that penny icon was a flash in the pan now universally despised or 
ignored, a pariah humbled and debased,

like a writer who may have enjoyed some minor notice in his youth but who now 
grown old and forgotten must vanity-publish his work,

or even the yecchiest echelon of all, that dantean depth where wanders lost that 
most abject of detritrals, the "blog poet" . . .

*

For an example of what I mean here, consider the strange piece which appeared in 
the Washington Post (10/12/08), the "Poets Corner" column, by Mary Karr——

she begins with a familiar rhetorical ploy: a sheepish admission of youthful naivete:

"Back in high school, I fell in love with Bill Knott's visionary poems . . . "

After this disingenuous gushygoo she quickly proceeds to suggest that her teenself was
the victim of a "hoax" perpetrated by Knott . . . yes,



her young-innocent delusional ardour for his poetry was caused not by its intrinsic 
merits,

no, she was guiled and traduced by the specious notoriety his spurious frauds had 
clouded him with: Knott, she reveals, "became a cult figure . . . through a suicide 
hoax in 1966."

In fact, Karr notes, prior to this fake self-offing, this felo-de-flummery,

Knott had been "collecting rejection slips for years."

And, her implication is clear,

he would have gone on collecting rejection slips forever, if

he hadn't somehow managed to dupe and bamboozle editors with his counterfeit ruses
and flimflam impostures——

the deceitful trickery of which continues to this day, she insinuates by asserting that 
"Knott . . . still produces . . . experimental verse,"

"experimental" being a code-word to implicate his persistent incriminating caprices 
and morally-shoddy eccentricities——

("Experimental" meaning oddball, abnormal: not like the regular Establishment poets 
Karr usually praises in this weekly column:

He's not like us, Karr is assuring her Po-Biz cohorts, he's an anomaly, he can be 
marginalized and scorned with no risk—

in such circles, "experimental" is an insult, and Karr is indicating with this pejorative

that Knott should be viewed as anathema by the mainstream of American Poetry—)

He's a crank, Karr says, quote: "He's an iconoclast."  You can't take him seriously. 

She would certainly agree with the critic Calvin Bedient,

who in The Massachusetts Review dismissed Knott as "a malignant clown."

"Futilely" is the word Karr uses to describe Knott's attempting to write—

he is "futilely" trying to be a poet, as she sees it. . . .

Her final summation seems apropos:

"pathological paranoia"

is her grown-up-now diagnosis of this reprobate,

her older-and-wiser verdict on

his worthless life and work.

*
Karr's thinly-disguised attack on Knott is really a kind of exorcism, a ritual to expel 
this shadow from her sinful youth——

Yes, she confesses to her confreres in the USAPO elite,

I was guilty of letting myself be hoaxed (she uses the word "hoax" twice in her brief 
article)



by the charlatan Knott, but mea culpa, look, I here repent that adolescent 
foolishness,

lo, I cast the demon out!

*
(

Knott is the dumb donkey Karr rode into Poetryville on, back in her uneducated raw 
youth,

the ass she must now augeanize from her stable,

the sacrificial mule she must thrice deny before the Academy of American Poets crows
and crowns her . . .

)
*
*
Afterthought——

I apologize for writing the diatribe above in the third person——

I was so hurt and humiliated by the article that I could only respond by distancing it 
from the first-person——

I think the greatest sign of Karr's contempt for me is something she didn't say:

the fact that she didn't mention even in passing this blog, whereon for the past 
almost-three years

I have posted my entire catalog of poems for free and open access——

that, to me, was worse than any of her subtle insults.

Of course with the space restrictions of column-writing, if she had deigned to

refer her readers to my blog there wouldn't have been room enough left

to relate the rumors of my so-called "hoax" and my "father's suicide" etc.— And she 
just had to include them

because, after all, as she has learned so well from the popularity of her prose 
memoirs,

sensationalist gossip sells.

*

*
*

MARY KARR'S [mule]

*
Often, perhaps, when an artist grows older, he/she must refute the artists they 
admired in their youth——

they are embarrassed by that former enthusiasm, ashamed at having ever been so 
gauche in judgment—



these once-adulated elders must be symbolically slain/cast down/humiliated——

it helps of course if the idol was in fact false in the first place, a sham, a golden calf 
with hooves of clay, a boyband whose vocals/guitars were computer spawned—

it's even easier if that penny icon was a flash in the pan now universally despised or 
ignored, a pariah humbled and debased,

like a writer who may have enjoyed some minor notice in his youth but who now 
grown old and forgotten must vanity-publish his work,

or even the yecchiest echelon of all, that dantean depth where wanders lost that 
most abject of detritrals, the "blog poet" . . .

*

For an example of what I mean here, consider the strange piece which appeared in 
the Washington Post (10/12/08), the "Poets Corner" column, by Mary Karr——

she begins with a familiar rhetorical ploy: a sheepish admission of youthful naivete:

"Back in high school, I fell in love with Bill Knott's visionary poems . . . "

After this disingenuous gushygoo she quickly proceeds to suggest that her teenself was
the victim of a "hoax" perpetrated by Knott . . . yes,

her young-innocent delusional ardour for his poetry was caused not by its intrinsic 
merits,

no, she was guiled and traduced by the specious notoriety his spurious frauds had 
clouded him with: Knott, she reveals, "became a cult figure . . . through a suicide 
hoax in 1966."

In fact, Karr notes, prior to this fake felo-de-flummery,

Knott had been "collecting rejection slips for years."

And, her implication is clear,

he would have gone on collecting rejection slips forever, if

he hadn't somehow managed to dupe and bamboozle editors with his counterfeit ruses
and flimflam impostures——

the deceitful trickery of which continues to this day, she insinuates by asserting that 
"Knott . . . still produces . . . experimental verse,"

"experimental" being a code-word to implicate his persistent incriminating caprices 
and morally-shoddy eccentricities——

("Experimental" meaning oddball, abnormal: not like the regular Establishment poets 
Karr usually praises in this weekly column:

He's not like us, Karr is assuring her Po-Biz cohorts, he's an anomaly, he can be 
marginalized and scorned with no risk—

in such circles, "experimental" is an insult, and Karr is indicating with this pejorative

that Knott should be viewed as anathema by the mainstream of American Poetry—)

He's a crank, Karr says, quote: "He's an iconoclast."  You can't take him seriously. 



She would certainly agree with the critic Calvin Bedient,

who in The Massachusetts Review dismissed Knott as "a malignant clown."

"Futilely" is the word Karr uses to describe Knott's attempting to write—

he is "futilely" trying to be a poet, as she sees it. . . .

Her final summation seems apropos:

"pathological paranoia"

is her grown-up-now diagnosis of this reprobate,

her older-and-wiser verdict on

his worthless life and work.

*
Karr's thinly-disguised attack on Knott is really a kind of exorcism, a ritual to expel 
this shadow from her sinful youth——

Yes, she confesses to her confreres in the USAPO elite,

I was guilty of letting myself be hoaxed (she uses the word "hoax" twice in her brief 
article)

by the charlatan Knott, but mea culpa, look, I here repent that adolescent 
foolishness,

lo, I cast the demon out!

*
(

Knott is the dumb donkey Karr rode into Poetryville on, back in her impoverished and 
gullible youth,

the ass she must now augeanize from her stable,

the sacrificial mule she must thrice deny before the Academy of American Poets crows
and crowns her . . .

)
*
*
Afterthought——

I apologize for writing the diatribe above in the third person——

I was so hurt and humiliated by the article that I could only respond by distancing it 
from the first-person——

I think the greatest sign of Karr's contempt for me is something she didn't say:

the fact that she did not mention even in passing this blog, whereon for the past 
almost-three years

I have posted my entire catalog of poems for free and open access——

that, to me, was worse than any of her subtle insults.



*
*

October 12, 2008
as they pass

in an opaque ocean
the transparent fish
reflect each other

Posted by Bill Knott at 8:48 PM  

*

BALLOON POEMS

*
BALLOON POEMS

*
*
*

THE BALLOON THAT LIVED ON THE MOON

The lower gravity was kind to it
It could bounce and soar higher
Than Earth allows
So the balloon was happier
By far
And soon forgot the puncture culture
We perpetuate down here
Where the hate-pins of our eyes skewer
The frailest inflation
The beadiest bubble is not safe
But up there
The bleak unpeopled landscape
Mirrrors more faithfully
A balloon's own sterility and
Essential snootiness
Consider
What a round object by its perfect nature
Excludes
How its boundaries segregate the in from the out
And show what is enough
And what is less
So when you think of the balloon
That lived on the moon you might wonder
Why all its brothers and sisters
Because can't you feel how
When one tugs your hand
Deft with that upward urge how much
It resists your touch
How endlessly
You are not a part of it

*
*



ALOFT

once every student barber  
to earn his certificate
would first have to lather
a balloon and shave it
then if it didn't burst
he'd pass his last worst test

but I wonder what happened
to that schooled balloon
did they use it again
or was it shown mercy
let go set free
to fly away safely

scrapeskin for a sheepskin
one nick will kill this bubble
let pupils skilled in scruple
cut its rubber stubble
here only dull shearers win
the hirsute-pursued laurel

a master's in mustache
a doctorate in down
Ph.D in peachfuzz
cap-strop-and-gown
more honors-blown diplomas
than tenured hands can slash

our blood stays bearded for
that educating puncture
light hearts inflate and then
learn one cut-throat lesson
to flunk is remedial
if pop-quiz pops us all    

undrape look up and see
those balloons still floating over
our razor-grad degrees
they hang on the air
they dangle from a hair
no blade can sever

*
*

POEM

when the balloon bursts
where does all the air
that was inside go

is it bound together briefly
by the moisture
of the human mouth
that birthed it

poor pouch of breath
long expulsion of nothing you
must dissipate too



nor remain intact
no matter how pantingly
against the outer atmosphere
you might try to secure your
whoosh-hold

and what an effort
what heave and heft-work
what strain of frame what rib-rift
to have to lift to shift around
all that oof and uff  

why strive and huff just
to stave off death
to survive
to be a substance a stuff

to live live as a pocket
a cluster
a cloud
to maintain your interior
mode

I can understand
that having once been
contained in bouyance
you'd want to retain
that rare coherence

you'd pray to stay a one
to remain a unity an
entity a whole in
this unencased heaven

but smatter of ghost
how can you persist
or save yourself
when all us others disperse

so let it go
dissolve in draft
little whistlestuff
pathetic kisspuff
flimsiest flak
 
up into the sky goes
two lungs worth
of earth
unstrung
unloosed
the exhaled
soul of a boy a girl

alloonaloft
aloftalloon
lost

*
*

GESUNDHEIT (quatorzain version)



Sneezes wouldn't be so bad if they filled balloons.

How many sneezes on the planet at any given time;
and if each sneeze filled a balloon,

imagine (bless you!)
all those sneeze-balloons floating in the air.

But a sneeze-balloon might be rather fragile—
more like a bubble than a regular balloon . . . hmm.

A sneeze is sort of like a balloonburst:
sudden, violent, unforseeable.  Out of nowhere.

In either case, burgeoned or burst, this transfer
of ether occurs whenever Entropy beckons,—

see its deadly equality shining up there,
glittering like globules of star saliva,

worlds atchooed by all.

*
*

October 13, 2008

clockhands stuck in the birthday cake
where everyone tries to light them
around the table the family sprawl
in the new sass-style clothes
and yet extinctly can their skulls
be shrunk small enough to act
as fillings for god's cavities so
his smile might reach the first row
as chilled by all the applause of
sahara he opens the show but
how near-jut can I get [to go]

Posted by Bill Knott at 11:57 AM  

October 14, 2008

*

Helplessly the clock's hands cleanse
its numerals as they pass, trying/failing
to wipe away the jealous glances
and fretful glares of our daily
watch, the fears and doubts
whose dust filthifies time at last. / eternity

whose dust will filthify time at last.

*

have you ever swallowed
a sinkplug and drowned



has someone pulled your navel
till laughter gurgled down

*

As usual I'm slumped in the Maltshop
riddled with straws,
assaying the light by sifting it
through the window that proclaims
the impeccability of commerce,
but does this gold ever weigh
any more than me.
I sip my shake and wait to see.

*

the alphabet of a lost man
in a woodblock print
using a ruler to measure
the gifts of the forest

The alphabet of loss is like a man
who sees a woodblock print each time he looks
at a tree whose yardstick measures all the span
between his gaze and its reality's books /
between his gaze and what its hold/geld/leaf forsakes

beside a shrine where waters lapse to pray
their eggs may not vacate the lazy years
[ ] survey
the distance that only the far ear hears

in its aftervintage pages vanished
(anon escape descends the flopsteps where
I stand and sneeze into a blindness vein

shrine where waters lapse
lazy years on an egg vacation

the none of knives the few
of forks the sparse
of spoons in their lives
surveying each ear

/
Aftervintage pages vanish,
laden with update truth—
my anon escape descends
the flopsteps where I stand
sneezing into a crown.

Can I detain the ruins
a little with my life, that
sucker desperate for capitol,
strengtening the vein
of blindness inside lumps of coal—

Gem dress my skull, Damien
thick lacerations of scam
I fidget like rouge
on an unruly carpet. Please sell me
Hirst-first—



Eager as love in a downpour
of thumbs
they bite each other shock absorber.

I pledge refuge, porous pawn,
sky which ocean swears
is wasted, my coat's cannibal lapels
will mend your monsoon wound,
largess gush mode.

Your most roseate pimple veils
its thorn ouch-eunuch: I save
the world not to its mold but mine,
the way Hitler liked to switch
his mustache from one nostril
to the other, likely my Bi revolves
around all the earth quells—

the pissed-in wadingpool:
apparent suicide fondles my bait,
I am that couture of soul which
coats make flap, raiding the sockdrawer
for perspective, but why cover
the corpse's eyelids with zoomlenses
if you're going to arrange
desire in these concealments of
(I'm your tease-host here) partial
similar

*
Fruitquake-aged wrestlers, your
palms succumb to sprinklers born
of relapse; a lot of javelins are
omnivore. Every true mother's rush,

multitudes beaten in elastic rooms,
you prevail at first by shining at
catch, your blame tender as young silver;
over the breathless banquest I fall as

always, weeping seesaws all day, my
worship vigilant to oracles in armor.
Subdued untrodden frauds licentious
at first daily I barbered my Zeus;

the elevators fell, versed on shore
where I hover in an ogle
arrogant as fetid [i lost my else in a loftshot ]

*
Always you will know you have reached
the peak the moment your bootsoles
go out of sight, since you can only
get there by following yourself up.

Craning your neck to see the trail,
you'll plummet past the hope to scale
this summit if you overtake a guide
whose shadow is you, whose spoor



you are. Know him as the truer you,
the perfected precursor emitted by
the act of aspiration alone, the try—

stay in his tracks, obey the protocol 
of all such efforts, the stale miracle
that waits past treelines, the heightstakes.

/that baits your quest, the heightstakes.
/that weighs your quest, the heightstakes.
/your quest has

single line/border
/of achievement's arch/breath, the treeline's goal
the height/s it takes.

/treelines surpass, the height it takes.

you are. Know him as the further you, /truer you,
stay in his tracks, obey the protocol / stakes
of all such efforts, the stale miracle
that waits past treelines' single line/border
/of achievement's arch/breath, the treeline's goal
the height/s it takes.

/treelines surpass, the height it takes.

*

THE NOTES

given the fame
surrounding
the recent book
of unfinished or
abandoned writings
by Elizabeth Bishop
won't someone
plan another
consisting of her
(and the concept
might work as well
with Robert Lowell
or James Merrill)
penned instructions
to the maid
the menus she
handed the cook
the lists she left
for her secretary
and what about
her stockbrokers
the screeds they got
regarding assets
and every scrap she
(or Russell Edson
or Louise Gluck
or Richard Howard)



wrote should be in it
all the notes
to the chauffeur
the wine steward
the groundskeeper
the butler
the manicurist
the psychotherapist
the poolboy
the hairstylist
the dressmaker
the wigcomber
the authorized
biographer
the pillwrangler
the gardener
the cleaning staff
the masseuse
and what about
the servants
we don't know about
the flunkies
whose functions
remain hidden
whose arcane chores
are kept secret from
us the public
unimaginable
to us lowerclass
unbelievable
the sponge-wringer-outer
the sexologue
the doubled-over doters
the astro-prefixed kneelers
and of course
the lawyers on retain
not to mention
the critics on retain

*

October 15, 2008

*
the juggler could
amputate parts
of himself
and juggle them

to fill the air
with synecdoche
the boffo finish
one final echo

to climax his act
to sacrifice limb
by limb his all

transformed to ball
that juggler'd
never fall



*
I am not interested in masks
but in what faces reveal only
to the below side of a mask:
that grimace is it, or moue
of acceptance, complicity, pure
boredom—whichever expression
the face affects before sinking under
that reality which equals its,
that applique of shadow,
that Medusa-gift-wrapped [ ],

*
while the gelded pins fall from your veins

...

i can poise my whole
and with it juggle all
in slo-mo now
those globes aloft
immobile as
a catatonic's teardrops

if nowhere remains of us
we must migrate
to peaks apparent
in clouds that drift
by for pale

*
Posted by Bill Knott at 7:40 AM  

October 15, 2008 

Dear Bill ZAVATSKY: I apologize

Bill Zavatsky
 to me

Hi, Bill--I check in with your website every now and again to see what's going on with 
you, and I was shocked/amused to see you shout me out. (I'm not offended, by the 
way; I love you and I love your work. I consider it one of my incredible pieces of good 
life-luck to have published your Selected and Collected Poems.)

The situation is that I was just as surprised as you were when I saw the "copyright" 
SUN listings at the end of Mary Karr's column. Neither she nor anyone else contacted 
me about anything, and I haven't made a penny from your work since, alas, I had to 
stop publishing books in 1985. The books that you didn't buy or take from me I 
donated to the library at Poets House long, long ago, as I did other SUN titles. (And 
for the record, I never made any money--or wanted any--from the other books that I 
had to let go, not being able to continue to pay warehousing fees because the press 
no long had any income.) I first sold at cut-rate prices (you remember) all the books 
that authors wanted, then offered the rest for free later on, then donated them when
you and other authors didn't want any more copies, etc.

    My recollection is that some or all of the poems that Mary Karr (whom I do not 
know) reprinted in her column were subsequently reprinted by other presses, so 
there's no way that anyone would come to me for permission to reprint them. My 
attitude, and I thought I made this clear to everybody, is that when SUN closed up 
shop all the rights to the work automatically reverted to the authors, you included. 
I'm sorry if that wasn't crystal clear, but you can imagine how many balls I was 



juggling, from closing the press to working full time, to finding publishers for work 
that I had committed to--which I did.

    Anyhow, I plead innocent! And I hope you'll put this on your website to show that 
I'm not a bad guy. I never betrayed you and I never would! Love, Bill Zavatsky

October 16, 2008

*
the sound of bees circling inside a clock
no sass the doctor warned the fetus
the bees hissed louder
but it was a sugartit dressed in mourning
it was a ukase of whim
zap-potion and movie devotees
they filled my filthy-as-Asia hallways
with their dirty-as-North America walls
no repartee I warned them no witticism
can out-Wilde this
but my protests were frail
and useless
as a saint's passport
waved in the face of Charon

*
Posted by Bill Knott at 9:29 AM 

October 16, 2008 
marginalia 10/16/08 (mostly from old posts)

*
There's another war every 20 years or so because there are new poets every 20 years 
or so, and war exists in order to kill poets. 

The purpose of war is to kill poets.

But it's not the enemy's poets each country wants to kill, it's their own. 

Thus in the Great War the British soldiers were murdering Oscar Wilde; the German 
soldiers were killing Rilke; the French, Rimbaud/Verlaine. 

The USA troops in Iraq today all aim their weapons at Ashbery.

(Yes, Wilde was already dead then, and R/V too.  Even posthumously they still had to 
be killed.)

*

*

Bookstores and libraries put fictional prose in a separate section from nonfictional 
prose. Why shouldn't books of poetry be similarly segregated? My poems, which are 
fictional, should not be on the same shelf with poets who write nonfictional 
(autobiographical, biographical) poetry.

*
*
Chekov: the antithesis of poetry.  The enemy of poetry.  The writer poets turn to when
they begin to hate themselves in their art.



I don't know if Konstantin in "The Sea Gull" is Chekov's only portrayal of a poet, but it's
such a cruel epitome. 

Mocked and humiliated throughout, his lover seduced and stolen away by a prose-
writer, poor Konstantin by the end of the third act is finally reduced to a mere 
ploypuppet in a coup de theatre, an offstage prop murdered and remurdered to 
provide a Hollywood "shock ending" climax. 

As if being cuckolded and killed off to effect a plot-twist weren't bad enough, 
Konstantin is forced to suffer during the course of the play an even more evil and 
demeaning fate,

as the sadistic Chekov turns him, the aspiring young poet, into a short-story writer!

You can always tell when poets are going through a period of self-hatred and doubt 
about their art: they write poems about Chekov.

*
 . . . going back to Pater: think how very different our (contemporary) relation to 
music is from his, compared to his experience of it. how often would he have heard 
music? I ask that literally:

how often and under what conditions would he in his daily life have physically heard 
music, ie real music as opposed to any tune humming in his head?

i would guess to answer that question by saying : not very often: on special occasions,
concerts, recitals, probably church bells more than anything else, a street musician 
perhaps, though it's hard to imagine Pater walking on streets where such creatures 
thrived . . .

Now compare that to our current experiencing of music, how it ubiquitously presses in
us relentlessly from every medium, my god you can't make a phonecall without being 
assailed by it,

every store you go into blasts your ears with it, every street is boomboxed and car-
stereoed to death with its intrusive noise. . .

there is no escape from it. It greases the gears of consumer capitalism as much as the 
oil our government is currently killing everybody it can to gain control of. . ..

If Pater had to hearsuffer what what the average USAer is deluged with on a daily 
basis, I doubt he would reverence music quite as highly as in his pre-massmedia'ed 
cloistered Oxford. . .

Anyway, my tirades against music are hyperbole, and not meant to be taken entirely 
unsatirically.

But I can't be the only poet in the last hundred years who has chafed at Pater, and has
resented the fact that poetry is not ranked first among the arts.

And yes, I'll say it again, the complacency and arrogance of composers and musicians 
is insufferable.

Compare poets to musicmakers, and their respective self-doubts. Poets are constantly 
questioning the value and the validity of poetry; do composers and conductors ever do
that?

It boils down to economics of course: music makes money and poetry doesn't.  So 
poets have to keep justifying themselves in the face of a commercialized world——



*
*
There are some poets of established merit whose work I fail to appreciate.  The fault 
is mine, inevitably.  Paul Muldoon for one example: I just don't get it.  I've tried to 
read him, and I can't do it.  His poems are so mannered, so contrived.  Maybe such 
immodest ostentation—such brandished coxcomb preciosity— is necessary for a lyric 
poet of these times.  But Heaney and Duffy don't stuff their poems with that kind of 
porn-puff.  They don't show-off like Muldoon.  Craig Raine at his worst is not that 
bristly with bravura.  Even Ashbery doesn't panache it up like that.  It's all flash, all 
fanfaronade to me.  He's a virtuoso, no doubt about it, and obviously many readers of 
poetry admire and applaud him, but I can't see past his arch airs, his flourished 
ruffles, his twee-step shuffles.  You've heard of those comedians who can't leave their 
acts on the stage, who even in their personal lives are always cracking jokes and doing
bits, that's what Muldoon's poetry seems like to me: it's always "on."

*
It's not just Muldoon; I have a hard time appreciating many  poets whose work is 
adamantly idiosyncratic.  I can't stand Berryman.  Uck, why would anyone want to do 
that, is my response to his usual tricks of diction and syntax.  Okay, okay, Shklovsky, 
defamilarization etcetera, but most times with Berryman, I feel it's a desperate and 
sadly pathetic attempt on his part to try to use these exaggerations of style to hype 
up a content which is mainly banal.  Yes, there are interesting and entertaining 
phrases and lines ("life is a handkerchief sandwich" et al), but these occasional 
delights are not frequent enough to suffer the rest of his rhetoric.  Why can't he be 
represented in the anthologies by excerpts?  

*
Because there used to be, in the past, anthologies that printed not poems, but 
excerpts from poems.  I wish that type of compendium would come back into favor.  
It's arrogant and disingenuous of poets to demand that their works must be read only 
in their entirety.  Why shouldn't the highpoints, the best lines and phrases, be isolated
and compiled and published?   They do it all the time with Shakespeare, why can't 
they do it with Ashbery?   Why not pluck out the choice segments, the better bits, 
from contemporary poets, and put them together in a book of selections.  Don't tell 
me you'd rather not be read at all if you aren't read in your pristine whole.  Don't tell 
me you'd rather not be read than read in excerpts.  If we weren't control freaks we 
wouldn't be writing poetry, I know, but ultimately we can't control which parts (if any)
of our poems will survive.  Posterity will allot from our pages the little it requires.  
The little or, in most cases, none.  One line, one phrase may last on someone's lips.

*

October 17, 2008 
i didn't write it

*

*
There are more than two types of poets, I imagine, but I'm thinking of these two:

First, poets who write books.

Second, poets who write poems (which are eventually published in collections) . . .

*
There is a difference between books of poems and collections of poems, isn't there?  
There seems to me to be a difference, but I may be wrong.

*
Poets who write a poem for the sake of a book, with the thought of its placement in a 
book.  The point being its inclusion amongst the other poems in the book.  The point 
being the book comes first and the poem second.  Any individual poem must conform 



to the uniformity of the book.

And the opposite: Poets who write a poem for its own sake, with no thought of how or
where it may end up within a collection of poems.  With no thought of anything 
beyond the event of the poem itself.  With no hope that it may contribute to, or 
constitute part of, a greater whole.

*

*
(I'm not making value judgments here; I'm speculating; I'm trying to configure my 
thoughts, not promote them to the status of statements.)

*
The poet who writes books-of-poems.
The poet who writes poems.

*
Don't you have to write poems to be a poet?   Evidently not.  You can be a poet by 
writing, not poems, but books-of-poems.

Anne Carson is a great poet, according to her admirers, and who am I to gainsay their 
consensus.

But has she ever written a poem?

A great poet who has never written a poem.

A paradox—but "genius" transcends categories.

*
The book-poet believes; the poem-poet doubts.  The devout and the atheist.

*
The book-poet always has something to do; the poem-poet never has anything to do.

*
A collection-of-poems was written one at a time, and should therefore be read one at 
a time.  Ergo: read as a whole.

But a book-of-poems can never be read at a time.  Only that which can be read at a 
time is whole.  Thus a book-of-poems lacks finish/completion.

*
I've read a poem, but I've never read a book-of-poems.

The latter can never be read at a time.  The putative and conceptual experience is 
attenuated and extended beyond any occasion.

*
I think I prefer to read poems in anthologies.  A poem is never really complete until it 
appears in an anthology.  Even in collections-of-poems, the poem is vitiated by its 
contiguity, weakened by association.

Or on a sheet of paper blown to my feet; inked on an animal-hide snatched from a 
stream. . .

*
Of course there is always the unhappy realization that occurs when reading a poem; 
whether I read it in a book-of-poems or a collection-of-poems or an anthology, or on 
an anonymous gutterflap or a cave-wall: there is this sorrowful inevitable certainty, 
which devastates me each time I read a poem, which confounds me as I finally 



understand what reading it means:

it means I didn't write it.

*
(reposted from last year)

October 18, 2008 
the rugged and the trim

*
*

RUGGED TRIM (or WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT, ORPHIE?)

*
Kenneth Rexroth edited a Selected Poems of D.H. Lawrence in 1947, reprint paperback
editions of which can be found cheaply . . . I remember reading it as a youth, and 
though I can't point to any specific instance I think it had a profound influence on my 
writing . . . It's certainly a book that I have purchased several times over, a book I 
return to and read . . .

Rexroth says many interesting things in the Introduction; looking at it recently I was 
struck by his comments comparing Lawrence's poems to Hardy's:

"This verse [Lawrence's early rhymed verse] is supposed to be like Hardy's.  It is.  But 
there is always something a little synthetic about Hardy's rugged verse.  The smooth 
ones seem more natural, somehow.  The full dress, Matthew Arnold sort of sonnet to 
Leslie Stephen is probably Hardy's best poem.  It is a very great poem, but Arnold 
learned the trick of talking like a highly idealized Anglican archbishop and passed it on
to Hardy.  That is something nobody could imagine Lawrence ever learning, he just 
wasn't that kind of animal."

Rexroth is comparing Hardy's "rugged" style poems to Lawrence's: as he points out 
prior to the passage I've just quoted, Lawrence began as a sort of apparently-on-the-
surface Georgian poet, though he differed from them in at least one significant way: 
"Some of the Georgians had a favorite literary convention.  They were anti-literary.  
Lawrence was the real thing."  The Lawrence mode of writing rugged was never a 
conscious stylistic choice; with his background it came to him naturally (Rexroth: "I 
don't think he went about it deliberately.") . . .

(Haven't many other poets besides the Georgians played this anti-literary charade?  
Taking on the Rugged Role is always very tempting.)

Rexroth: "There is a vatic quality in Lawrence that is only in Hardy rarely. . . . Hardy 
was a major poet.  Lawrence was a minor prophet.  Like Blake and Yeats, his is the 
greater tradition."

*
Well.  Robert Lowell pronounced somewhere (I'm quoting from memory) that the two 
greatest Modern Poets were Rilke and Hardy. 

Which means doesn't it that for those of us English-speakers who take Lowell's word as
guide and who can read Rilke only in translation, that THE great Modern Poet to 
encounter in our own tongue is Hardy . . .

Hart Crane, writing to Yvor Winters in a letter dated May 29th, 1927, ventures to say 
that Hardy is "perhaps the greatest technician in English verse since Shakespeare."

Here's the poem Rexroth named Hardy's best . . . I've never seen it in any anthology:



         The Schreckhorn

(With thoughts of Leslie Stephen)

           (June 1897)

Aloof, as if a thing of mood and whim;
Now that its spare and desolate figure gleams
Upon my nearing vision, less it seems
A looming Alp-height than a guise of him
Who scaled its horn with ventured life and limb,
Drawn on by vague imaginings, maybe,
Of semblance to his personality
In its quaint glooms, keen lights, and rugged trim.

At his last change, when Life's dull coils unwind,
Will he, in old love, hitherward escape,
And the eternal essence of his mind
Enter this silent adamantine shape,
And his low voicing haunt its slipping shows
When dawn that calls the climber dyes them rose?

*

Quaint glooms, keen lights, and rugged trim: what semblance to the personality of 
Hardy's poetry!

Rexroth calls this a "full dress, Matthew Arnold sort of sonnet."  So compare it to the 
one sonnet of Arnold's which is best known and most anthologized, whose subject like 
Hardy's is mountainous and nothing less than the Everest of us:

(there are no themes for old age, an Arab proverb says, but death and the mountain)

SHAKESPEARE

Others abide our question. Thou art free.
We ask and ask—Thou smilest and art still,
Out-topping knowledge. For the loftiest hill,
Who to the stars uncrowns his majesty,

Planting his steadfast footsteps in the sea,
Making the heaven of heavens his dwelling-place,
Spares but the cloudy border of his base
To the foil'd searching of mortality;

And thou, who didst the stars and sunbeams know
Self-school'd, self-scann'd, self-honour'd, self-secure,
Didst tread on earth unguess'd at.—Better so!

All pains the immortal spirit must endure,
All weakness which impairs, all griefs which bow
Find their sole speech in that victorious brow.

*
Better so!  Why better so?— maybe, because everything that wishes to remain sacred 
must surround itself with mystery, Mallarme's commandment: the loftiest hill of 
Parnassus will still maintain its cloudcover 'gainst the foil'd searchings of every mortal 
reader (every reader is mortal, whereas those who have learned the ropes, ie poets 
themselves, can perhaps manage to climb each other to a height whereon they may 
glimpse a little daylight) . . .



*
(Most of us never make it to Base Camp.  I'm still stuck in rope-tying class: Knotting 
101.)
*
(I don't know if Arnold was the originator of this oeuvre-as-mountain metaphor, but 
surely it must have been a cliche long before Basil Bunting trundled it out in "On the 
Fly-Leaf of Pound's Cantos" . . . )

*
Hardy's phrase "rugged trim" contains in itself the contention, the contradiction.  
Rugged is "anti-literary," plainspoken colloquial raw; trim means smooth, crafted, in 
Rexroth's phrases "highly idealized" and "full dress."

*
Rugged versus trim.  Mayakovsky versus Mallarme.  Brecht versus Benn.  Enzensberger 
versus Celan.  Prevert versus Bonnefoy.  Late Neruda versus early Neruda.  The 
Communist Quasimodo versus the Hermetic Quasimodo.  Parra's Antipoem versus 
Stevens' metapoem. 

Paz in his great book "Children of the Mire" sums up the history of Modern Poetry as an
"oscillation" between "political temptation" and "religious temptation."  In other 
words, Democratic versus Fascist.  Billy Collins versus Langpo/Post-Ahole.

*
The conflict ensues.  Pages 320-4, Poetry Magazine, January 05, Danielle Chapman 
reviews Reginald Shepherd's olio of Post-Avants, The Iowa Anthology of New American 
Poetries [sic]. 

(By American, they mean U.S.  By Poetries, they mean in the Arnoldian sense, that 
each poet is his or her own peakdom; like mountains each stands far enough apart 
from all others that borders are called for: in this theoretical distance every poet 
constitutes a separate realm with its own unique language and heritage, its own 
tradition of "poetry."  So an anthology that brings together works from these 
loftitudinally-disparate states is per se a transnational one, a gathering of alien 
poetries . . . )

(by Poetries they mean Oxygen Required.  Watch out for falling rocks.  No climbers 
past this point unless accompanied by a guide.) 

Chapman characterizes many of the poems here as masturbatory ("jerking off"), 
"narcissistic," "self-pleasuring," "enamored with [their] own sound" . . . she forgot 
solipsistic, apolitical, autotelic, reader-unfriendly, elitist, etcet.

Chapman gives more attention to Karen Volkman than anyone else, maybe because she
senses that Volkman is so gifted that she damn well ought to be writing better than 
most of the others in this anthology, much of whose work, Chapman writes, "seems to 
have been constructed from a book of Mad Libs, where poetry-speak is randomly 
inserted into a poetic structure and the poem pops out like a product.  Even the work 
of a skilled practitioner like Karen Volkman adopts such gimmickry."

What's the problem, essentially?  The same enigma which ModPo since Baudelaire has 
faced us with, namely, WHAT is this poem about?— (Even more confusing for many 
readers is that some Modern poems which seem to offer a clearly ostensible subject—
Williams' red wheelbarrow is a par example—still present problems in understanding 
what their "real subject" is . . . )

Chapman: "[P]art of the problem with the poems in the Iowa Anthology—that of 
obscurity and incomprehensibility—is similar to that which has always beset Language 
Poetry," not to mention Symbolism, Surrealism, Imagism, and so many other 
temptologies.— 

"[T]he question of what [Volkman's] poems are about is persistent.  Eventually it 



becomes clear that they are in fact about themselves."  They disallow us to judge 
them, Chapman adds: "because the subject of the poem is the poet's own evasive 
thought process, our [potential] objections are overruled by the mind of the poet, 
which, by its own definition, moves faster than ours."   Didn't Ashbery asset that poets
should try to make their poems "critic-proof"?

But making it critic-proof usually makes it reader-proof as well.  Most readers are, to 
use Arnold's figure, mortal and don't want to be "foil'd" by a poem, no matter how 
Shakespeare its author is.  They want to know what a poem is about, and they want to
know what it's saying about that subject.

So what IS the poem about?  What's it all about, Orpheus?  Samuel French Morse in his 
introduction to Opus Posthumous by Wallace Stevens, hands this injunction down from 
the bench: "From the very beginning his poems were 'about' poetry; it is the one real 
subject of Harmonium and all the later work." 

Morse then quotes from a 1940 letter by Stevens, who hands it down from his throne:

'The subject-matter of poetry is the thing to be ascertained.  Offhand, the subject-
matter is what says of the month of August . . . 'Thou art not August, unless I make 
thee so.'

I think by saying "one real subject" Morse means: as opposed to the ostensible or 
surface subject. 

Either I don't understand the Stevens quote or I'm wrong to see a contradiction where 
he says the subject-matter has to be ascertained: in other words, it's not a given, it 
has to be found and proved; because he immediately follows that by the "offhand" 
suggestion that essentially a poem's subject-matter is always the same: its apparent 
subject may be August (or anytime), but its real, its eternal subject is the poet's 
interminably flowing assertion of power and priority.  So evenings die, in their green 
going, a wave, interminably flowing.  In the beginning is the Word, and you, 
phenomena, are non until I utter it. 

Per Mallarme, everything in the world exists in order to end up in a book; for Stevens,
the book exists prior to its content.  What is subject, and what is the subject.

Here's an Arnoldian sonnet on the subject, by Stevens:

THE POEM THAT TOOK THE PLACE OF A MOUNTAIN

There it was, word for word,
The poem that took the place of a mountain.

He breathed its oxygen,
Even when the book lay turned in the dust of his table.

It reminded him how he had needed
A place to go to in his own direction,

How he had recomposed the pines,
Shifted the rocks and picked his way among clouds,

For the outlook that would be right,
Where he would be complete in an unexplained completion:

The exact rock where his inexactnesses
Would discover, at last, the view toward which they had edged,

Where he could lie and, gazing down at the sea,
Recognize his unique and solitary home.



*
Complete in an unexplained completion.  That's right: never explain.  Harold Bloom's 
book on Stevens is almost as intimidating and daunting as Stevens himself.  Early on 
he quotes from Emerson:

"[W]e cannot say too little of our constitutional necessity of seeing things under 
private aspects, or saturated with our humours.  And yet is the God the native of 
these bleak rocks."

Private aspects, private sights, visible only from the poet's eagle-eye outlook: so edgy-
exact this precipice of bleak rocks where the I alone is native; where no reader dare 
venture.

*
*

October 19, 2008 
talking USA

*
*

Lowell says somewhere (source?) the two greatest Modern poets are Rilke and Hardy.

Hart Crane, in a letter to Yvor Winters dated May 29, 1927, writes this of Hardy: "I 
think him perhaps the greatest technician in English verse since Shakespeare."

Crane of course was no mean hand himself.  Here's two excerpts from "Eternity," about
the aftermath of a hurricane in Cuba:

[the first 4 lines:]
After it was over, though still gusting balefully,
The old woman and I foraged some drier clothes
And left the house, or what was left of it;
Parts of the roof reached Yucatan, I suppose.

[the last 11 lines:]
The morrow's dawn was dense with carrion hazes
Sliding everywhere.  Bodies were rushed into graves
Without ceremony, while hammers pattered in town.
The roads were being cleared, injured brought in
And treated, it seemed.  In due time
The President sent down a battleship that baked
Something like two thousand loaves on the way.
Doctors shot ahead from the deck in planes.
The fever was checked.  I stood a long time in Mack's talking
New York with the gobs, Guantanamo, Norfolk,—
Drinking Bacardi and talking U.S.A.

*
"Eternity" is overall not one of Crane's best poems, and it's never anthologized, but I 
go back and read it oftener than some of his more famous ones, and I reread it for the
"rush", the sweep of these last 11 lines. Doctors—deck—checked.  The President and 
the gobs.  The battleship that baked.  Talking U.S.A.

Talking USA!  Yes.  Exactly.  If only we could do it.

(Remember Frank O'Hara's hyperbole about only three American poets being better 
than the movies: Whitman, Crane, and Williams.)

*



October 20, 2008 
speechless

*
*
Two translations of Erich Fried's "Sprachlos":

Speechless

Why do you
still write
poems
although you
reach only
a few people
by this method

friends ask me
impatient because
they reach only
a few people
by their methods

and I don't
have an answer
for them

//

Speechless

Why
do you still
write poems
although you know
that you can only
reach a minority
with this method

my friends ask me
impatient that
they can only
reach a minority
with their methods

and I can't
give them
an answer

//

(The first translation is by Beth Bjorklund, from her anthology "Contemporary Austrian
Poetry," published in 1986; the second is by Milne Holton and Herbert Kuhner, from 
their anthology
"Austrian Poetry Today" published in 1985.  Both these books are available via Amazon 
or Abebooks for a reasonable price, and I recommend them highly.  There are 
wonderful poems in each.)

. . . The question Fried raises is particularly troublesome for poets of any time who, 
like him, want to "reach" an audience with an urgent political message or idea.  Why 
write such poems when you know that poetry has only a small audience at best, and 



of that minority there is even a smaller group who are willing to read verse whose 
intent is political, whose aim to is provoke and disturb.  Most readers go to poetry for 
various succinct expressions of delusionary consolation and psychological gratification,
not to be confronted with social dilemmas which can't be resolved or momentarily 
dissolved in a sigh or a sob or a settling softly of the book on one's knee.   Knowing 
how limited its 'reach' is, why would a committed Socialist artist ever use poetry as 
the 'method' to further the cause?  If you really, realistically wanted to win and 
influence the largest audience possible, you would write popsongs or screenplays.  
One leftist hack like that is worth more than a thousand poets of the persuasion.

*
*

October 21, 2008 
FRANTIC PROFESSIONS (think of the poor driver)

*
From a 1993 interview with David Foster Wallace:

I think TV promulgates the idea that good art is just art which makes people like and 
depend on the vehicle that brings them the art. This seems like a poisonous lesson for 
a would-be artist to grow up with. And one consequence is that if the artist is 
excessively dependent on simply being "liked," so that her true end isn't in the work 
but in a certain audience's good opinion, she is going to develop a terrific hostility to 
that audience, simply because she has given all her power away to them. It's the 
familiar love-hate syndrome of seduction: "I don't really care what it is I say, I care 
only that you like it. But since your good opinion is the sole arbitrator of my success 
and worth, you have tremendous power over me, and I fear you and hate you for it." 
This dynamic isn't exclusive to art. But I often think I can see it in myself and in other 
young writers, this desperate desire to please coupled with a kind of hostility to the 
reader.

 *
—Reading this reminded me of something from Saul Bellow's Humboldt's Gift (1975), 
page 120, where the narrator Citrine summarizes a frequent lament of Humboldt's 
regarding the "profession" of poetry:

[Humboldt always said] that poetry was one of the frantic professions in which success
depends on the opinion you hold of yourself.  Think well of yourself, and you win.  
Lose self-esteem, and you're finished.  For this reason a persecution complex 
develops, because people who don't think well of you are killing you.  Knowing this, or
sensing it, critics and intellectuals had you.  Like it or not you were dragged into a 
power struggle.

(Remember that Bellow based Humboldt on Delmore Schwartz.)

If people who don't think well of the poet are killing him, what if he seconds their 
opinion?   Indeed what if, under the circumstances, he has little other choice:

—Because, as Bellow/Citrine observes:

Humboldt did what poets in crass America are supposed to do.  He chased ruin and 
death even harder than he had chased women.  He blew his talent and his health and 
reached home, the grave, in a dusty slide.  He plowed himself under.  Okay.  So did 
Edgar Allan Poe, picked out of the Baltimore gutter.  And Hart Crane over the side of a
ship.  And Jarrell falling in front of a car.  And poor John Berryman jumping from a 
bridge.  For some reason this awfulness is peculiarly appreciated by business and 
technological America.  The country is proud of its dead poets.  It takes terrific 
satisfaction in the poets' testimony that the USA is too tough, too big, too much, too 
rugged, that American reality is overpowering.  And to be a poet is a school thing, a 
skirt thing, a church thing.  The weakness of the spirtual powers is proved in the 
childishness, madness, drunkenness, and despair of these martyrs.  Orpheus moved 



stones and trees.   But a poet can't perform a hysterectomy [Bellow must have 
forgotten WC Williams] or send a vehicle out of the solar system.  Miracle and power 
no longer belong to him.  So poets are loved, but loved because they just can't make 
it here.  They exist to light up the enormity of the awful tangle and justify the 
cynicism of those who say, "If I were not such a corrupt, unfeeling bastard, creep, 
thief, and vulture, I couldn't get through this either.  Look at these good and tender 
and soft men, the best of us.  They succumbed, poor loonies." 
—This [the narrator adds] . . . was how successful bitter hard-faced and canniballistic 
people [exulted at Humboldt's death].
(quoted from pages 117-18)

The "awful tangle" causes the "awfulness" of the poet's  misfortunate fate.  Bellow 
could have added Plath and Sexton and all the other women artists who were, in 
Artaud's diagnostic term re Van Gogh, "suicided by society."

That there are exceptions (Bishop, Stevens, WC Williams et al) to Bellow's parade of 
poeticides doesn't change the power of his indictment. 

*
Parenthetically, when I was typing out the above, I remembered Auden's response to 
Jarrell's suicide (or was it an accident): I don't have the exact quote, but when he was
told about Jarrell's jumping (or was it fainting) in front of an approaching car (or was 
it a truck), Auden reportedly said: Think of the poor driver!

*
*

October 22, 2008 
quote bourdieu unquote knott

*
*

"...refusing to recognise anything resembling durable dispositions, Sartre makes each 
action a sort of unprecedented confrontation between the subject and the world... If 
the world of action is nothing other than this universe of interchangeable possibles, 
entirely dependent on the decrees of the consciousness which creates it and hence 
totally devoid of objectivity, if it is moving because the subject chooses to be moved, 
revolting because he chooses to be revolted, then emotions, passions and actions are 
merely games of bad faith, sad farces in which one is both bad actor and good 
audience."
—Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (1977), pp73-74.

 . . . "Durable dispositions" might translate to received forms and modes which the 
existentialist experimental poet refuses to countenance, preferring her 
"interchangeable possibles," her "decrees of consciousness" . . . . but are the latter 
then "games of bad faith, sad farces in which one is both bad actor and good 
audience". . . ?

*
Pierre Bourdieu: "School [educational institutions] actually reproduces the cultural 
division of society in many visible and invisible ways despite its apparent neutrality."

([Po-Biz] actually reproduces the cultural division of society in many visible and 
invisible ways despite its apparent neutrality.)

*
London Review of Books, 20 April 2006: Bruce Robbins writes that Bourdieu had "an 
extreme scepticism about the structures of formal democracy, which he believed 
functioned so as to disguise the hereditary transmission of privilege, allowing the 



success of some and the failure of the rest to appear as an innocent process of 
selection on merit." 

From the same review (p. 18): "[For Bourdieu,] domains like art and science, which 
appear to be free from the political and economic constraints operating elsewhere, 
are in fact structured by an aggessive competition for 'symbolic capital' that is neither
open nor equitable.  In one way or another, things are arranged so that rewards end 
up in the hands of those who started at the top of the social hierarchy."

*
Gee, if Bourdieu was right, might that help to explain the divergent career fates of 
William Matthews vs. William Knott.  Matthews, coming from a background of 
inherited wealth, was during his lifetime one of the most successful and preeminent 
poets of his generation.  His contemporary, Knott, who grew up penniless in an 
orphanage, never achieved that status, or anywhere near it. 
Ah, if only I could console myself with Bourdieu, and believe that Matthews' success 
and my failure was indeed not "an innocent process of selection on merit." 

*
*

October 23, 2008 
path out of view

*
a quote by Lenin:

"Thought proceeding from the concrete to the abstract . . . does not get away from 
the truth but comes closer to it. The abstraction of matter, of a law of nature, the 
abstraction of value, etc., in short all scientific (correct, serious, not absurd) 
abstractions reflect nature more deeply, truly and completely. From living perception 
to abstract thought, and from this to practice—such is the dialectical path of the 
cognition of truth, of the cognition of objective reality."

. . . isn't this what Williams means by "No ideas but in things."
The poet (or the typical modern poet anyway) proceeds from the particular to the 
general.  Or back in a paradoxical loop: "proceeding from the concrete" leads not 
"away from the truth but comes closer to it."  (Concrete=truth.)  From perception to 
thought to action ("practice").  Emotions recollected in tranquility lead to the hand 
coursing across the page which leads the reader to experience those emotions in a 
cyclical recurrence. 

Shakespeare's picture of it is ambiguous:

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
And, as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.

Are the "airy nothings" there before the poet's efforts have trained her eye to achieve 
a balanced state of conscious (fine) and unconscious (frenzy) perception which is 
intregrated and thereby strengthened enough to scope it: do these ethereal Platonic 
abstractions pre-exist (and ergo post-exist) the poet's endowing of them with an 
inevitably-temporary "local habitation and name" . . .

Or does imagination, the poet's mind, body forth (create) everything the poet sees—
but does the poet ever see, really . . . The poet glances, looks at everything around 
her, but does she see anything but what her imagination projects outward in bodied 
unknown forms, things, phantoms which her pen then shapes and gives a concrete 
grounding to . . . The "forms" must be turned to "shapes." 



Is this unknown airy nothing, in the words of Elizabeth Bishop,

. . . what we imagine knowledge to be:
dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free . . .
 . . . flowing and drawn, and since
our knowledge is historical, flowing, and flown.

 The grounding of these Ideas in our fleshly intercourse of speech is mortal.  Passing, 
not proceeding.  Flowing flown.

The eye must eventually roll out of view, out of the picture.

*

October 24, 2008
WHICH IS TOO MUCH

QUEL

*
An anecdote re Mallarmé (quoted from Selected Writings of Walter Benjamin, Volume 
4, p. 117-18):

"The closest friends of the poet knew that he owned a working instrument for poetry 
in the form of a card file.  It was made up of little slips of paper.  No one knew what 
was written on them, and questioning him achieved nothing.  One day, Viélé-Griffin 
entered Mallarmé's study and surprised the poet consulting one of his slips.  
Mallarmé's gaze lingered on it briefly, then he murmured pensively to himself: "I no 
longer dare tell them even that.  Even that would give too much away."  Viélé-Griffin 
stepped closer.  Peering over the poet's shoulder, he saw a single syllable written on 
the paper: quel [which]."

*
Here's Selden Rodman, from the introduction to his 1949 anthology, One Hundred 
Modern Poems, briefly pondering the future of poetry: "Whether the future belongs to 
the Brechts or the Rilkes is a question beyond the scope of this preface. . . ."  Earlier 
in the intro he cites Brecht as "the one poet. . . whose contribution to the poetry of 
collective faith may be as momentous as that of Rilke at the opposite pole."

The question then as today seems to be, what "faith" should one aspire to "contribute"
one's artistic efforts toward the furtherance of: individual (spiritual) or collective 
(socialist)?

*
Well, we're in Rodman's future: does it belong to the Brechts or the Rilkes?  Has 
Adrienne Rich ever bared her thoughts about Ashbery?  Great poets don't waste their 
time on the other great poets of their time, it's only we minor hacks who worry our 
time with these questions.  Great poets are elephants; they don't scratch that itch: 
they don't even feel it.

*
Benjamin (op. cit., page 169): "The elaborate theorums with which the principle of 
"art for art's sake" was enunciated—not only by its original proponents but above all by
literary history (not to mention its present devotees)—ultimately came down to a 
specific thesis: that sensibility is the true subject of poetry.  Sensibility, by its nature,
is involved in suffering.  If it experiences its highest concretization, its richest 
determination, in the sphere of the erotic, then it must find its absolute 
comsummation, which coincides with its transfiguration, in the Passion."

This is what Paz calls "the religious temptation."  Poesie pure. Autotelicism.  The 



poem as an end in itself.  The absolute poem.  Flaubert's dream of writing a book 
about nothing, sustained only by the virtuosity of style; Cezanne's apples; Williams' 
wheelbarrow.

*
No, the apples and the wheelbarrow are not nothing, but are they ancillary to the 
artist's quest?  They're objects along the way, not the sought-for prize, unless.  
Gustave Moreau painted the Grail, the golden cup held up high enough to dazzle any 
streamlight. 

Will Moreau's content ever be seen as more important than Cezanne's form? 

Will the individualistic hero of form recede before the collective craftwomanship of 
content?  

Capitalism depends on the stubborn stylist, the ego-Van-Gogh, the andro-Cezanne 
whose myth can be marketed beyond its intrinsic value, hyped to the heights.  
Consumed.

*
"Individual faith" versus "Collective Faith."  Capitalism (Religion/Fascism) versus 
Socialism.  Or: Style versus Content.  I don't have the exact quote, but Alfred 
Hitchcock in an interview somewhere said that critics who complained about the 
trivial or tawdry low-brow content of his films were like a museum-goer wondering 
whether Cezanne's apples were sweet or sour.  They miss the point, he said.  It's not 
content that's important, it's style.  Any old apple or wheelbarrow or pistol poking out 
of a pocket will do for a subject. 

Content is irrelevant, or should be: the viewer or reader must focus first and most on 
the artist's stylistic choices and methods.  WHAT the artist says or shows is secondary 
to HOW he or she does it. 

In fact, in this dispensation, in this scale of esthetics, the more insignificant the 
ostensible subject is, the better.  

Better because we can't be absorbed in apples or wheelbarrows for very long, their 
intrinsic lacks the sake we seek in art, they can't in and of themselves hold our 
interest for any length of time: and therefore when the framed thrust forward work 
bristling with certification confronts us with such inferior drab objects, we must of 
necessity look for something beyond the bare fact of them, and our attention shifts 
away, is shifted away from its initial focus on content, toward the formal pleasures, 
the mannerisms of the presentation.

The more boring the content, the more intriquing the style (theoretically).

*
To retroactively backtrack and try and view the artist's hand in its decisive motions, 
before it has completed its act.  There is no completed act, no boundwork of art in 
which the present might find its face, there is only the retrospect, the beforemath: as
Lowell put it, "my eyes have seen what my hand did."

*
Which is too much.  Content/subject/intent are excrescences that burden the work 
with extraneous matter.  Meaning and message must be wiped away like dust that 
accumulates on the canvas.  The Louvre even if it had only one painting in it would be
too much; ergo Hitler's orders to burn Paris. (Marinetti: "Let us burn down the 
museums.")

*
In the NYTimes of March 12, 1999, Grace Glueck reviews the show "Painter's Poet: 
Stephane Mallarme and His Impressionist Circle'' (Bertha and Karl Leubsdorf Art Gallery
of Hunter College), and says of the poet: "His closest friends were painters: Edouard 



Manet, Berthe Morisot, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Edgar Degas and James Whistler. He 
defended their work in his critical writings, and they did portraits of him and 
illustrations for his books. Paul Gauguin, Henri Matisse, Edvard Munch, Odilon Redon, 
Auguste Rodin and Felix Vallotton, among others, also produced Mallarmean images 
and tributes."  Glueck goes on for several paragraphs about the poet's connections and
interactions with his Impressionist contemporaries.  But she doesn't mention Puvis de 
Chavanne once, even in passing.  (I didn't see the show, so I don't know if Puvis was 
included in it. . . .)

Mallarmé wrote a sonnet to honor Whistler, but he also wrote a "Hommage" to Pierre 
Puvis de Chavanne.  Not his "close friend" Manet, not Degas, not Renoir etcet, but 
Puvis.

Glueck: "Mallarme wrote in praise of Manet's work and in 1874 produced a clever 
defense of the artist when the government-chosen jury for that year's Salon turned 
down two of four paintings—three oils and awatercolor—he had submitted. After 
subtly mocking the jury's conservatism, Mallarme predicted that public taste for 
Manet's work would eventually prevail. Two years later he published a more important 
discourse, ''The Impressionists and Edouard Manet,'' an eloquent paean to the new 
painting and the man he saw as its master."

Yes, but the fact remains that Mallarmé wrote a poem in praise of Puvis de Chavanne. 
Isn't there a distinction evident here?  Doesn't his choice to praise Puvis in verse 
indicate the depth of his feeling for and his affinity with this overlooked and 
neglected painter?  Art historians or journalists like Glueck who toe the party line, 
who confine their interest to the canon of established names, must wince and feel 
embarrassed for Mallarmé when (if) they read the following:

Hommage.

Toute Aurore même gourde
À crisper un poing obscur
Contre des clairons d'azur
Embouchés par cette sourde

A le pâtre avec la gourde
Jointe au bâton frappant dur
Le long de son pas futur
Tant que la source ample sourde

Par avance ainsi tu vis
O solitaire Puvis
De Chavannes
                       jamais seul

De conduire le temps boire
À la nymphe sans linceul
Que lui découvre ta Gloire.

*
Form versus Content: Impressionism versus Symbolism.

*
Form vs. Content.  Was it Robert Creeley who wrote: "Form is never more than an 
extension of content."

*
Form is never more than an extension of breakfast.  As shown in this poem by Jacques 
Prévert, trans. by the forgotten poet Selden Rodman:

LATE RISING



Terrible
is the soft sound of a hardboiled egg
cracking on a zinc counter
and terrible is that sound
when it moves in the memory
of a man who is hungry
Terrible also is the head of a man
the head of a man hungry
when he looks at six o'clock in the morning
in a smart shop window and sees
a head the color of dust
But it is not his head he sees
in the window of 'Chez Potin'
he doesn't give a damn
for the head of a man
he doesn't think at all
he dreams
imagining another head
calf's-head for instance
with vinegar sauce
head of anything edible
and slowly he moves his jaws
slowly slowly
grinds his teeth for the world
stands him on his head
without giving him any comeback
so he counts on his fingers one two three
one two three
that makes three days he has been empty
and it's stupid to go on saying It can't
go on It can't go on because
it does
Three days
three nights
without eating
and behind those windows
paté de fois gras wine preserves
dead fish protected by their boxes
boxes in turn protected by windows
these in turn watched by the police
police protected in turn by fear
How many guards for six sardines . . .
Then he comes to the lunch counter
coffee-with-cream buttered toast
and he begins to flounder
and in the middle of his head
blizzard of words
muddle of words
sardines fed
hardboiled eggs coffee-with-cream
coffee black rum food
coffee-with-cream
coffee-with-cream
coffee crime black blood
A respectable man in his own neighborhood
had his throat cut in broad daylight
the dastardly assassin stole from him
two bits that is to say
exactly the price of a black coffee
two slices of buttered toast
an a nickel left to tip the waiter
Terrible



is the soft sound of a hardboiled egg
cracking on a zinc counter
and terrible is that sound when it moves
in the memory
of a man who is hungry.

*
*
*

October 27, 2008

*
cig ember gemming my navel
burn me when no one is looking
dig blisters like sugar eyelids
around my anat

plunge knives to my ticker quicker than love
let your clarity
dilute my drool

golfers groping through mist
for their lost ball
miss that whiteness
in the dark
the testament hole
where shroud embarks

shall I collapse beside
a licenseplate and rub its
scenery of bitemarks
with all my else and ouch

ave sister ave triste
save me have me

my hair done up in pitchfork tines shines
and rams the cows till
they turn soggy

the zero that regulates my one
is angry at me
ave sister
ave triste

each time my hands try to fill
the abacus its numbers
empty them

to pick a signet
knowing the salvo as it soared told
me to fall

in this known land
where all is named glare
a key hidden inside an icicle drips on my door

unearthed to earth the shot
bird scuds mud with its spasmed dyings—
in poetry's air the knott
similarly fails to find his wings



*
fluttering to earth the shot
bird scuds mud with its dyings—
in poetry's sky the knott
likewise fails to find his wings

*
I heard a doctor warn a fetus: No sass
no retort no riposte to birth
no witticism can out-Wilde it

[.......]

Posted by Bill Knott at 2:00 PM

October 27, 2008 
how sweet it is

*
Wordsworth:

[UNTITLED ("Composed December 1806")]

 How sweet it is, when mother Fancy rocks
The wayward brain, to saunter through a wood!
An old place, full of many a lovely brood,
Tall trees, green arbours, and ground-flowers in flocks;
And wild rose tip-toe upon hawthorn stocks,
Like a bold Girl, who plays her agile pranks
At Wakes and Fairs with wandering Mountebanks,—
When she stands cresting the Clown's head, and mocks
The crowd beneath her.  Verily I think,
Such place to me is sometimes like a dream
Or map of the whole world: thoughts, link by link,
Enter through ears and eyesight, with such gleam
Of all things, that at last in fear I shrink,
And leap at once from the delicious stream.

 
*
Mother, Girl, and Clown, the wayward wandering Mountebank Poet

there in December remembering summer's pranks . . .

Not one of Wordsworth's famous sonnets, I don't recall it appearing in any anthology, 
nor even in a Selected Poems Of.

But I like its bounding quality, the way it leaps from its stream.  

It even echoes the Intimations Ode: "Whither is fled the visionary gleam?"  

Such gleam of all things.

How sweet it is at last in fear to shrink.

I remember reading somewhere that Jung describes the Anima of the adult male as 
being not commeasurate with his own age, but stunted at the adolescent stage— 



This "bold Girl" who leaps out of Wordsworth's delicious stream of consciousness . . . 
this simile which jumps the poem so suddenly from the "lovely brood" of deep forest 
solitude to a raucous circus atmosphere, where the acrobats "link by link" perform 
their agile pranks for the crowd's amusement. 

A troupe of tumble-makers, a clown clan of wandering Mountebanks who entertain at 
Wakes and Fairs, with the Girl, probably one of the family, still young enough to win 
the crowd by her bold saucy manner, her mock of it all . . .

Mother Fancy rocks the cradled wayward child, her lovely brood cradled in his 
thoughts.

"Wakes" here has the old meaning of "a merry-making held in connection with the 
feast of the dedication of a church, kept by watching all night" as well as a post-burial
celebration . . .

Bold Wordsworth mocking the crowd of thoughts that delight and frighten.

*
Even the self-mockery of great poets is exhilarating (Ashbery for a contemporary 
example).

*
I like this sonnet for all the reasons it likes itself.

*

October 29, 2008 
what a slut

*
The anthology is the enemy of the poet.

Poets war against the anthology, but it always wins.

The excerpt defeats the complete.  X's poems in the anthology outweigh X's Collected 
Poems.   

That is the rule but there are some exceptions, conditionally:

If a poet wants to be read in her entirety, if she is sincere in that desire, she will limit
her output.  Elizabeth Bishop. 

Mallarme's ninetysome pages can yield to a read, but Ashbery's ninetynine hundred?  

(Androids can cyber-ingest the latter in 0.1 seconds.  Humans unfortunately . . . )

Thus Bishop is closer to Larkin than Lowell.  Unlike them, Lowell did not circumscribe.
Hold his Collected in one hand and their two Collecteds in the other, and feel the 
scale of the choices.

The writer of poems (Bishop, Larkin) versus the writer of poetry.  Or to use the 
current cant phrase the writer of poetries.  

Product (poem) versus process (poetry).  Doubt versus trust.

The poet is always up against it.  The choice.  Do you believe?  Ashbery has faith 
compared to Bishop's atheism.

*
Ancillary question (or is it?) is whether to specialize, to develop a personal unique 
trademark limited demarcatory style. 



In other words you can't be Picasso, but maybe you can be a Serge Poliakoff, a Bernard
Buffet, a Pierre Soulages.

You can be your own brand.  Do you have a choice not to? 

At one glance it's a Botero. 
 
Read one Follain poem and you've read them all and why not you say okay that's the 
way to do it, sticklerism rules.

And besides the marketplace demands it. 

Because you don't want the fifth can in your sixpack of Coke to have Pepsi in it, do 
you— 
 
And you don't want page 42 in your Michael Palmer poetry book to suddenly out of 
nowhere (stop him!) he's trying to write a Sharon Olds-type autobio Confessional poem
with a four stress line, you don't want that do you. 

You want consistency in the poets you buy, just like the softdrink of your choice; you 
want Palmer to provide the trademark poems you paid for. 

And if you favor Olds, similarly you don't want her in the middle of her book deciding 
to try some Palmeresque metapoetic nouvelle vagues spaced out double entr'actes.
You want what you bought.   You want the brandname poet, not the generic. 

You want the Real Thing, Coke after Coke, poem after poem.  That's capitalism, and 
you don't want it any other way. 
 
*
I'm trying to think of a generic poet.  A nonspecialist poet,  a non-individualistic, non-
capitalist poet.  A "Libertine" poet.  Brecht?  Ashbery?

Michael Drayton, in the introductory sonnet to his sequence Ideas Mirrour.  Amours in 
quatorzains (first edition, 1594; revised in subsequent editions of 1599, 1600, 1602, 
1605 and 1619) . . .

("Drayton was an inveterate reviser . . . .  He was also extremely sensitive to criticism
and to changes in poetic fashion." —Roy Booth, notes to "Elizabethan Sonnets," 1994)

Drayton:

A Libertine, fantastickly I sing:
My Verse is the true image of my Mind,
Ever in motion, still desiring change;
And as thus to Varietie inclin'd,
So in all Humours sportively I range:
My Muse is rightly of the English straine,
That cannot long one Fashion entertaine.

*
(What a slut.)

October 30, 2008 
difficult

 *
"We need always to be alert to writers who claim that good poetry must be difficult, 
accessible only to the educated few, and see this claim for what it is—fascist." 



—Laurie Smith (Magma 23)

*

here's the source:
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Subduing the reader
Laurie Smith on fascist and fanciful poetry

In January this year, Robert Potts, the new joint editor of Poetry Review, delivered a 
stinging attack in The Guardian on the judges of the T S Eliot Poetry Prize, arguing 
that in three of the four past years the prize had been awarded to the wrong person. 
The most recent mistake was particularly unjust: the prize had gone to Anne Carson's 
The Beauty of the Husband rather than Geoffery Hill's Speech! Speech!

Interestingly Potts is clear and detailed about Carson's weaknesses - the tricking out of
trite subject matter with academic references and offbeat Keats quotations, the lack 
of rhythm, the overall prosiness which he sees reflected in Carson's reading style - "a 
near-monotone, as if Lilith in Frasier were using Stephen Hawking's voice-synthesiser".
On the other hand, he treats Hill's excellence as self-evident - "one of the few truly 
major English poets since 1945", "a writer whose poetic career has been exemplary", 
"each [volume] has advanced and amplified a sophisticated engagement with large 
questions of history, philosophy, theology and aesthetics" - then uses the rest of his 
article to complain about those who find Hill's range of learning difficult.

Extraordinarily Potts cannot see that Carson and Hill share a common aim which is 
achieved by a common method. It is to interweave their material with such a 
frequency of cultural reference that the reader loses confidence in her ability to 
understand, therefore to judge, what she is reading. Faced with a plethora of 
references to 'high' culture which she feels she ought to know but does not, the reader
feels increasingly ignorant and unworthy. She is forced to accept the poem on the 
poet's terms or not at all; her critical faculty is subdued.

Admittedly there are significant differences between Carson and Hill. Carson has a 
conventional mind and, in a show of being accessible, provides notes to some of her 
references. As in her previous books, her aim is by modernist techniques to distract 
attention from her inability to write beautifully or resonantly. Hill is capable of fine 
writing, but explains nothing; for example, Speech! Speech! contains numerous 
quotations in the main European languages, none of them translated or glossed. Hill's 
aim is that of Pound of the Cantos, his acknowledged master - to expound a view of 
culture in which the past is held up as admirable and the present dismissed as 
worthless. It is a view that brooks no argument, no discussion, and is, in the sense 
that Pound respectfully used the word, fascist.

The fact that Potts cannot intelligibly compare Carson and Hill suggests a weakness in 
critical theory which leaves him vulnerable when faced with something more 
ambitious than a collection of short lyrics. Without a grasp of first principles, the 
critic is likely to be swayed by fashion, the opinion of others; in Potts' case, 
apparently to admire Geoffery Hill because he has been admired by others for many 



years. The rest of this article attempts to sketch the theory necessary to distinguish 
between two extremes of the long poem represented by Carson and Hill.

A necessary first point is to answer Potts' view that Eliot's Waste Land , with its dense 
mosaic of allusions, established a century-long taste for allusive poems including 
Hill's. In fact, dense literary allusion appears only in a few poems written when Eliot 
was under the influence of Pound: the quatrain poems of Poems 1920, The Waste Land
(and Gerontion which was originally to preface it) which Pound edited into its present 
form, and the poems that eventually became Ash Wednesday. Literary reference does 
not appear significantly in Prufrock and Other Observations, the Ariel Poems, the 
choruses from The Rock, Four Quartets nor, of course, in Eliot's dramatic verse.

The dense use of allusion is atypical of Eliot's work and was written under the 
influence of Pound for whom it was increasingly essential for political reasons. It 
seems likely that, if Eliot had never met Pound, he would have used literary reference
as lightly as in his pre- and post- Pound poems, as sparingly as Yeats or the other 
undisputed master of twentieth century poetry, Wallace Stevens.

                                               *

In his first and finest essay on the imagination, The Noble Rider and the Sound of 
Words, Stevens considers the image of the horseman in five contexts: Plato's winged 
horses and their charioteer, Verrochio's statue of Bartolomeo Colleoni in Venice, Don 
Quixote on his nag, the statue of Andrew Jackson in the square facing the White 
House, and a modern painting of a merry-go-round called Wooden Horses. Startlingly, 
Stevens says that only one of these, the statue of Andrew Jackson, lacks imagination: 
"We are concerned then with an object occupying a position as remarkable as any that
can be found in the United States in which there is not the slightest trace of the 
imagination". Stevens speculates nervously and opaquely on what this indicates about 
the American imagination (he was writing in 1942) and describes the statue, following 
Coleridge, as a work of fancy, not imagination.

In Biographia Literaria, Coleridge struggles to distinguish between the imagination 
('the modifying or transforming power') and the fancy ('the aggregating power'). 
Wordsworth opposed the distinction and Coleridge was easily distracted into 
psychological arguments which we now see as worthless. He was clear what 
imagination could achieve, as in the great peroration in Chapter XIV ('a more than 
usual state of emotion with more than usual order', etc), but he never quite manages 
to define the fancy. However, almost in passing, he illustrates the distinction, taking 
two moments when a character in a poetic drama loses their sanity. The first is 
Belvidera in Otway's Venice Preserv'd:

              Say not a word of this to my old father,
              Murmuring streams, soft shades and springing flowers,
              Lutes, laurels, seas of milk and ships of amber.

The second is King Lear:

             What, have his daughters brought him to this pass?

The first is fanciful - it uses random association because that is what mad people are 
supposed to do, but the use is mechanical, aggregative. The second is imaginative - 
Shakespeare renders the onset of insanity as the moment when Lear cannot see Poor 
Tom's suffering as separate from his own.

With this in mind, it is easy to see that The Beauty of the Husband is a work of fancy, 
of aggregation. It consists of 29 'tangos', presumably for the word's associations with 
strong rhythm and eroticism, though the poem has neither. Each tango is prefaced by 
a quotation from a lesser work by Keats and several of the section heads refer to 
Keats - the association is no doubt with doomed romanticism, the pursuit of the 
Beauty in the book's title at the expense of Truth. Most of the section heads are 
lengthy,



unpunctuated and portentous: XXI. DO YOU EVER DREAM POOR COURT-BANKRUPT 
OUTWITTED AND LOST OF TERRIBLE LITTLE HOLES ALL OVER EVERYTHING WHAT DO 
THOSE DREAMS MEAN? The sections themselves recount a story of love and deception 
laced with numerous classical and other cultural references.

The placing side-by-side of disparate elements is a well-established modernist 
technique intended to liberate the reader/viewer from preconceptions. Carson 
procedures are so mechanical that no liberation occurs. As in her previous books, her 
intentions are transparent: to convince the reader that an important literary 
experience is on offer and to distract attention from the poverty of her writing. Until 
recently Carson was a professor of Classics and it is possible that many years of 
translating accurately from Latin and Greek has damaged her ability to write 
imaginatively. As an example, take the moment when she at last broaches Beauty is 
Truth:

        To say Beauty is Truth and stop.
        Rather than to eat it.
        Rather than to want to eat it. This was my pure early thought.
        I overlooked one thing.
        That the beautiful when I encountered it would turn out to be
        prior - inside my own heart,
        already eaten.
        Not out there with purposiveness, with temples, with God.
        Inside. He was already me.
        Condition of me.
        As if Kutuzov had found himself charging across the battlefield
                                                                                   at Borodino
        toward –

This is a fair example; nothing in the book is much different. The language is flat, 
nervous, stilted - 'Rather than to eat it', for example, not the more natural 'Rather 
than eat it' - without any awareness of the potentialities of language (musicality, 
imagery, word play) to which poets respond. Like a dull academic, Carson depends on 
reference to lift her work - from Keats to War and Peace via temples and God. She 
may be lamenting the difficulty of rendering romantic experience into modern poetry,
or of experiencing romantic love, but from her flat scurrying lines one would never 
know it. The Beauty of the Husband shows the fancy at full stretch seeking to disguise
its lack of imagination.

                                               *

Geoffery Hill, on the other hand, is capable of imagination. He can write poetry of 
great austere beauty and this appears occasionally in Speech! Speech!, usually as 
description of a bleak landscape which
may be a vision of old age or death. But the poetry is submerged in reams of evasive 
near-rant. The book consists of 120 twelve-line stanzas - the number is taken from De 
Sade's 120 Days of Sodom - but there is no sense of progression or closure; one feels 
that Hill could easily have written twice or ten times as many. The book opens with 
epigraphs in Latin and German, untranslated, and contains dozens of quotations and 
references in the main languages of Europe, also untranslated. A line from The 
Tempest recurs, translated into German. There are also dozens of literary and other 
cultural references, none glossed.

There are puns and word plays ('no offence / to her intended - or to her intended', 
'doom-mood, nihilism's palindrome', 'Seek modem-demo, memos to dawn-broker', 'rode
proud on our arousal- carrousel') and sudden descents into the demotic ("Skelton 
Laureate was a right rapper', 'Body language my eye', 'Shove off, there's a love'), but 
the overall aim and effect of the poem is complaint - complaint that neither culture 
nor England nor language is what it was. However, Hill does not want to be seen 
merely as an old man fixed on the past, so he covers a vast amount of ground swiftly, 
landing glancing blows and passing on. The death of Princess Diana, about which Hill is
extremely sentimental, is alluded to most directly in stanzas 36, 71 and 114, the last 



referring to her funeral - 'CORINTHIANS will be read / by a man in too-tight shoes' 
(Blair) and 'Evangelical high prelates caught / spitting out plum stones' (Carey) - 
showing that political satire isn't one of Hill's strengths.

Hill's power and obliqueness can be demonstrated by a stanza taken almost at 
random:

      TAKE TWO : the Northampton MADONNA AND CHILD:
      an offering up of deep surfaces; chalk
      sleepers from the underground | risen to this.
      (Moore also became a figure.) Her bulk
      and posture, load-bearing rt hip-bone,
      inward, understood, projected, wrought.
      The child's face, though, prim, sweetened, incurious.
      Absent here even the unfocused selving
      close to vacuity - Stanley Spencer's fixation -
      crazed-neighbourly | which is a truth of England
      alongside manifest others,
      an energy altogether | of our kind.

The reader needs to know that this refers to Epstein's Madonna and Child in St 
Matthew's Church, Northampton, and that Epstein, like Moore, was a war artist who 
sketched sleepers in the London underground. The 5th to 7th lines are a fine precise 
description of the statue, but the last five lines are about an absence ('Absent here 
even the unfocused selving / close to vacuity') which becomes a presence ('a truth of 
England... an energy altogether | of our kind'). This celebrates near vacuity as a 
particularly English strength. The idea that near mindlessness is a strength is fascist, 
stemming from awareness that ignorant people are more malleable, and this stanza, 
with the rhetorical boom of its last three lines, exposes the preoccupation that 
informs the whole of Speech! Speech! It is that 'high' culture should be accessible only
to a small educated elite (kept especially small in this case by oblique references and 
a lack of notes), leaving the majority in vacuous ignorance, strong because obedient. 
'ACCESSIBLE traded as DEMOCRATIC', snorts Hill at stanza 118, 'he answers / as he 
answers most things these days | easily'.

Hill's preoccupations are the same as those of the Pound of the Cantos. There is the 
same appeal to the culture of the past as infinitely better than the present, the same 
wide range of learning displayed for a few like-minded readers, the same belief that 
what interests the poet is all that matters, the same contempt for accessibility. It was
necessary to pretend that Pound's fascist broadcasts were an aberration in order to 
save his life, but the views expressed in them match those expressed in his poetry 
and, more explicitly, his criticism. The transcripts of his broadcasts have a jocular 
demotic quality recognisably similar to his literary essays. Pound prided himself on his
direct speaking, whether demolishing Georgian poets or inveighing against the Jews. It
is when one turns from Pound, in the 1920s, lashing out against "the damned and 
despised litterati" and reads someone like Primo Levi on the brutalising effect of 
Nazism on the German language that one realises the potentially brutalising effect of 
Pound's approach to criticism. He is probably the only poet whose life was saved by his
poetry and whose treason was foreshadowed by his literary essays.

Both Pound and Hill show what happens when poetry loses touch with the need to 
speak to the individual. A poem that addresses a person, rather than a culture, a class
or other abstraction, can never be fascist, as the poems of Eliot and Yeats, despite 
their authors' reactionary tendencies, almost always show. In their work there is the 
humility of self-exposure: "These fragments I have shored against my ruins' is a 
confession, as is 'the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart'. For Pound and Hill, the 
fragments are ammunition and the heart is unmentionable.



One can dismiss Speech! Speech! as the last gasp of Pound's influence, but in every 
generation there are poets who try to tell us that the present is worthless compared 
to the past, though they rarely have the talent of Pound or Hill. A current example is 
the American poet Gjertrud Schnackenberg who is much admired by the New 
Republican Right and, surprisingly, by Bloodaxe Books. We need always to be alert to 
writers who claim that good poetry must be difficult, accessible only to the educated 
few, and see this claim for what it is - fascist.

Robert Potts believes that Speech! Speech! should have won the T S Eliot Prize. This 
time the judges were wiser than him, although they still gave the prize to the wrong 
poet.
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*

republicans

*

I assume the media manips of the GOP had Jennifer Hudson's family murdered

so as to fill the headlines airwaves this week before the election with

the clusterglare of word-associations like:

/ African-American / Idol / Chicago / Killer /

to act as a subliminal jab to the racist voters

of Indiana Ohio Pennsylvania . . .

their assets at FoxNews are running "updates" every three seconds, inbetween the

Socialist / Anti-American refrains . . .

....

"You provide the prose poems, I'll provide the war."

*

October 31, 2008 
scratching an ashbery

*
Looking at a single poem by John Ashbery and thinking about it seems almost a 
transgression of his intent to resist such frangible readings, if that is his intent or one 
of them.

Schemes frustrate or elongate meanings enter my tongue like a retort rebuttal that 
stretches the Plasticman of my sense lapse to an aerymaspian beaten goldleaf.

Here:

FARM FILM



Takeitapart, no one understands how you can just do
This to yourself.  Balancing a long pole on your chin
And seeing only the ooze of foliage and blue sunlight
Above.  At the same time you have not forgotten

The attendant itch, but, being occupied solely with making
Ends meet, or the end, believe that it will live, raised
In secrecy, into an important yet invisible destiny, unfulfilled.
If the dappled cows and noon plums ever thought of

Answering you, your answer would be like the sun, convinced
It knows best, maybe having forgotten someday.  But for this
She looked long for one clothespin in the grass, the rime
And fire of midnight etched each other out, into importance

That is like a screen sometimes.  So many
Patterns to choose from, they the colliding of all dispirited
Illustration on our lives, that will rise in its time like
Temperature, and mean us, and then faint away.

...
This is page 17 in "Shadow Train" (1981), which I've been reading at recently.  How 
many poems, how many pages of poetry has he published since then, a thousand, two 
thousand?—

I don't know, but I know I haven't read the majority of them.

It's absurd to focus my attention on one old poem like this, and to appreciate it for 
reasons which are probably spurious since

they are personal, autobiographical—

that is, I spent part of my childhood on a farm.

—Didn't Ashbery himself grow up on a family farm in western New York state, or am I 
remembering this wrong, but if I'm right do I have the right to read this poem with 
that biographical fact

if it is a fact

in the forefront of my responsive attendance?  What am I allowed to do when I read 
an Ashbery poem,

what are the parameters of a permissible perusal?

And regardless in any case I'm scarcely capable of scratching at the surface of the 
probes raised by any of his works—

So: Unforgivable and misguided of me to say as I read it, Yes:

yes, I know from firsthand the farmer's occupational obsession, how he is constantly 
"being occupied solely with making / Ends meet," the endless seasonal scrabble to 
"balance" the crops and the cash income,

to plant and reap the seed, and to "believe that it will live."  The belief in one's 
childhood

which remains back there always growing, always being "raised / In secrecy, into" its 
"destiny, unfulfilled."

I can think of ways I passed time/entertained myself in the tedium of the farm child 
not unlike



"Balancing a long pole on your chin / And seeing only the ooze of foliage and blue 
sunlight / Above."

Teetering a rake or pitchfork on your head, raising in secrecy the unforgotten itch of 
hickeyrash summer sweat as it films the skin's ooze toward a blue endless day . . .

raising that question the "dappled cows and noon plums" could have answered, and if 
they had, your answer to theirs could only have been like the sun's, passing with 
conviction and hence forgotten in its maybe someday—

But the days of childhood blur like winter and summer midnights etching each other 
out with their recurrent rime and fire, their cold and warmth, their years

with only a stray unimportant in the scheme of anything memory standing out here 
and there, for example the time your mother

stubbornly refused to come in the house while she looked in the grass for one lost 
clothespin

and it's getting late, it's supper, it's getting dark, why, why won't she come in!?

You can "takeitapart" (though the jamming together of the very words of that thought 
indicates the opposite) and try to make these straws these strains cohere in a pattern,

but the patterns overlap like a montage where the screen of all these images "you 
have not forgotten" collide collate their "dispirited / Illustration on our lives . . ."

and this collision "no one understands," least of all yourself, how can you do this to 
yourself, put it together take it apart (either way),

the collision of lost seasons and occupations, the cohesion will rise its beanpole like 
Jack and his poor cow-stalk mother, his plum-mom,

will rise (elevate) its time like the rising temperature that augurs long summer days of
boredom

with attendant itches that cause all kinds of erections and their harvest of ooze—

oh long pole striding my chin—

no, but the poem will mean us, and then faint away.

Fade, feint.  A way.

*

November 02, 2008

*
To imagine our own death is impossible,
Freud says; at the taxidermist
a rosebush demands to be treated
like an animal. I'd like to be petted
without thought like a cat, incomplete
gestures fluff the fur that clots your lap
flap flap. That's a bat. The errors
accumulate me into a decrepitude
which even Mistook-the-Magician
can't correct. Evils cropping up
on every q-tip will soon secularize
my misty inquisition with darker



motives than purity, as if they could—

[ ]

The next neologism will replace these words.
Soundcheck refuses a teardrop to Joseph's cloak.
To venerate it better, pack the vase in shards.
Noncelebs giggle and make an audience of themselves.
Even in heaven nuns finger their key-rings.
The spark and feather we call smoke clouds my take.
Colonnade in stamen-warm night, bleached
Floodlit with the breeze down it—
Lust catered by the puffiness of cheeks at dawn.
Aghast as antlers haunted by virginity I
Wafer unction to a shoeless gong [ ]

November 16, 2008
THE BALLOON THAT LIVED ON THE MOON AND OTHER NEW POEMS

*                                   
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November 17, 2008
swat poet

*
They use me as an anticlimax, right before
smoke bombs door rams bambam guns—
I’m a swat poet. After the fuzz negoce has
got nowhere they haul me up as a semi-last
resort, hand me the bullhorn and I’m on. It’s
usually too late by then, the crumbum husband
or slimeball criminal inside has resisted all
the handbook ploys—once I asked the Chief
why me? why a poet? wouldn’t a standup
comedian be more apprope? Yeah they would
he grunted but like if it’s poetry we can get
a grant. I stand there and address my ad lib
lines to the felon fugitive holed up in his mad
grudge, what’d I say? Yesterday I started with
"The haystack itches where the needle is, but
it can’t reach that far." But today I'm peeved
by something I just read, so I tell the crazed
killer: "Camille Paglia says this poem began
with pizzazz but its zazz always pizzles out she
says. Paglia and the police want explosions,
bang finish, the rough beast y'know, Bethlehem
every time. But all these stand-offs fizzle in
their droll, you die and I slink to the U. to teach
the junior bards how futile words are, the flash
fails its prosaic finale, the hostages flail hell,



the critics revenge each transgress and trope,
hopeless my every appeal. And you in there
my ideal captive audience, you must know
our hold-outs are no good. [ ................... ]

*

From gem to semen is moan
The sound of two lipsticks rubbed together
[         ] get your agon on Antigone
Oink douche evangelist bludgeons 12

Can you feel his sandaldown hair
Do you know his mission can you see
Printed on the back of his shirt it reads
Progress is coming to Sherwood Forest

Slim colonnade in stamen-warm night
How long the window's clarity has
Reflected on the windowsill's clutter
Your dream paused there last night

To look out at the yard you had been saving
For reality [absorption / alternative / reserved]

the eternity in my left wrist abhors
the instant in my right unless
jungles use leopards as a condiment
I won't understand
the firetrucks pass with all
your silences working furiously within
but like a guillontine blushes when
it contemplates the soul

I let the tragedians down from the attic
evening's gauze gnawed me with gold as
a hat-rack fishing off an iceberg caught ships
the air is bottling me for nips

pleistocene ferns burst from oiltruck vents
in a retro fit
do waves recede with the same bitterness
as words down my throat

lust catered by the puffiness of cheeks at dawn

*

November 19, 2008
this book can be downloaded as a pdf for free—or bought as a perfect-
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December 01, 2008 
POLITICS

*
Jeffrey St. Clair, over at the "counterpunch" site (edited by St. Clair and Alexander 
Cockburn), said, in a review of one of my books, that "Knott resides on anarchist left."

(In the same review, he also says "Bill Knott is the funniest poet since J.V. 
Cunningham," though surely he wouldn't have said that if he had read the winner of 
PoChiMag's latest humor contest, Alfred E. Goldbarth—)

**
here's the quote, with source:



Bill Knott is the funniest poet since J.V. Cunningham and, like Cunninghan, at times 
his humor can have a deliciously vicious edge. Whereas Cunningham (Exclusion of 
Rhyme) seems to have been something of a rightwinger, Knott resides on anarchist 
left.
(http://www.counterpunch.org/stclair05172008.html)

*
socialist poetry?
....

as a follow-up to the last two posts below this, I reiterate a point I've made many 
times on this blog:

what did the major socialist poets of the 20th century actually finally decide about 
the purpose of poetry?

What did Brecht and Neruda finally conclude, what did they opt to do in their poetry 
after they made a commitment to communism?

They did the same thing that Mayakovsky did, and many others:

they moved toward a poetry of direct statement, a poetry written for and intended to
be as accessible to as many readers as possible.

Neruda's Residencia was arguably the most advanced/avantgarde poetry since 
Mallarme, looked at in terms of its esthetic alone—

but Neruda left that extravagance behind, and moved toward a plainer, more 
colloquial style— perhaps influenced by Nicanor Parra.

Eluard did the same.   Brecht's poetry, after a spell or two of youthful Rimbaudian 
experimentalism, did the same.

Mayakovsky spelled it out: "I set my heel on the throat of my own song."

All these poets moved toward and believed in a poetry of direct statement, a poetry 
intended to reach as wide an audience as possible.

Forget the Theory, and look at the Practice.  Look at what socialist poets all over the 
world finally chose to write:

consider they came to believe in the poem as a medium, not as an end in itself.

Ergo, Billy Collins is more Socialist in his esthetic than, to pick one particularly smug 
pompous example, Joshua Clover . . .

To believe in the poem as an autotelic entity, to believe that "eloquence has no 
allegiance," is a fascist esthetic . . .

*
I'd have to look it up for the exact dates, but sometime in the late 1940s or early 50s 
the CIA overthrew an elected government in Iran, and installed a dictator Shah.  The 
Shah (Pahlevi) ruled by terror and intimidation: his secret police murdered hundreds 
of thousands during the 2 or 3 decades of his USA-backed reign. . . and everybody in 
the world knew this, everybody in the world saw this situation in Iran as being another
fascist dictatorship installed and propped up by imperialist USA economic interests,

so we here in the US could zoom around our highways on cheap gas from Iran, so Jack 
Kerouac and James Dean could hop in their cars and go man go (thanks to the CIA)—

meanwhile back in Iran the dictator Shah in order to show a kinder gentler face to the



world press annually sponsored lavish Festivals of the Arts, inviting world-famous 
orchestras and ballet companies etcetera, "avantgarde" artists like John Cage—

and in 1972 inviting John Ashbery to read his poetry . . . and to make a long story 
short,

Ashbery went.

.... a few years ago First Lady Barbara Bush put on a Poetry White House Gala, to 
which she invited Sharon Olds.

Olds refused to go, and wrote a public letter of protest.

Ashbery went; Olds didn't.

Take your pick.  You choose which of these poets you should emulate.

*

*
I recommend Laurie Smith's essay, "Subduing the reader," which you can find online by 
googling 'Magma No 23 - Summer 2002'  Here's his penultimate paragraph:

One can dismiss [Geoffrey Hill's] Speech! Speech! as the last gasp of Pound's influence,
but in every generation there are poets who try to tell us that the present is worthless
compared to the past, though they rarely have the talent of Pound or Hill. A current 
example is the American poet Gjertrud Schnackenberg who is much admired by the 
New Republican Right and, surprisingly, by Bloodaxe Books. We need always to be 
alert to writers who claim that good poetry must be difficult, accessible only to the 
educated few, and see this claim for what it is - fascist.

*
After reading the Smith piece, you should look at two replies (neither of which 
directly address his final sentence above) appearing in the next issue, Magma 24, 
especially the one by Robert Potts.  (all these are online at the Magma site)

Potts quotes Hill:
"In my view, difficult poetry is the most democratic, because you are doing your 
audience the honour of supposing that they are intelligent human beings. If you write 
as if you had to placate or in any way entice their lack of interest, then I think you 
are making condescending assumptions about people. I mean people are not fools. But
so much of the populist poetry of today treats people as if they were fools. And that 
particular aspect, and the aspect of the forgetting of a tradition, go together …”

*
It's the eternal conflict for poets:
if we are, in Smith's words, "difficult, accessible only to the educated few," as 
HighModernists like Eliot/Stevens/et al and the AvantGarde (lango, post-avant etcet) 
tend to be. . .

if that is our esthetic claim, shouldn't we expect that claim to face and to deserve the
condemnation of "fascist" . . .

In our defence we can (and do, endlessly) offer variations on Hill's words above to 
justify our narcissistic solipsistic intramuralistic verse, but . . .

*
My problem is that, while intellectually and theoretically I'm on Smith's side of the 
argument as opposed to Potts and Hill . . .

philosophically, politically I'm opposed to elistist verse of whatever stripe 
(Academic=Avantgarde). . .



In theory I'm in favor of those poets (the ones Hill is too chickenshit or rather too 
arrogant to name the names of: what he condescendingly calls "the populist poetry of 
today" ). . .

(why doesn't he name names?  if you're going to make such blanket statements, come 
right out and be specific, name the culprits). . .

in theory I favor the Accessible poets, Billy Collins, Mary Oliver, Ted Kooser, Sharon 
Olds, Philip Levine, et al, because they are striving to refute the Fascist esthetic that 
says, to quote Smith, "that good poetry must be difficult, accessible only to the 
educated few."  

(What's worse is when fascist poets write verse which is difficult, accessible only to 
the educated few——and then issue loud manifestos proclaiming the opposite, boasting
that their autotelic practices will overthrow the hegemony of bourgeois discourse and 
rouse the revolution (langpo will lead us to utopesville). . .

But my problem is that while in theory I support Smith as opposed to Potts, inpractice 
I often fail to achieve what I profess.

I don't (or don't always) practice what I preach.  I try to: whenever I start a poem, my 
intent is never to write something which is "difficult, accessible only to the educated 
few," and yet, unfortunately, disastrously, all too often I wind up with a tattered mess 
that is so convoluted and clotted and dense with allusiveness and so perverse in its 
obliquity that it fails my intent and reveals in its sprawled condition a tragic falling 
off from the moral highgound of my ostensible esthetic allegiance. . .

*
The Smith-Potts debate in Magma followed a piece in the Guardian by Potts 
condemning the judges of the TS Eliot Prize for choosing Anne Carson over Geoffrey 
Hill (you can find all this online). . .        

The Guardian published 3 replies to Potts.  I quote the one by Peter Forbes:

Robert Potts raises big, timely issues in his attack on the Eliot Prize for missing the 
best book. He is one of the most independent poetry critics around today, and his 
dissent from the log-rolling praise heaped on the Eliot winner, Anne Carson, is 
justified and brave. But why, casting about for something solid after having been let 
down by reading Anne Carson, he should light upon Geoffrey Hill, of all people, I don't
understand.

Geoffrey Hill is perhaps Eliot's truest disciple, and he shares many of Eliot's faults, 
plus, as Larkin might have said: "some extra, just for you". Potts praises Hill's 
"learning" and castigates poets who claim that he is too difficult. But there is no such 
thing as "learning" in the abstract. What is Hill saying, what are his arguments?

Hill's prime intellectual obsession is with a kind of Englishness, ecclesiastical and 
rooted in the Tudor period. With the best will in the world, his monkish 
preoccupations are not likely to resonate with many serious people living today.

Speech! Speech! has much in common with the letters of obsessive cranks: the enemy 
is constantly harassed in capital letters; for the writer everything seems to add up, 
but to the reader the connections are arbitrary. Why claim for Speech! Speech! that it
is poetry when there is a more plausible reading: that it is a series of notes-to-self 
penned by someone in the throes of a great intellectual confusion? One section has 
Hill bragging that he can outrap the rappers. This is pathetic. Old men who quarrel 
with the innovations and fashions of their late years always cut a sorry figure.

*
I didn't mean to quote the whole reply of Forbes, but it was just too yummy.



*
What particularly struck me with chagrin was his concluding sentence: "Old men who 
quarrel with the innovations and fashions of their late years always cut a sorry figure."

I can't help fearing that I cut a sorry figure anytime I quarrel with the innovations and 
fashions of today.  I try to resist the temptation of aiming my ego into such brouhahas;
though sadly, often, potshots are all I got.

Hopefully in this blog if I quarrel with anything it will be with the same old dross that 
glossed me back in the 1960s and 70s.  I haven't had an original thought since 1973, if 
I had one then or before, which is doubtful.

*

December 02, 2008 
day's drafts

*
Everyday yawns, not a hand
but a body covers the yawn,
the body's innate politeness
hides death.  Its ill-mannered

dailiness offends our sense
of occasion.  Why can't it be
a holiday to take off work or
a wishfilled birthday instead

of this always.  We'd appreciate
it better and celebrate its
unique event if only we knew

beforehand to buy the candles
happen before the candles
and balloon

here and now and when we
are never prepared, but then.

/

*
All the world's a stage, a
revolving planet that revolves
too fast, when we step or rather
leap will we enter the terminal
comforts of backstage or into
the smacking terror of audience—
dizzy, spinning on a platform
of white-hot razors, the choice
of where we land's not up to us.

*
The day CSI tried to
chalk outline one
corpse of Proteus
too many we heard

his memoranda read
over the wind, against



the phone.  They entice
bandaids off earthworms

via mental telepathy,
projections followed by
the usual appall, the same
mad-dog meanwhile.

Thus each time the chess
champs throw dice to
dictate their next move
a vase and an owl debate

the outcome.  Wait,
there's more aspic
precision in this next shot
of dead peasant, arms

flogging his baby's path.
It lasts until it laughs.
It takes place in the lab
where they vie to put

the me back in mediocre
and the I in you.  Equating
to the sound made in
the 1950s by a thousand

typewriter covers being
slid off to write the word
whose sound cannot
repeat that thou-slid sound,

suggesting the collective
actions of our fingers
pressing this keyboard
add up to a standard or

a flag prompting vertigo
across the nastiness when
it stands to sing the nation.
Thousands of them sound

their voice in one body as
Proteus who includes
their nature in his and has
to if we mall ourself.

to if we maul our crowds.  / mall / wall in/

*
cig ember gemming my navel
burn me when no one is looking
dig blisters like sugar eyelids
around my anat

plunge knives to my ticker quicker than love
let your clarity
dilute my drool

golfers groping through mist



for their lost ball
miss that whiteness
in the dark
the testament hole
where shroud embarks

shall I collapse beside
a licenseplate and rub its
scenery of bitemarks
with all my else and ouch

ave sister ave triste
save me have me

my hair done up in pitchfork tines shines
and rams the cows until
they turn CGI

the zero that regulates my one
is angry at me
ave sister
ave triste

each time my hands try to fill
the abacus its numbers
empty them

I continue to fly a signet
knowing the salvo as it soared told
me to fall

in this known land
where all is named glare
a key hidden inside an icicle drips on my door

unearthed to earth the shot
bird scuds mud with its spasmed dyings—
in poetry's air the knott
similarly fails to find his wings

*
fluttering to earth the shot
bird scuds mud with its dyings—
in poetry's sky the knott
likewise fails to find/dig up his wings

*
I heard a doctor warn a fetus: No sass
no retort no riposte to birth
no witticism can out-Wilde it

[.......]

*
the sound of bees circling inside a clock
no sass the doctor warned the fetus
the bees hissed louder
but it was a sugartit dressed in mourning
it was a ukase of whim
zap-potion and movie devotees
they filled my filthy-as-Asia hallways
with their dirty-as-North America walls



no repartee I warned them no witticism
can out-Wilde this
but my protests were frail
and useless
as a saint's passport
waved in the face of Charon

*
the juggler could
amputate parts
of himself
and juggle them

to fill the air
with synecdoche
the boffo finish
one final echo

to climax his act
to sacrifice limb
by limb his all

transformed to ball
that juggler'd
never fall

*
I am not interested in masks
but in what faces reveal only
to the below side of a mask:
that grimace is it, or moue
of acceptance, complicity, pure
boredom—whichever expression
the face affects before sinking under
that reality which equals its,
that applique of shadow,
that Medusa-gift-wrapped [ ],

*
while the gelded pins fall from your veins

...

i can poise my whole
and with it juggle all
in slo-mo now
those globes aloft
immobile as
a catatonic's teardrops

if nowhere remains of us
we must migrate
to peaks apparent
in clouds that drift
by for pale

*

December 03, 2008 
drafts uh

*



[Poem]

on the wall a boxing-glove lactates

nailed to the wall a boxing-glove
bleeds milk

what tit is it
that drops dollops
of great sweat
that whiten the carpet

yanked from its frame the room dies

my insert eye
sigh-mates and
my insert semen migrates

detached from its frame the room rises
to milk the wall
whose udderlamp
drips light
that drained the champ
of all his fist

hand squeezes penis for distance
massages its pugilist part
feels up the decolletage of its
diff and tries tries
to collate love

detached it rises
to kiss this inert/crucified heart
this welcome/virginal glove

/
to criss this crossified part

hand gropes penis to gauge
its distance from the end
minor climax of earth withheld
abeyance [energy
 

*

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from July through March 2009 and have been collected in the 
pdf “DRAFTS_ A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS”, which you may 
access/download in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com

I chose not to include them here as they are a few hundred 
pages in length ]

ZED POET

when attendance is taken
each boy stops listening
to the daily rollcall



after his own response

only the final name
waits compelled to hear
the entire roster
drone its endless muster

this zed lad is like me
last on every list
harkening to all the others

knowing none of them will note
my shouted present
my whispered here

*
Mistis my sinecure. [defense/sense/esssence

/Mist
is my nonce.  Not
an all at once thing,
it curls into the world,
pearl being peeled.

Pared from the sudden
occasional, the erupt
past, gradual [ rind or wave
it can't be sought
as a whole, only a trace [ ]

*

December 05, 2008 
i like this poem a lot

which i found at a blog called "possum ego":

Last Scene of Antonioni's The Passenger

The ambient noise
of a quiet suburb
absorbs Locke
and his future's
arrival on a bed
some might call
misfortune
or desperation
wherein the dull
self finds
a mind alien
to the animal
he pursues
the white stress
of sheets lightly
spread under him
"I don't know this man"
what can be said
of them who die
off screen behind
the light
boys play ball
watching daylight



disappear

*
The author is credited as "Dale" . . . not sure who that is——Dale Smith, is it? 

*
I adore minimalist verse when it works, and it works in this poem—

the pacing, the placing of the impetus on separate words in the interplay of 
syntax . . . it's all done very well—— I'm impressed by it——it's very effective——
brilliant, really——the integration of form and content——it's difficult to bring off a 
poem of this kind, but this one achieves it——

wonder if "Dale" is doing a series of poems about last scenes in movies——i'd love to 
read more like this——

I hadn't thought about it before but maybe this minimalist approach is particularly 
appropriate in writing about a scene from a film, because it duplicates the unreeling 
deliberate narrative juxtapositions of flow and montage, the cuts and courses of 
cinema . . . in poetry, that's endstops and enjambements, which this poem manages 
with superb skill. . . .

*

*

December 09, 2008

*
when I was young I used to mail inscribed copies of my books to poets I admired, until 
i started finding those profusely-signed copies in used bookstores and realized that of 
course those famous poets disposed of the books i sent them as quick-riddancely as all
the other junk freebies they received . . .

at which point i decided to cut out the middleman:

i still inscribed my books to famous poets but rather than mail the books to those 
famous poets, i would instead simply leave the books inscribed to them on the shelves
of secondhand bookstores or in Goodwill bookbins,

and if you look on abebooks today you'll see booksellers hawking those copies 
inscribed to famous poets

at ridiculous prices, prices based not on the merit of my books or me, but based on 
their "association" with those famous poets . . .

anybody who buys my dead tree volumes from abebooks is a sucker anyway when they 
can read and or download all my work for free at Lulu.com via the link on this blog!

*
But there was one famous poet i really did continue to mail inscribed books to:

James Tate . . .

—until, that is, one of his ex-students confided to me what Tate did with the books I 
sent him—

(and they deserved the fate he dealt them:)

he used them as door-stops, he would wedge them in under the door of his office at 
UMass Amherst,



(He liked to kick at 'em as he went in and out)

and he would point them out to his students, saying isn't that a good way to recycle 
wastepaper?

Plus it had the added pedagogical benefit of acting as a lesson warning to those 
students:

'See where you'll be if you don't do what I tell you to do! 

You wanna be a failure, you wanna end up like that, that knottwad?'

*
p.s.

some of those books on abebooks i may have actually mailed to those famous poets 
who then jettisoned them to the used books store etcet,

because although i resolved with native hue to stop sending out such inscribed books, 
the reality heft of the new book in my hand sometimes sicklied me o'er with cowardly 
hope that famous poet A or X might, might this time be receptive to my obsequiously 
offered tome . . .

so some of those association-books may be "authentic", but which is and which ain't is 
anybody's guess . . .

*
draftstuff

*
Antigone waits with spade in hand to mound
the sand her siblings kick as they comber in from

their swim.  She pats that castle down with palms
caked hard as Creon's curse, that consequence

whose idol winks quietly at my verse.  Like a desk
calendar fate is best read one page per day

despite what you've heard Tiresias say blatant on
the steps of his god's versailles.  Its pillars mount

like capital.  The people starve to prove them whole.
A marketplace can't exist without statistics dole

but picture those cherubs of Oedipus at play, their
grimace as they hurl blindfolds across the waves

or yank lassoes similar to coily Casta's noose.
They pour her lipstick pot on a salamander as

other rouged reptiles climb morning bright,
then boring childhood pranks prance them to light

the footstool in flames, the one she stepped off
of to hang herself.  How tragic: unlike all other

kids who can never be certain their mother
didn't diddle the plumber, these three share

knowledge no one but them knows the terror
of patrimony ID certifiable as any infant all.



[Unlike the rest of us they know who their dad is
and ergo can resist humming Beethoven's Ninth]

They burn banknotes now in the fire of her toes'
phantoms, the ottoman's womanblotto sears

tears as they ignite each former furniture
that stagnates malignant with home, each chair

and most of all the mirror where she [

[Names never sound the ground they fathom home
or proclaim they've conquered the slightest inch—

Only a flag planted to confound the soil will
extemporize more than our sublimest wish.]

[of the capitol [the king's citadel       mounted pillars ]

*

*
like pinpricks-minus-pain
the mist is on our skin

autumn mops up the poppets
of spring

they lose their heads in happendown drift
lofted-off fluff

blown of color
bled dust

white-frail
dandelions are

fright when they rare
more hues than us

which leaves but more
to be covered with ice / frosts

if only that trotting
tragedian time took all

and stripped his guise
scrubbed this gray decay off

overly-wise we cry
stemstruck bent to our like

*

MOON AND HUE

Just puppet apparats, gene-globs—
not the immolations of angels or
the serenity from Eden: my eyelids
cannot shake off the lassitude



of longitudes, that decapitated
semaphore occasion called home,
map scrawled on white butterflies
impaled by antlers.  Paradise.

Write more that I may transmit
your Hermes’-sperm and bear
some message both-forth the same

way that sign-language is hand-
tinted; as I am tinged by you in
sun and shade, or moon and hue.

*

December 12, 2008 
draftdrool

*
solipsistic villanelle

Above his toes is where he prefers to be,
Below his hair.  Precipice paradise!
Beyond himself, what else is there to see?

All others are, for all their airs, merely
Landmarks, mountains to orientate his eyes
Above his toes.   Is where he prefers to be

That faraway? In that fabforeign sea
He drowns to a uniformity that lies
Beyond himself: what else is there?  To see

One's soul as separate is to agree
Distance is just estranged as the disguise
Above his toes is.  Where he prefers to be

Sullen, apart, believing himself free
Of entangle tempations, seeking no prize
Beyond himself, what else is there to see

But acutely—in evil amalgamize,
No? do I share the body that daily dies
Above his toes?  Is where he prefers to be
Beyond me?  Hell, what else is there to see?

/

/Beyond me?  Mal!  What else is there to see?

/
And you?  Over us he stands and cries
/And you and is it us he cries recognize

/All others are, for all their airs, merely / their finery, merely
Distractions
Perspectivisms to orientate his eyes
Perspectives to keep from stumbling his eyes
Prepositions, ways to keep/steady his eyes
Above his toes.
Signposts, finepoints to guideline/orient his eyes



//A mirror?  Yes, if by the word mirror we
Mean being aware of all he cannot recognize
Beyond himself.  What else is there?  To see

/A mirror? Yes, if by the word mirror we
Signify a frame whose meaning always dies/lies
Beyond himself.  What else is there?  To see

/One's face as separate is to agree
With time or space or whatever the fate that lies/sighs
Above his toes is.  Where he prefers to be

/This objectively—a bit of him in me/ more of him than me
/This objectively—more of him than me
And do I share the body that daily dies
Above his toes?  Is where he prefers to be
Beyond me?  Mal!  What else is there to see?

*

*
to openly display my culprit
what sin am I oppressing
like a mustache that has lost
its urge to duel
twin swords crossing
above the lip grow pale
the gossip lamp is lit
bleak whispers sidle up
not doe jam you fool
to placate my wrath
one two three
suction-cups plop
off the fruit when it's ripe
the fruit I have offered roundness to
like jelly-on-a-bone
I extended it in my hand
with alarm and pharmaceutical pajamas
I entered the fray
dead doilies my wraith consumes in burnt-out mime-scapes
[                   ]
still wondering how my little bod
got eliminated from the world's verticalities
[   ] lost is the road I strode heaving
believing in vain
my shakes and shivers would bring me sane [
love strained through childhood may find
its influence has become flight
terminal yachts of spaghetti whisper their ETA
I taunt the transparent with purer see-throughs
their eyes recline on the cheek of night
sex is tracing-paper of murder
my head hovers in severed hourglass
hegemony hegemony mercy
who finds his manhole's lover finds his manacles
they sponge king kong with leashes
trans-flak I lick the clutch sandwich
targets mime my arrows' incest
the gumballs hushed as I trod them
around Castle Sprach the moat is mute
the mailslot denies me thrice



unless time scints my illants
what chance have I
lost in Citizen Kane's century
The Waste Land's year
Waiting For Godot's month
Self Portrait in a Convex Mirror's week
Gimme Shelter's day and Diving into the Wreck's hour
what minute is it or rather what's minute is it
what ocean tied swirlies to my orgasm
what navigates our no
gravitates our go
it halves the gates of now [
gamblers pin their lapels to falling leaves
(ineptitudes, who can I apologize to)
glanceless as glaciers I pin my thrill walls
with liana
liana don't hurt my hammock
liana maze inside my pristine
liana whorls of dust confine my instep's innocent refueling of minus
statues cast
no moon to lead us fence
targets are always backing away from me but why why
why are there no avenues too pure to extract drone-zebras from
insipid gloves on fire-escapes
the oracle strapped to our veins
rumors that tame one nostril and wilder the other
[

*

*
draftsop

LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
but each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some scene reveals the end
when evaporations have drained every face,

who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although
the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes; wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus

is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?
Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  It kitchens Narcissus
and his other perversions, too amorphous
to name—or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go
beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,

really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux
the ocean thinks of its struggles: Narcissus?
Yet to name him suggests his rare guise is

just the one porthole saved from a sink that



drains every beauty, he whose glaucous
eye runs with reruns of the same old show
dispatching his parched fate in the sargasso

the water thinks it remembers.  Narcissus . . .

*
Fingering the faucet, I wonder
if each sinkdrop thinks of Narcissus
ever, or is even his face lost

in the foam of time, contemptuous
fear to urge this enough as it is puddle
all traceless saliva, communionwafers

or temples paved with ointment—
none here survive a jumpcoal sun
if this world of dew is a world of

dew (Issa) but even so, no one dares
even the skin they bared me upon
the none-scape guilt which I am

able to clone so quickly it shames me/

[        ]

when loss was still bitten off
the big slice of words, some lost that doesn't flow—

Each sinkdrip thinks it reflects Narcissus
Or used to back in its beautiful youth,
Because the mirror makes our loveliness

Out of its desire to indulge its lust
To see its glow in our dull

mudcess

its reflections cover/contain/capsule everyone of us.
its random memory

its reflections visit the beyond of us.
that its unique frame may express a shadow/ an exit bolt-hole
to swim from when you're sinking like Narcissus
but to name one is to suggest more or less
that its unique guise may be the very porthole
un-rained evaporations claim every face

*

LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
though each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some deathscene in the end

even more unwilling to assume the loss
beading up accrued in its stopgap than this
stifled hope it's happening to someone else—



when evaporations have drained every face,
when who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?

Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks.  Dishes stacked with Narcissus
or other perversions too ketchup amorphous
to name or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,
really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux

the drink thinks it remembers.  Narcissus?—
simply to name him suggests his bare guise is
the only face glimpsed from your porthole

of consciousness, the window you failed to save
when every beaut-boat was drained from below
by a backpedaling Picasso, an ocean of shrink

dripping with theme-matic modes, themedies.
Antics whose glaucous target painted chests
form a last lifejacket dispatching its parch-fate

as the picket-flicking projector easily shows
reruns of the same old spoonshaped profiles
likely to fall out when you crack the spines

of their autobihogs from the photo-insert
pages in the middle: ah descent into the drain
sargasso impinges and yet to know the arrow

is a disciple of the ball is no giveaway or tic
to squeamish at.  How many of us complain
about the Vatican's porn collection, those marble

halls filled with stills of Garbo Brando in sex
studded poses, I don't know of anyone, do you?
There is no us unless it's the movie version

tactile in its evasions.

to be grasped by
[                  ] it remembers narcosis . . .
[beyond such reflections waits someone else.
To think you remember them is useless.]
/just the one porthole saved from a wreck that
*
/loss that doesn't show— / some loss that's still nouveau—

LAPSES, LAPSES



There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
yet each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, some loss that doesn't show— / some loss that's still nouveau—

its evaporations have drained every face, so
who's there; suffer-thing; damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?

Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: [         ]

the water thinks.  It remembers Narcissus
shed other perversions, too amorphous
to name—or too shared, perhaps.  Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections.  There is no lust,
really, as you well know, just this vacuous
anonymous that fills the eye with those faux

the sink thinks it remembers.  Narcissus?—
simply to name him suggests his rare guise is
/just the one porthole saved from a wreck that

/just the one face glimpsed from your porthole
of consciousness, the window you strained/failed to save
when every beaut-boat was drained from below

/drained every beautboat, out of whose glaucous
ocean reruns run of the same old show
dispatching/ its parch-fate as a last sargasso

to be grasped by
[                  ] it remembers narcosis . . .
[beyond such reflections waits someone else.
To think you remember them is useless.]

*

*

December 13, 2008 
repost from 01/05/07
....

*
When I started this blog last April I vowed to myself that I would never again submit 
my work to any magazine, that I would publish it directly here.  And so far I have kept
that pledge; I hope I have the courage to maintain it; I hope I die before I break it.  I 
have not sent out my work to any venue.   I have posted everything here as I wrote it 
these past months.   And I have also posted onto this blog all my poems from the past,
or rather those poems I own the rights to (there is one book which is still officially In 
Print, but as soon as it's remaindered or pulped I will add its contents here). . . 
Anybody can read my poems here, and if they want print editions they can download 
free PDFs from my page at Lulu.com . . .  With this blog and those PDFs I don't need 
to have my poems published anywhere else.



But unfortunately before the blog began I did send some poems out, one of which 
appeared in Tinhouse, from whence it was selected for the next BAP by Heather 
McHugh editor of the upcoming 2007 version—only of course I have refused to give 
them permission to reprint it.  "Of course" because

I don't want to be in BAP or Pushcart or Rat Vomit Review nor do I want my books to 
be published by FSG or David Baratier's press, or yours either.  I can publish my own 
poems/books on this blog and I am doing so.  I'm too old and dead tired to stay in the 
arena anymore.  Is it an arena or an arcade or a coffeeklatch or an office with PoBiz 
Inc on the door.  What is it, that space I tried to enter for over forty dismal years?  
Whatever it is, wherever it is, I have retired from its endeavours and maneuvers and I 
have slunk away to this blog, pathetic and patchpoor as it is. 

*
I admire the poetry of Heather McHugh, and I have written two poems dedicated to 
her (you can read them in my book of "Homages," which is posted on this blog), so my 
refusal to be BAPed is no rejection of or aspersion on her.  I'm sure her BAPselect will 
be interesting, and I look forward to reading it next September.  If I'm still alive by 
then.

*
Afterthought: every Best-of-the-Year compilation of my entire fucking life decided 
they'd be better off without me; I don't see why BAP 2007 should be any different.

*

draftcerpts

*
The throat of the wall holds
(fire of broken faucets) yea-when
tribal chants / gauge haven / oblique
stereosoph /  sphere /  thread / put a blindfold
on that handkerchief  /  stones riding a veil
across oceanfloors  /  while prodigies wrap
their mothers in clothelines (bird-tassels,
ambivalent oblong abdullahs)—
(title: Why I Am Such a Laughingstock)
confessions no one bothers to lipsync
anymore— /  highware execution of baggies
kill them baggies the crowd screams
watertower girders, magicmarker resin (sap)
it seeps from the stem of ash / nozzle
tracks seaweed / over-excited by fright wigs
first in our plus pale list /  by melting
I would memorize the snow's exits [

…

Shadows are more indigenous to summer
than other days; in sunless winter they may
appear as friends from a former season,
companions for an endless cold—because
you need a certain percentage of Bishop
Berkeleys if life is to pass, the sun rise,
the coffee boil.  But does this census
include those in transit, at the bus stop
patting their pockets automatically,
statistics decide we don't all die at once,
breastbraving uniformity for 6 Muzak
eternities.  Simple wounds could hatch
your winglessness.  Bruises when tiring



times fall and evening secures an after-lag
of it, when mermaids keep their stomach
pumps handy, each doorway pried from
adamant guilty portraits.  What pane bears
the unseen edge of its imminence over
that sill's tense anarch of candles, while
the frontbell is ringing a little something,
whose wording has not come down to us,
we call it confluence or Cincinnati, some
home at random under the habit of a snowpeak,
pure alp up which the gaze drowns all hands lost,
indigenous it wells with grass, with settlements.

*

EXHIBITION

the canals a-swish with big ships

lanes I wander without cause as
my tongue bathes in my necktie
to show how exhausted how often
I have felt the doorknob drain

my hand of its urge to enter then
in this way I may chance at last
upon weapons trained to sleep
or down where the depot drops

its loss the canals the lanes the streets
how often I or they have reached
for my pocket in the face thrust of it
although one can't exaggerate

one's beggarliness in an age of
mechanical reproduction it seems
the museum where pale corridors
zoom through room-Moreaus

floor-Magrittes ceiling-Sages
mirror-Finis and other names
hushed curtains reach to the floor
which probably needs excavating

static their flesh throws slow volts in the air

**

 
ADGE

such the strength of signs
I mean abbreviations

that before he dies
someone often tries

foolishly to devise
to dream up one

as if the right acronym



might save him

from time he scatters
out the letters

of his name arranging
them

in different combinations
or anyone's

to spell out the logo
the curt slogan

whose shortcut on
the screen asserts

the brand buy
the standard eye

can respond to
any cant will do

any congerie of
some might work

every shtum may
shtow the way

but not a phrase
it has to be less

than a word it must
resist the mind almost

equally as errata
and yet mean more

than any term can
it must determine

itself as a what's grasped
a spasm like the gasp

that wakes from dreams
what syllable it seems

to the dumbest ipod
it's no anagram stupid

so drop your digiter
halfwit fidgiter

you can't tap it in
fingertip or dumbpad

even if you erase it with
your sanity's bleach

it must reach
you instantly i.e. breach



your customary
perceptions like Laurence Harvey

in The Manchurian Candidate
brainwash etcet

it must replace you
with a clone-face you

which is you instead
of the one on your head

*

EACH TIME

Sometimes I dream of Rumor's house, which,
I just read in Ovid, is situated

at "the world's center," the core of cores
beneath us all.  He contends its windows doors

are forever open, a porous palace where
every word uttered by every person is stored

in what I'd call the ultimate anthology.
Where is this house, in what country?

Its closets hold not only the past,
meaning the brain's nine-tenths lost

noncognitional of the capacitated,—
because it collates not just the said,

but all that will be said: Each text
it bleeds from the future is convexed

theoretically to also heal our sole flaw:
that underlying chamber, that cellar

which upholds these capsuled corridors:
that fissure floor one-celled horrors

emerged from eons earthwide scattered,
too patterned for breeding, those far

glugglugs, these slogged zillenia ago.
Each trans-cthonic myth—genetic fragments

we once keeled our island egos against—
is shored Eliotically, in toto—

but not in a waste land: in this place
nothing is wasted, each fact is facet

composite a euphemistic peg, whose hole
lies in what one might term a zero,

though the zero that defines that one
should look through itself to see what's gone:



What used to be the bookshelf
it swallows, and feeds throughout itself:

it sits each of us there at the hell
level its circuits need, and circulates us

around the entire system's railroad
to embody our brain a la bloodmode,

knowing its node is only made more real
by the fact each hypertold spongecode

can be simulsold for further gore:
every PC glued to GossipNet

increases the sanguinary poet's debt.
But I hear you say in ways this constant

poured out current has wrecked Intent:
floor-it geared, it steers us most toward

a surface abyss, a maelstrom facade—
the sargasso rock-critic, the facile hard-crowd—

it's said our eyes are icebergs in that sea.
But where they are dispelled completely

beyond my room night comes into swim.
Somewhere out there I know grow fossils

of protozoa-to-be, omega mammals,
animandroids roaming manuals

whose outreach program, whose proffered rim
as far as I'm testcase-concerned

should fend off every ocean, every cunning
void evolution took some of its beginning

from: for longspan has that epoch broke
when rumor heard what human spoke.

**

DUNCE RHYMES (FOR THE MOMENT)

and if this poem
has made you a hearer
of ghosted voices
that fade when you get nearer
and everytime you look
into the rearview mirror
you scream and clutch
at your hands in fear
at what those futures show

and then will you cry out
for all to hear
the cripple the promqueen



and the seer
don’t you think that now’s
a good time to be freer
than you were
a second ago

*

POEM

how to remain mienous
as you face
the mirror's worst

I who scorned the house
unto its rafters

a self-finished man with all
his comforts I offered
my soul to the dust
that I tossed onto others

money poured
from my halo

now the limp repeats
what the stride said
when it ran in full pell toward
the meld of flight

too late the salt

bare as the way north
where they lade the gates
with the way south

to repeat the instances
as hands pinned
upon the target
may applaud when hit
your aim

trued to its shoot
why do I stay
stage-left of my exit

*

POEM

Shun panacea, favor the unique cure,
savior, or else suffer its worldling stance,
its grasp of all you held in bask of tiptoe
days, that essence whose deadweight felt right.

Shun panacea provide only unique cures



that's how they'll know you're a savior
suffering is for worldlings not locals like us
in bask of tiptoe days ungrasped sense
whose death has weighed our rights.

Avenues poise their point route
of ever-return, that choiring circumference
you must evade with mimed handouts,
your gifts still penny-parched, heavens left
to dry out by hells who barberpole mimes

return to the streets and poise themselves
point choirs surround them to sing evasions
of heaven or hell penny-parched gifts contend
with handouts from a barberpole up the sheerest cliffs.

Does the moon surface so. The way you dive
beneath your skin must emerge pre-emptorily
linked to all, plumbline cast for depths
whose new, stripped presence should show that

the moon dives beneath its skin each dawn
to remain invisible to the spyprobes the satellites
that aim to link all scan to cast our depths
for earthsurface till we emerge new in its
empty strips surveillance announce

some edenic pasture, greasy, tribal,
 mouth flicked with goldfish scales.
Windchimes carved from a petrified
forest fire hang from the limbs.
Their tinkling interprets the tv tribe—

Weatherchannel is the campfire I crouch at,
the goldfish bowl my mouth drinks grease from
eden of interpretations petrified pasture
like an obsolete Xfact tossed indoors.

The surrounding mountains pursue their peaks
leisurely, the day keeps advancing its ideas
of felicity, ripe ideal beneath which we pine
in shadows of actual, shadows of real,
deserving less than this, less than the showfacade faux,

leaning merely to wallow in this tadpole pose,
we fear to test our tongue's obnoxious thrust,
offering this benefice to none who might indeed
need its opacity of old: as if that were all the heel
could enter global meanings marked down

in meadows more mortal or else despising its
capital, its plenty-of-peace against which we sulk,
through sulk-palaces hoping pure can interrupt bare;
moon now in penance for the sure sense of being
in its favor, its spent sense of withholding

all we owe to nearer motives. Dense with
forgetfulness, fornicatory notes, avid bows
across the violins' astringent cold.
Icier strings than known, lattices across
whose strips the movie throws its sold liquidities.



*

December 14, 2008 
drafts of

*

SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked
at the blue sky of a summer day and saw it as
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked
and saw that shining normal blue as darkness 

and said I have removed from the sky the blue
which is darkness but his saying so did not
result in heaven's being stripped of its blue
to leave only immense endless light and hot

sun nothing but sun from horizon to horizon
sheer fire encompassing gorging the eye
no in fact and amazingly his sly vision
or protest proved to have been only a sight

true and all despite his description the blue
which is darkness stayed it remained bright

/
result in heaven's being denuded of its blue
result in heaven's being disbeamed of its blue
/ unbeamed  / sheared /  sheaved /  reaved
screeved /  shaved /  stripped / shed / shorn

until its blaze was all our compass view

nothing but blaze and all its compass view

encompassing blazing gorging the eye's view

sheer fire encompassing gorging the eye

/despite his depiction

/but the Rimbaud boy's view

/sun and nothing but sun from horizon to
horizon blaze encompassing gorging the eye
SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked
at the blue sky of a sunny day and saw it as
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked
at that warm summer blue as darkness 

and said I have removed from the sky the blue
which is darkness but his saying that did not
result in the sky being stripped/peeled of its blue
to leave only immense endless sunlight hot

gold surrounding us from horizon to horizon
fire on fire encompassing gorging the eye
no in fact and amazingly his high vision



his protest against the sky was only a sight

true and all in spite of his assertion the blue
which is darkness stayed it remained bright

blazing spanning gorging all eyes in view

till its blaze was all the eye could hold in view

until its blaze was the eye and all the view

encompassing with its blaze the world view
/

SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked
at the blue sky of a summer day and saw it as
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked
up there and saw that shining blue as darkness 

and said I have removed from the sky the blue
which is darkness but his saying that did not
result in heaven's being stripped of its blue
to leave only immense endless light and hot

sun nothing but sun from horizon to horizon
its blaze fire encompassing gorging the eye
no in fact and amazingly his sly vision
or protest proved to have been only a sight

true and all despite his description the blue
which is darkness stayed it remained bright

/despite his depiction

/but the Rimbaud boy's view

/sun and nothing but sun from horizon to
horizon blaze encompassing gorging the eye
SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked
at the blue sky of a sunny day and saw it as
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked
at that warm summer blue as darkness 

and said I have removed from the sky the blue
which is darkness but his saying that did not
result in the sky being stripped/peeled of its blue
to leave only immense endless sunlight hot

gold surrounding us from horizon to horizon
fire on fire encompassing gorging the eye
no in fact and amazingly his high vision
his protest against the sky was only a sight

true and all in spite of his assertion the blue
which is darkness stayed it remained bright



/
SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked
at the blue sky of a sunny day and saw it as
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked
at it and saw that common blue as darkness 

and said I have removed from the sky the blue
which is darkness but his saying that did not
result in the sky being stripped of its blue
to leave only immense endless sunlight hot

gold surrounding us from horizon to horizon
fire on fire encompassing gorging the eye
no in fact and amazingly his high vision   / his nay vision  / his fey vision
his protest against the sky was only a sight    / or protest

true and all in spite of his assertion the blue
which is darkness stayed it remained bright

*

*

SIGHT

so billions of humans for millennia looked
at the blue sky of a sunny day and saw it as
bright until one day the boy Rimbaud looked
at it and saw that same blue as darkness and

said I have removed from the sky the blue
which is darkness but his saying that did not
result in the sky being stripped of its blue
to leave only immense endless sunlight

surrounding us from horizon to horizon
fire on fire encompassing gorging the eye / view
no in fact and amazingly to our detriment
his protestation or insight was blind too   / was a lie

true and all in spite of his assertion the blue
which is darkness stayed it remained bright

*

. . .  so i have the idea, the image, the set-up and conclusion, but what do i want to 
say—

that his vision was a lie, a delusion? a pipedream out of Baudelaire's medicine chest, 
an adolescent's stubborn refusal rejection of the stated norm the conformities of his 
culture—

the idea of it's being a "protest" comes of course from Breton's assertion that "Lyricism
is the elaboration of a protest," which was in turn his, Breton's, protest

against Paul Valery's statement that "Lyricism is the elaboration of an exclamation."

Exclamation or protest: choose your poison.



....

December 15, 2008 

"[Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic quality hardly arises. . .
.  Mr. Knott practices a dead language."
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970

"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response."
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983

[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only the prototaxis of 
idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of giving his birth and terminal dates 
together originated when he realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry 
reading he was scheduled to give."
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, May 1972

"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake."
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970

"Bill Knott['s] ancient, academic ramblings are part of what's wrong with poetry today.
Ignore the old bastard. . . ."
—Collin Kelley (from "They Shoot Poets Don't They" blog, August 08, 2006)

"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . [He's] been forced to 
self-publish some of his recent books. . . . [B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque
—poetry. . . . appalling . . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or 
obsessively repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old paint . .
. his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less decorative than guarded or 
layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . 
irritating . . . contrarian."
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry (Chicago) Magazine, Feb 2005

"I’m not that familiar with Kenneth Koch’s poetry. I often see him as the spiritual 
father of Bill Knott. . . ."
—Geof Huth (from "dbqp: visualizing poetics" blog)

"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate himself . . . and 
he seems to hate his readers."
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine)

"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ."
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review

"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment. . . ."
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007

"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . [His work is] 
thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ."
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005

"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . personal to the 
point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown formulaic, his obscure poems more 
obscure, his terse observations so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent 
in the reader. . . . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] unethical. . . ."
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review

"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown . . ."
—Calvin Bedient, Massachusetts Review

"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail."



—Tomaz Salamun, Snow

*

December 17, 2008 
what's second

*
here in Citizen Kane's century
The Waste Land's decade
Waiting For Godot's year
Self Portrait in a Convex Mirror's month
Gimmie Shelter's week
Diving into the Wreck's day
Warming Her Pearls' hour
I'm wondering what
minute is it or rather
what's minute is it

*

socialist poets / fascist poets

*

"We need always to be alert to writers who claim that good poetry must be difficult, 
accessible only to the educated few, and see this claim for what it is - fascist." 

——from Laurie Smith's essay, "Subduing the reader," which you can find online by 
googling 'Magma No 23 - Summer 2002'

*

what did the major socialist poets of the 20th century actually finally decide about 
the purpose of poetry?

What did Brecht and Neruda finally conclude, what did they opt to do in their poetry 
after they made a commitment to communism?

They did the same thing that Mayakovsky did, and many others:

they moved toward a poetry of direct statement, a poetry written for and intended to
be as accessible to as many readers as possible.

Neruda's Residencia was arguably the most advanced/avantgarde poetry since 
Mallarme, looked at in terms of its esthetic alone—

but Neruda left that extravagance behind, and moved toward a plainer, more 
colloquial style— perhaps influenced by Nicanor Parra.

Eluard did the same.   Brecht's poetry, after a spell or two of youthful Rimbaudian 
experimentalism, did the same.

Mayakovsky spelled it out: "I set my heel on the throat of my own song."

All these poets moved toward and believed in a poetry of direct statement, a poetry 
intended to reach as wide an audience as possible.

Forget the Theory, and look at the Practice.  Look at what socialist poets all over the 
world finally chose to write:

consider that they came to believe in the poem as a medium, not as an end in itself.



Ergo, Billy Collins is more Socialist in his esthetic than, to pick one particularly smug 
pompous example, the poetry of Joshua Clover . . .

Indeed, if one were to take the statement by Laurie Smith that heads this post as a 
criterion, the only conclusion one could reach is that Clover's obscurantist verse is - 
fascist.

*

December 19, 2008 
draft dump

*
Whenever CSI tried to
examine one
corpse of Proteus
too many we heard

his memoranda read
over the wind, against
the phone.  Enticing
bandaids off earthworms

via mental telepathy
was then followed by
the usual appall, the same
mad-dog meanwhile.

Thus each time the chess
champs throw dice to
dictate their next move
a vase and an owl debate

the outcome.  Wait,
there's more aspic
precision in this next shot
of dead peasant, arms

flogging his baby's path.
It lasts until it laughs.
It takes place in the lab
where they vie to put

the me back in mediocre
and the I in you.  Equating
the sound made in
the 1950s by a thousand

typewriter covers being
slid off to write the word
whose sound cannot
repeat that thou-slid sound,

suggesting the collective
actions of our fingers
pressing this keyboard
add up to a standard or

a flag prompting vertigo
across the nastiness when



it stands to sing the nation.
Thousands of them sound

their voice in one body as
Proteus who includes
their nature in his and has
to if we mall ourself.

*
*
Hiding his flag down my throat
He claims this land for Spain
His crew knitted a shark for his birthday
They call him Columbus but I say his name is crime
The law of gravity is sponsored by ads for tiptoe fruit
A totempole on crutches
I'll let those faucet audit junkies
Addicted to drips stop listening to this one
I'll take my zipper for a walk on its leash
Land ho my hearties my zelots
Unless the feathers coupling us decide to
Invade the New World
Crossing the ocean dripping with feathers
They stick fingers in their sweat
Peregringos they claim this land for finance
They bribe customs with slithery eggs
Drip drip the ocean colonizes the shore

[

/
on the trail of my journey
at some point I went astray
and started writing poetry
/inferno curse that day
/which at first was sort of okay

/sex with Paulo and Jocasta  / kissed
led to perversions / worse  / more desperate
Deep Image or Neoformalist
all cannibalism and hate  /  curse

/now in my nethermost years
with blurbs by Judas and Satan
my Collected Poems appears
remaindered on Amazon

and still I heel that Virgil
like a dog through his geral

/
too late to kill the virgil
that led me to (not through) this hell
every page the journals circle

lower and lower each Neo- or Post-
verse was worse than the last

/each more tortured than the rest
inferno follows verse
 / terror follows terror



*
POEM

Now there is an evil I cannot name because
its fellow evils
will swirl around me crying
for like recognition

But my mother knew that evil
and presided over it
squatting over it
with her hellhair
her pubis hiding in fear

My world was a squirt of urine
from that teem-traum-dream
in anger my belly flings
a drop of cum back

On humanity's photograph
ripples appear
smack between the sight

Unwrapped from the moment
time is born in place of
always in place of
I pause here to currycomb bygones

*
I suspect the obverse of this cereal
box is blank and that this colorful
copy confronting me would vanish too
if I spun its cardboard 180.

Spittle gapes at my beauty of soft hotels.

Behind me my footprints debate my return
to retrace is to console, to find an excuse for
the allcomsuming pain, the anodyne’s icicle
melts so slowly.  Penetralia

To outline with a pencil my frightwig map,
aspiring to desired heights
I try to joke about the cost of such dreams,
knowing all my leaveway was a gift,

All my leaveway was a gift,
a speciman impaled on rosethorn
calipers.

Oedipus sticks his thumb out but
none of the fatherly vehicles halts.

As in a play by Shakespeare where
the Air Minister has a car waiting
at the cafe but we average folk
must walk home in a sulk.

I smoosh the mice of my nipples



into these scenes of former harrow.

Under its weight of erasure
the soul’s silk recoils from exposure.

Names written over our own
are not a kindred skin, a clone
corresponding mine.  You remain
alien to me.  We stay
betrayed by Jesus’ kiss.
 

I climb the barberpole
with my eyes closed
the sky is near its end
I am far from mine the mime said
but facts eat us alive
groceries aim god at the heart
pages torn from a harmful text
with our lips how can I hide myself from you
harm comes to the hope
halfway up the pole I am retracting time
my carafe caress
attended by exits
a moment grants its wane

with eyes that measure my means
the continuum
upon each wave the answer's white
as I climb higher
clouds which stand still to pose downward their event

Now clouds unscarf the moon and scar
it back again to mis-display
the promised gift to the birthday
child who can't reach up that far

on the enterprise day
night's counterpart design
the peer system, resemblances balanced for
an instead against the signboard

Love?  That anthology.
Its stupor stuffs the shelves with denial,
facade shadow focused in deep rows
of throwaways.  I long to forge that wedge,
that smorgasbord bodyguard restored by bed.
Long candle, ponder; short candle, think.

/
*
How many pencils can Medusa hold in Her hair?
I see they scrawl this poem's vacuum compile.
Knowing even the none tastes nude to the poor
moth, my nipples nap in an urchin's ore. 



Like a fountain, my libation reprimands pavements.

Winding asylum I find myself locked in,
corridor shy, holding smugglers' trophies.
Sanity descends to water via no stairs
I have installed in the blood (as for skin,
what blush colorcodes mine as "preen chain"?)

My so far feeling fetches out a little face
and it is me,

Jettison person, sad cadence of the farceur:
clawing with its magnetic fingers the sleep
and the donation of exalted drums.

sunlapse, past the semi-earthen moon, which
functions as aftermath,.

Conclude-child, at last to lie across exhaust:
I pray my pedestal's unyield will moult me.
Even recent rivers on drawn wings, hovering once,
show thirst has sashes.
Threads scrape flesh down final doorways

the fate of the someone to overcome its depth
the cosmos and all its assemblage
of gravity's groupings, constellations
whose figure eludes the myth we venture/endure/inure                

To estimate the carats of an altar, plough
a spider to scratch.  To arbitrate the tree's offer,
learn to burn squirrelspace.  Your chest of
archaic clay and large collar imply drought;
into barren ice place yourself for examination.
Approve passage to make the possession
of supply nearing its prop to align dawn, note.
I wish my hands could crunch up the window,
wad up the world and throw it away.
Heapcushionings of litter,
separate births catheterized by an eel
attached to the soul.  Poor King Lear must
use both hands to raise Big Mac toward mouth.
Reiteration.  Emphasis.  Stock footage
which, used over and over, demonstrates
how normal are the murders and monsters it mattes,
how exemplary their tics, how tonic, how true.
An edge-egg falls and shatters,
Remembered, and therefore imposed upon
the mind as it makes up its mind against
memory's staged incursions bright as

Does whitened linen color the moon?
Imagine incense mounting, non-lemony,
pure as the only flaw the heart feels kindling itself:

exclusivity is a starting-point,
as is.  Single something out, anything.
Use your glance as a scratchpad to jot down
whatever and then note

whether your subject will hold still for that,



immobilize itself to be your thought.

Yet what would I use for oil if I found it?  You?

I am a mite too afraid that wow revolves but
pow stays put. 
Ot puckering-to-kiss, withering-to-caress.
It is not possible to repair prunes withoutassholes.

And so each word does hold a multitude
of sins, if for sins we read modifiers, though of course
reading is a transgression each word modifies.

Penance is therefore only possible after
the period.  The sentence, then, begins only after
the period, if for sentence we read sentence.

in the throat are always fossils, dead diagrams
from the same-end of time, the homosexuality
that attends my birth, surviving its intensity
is echo the satellites bounce off our alarmsó

that surrounds our cloistered
sentence.  Immured word, fenced-off pasture
where . asleep and poles apart the couple

confound.  The unprovability unheard  failure defeat
than an impossible, always   stroll

Itís only since my existence that I make
the moment my memoirs dwelt on too long,
an homage to a domicile, a childhood
communion that gave my desires pity.

Bloodveins held to the cheek like solace
broke the form of a washcloth, a shroud ended
sheering me past the way I should have gone:
Whose shade I tried to avoid.

The story appeared this morning's edition   
I could have worn it as an accessory   
even though the bottom of page one needed hemming
it was still page one     
how chagrinned page two was       
I wonder how much it costs to print a face with no features
but a newspaper must take that into account   

were us finally           
the gesture gathered strength
the thought seeps into your blood and takes census                  
dumb and certain to our own devices    
desire has made us callous
our spouses cannot exist without the sample kit
containing ourselves
the  nymphs and satyrs in profile
That's why we journey, ferry our body
onward to shed oneself across the border,
bright as the shine off
a trigger toadó
Ugh those mud mannequins wore my skin?  Its dais its date
(chattel chip/slaveblock splinter) has hardened since:
MICHIGAN MEMORIES #16



In my father's butchershop
In my father's butcher
The road to school was lined with snakes
Snake curbs snake sidewalks
If there had been a line painted down the middle of the road
I would have been that line
No spaceship flying over would have seen me as me
A spaceship full of Nazis
Nazis are not Z's therefore they are A's
The alphabet is a A-student
It can't be chopped by father's cleaver
But I can
Father's sculpture wears
In my eye seepage there dies the visage
Of a skull turned on a wheel circular 
Father fakir rethinking his perpetual serpent

Lull the skill to gather eggs from a face
I am past the age of my father
when he died therefore I win
I beat my mother's same long ago I
have outdistanced all competition in this race
Which to my surprise has just begun
The snake circling back
The cinder track etcet so that
If I mispronounce ourobouros
As Oral bore us (from the mouth
We emerged) or You rob our O's (to repay
Our A's the perennial A-student on the way
To school is dressed in
Snow's outerwear rain's inner sense)
Peculiar pulses wending what arm

Aloof I line the road to school with effigies
Chopped from father's arm
The cleaver descending chops the road in two
The Nazis descend their ship lands on A-students
The alphabet bites its only tail
If there were a line painted down the middle of this line
A poem painted down the middle of me
If I could paint my father's cleaver chopping
This poem in two and offer his sculpture
The road I have lined with snakes
                                                                                                                              
the jaw is a bald candle,
serif icicle of lever

 
 

JUXTA

Earrings are the anchors of widows,
mooring their heads to keep them
from drifting out to sea where
I paddle a small kiss intended



to lap their brows with gentleness.

Lust occasional as islands rises
and I want to disembark across
that causeway washed with us. 
Levitations, leavings: what keeps us apart?

All boats implore me by the length
of their launch as echo-mad skies
pursue their strewns of sail, and yet
I've got some bit of diffident floss

trapped in my teeth; a sculptural
manifold of bitten lips intrudes
itself, juxtapose neither can rouse.

Between, space neither can cross.
eventually or sideways glances

You are the one giant step
I took from childhood on, the one
mother may I said I could take.
when games were themed to hold us safe.

Poem I ask permission to leave
where most you seem at home,
great ambient figure draped for flight.

No field holds this traffic of heels
longer than it takes the wind
to provide parachutes
with falsified flesh
above cloud-solemnities.
 inter-pregnums/interregnums where
one's entire skin harbors more frames, where
our sky leans against an invisible ocean.

frame-stills / cuts (cinematic)

POEM

Rumor fogs the mirror,
startles the doormat, time
defeated in a circle of people.

a room that excludes the house
address, audiences of children
who contain warships repeatedly.
A rubber band keeps the cards
broken in opus.
The walls we live in, their
rectitude aligns and shapes us
for perpetuity, training us,
profiling us for an eternity
we can never share.

SALVATION DESPONDENT

fortitude
which is funny why trophies



brandished at the banquet
are no consolation for the one
who nominates himself and then
 

SCULPTOR

Each of us has tried to console
a sculptor abandoned
by her posthumous fame. 

Our million pleats of eyes
clothe hers in homage; the mail
of her fingernails gives our dance
that glance of gold.

This fadewash, this sepiation
tells us all is flawed. 

We-weight, you-yield, what’s the diff?
To see nothing past the clarity
of causes; to admit no effects.

Bearing only the beggars’ pardons
on my back I leave.
Town to return to at night
Confessions made while asleep
remain anonymous.
dapple-delphic.

POEM

The pianist’s wrists
are circled by flamelets;
she forgot to take off
these fiery bracelets
before playing, or else
her assistant who normally
does it was detained
by the concert crowds
who now push forward
in their ripest seats to see
an arsonist’s jewelry;
upon each wrist
a flakwork watch
shows the time is now,
music burns to stop the glow.

THE SIGNS OF THE STOPSIGN

Howsoever longer than life the entity they
proceed from is they are here termed too late or
to micro it, never.  Names or signs it seems must

be functional or ceaseóscars tooóuntil,
gentled genderless, they interrupt my babytalk
with teethingring-razors . . . then I woke up:

When, I asked an approaching closeup, do
I arrive?  Gazes as found as mine in yours are



are sure to be lost amongst this sun dubbing

its gold into all tongues beneath stoplights that
change to go and ergo are not true, not whole?
Yet no sun holds us gunpoint as this, no sky:

in the hurt shirt of my breath worn
by no one I stand unbabbling another theory
(amnesiacs are laconic by necessity, not choice)

 

 fetus rides a balloon to the burial of
a rainbow where, a sleepy lake where each's
entire like horses nailed to their torn-off
manes we cling to our frames; incantations
of crowns, collision footprints are

Disperse the message is lost across
recoilless oceans.  Lions circle a landfill
of shoes with icicle laces, all the casualties
of who's who.  At the doll's graveyard one's
entire skin participates.  Imagine a balloon
released at a funeral to signal the bloodnests
in the eaves, the cotes of blood Earthbound leaves,
a blueprints gasp gathers the incidentals of least aspect by which the thumb grabs one
approach
beckoning endward the berry and the sheer
via which a story astonishes our
sense of conclusion based on all guidance,
each house abating/abiding its me-too fall.

my correspondant blows on his palms
which fit these doctor doors, stigmata keyed
to his hands’ grooves.
of pink perfume figurine abandoned grafted
wrung. which loves to leave puddles to play in
and recoil from each time

Ask the mourner who clutch their throats and dissolve—they drop their dolls in dive.
This tradecraft made, traitors against the one.

Tradecraft made, whose traitors curry union.

Made sure by tradecraft, whose traitors daggers drawn.

the other one.

Yet tradecraft might catch its caught in narrow pass
While cover identities they evade usurp their state.
of traitors daggers drawn.

Featured here,
They hatched here,
Revealed here,
Nurtured here, these traitors worth dying for.
They laid here
A noisy spy on a highway
in a chocolate raincoat drags
a cupboard sewn to his neck,



white thorns stretch wide around.

The tumors on our body's map
indicate settlements where tribes
have lingered long enough
to structure arrogance;

lazy easels where entire worlds open
their ruins so that daily ephemeralia can
scrawl a few verses on the crumbled walls,
while the island city sinks like a white barge
in a tux whose lapels tell lies to swans.

like chessmen's hats
by hammers.  Pistons.
Walk toward the sea in single file and if
the wave arrives pray you are the last in
line or the first.  Those in the middle are
emisarry to you. Hastening to find water
oasis by a toothpick path, a monolinth of
matchsticks, that inflates travel into a monstrous screen, dead end;
the site where guards must be posted to
ward off these passionate augurs who kneel:

Noodles caress the weasel prize.  Of course.
damaged shields all
in all a lavish headhalt sights across
the nearby.  The fields nucleus anniversary
its pistons make.
 

a train passing crashes like
a handful of masterpiece,

The pockmark of oil, grease that revenges
reveres
where I submit my salute to addict-fools:
love between cigarettes is a supplication,
imploring the drunken dog patriots to
charm home; ambiguous flat-irons greet
sorrow; some say: their infants
brighten dawn's open autumn; chairs receive
repose; relieve the haven antenna of safe
oppressions;

HYPEHEAD

My bio is buttered by mother, my auto
by father.  First, father autobio'd mother,
who then bio'd his auto in her ms. son,
the misery one.  Non-bio exploits I abhor

as does every contemporary litterateur
adhered to being, that sole mode: we know
that those who imagine their works not
as me or I should be forced into therapy



made to take psychotropic drugs.  No
exceptions are allowed: I too must join
the rest of you in this rendered real, this

overratio of truth to fable, I too must tell
lifelike anecdotal excerpts from my actual
personal past spiced with empirical detail.

Like proverbs carved in
an elixir place of flowers,
it is never us who take
a pilgrimage to reach
unanimously the destination
with gaps in its passport
to cross borders how ascetic,
lines drawn by twigs in darkness.

Encountering other demarcations
impassable, it is impossible
to end with all one's strength
(death is no second wind).
Sprinklers in the cemetery
should be aimed so as not
to splash the headstones,
a matter of centimeters, gauge
and setting creating the scene:
not one drop must hit the incised
inscriptions, the dry dates of
birth/death, statistics.  With gaps
in one's passport one must chisel
with a twig to scrape entrance.
 

Any emptiness we hug but none
more than that one glimpsed from
the getagrope eye.  I pity us all
the more for appearing here on earth
dressed up in green age broken by
old oath-things.  My flaw confronts
the whole in which there is no where
to go.  My flaw can't fit its piece shard,
its anomalous llama; truncate death.
Nonentity your sweat crystallizes
to fill each hand gasping in study
of a horsekerchief.  A hand's ass
is what you are.  Envy the ceiling
all the more for appearing here
readily, held to the mouth of lampbrown
broken things: problem how to vanish
from every facet of the dilated voice
brimming to claim his room is the shadow
of its emptiness, a projected cavity
enclosed sponge groping tentacles that
transit should mold me from bacterium
flare to socket sanctum.  Anecdotal
redundance by servants of

Lace waterfield, lake where the slavery
of gesticulations soars incestuously
across your shimmer: no wisp
rings light enough to land there,



to sink the silence I glue together
with decapitations that drift motionless
as hope atop prophet stream.  A dream
ledge of willow bracken, lichen
approved by devoted roses, tint codes.
Evacuate the pastel from the flower
beneath whose pedestal seeds are
shorn faithwise.  My fear is squared by
such elevations, such skins evolving
from my spine.  Dawn enjails all
violators of night, those who did not
love you for one, for this crime
there is no pardon.  Pinpoint
ephemeral crown, eternities chained
in rays, lightyears, why can't your
focus guide me way. Neuter poses which nullagraph
death to all future aisles.  Hung from
the instant islands of your pulse,
eyelids dropped by parachute upon
one's scan, I oscillate origin, chained
pinpont, where are you now, mouth always
muting its savor of doors, savage adorn.  Tongue warring against slavery breath.  
Etude ending with myth mourn, mourning one step of my stepless existence, the 
moment scorching you pasture and
cup, disrobed
 
 

What a hype concept. I must resist
that slave-bop or try to, hoping rythyms
like this are too recusive to reap me.
Thimbles they.  Burial, birthday,
graduation, christening, will-reading,
anniversary.  A poem for each.   Everytime
evolution creates a portrait nature
discards it.  Evade your efforts and find
that absence is the effigy of time,
though its metaphor deserves an heir
higher than the sea decorates driftwood
with.  Only planetary islands recognize
these rearrangements. 
every tree that has a let/lien
on my sight.  Buttering his decisive
rodent instrument.
Whimsies that persist other to
that other who awaits my trespass.
Its perfunctoriness gyrates my ass.
Its spirals overpopulate. 
To pronounce justice and finalize
the moments when it commences,
that house of myself where habit
has made sure cued-up salvation
My correspondant knows, but
all his misspelt applause,
traced in rote or rent passionate by
an androidís shy mindless equivalent
of these human retainmentsó
I canít, clutching in my hand
his missives all meant for myself and
yet somehow never sent . . .
my purity defended by



glass creditcards,
Because you have set your lips in my life
like an event, the date I had missed
and longed for unknowingly, dumbfounded
ponderous as splinters/iceskates that remind
the wound to confess.  This is the terror of
the (non) unique, the error of the unique
not to share the loneliness that clings
to shoelaces and all the daily trivial chores
whcich must be faced unthinkingly, obliviously,
the cat's litterbox et al: in this forgetfulness
of acccomplishment my boundaries expand;
somewhere there is a house where I am a word
that fell from passing homes.  But do I want
to go there to suffer that.  (We take unique
views of the vid, we flock alike.)

like surgeons tying sutures deep in
tennis-ball cans, continuing my quest
for the conundrums above, which
eventually I will solve, probably
while being whacked by people
who are really on the guestlist,
daily they pop up like biceps TV
we exchanged toffee and slaves for
until the verboten chapel ate our
button pudding for encore.
examined, , its overarching sole.
the concise decision.
 Then the hush as she trod me
soles bath and scented.
Weave the occasion
page first, though none has conveyed
(hopeless close, means happen)
that escape plateau where
plowlands funnel our fetus glance.
None has punished
the noun enough, though
a husbanding suede-of-things
made hotpoker love, numb embers
disaporae, byways that galore
the persona of habit.

In a happy hunt the hunter never looks
backwards, but I the male must kill at a blast
sudden as seedpods in the wind blown past. 

My weapon has hallways where diamonds blink. 
A crystalball binds me to a lamp, satanic mouth
projects me as I focus, each soft spear of my hairline
deceptive as dying in place. 

The hunt is never backwards, it remains close
yet distant, like mail in adjoining slots whose names
are dissimilar of I, rhetoric of me.

Icicle addresses, their uniforms pressed
and ready to wear.
 
 



side of the

Pausing like tiptoe the old man is alone
to better

Sounds, sizzling sounds, you like
the last fat on a saint at the stake.  Crackling noises:
probe than this incipit intercept can be.

VOLUME TEST

The wedding's white froth boils off.
It departs like a conceited caterpillar.

roped to the precipice for the insane. 
They dangle me over it.
 

VOLUME

The last sentence of the marriage vow
spills over into the burial service
and both are splashed with a bit
of the baptismal ritual until all the words

of every ceremony flow together
and form an aural-whole tapestry
whose threads gesticulate mutely
in horror.  The debate continues.

To ensure that what we bear remains seen,
or at least enough to plead with, look:
each book-margin sustains our grief.

Its space is there to wait for more
observances; its betrayal bound before
our honor learns to read what we sign.

Its space is there to annotate, to fill
with further ritualities, drummed in to us
before we can even read what we're signing.

OBSOLETE

Its double-yuhs lean against dartboards.

The window is a skin cliff you climb,
holiday-distant.  Binoculars take one
further than TV's dignified timidity,
its figleaf knife that jabs an elegant
enemy.  Hostile to all delicate fields,
see a traffic of heels whose dexterity



frees the clinging mainland to visit
cloud-solemnities.  Below, winds
provide parachutes with falsified
creases.  What else is visible from
your sill.  What else is falling there from
your eye.

*
 

These movies in common separate us
if we see them as real, as all that
can be salvaged by an image, every
screen as blank as if it were evolving
to some higher form of media,
a schism between the eyes
its outcome sub-titled close-captioned
for the illiterate, the unborn hunger
that gaps like tolled-out hymns—
some site secret as a bridal veils'
graveyard, a facade acropolis
can't penetrate.  The day reflecting
against the deep its passage,
a shoreline casting up more dust
than the beach can process.

*

a series of poems called "A Brief on etc"

before you arrived
the dead refused
nakedness
to its corridors
but now
they pause
in the midst
of their solo
honeymoons
to pageant back
safepass
escape evict

 

POEM

We try to pamper the rain
with a net of lollipops,
by holding up
our inbetweenities.



The gap that separates ______
from ________________
heightens.

codes
My poutshroud mouth knows what

crossroads element, what elusive turning
point is poising its deep precariousness,
the binge-innocence of a, a skinless crusade:

my nightly totem-crawl advanced.  Dubious
byways led to towns abandoned at the word.

Your soliloquy endures the lightest dress,
whose udders piggybank our heart, yet
intregal-pale, farseen against a gate apart
circularity balcony scene for a dead
Singular, my culdesac unveiling
Fructifying is such an aimless arc.
that         juggled, that smile upheld.
POEM

Through an afternoon nibbled by mobile sleep,
We felt Lethe let go of you and me.

A mile is how we met, motif kept up even
Across the halfbreath width of a table at
Which we sat and had tea and never tried
To gobble its lips duckwuck or take fall.

from CAPTIONS FOR FASHION FOTOS
what keeps us apart
cancernodes and painted earlobes
customs search and contraband roads
overlap

But that act
cannot, in the end, distract.

even toads refuse to offer refuge
to disparate lovers
whose shrewd eyes glitter
the border authorities
perfecting their customs search
of cubbyholes



 

POEM

I crawl the border with a twig
scraping entrance. 

Like proverbs carved in
an elixir place of flowers,
with gaps in its passport it must be us.

I wish my hands could crunch up the window,
Wad up the world and throw it away: I'll shed
My conclude child filled with the echoes nether
Made, if coming at last I lie across exhaust
To pray my pedestals' unyield will moult me
Some further shade, sad cadence of the farceur:
he swamp-barbed skin of lovers depicts this wave--
These summer kisses a net-of-gnats that catch
what-
THE SOLITARY SUBJECT
All summer nibbled by thoroughbred thermometers,
You glaze yourself via screendoors' haziness;
Like a sweat-drop surrounded by searchlights,
You feel this

You,
By nightfall the forebode brigade has passed:
Blindly bronchial their subtle-submerged inks,
But water is the root of transparency; even

The swamp-barbed skin of lovers depicts some wave,
Their kisses are a net-of-gnats that catch your
Steepduned hair, their thighclaps and intermittent
Maps' uncleansing spoor leaves you no ideal home:

I hazard an occupation of this room
where the bulletproof vest keeps stabbing itself

beggars my pursuits of its protective
coverings, one's most interior skin.
Its weight takes it on the wide
excavating lifesize replicas of the sun, I want
The letters traced in rote or rent passionate
by thought; the title retains the poem,
though nominally it is ours:
I’d like to suck dice, but which
of those dots is the nipple?

Each day I rip from my nipples
a calendar’s cleavage, leaves clinging to
the months that abandon them



[
//
I authorize you to baptize the S.S. Titanic
the voice said and I obeyed but maybe
too well.  Goodness, like concealment, has
these defeats, wingbeats baring a face, grass

frothing on its endless chain. But does the sky
distend for further illumination:
To openly display

my culprit, what sin am I oppressing.  Sought for
wiping the bandanna from my ensemble,
dumb and certain to oneís own desires,
or else because form's forgetfulness is

oblivion tamed by hand, I aim for certainties.

as if a grope that fashion achieves,

*
My face is a quizbox killed by zoomrays.

At times they create an alternate life
but that is no prior claim. Aloft
I see startled robins rush, through scar-wept panes
my maiming hands cling toward those cohabitations
of wings and pride.  Each nest eludes me.  Home
is a dream, immured behind the sign of perfection,
its outline bad as an aura's.  Angels live there,
not me.  Heaven's equation of me is an error
in the sum of time, the sleep I poach from is
posted with echoes, the sky's marvelous promise
shows an endless vista, whose cleavage of owls weeps
and taps at bullseye sills with chills, with fever scrapes.
Furtive its syndrome, ancient vexacious aim,

undenied unconstrained at our
uncertain
Oh amputatoes, the resonance a profile
situates against a fullface.

trials protracted throughout their
length
As you migrate over crop-rotations,
fly through gushers or geysers
which grope for crow'snest fruit:
peach-red kerchiefs tied to my tusks attest
crumbling/memory to make
my choicest forsakings.
a deep cleavage of owls
lost, and was it all only an illusion
as bullseye rain overt
leaving

earth's equation on an aquarium where
the word never is always penultimate, never
late, intacting itself, present, cognizant
of rain's narrowest precedent, tremors
that make us take breath



His face was like a stopsign in quicksand.
And yet he went on, he went on past
all idols, to seek the pure forgiveness
of mirrors; he gave himself to a murderous
cleavage of owls; indulging his need
for abasement, he, while the here was
left ajar, the far slammed shut, had noplace
What a bullseye sill his mockery made.

aquarium emptied into a syringe

Penis encapsulated in its stupid froth
half-same as a memory dawn, prime scum
dead doilies my wraith consumes in burnt-out
mimescapes. Now the time for roofless actions begins.
though an evening's gauze gnawed them with gold

*
Of all you held in bask of tiptoe days,
that ball whose deadweight felt right,
what still wins?  The streets poise their point
to teeter atop your fingerjoint, to spin

ever-returning, choiring circumference
and try to hold on to ourselves
as long as a portrait
is possible in this sibilant
palette's surplus
presentation
some urge for witness,

I comb my slit with a lit fuse
a man balancing his goodness,
parch and mouth offering to cry
each time I part from the bye.

A man to loll his buttocks on
a blade, I question none in turn

for the horizon to halt
at its rise or fall.
Before such stillness we too
might capitulate/pause in place,
Open throat-lockets, how much you reveal!

Strike fact to a person dissolute is untoward,
a purpose for the police who possess
islands.  An armistice of purpose

See me here, a
teeshirt worn backwards
to insult the mirror.

Masturblast of angels,
laid down by a lamp
that shrivels
like a heart



in cellar. 

Shut up with stupid
summer insipid
its picnic
logic.

A tickled teaspoon. 
Monkey unanimity
can't hedge my house safe.
Archetype infinite, what?
Disgrace.  See its face, fearful
The face of those in bed, how sanctum-bound,

how the face lingers to lie on the threshold
to discover its intent. Events, pageants, gather to express its suffice.

***

HOMESTORM

You feel the frontstep teetering on
the future scatterings of the house,
antique furnishings and forms
you have come to scavenger;

it means there's enough time still
for your foot to stall and your gestures
to grow heavy as cupped eggs

hurry while heaven's favorite paperweight

descends, snow presses the pages that lift
you away like gusts across the desk
and out the door you're afraid to knock on.

Here is another candidate of bend.                                     
Sucking its fist, finding its at-lastness.

crumbling down past the level of fine fibers,
whose glare point out/
outshines taps the glass for drape seconds,
wrap hours we look to the reach of.
but falls distracted,
Why does this suit me more
than that, does every shape captivate
its opposite: picture an ape canvassing
himself by thumbs.  My mirror blinks.
On their knees their heads nodding
with the emphasis of melt-blank silences.
Deeper imports, aspects of an occasion
that has an air of being previous to a tale
excites or quenches the dream.  
two with mingled
sounds of ecstasy or
The dream would have had to be found
equally by the presence of those who knew
too much and those who knew nothing.

 Imagining a trait less real than my own,



the falsity of which lingers until upon
my sacred tongue.  Each word fences
off its cow; each syllable allows its dutiful
doubt to engineer the faultline time is
gushing out of: easier to guess the wonder
although bare impartial noses impede,
seconds away from the allies gathered by soon;
believing sand has offered itself for fine
grating, filigree grafitti writing in cache.

handles my cheeks envisioning
roughly.  Something trivial, facing
a leaf caught in a grindstone's V,
 

Let my words reverse the words I say.
Lesser scale I could change the lightbulb
days drag me down with pursuant road
They leave their debt-dross
They leave me to cope, once in a sense
Everyday the accomplishments occur
I push a switch and the lampshade shines
To upstage to step around the broken glass
Because it glows intact in its globe and shows you how
to live.  In fact, you don't have to live. 
more than regret more than an ant
to live  without accomplishments directions
destinations is more than a once
an act of cruddy cruciplastics
It's never over, that act.  That chance.
More than. You don't need this lapse-tense
to read and understand that

I see my childhood change the bulb that never burns out:
He regenerates me. 
Secrets daylight holds all-too-known,
no point to confess what crevice kept us so, so
undisguised with the urge to lie down
by a lamp fearful in cellar. reverse
their theme.  Most of lost by now,
most of old.  Past.  Placeless.
The font can't mount up the word it said.

a modest ear of corn in my fist makes
my body heel to a priest full of ways
to fuel creation.  Each thimble drink
seems to contain that opposite narcotic
the nation.  Externals from its realm
infringe my room with radio modes. 

The source
remains in the mind as an evasion
of time's interior road, utterly outside
astride its flow, rowing stars along
a stream subsumed, its name in mine.

Does every shape captivate its opposite? 
I picture
an ape canvassing himself by thumbs
inside my thoughts.



that split his home
shows the furniture's two-legged there,
surgically his house is cleavered if he

love at first assault
tinged as a stingshell

pine dancer oneshot

Pronounced / pouring out
so daily, so spokespersonally.
 

SOME SHORTYPOO'S
EPITAPH FOR A STOWAWAY

Pyred windowpanes. 

Ivory cameo that milks my profile.

Cream whisked off a dream.

Lewd froth of the newfallen ant
entering the thirst and thorn
of my tongue stabbed stung.

Repeat: its image commemorates
this conceit of mode,
these photo-retouched homicides.

Normally strongholds kill me.

I know my shadow falls twice,
once here,
once where you are.

Its distance revives the moth
that melts palms against hands
mashed together to kill
all these sky-traceries.

 
 

I study the nude's description
in personal fissures, I versify
the lamp of dawn, tinge stingshell.
forcements
e-ciphering the words of others in 
A few romps before the arrests
occur, restoring our despair
whose order is there to abhor
whatever we offer those tests



resolving to find us some more
which might meet strength face or fore—
yet to bring our vital stats back
consortium against the lack

numbers no gain that can outscore
our opponent's omnipotent
memory for the times we've failed
in the breaking that is vantage

so quiet it allows every
betrayal.  Even if it were
Paul Celan playing the prison
warden who recaptures all the

escapees there would still be those
among us who never know how to.

You can't even wait for life to begin
anymore, can you, as if your world
is in the last row of the empty movie
so far back the dialogue goes unspoken.

Trapped at the end of your act, finale
then fade to black, the madeup face
of your neo-noir grave begs for applause.
You can't wait for absence to take your ticket

and usher the bus station locker where
you hid the loot without which your wife
dies hostage every night.  Alone now
with the old shapes that bless tables bare,

your lack of preference preponderates,
the healer's apparatus is healed over.
Force, force, uneasy to understand.
Will one word of valid-emerge rise from

that cradle, the scissors repeat their
rhythm across the paper whose cut-outs
collage my mind's mess: beneath the town
bank's clock a child paces reciting

the alphabet to show our time is hard to
learn when around the corner its farms
atropy while the boy says the letters over
and over to show his fate how smart he is.

My habits are my help
bad as they are, summoned
to resurrect the Jesus I
can't find the rite to rid
my childhood of.  Chewing
my nails to nubs probably
conceals yet greater fault,
maybe it keeps me from
commiting some evil overt.
Salvation is bad behavior
in small doses, immunizing
the urge that underlies all
I am.  This minor blood-act



stripping the quick opaque
shields that could lead my
fingers phalanx to slaughter
the enemy opposing me is
a strange way to avoid sin.
I bite in.  My teeth tear at
the halfmoon hornplate,
deep as mouth they remember
war's the norm to some, males
most of them who swarm us
to the kill.  Terminal typo
in a font unreadable beneath
its scars, the Y chromosome
is one erratum time must
correct.  Many poets claim
the best way to proofread is
to read the damn thing aloud
while someone else checks
the print, this oral method
works best to find the faults
that lie so visible in verse
but remain unseen in us,
the surface we bare

 instances
palliates the inherent guilt

Salvation
increases its doses versus
the rest of us alive at least:
salvation helps those habits
to commit the same act of
equal prayer, hope's remnant.
What remains in the form
stays intact.  Whole to the soul
a typo in a font unreadable
unless one's eye's my one eye
unleashed in sin bars, lashed
to come to an end season
all dirge.  I find my hybrid
by interludes.  Effigy affinity
praises the love that consents
to view a face in ordain to
console the partial signals,
I tell the day to wait for us
to enter its past
when all eyes shut
and the dream winks its key.

The pail
overflows what it kept
. 
gave knowledge yet end, each
My pilgrimage reaches
that forsaken reservation
the hinterlands hinted at. 

The sign was something trivial,
a leaf trapped in a doorway,
leaf stepped on, on a doormat,
crumbling down into fine fibers,
succumbing to at-lastness.  Is it



the fear of such insignificance
that makes us lock the sermon
in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of
a snake's parasol, we open?

Animals proceed to extinction
on their hindlegs or their fore,
God grounds us in gloves that
keep our omnihands from
touching flesh with flesh, thus
preventing the relapse to desire
one's kind: similarity haunts
the ruins of a fingerprint with
the patience to outwait identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, where
prudent heirs sweat in overcoats,
a bulletinboard handles my cheeks
roughly. 

whose moral is familiar or not
but distinct and readied at hand,
held for welcome's keeping.
You warm your hands at your feet.  Cradling
an antenna's unripe fruit, your
gusts incite the white apartment,
undarkened rooms where rocks
sink in recital.  A swarm of central
materials comes to harm you.

Every possible absence points
to one thing, an object which
the present has overlooked.

GAMBLER

Daily he plays place,
he bets the blue racetracks
that run beneath his skin,
and always wins.

No fragile dice of smiles
can recoup the loss
that frowns bones
between his crapshot hands.

The lottery his face wages
for his heart doubles
its prize each time he lives
to stake again the all he has

sacrificed to back this bet.

like a parley

He found in lapse
his body’s solo data—
it left him whole
without the halve-of-love.

Forced to eat his camouflage,
forced along those roads



he took no part of home on.

Often at night unseen he flew
at rarities of you.
They were so few.

No wonder when they found him
he was ready to

Rainshowers are ribbed,
Their amoeba network knit.
Like children resigned to surplus
passive in the face of glut
that pets and fondles
its schism-flavored camera.
deaf to indigo to arsenic summers
my cloud buries the resultant quietness
deafness would be a refuge
when my shadow hides behind the light
bubbling on lips like firstborn mushrooms
its facade yield is forbidden by my claim
at the shrine
the monastery behind the scenes
superfluity
against indulgent sober skies endowed
with amateur sugar
while the meshed shampoo of sleep
massages contrary
their cellar disdains the implicit whole
totality announces its safe arrival
in our skull
Can you survive its element
And luxure-thrive there, the way
claim you are not alone with them, that
you withhold your only solitude deep
ebbed from all.  Hole company, slick
meaning
induced by sweat.  Words shouted at orgasm,
if taped and played back, would you recognize
them?   Words you said while pausing in the middle
of other words stamped on the package
addressed to you
until sentiment is over, the
rope that operates its axis impels me to choose
freely

Their categories blur for a solitude/splendor deep
ebbed from all.  

SWAN

swan is a serpent with wheels
see the river
its route excretes nature

directionless
it threads the root of glass

love at first assault
pine dancer oneshot



its guitar
is anathema to smart tailors

a postagestamp bears your image
too often
to remain readable

emptiest envelope
museum of grief
expanse of sweat
spectator who squats on the author

All solar worlds are the same,
no inspiration
rises from the ground,
instead it descends from above
to secure a spot where I stay
for a crevice a haven.
From the ground surrounding
some sill held firm in origin, how
thwart one's design grows.

Always the intervene arrives,
sauve guillotine honed on its air
of precedent, accident. 
Its surge hands crown descent
with enemies energies animal
question machine spirit crypt
fissure to tap the well's outgurg
crumbling beneath each issuance.

force bears more than we can stand
to a storehouse site where external
one name for mine . . . to recede
against the stream, to substitute
outside astride its flow, swaying backwards
of time's ulterior progress utterly
only prior in the mind as an evasion
Intonations of high tide trip one's words
on the path to Homeric realms.

Playing catch with my final crown
My shadow hides beneath the sun
to inspire me: are
I wait crosslegged, absurd conjugal indigo.

predecessor
ELYSIUM

An echo-ax clears the site
the quote-gate builds to cease
that nonce substance, freshet
surging up where formerly
nothing but egyptland was.

Plum-smoke vista, a bible-double
secures visitors to this site
where bacteria's betrayed
by ads for ego: in the orchard
violins rear up like judges.

Bo-Peep browses a moment



to plant now in; hard rhymes
of childhood ride Grandma
or play a drum in the bathtub,
punished winter of aftermath.

the remains, the garbage-worth.

DEPARTURE LOUNGE

Passersthrough.  Our waits wilt
like the heart of a machine
that vends coffee.  We're through.

Nowhere to go.  Our laps cradle
the wings of bad passage,
the brochures filled with
other destinations. 

Albatross has replaced the rose
in the goodbye bouquet
we forgot to buy.

A new existence beckons but
the paperback in our hand
still tells the proles in us
to love the Icarus guys.

Words spoken toward objects
in outway corners still had no intention
to abandon our joint theory that being
lost in the crowd
(either lingering or  moving to gather renewal)
was in itself a greater good.

The great poetry press needed some stray parts. 

Despite which
you felt this impulse was not gloating enough
to issue promptly enough in a direction that was
not to have been presaged by the course
of their previous encounters: it scarcely matters,
being probably nothing but the speech that ways
would use to startle us with overdetermination.
Though dispersal is the original motive
to view its intrinsic features, pic
tures,
heirlooms, treasures of all the famous;
a vicarious last seriousness
to give ourselves to.

DOT MALONE DIES

in the book he's got his stick
did he get dot with his stick
when dot started out in the 40s
there were lots of brunettes
like her but the 50s got stupid
meaning blonde so dot dyed
he died in the lat e 40s so he
never saw her pale-headed



his stick with him to the end
brought some fame and fortune
to his author beckett a nobel
but after dot got her oscar for
her part in the flick written on
the wind directed by douglas
sirk who could have adapted
the tale of his lingering demise
in technicut widescreen mode
starring rock hudson rock stick
rock's stick could have probed
the beck of his empty room the
beck and call of emptiness exit
existentialism all the words that
begin with e would have been
dialogue for rock and dot but
dot could have played the part
as well as rock she could have
lain in bed directing her story
toward the essence of Macmann

[

CONTRARY

Dawn leaks consequence.  Where it will,
hovering over appletree or railroad, all
bright angles, letting the hopes happen.

Maybe the day is blue, meaning south,
meaning drought can find a path in it,
lack can offer it reasons for not being—

But if the day were gray, would plenitude
negate it?  These eithers make a laugh.
They do not consider my health, how

it depends on neitherness's neutrality,
on tepid clemencies and staling bread,
room temperature always preferred.

My armchair’s placed beneath a glowing
antenna which even hums a little to ease
the least concern.  Twilight, chores done,

the overflow of panting elevators appears
frayed, decayed, despite ferocious washing;
a wasteland imposes grateful ants.  Some

say the afterlife will try console our taste
for communism: faraway docility, urge-edge,
can you restore such douceur?  Transitory

commeasurate, the body's border throws
that origin an old lens stained with
the remoteness of incest.  Tilled bare,

ground mutes me, bored rascal ill;
I maladministrate the war of handshakes:
sweet rain nets too much pit.  Covert



holes perforate air like hints of dark
guidance—are sky's ways unsullied by
route or is it all pre-mapped, programmed

by fate?  Here you and I are loath: we
conspire with appears, coy counterfeits,
zeroing in on the spoils that fill spoons

daily with hesitation while intention
awaits all festivity.  All reception.  Or else.
I'd sink sulkwise if it weren't such regress. 
 QUEST

Hooking itself on a penis of alas,
certainly the waste won't acquaint us.

Yet grapes the glassblower finds wicked
may pass through fishgills quickly;

so a rose in its vein is a niche
nearer another no longer at reach.

More mail stamped with confetti comes.
Why does the carrier not care?

But I prefer a gravel of nutshells—
if my bare soles have to be hurt

let it be by the cast-offs of growth;
by seeds that swelled to rife flesh

and filled the whole hull to burstness:
please pierce my feet with their overt.

POEM

A category mistake, trying to shake
the alarm clock awake. 
To rouse the dead,
break their rigor with your head.

If the dream doesn't know you're awake
you may have to repeat
its action, dialogue, the plot
stacked up in sheets whose white

arrows cross your desk to find that
the paperweight has melted your words
into dreams that don't know what

your waking words signify—costumed
insistent narrative that wakes
you before the dream has told its own
version of snow settling into sleep.
 

POEM

I want to commission a portrait of you
but I have no money and don't know
any painters to do it for free.  I don't



want the portrait for myself, no, it would
go to you.  I guess I'd like it if you thought
of me each time you looked at it but
probably after a while you would forget
the circumstances of its installment
and simply glance at it from time to time
as if it had been there always, an old
heirloom or less, a thing kept not for
any memories it stirs but simply because
it has no practical use and therefore
woud take too much thought to throw away,
too much effort.  If it's successful, that is—
And though I have crammed everything
into this portrait which does not exist,
it remains the non-confrontation you need
to get through each day/ to survive each day's incursions of fate, the daily hurt. 

unsatiated, stays compromise.
A thousand campaigns of insightful rummage
cannot glut it, satisfy its imperial essence,
remote ethereal framing.  I crave its emptiness,
never-to-be-filledness.  It blinks at me,
idol of smithereens, filled with shadow-hush.
Spacial justice, harmonic weight, pinned dream.

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

Mysterious measurements left the house
so empty that all the other houses
have been permitted to pervade it.

Only compared to the sniffing of a dog
trapped in a cupboard, your curiosity
will never deepen to desperation still.

Like a bus bound for crosses laid church-wise
over fallow parents, you barter-gather a land
bladderspasm sculpture has bared before.

You warm your hands at your feet.  A swarm
of central materials comes to harm you.
God has his imperatives of glove, but you are

a T-shirt worn backwards to appease mirrors
with a logo/slogan whose moral is familiar,
distinctly held for welcome's keeping.  
 

I understand the concept of diamond, how
its value is based on its rarity—
that's how we children in the orphanage viewed
the few adults we came in contact with.

Their scarcity stood out among us,
shining from above in the form of teacher
or overseer, from the housemasters who
ruled the buildings we lived in, the cooks

and groundskeepers, the whole staff of grownups
it took to run the place, to keep us in place. . .



You might encounter one in your schedule
across the campus and they would be
the anomoly in that village of kids, the odd
find shining up from the dirt, the gem
No fragile dice of smiles can win back the loss
that frowns bones like a stairway
between his delays, his contradictions, and yet
in the interim already
they whispered of days, of dote-to-dote joys,
they lay on a divan of dark spots 
and launched a lair-more
to look for.

High above a hovel of unruly pockmarks,
bathed in goodbye's abuse,
narrowly escaping the triumphal arch
that lubricates traffic,
will I find that home, that people

Then I hang mirrors from my scabs
but the wires rip them loose
(note: get tougher scabs next time).
Relieved to have found a spot that cannot
Be mine alone my feet falter-all catch
Backward clumsy in steps they’re expert at.

None of its neon towers can tell me why
My wandering eye always undermines

 

DETOUR'S WIDOW

Historic costumes condemn the earth to half. 

Even recent rivers on drawn wings,
hovering once, show thirst has sashes.

Constellations.  Autonomy in action.

Every keyhole approached knows me.

By evening the arcade outside has passedó
blindly bronchial its subtle-submerged ink
yields dimishment, an interregnum made of
stuffed dolls cast in the figurative.  Each smiles
above its fantastic neck, remembering only
the first rejections, the facades of afternoon
and fall in the gathering of desire, each noun
replete with sense of genre crossing titular
fatigue, each handout the beggars receive
beckoning the swamp-barbed skin of lovers
and yet what depicts this wave if not remorse.



Their kisses are a net-of-gnats that catch what
but the year, the seasonal jams and jellies
that record our passage across the isthmus
of defeat, that photo-racked recursive gender. 

A roadsign to a snail might shift and be real
to me if I were reduced in my creatures,
undermining the question with furtherplod
memorable to your ghost, whose features
take on the exalted tension of a foreseen
allusion torn open at the neck by exactitudes
forbidden over the phone by giant rays
banning our invictus carafe.   From annual and
tender stockades I wait for amusement
commitments to forge my disciples, their cruel
smorgasbord bodyguard restored by bed.

Or litanize whose name, the two syllables
that maintain your tag, stumbling in a cower
toward the harbor's caress festival, that lovelag.
That skag.  But when the unexcited lava covers
us with barefoot condiments, will, unhalted,
I drink dirt from sloppy seashellsó
long candle, ponder, short candle, thinkó
or fail to overcome what fatal inertia.

Jettison person, sad cadence of the farceur.

Conclude-child, at last to lie across exhaust:
I pray my pedestal's unyield will moult me.

It must be retraced, renamed, our skin:
what blush colorcodes mine as "preen chain"?

The skin of lovers depicts this wave, its
steepduned halo, whose uncleansing spoor offers
to crunch up a window wad up the scene use
it to mop the sill where each sunbeam mutatesó

Something active, trying in tandem like hands
to estimate the carats of an altar, plough
a spider to scratch.  The vertical vertigo waits.

My so far feeling fetches out a little face.
strike whole, focus

.  Done.  Gone.
quenched completed
me they strike whole, focus,
sole 

Stalactitism glides across my face.
Recedes in suedes and browns.

If every valid absence points to one thing,
an object presence has overlooked unless
the fullness ripeness intervenes.  Is it
the fear of such insignificance that makes us
lock the sermon in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of a snake's parasol,



it trips a step.  Do animals proceed to extinction
via hindlegs or their fore?   The mind restrains
this project for the sane, its unquarried energy—
God grounds us in gloves I guess.   They keep
our omnihands from touching flesh with flesh, they
prevent the relapse, the desire for one's kind,
the prophylactic response: similarity haunts
the ruins of every fingerprint which bears it,
which partakes patience to outwit identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, a curt salon
where prudent heirs sweat in overcoats, sure
their profiles would disgrace our art-dartboards.
Thus nature finds its quickest aim in beginnings,
a naissance to obliquely punish yesterdays with.
Cradling an antenna's unripe fruit, your gusts incite
the white apartment, its darkened rooms where rocks
sink in recital.  But the central event will not relent.

...

***

December 22, 2008 

...

TANIKAWA

*

Anybody who's reading this and doesn't know the work of the great Japanese poet 
Shuntaro Tanikawa, I urge you to look at some of the many books of his translated into
English.  You can find reasonably-priced copies at Amazon or abebooks.

His poetry has been a delight and inspiration to me for decades, and I owe a deep 
debt to his translators, in particular William I. Elliott and Kazuo Kawamura, who have 
co-translated at least a dozen collections.  Harold Wright also did a "Selected" which 
is available.  (I love Wright's translation of the poem, "Billy the Kid.")  

The first volume of Tanikawa I read was "With Silence My Companion," a sequence of 
25 sonnets, published in 1975 by Prescott Street Press, who did a great job of design 
and production (just holding the book and looking into it as I fan through its pages, is 
enjoyable).

Here's a couple poems from "Songs of Nonsense," published by Seidosha in 1991, trans.
Elliott/Kawamura:

A FRIEND WHO LEAPT TO HIS DEATH

He leapt from the 9th floor,
bounced off the 6th floor terrace,
slammed into the 3rd floor eaves,
and fell in the bushes on the ground,
his cheeks and shins all scraped up.
He took the elevator back up to the 9th
and re-read his half-page suicide note,
which contained three misplaced prepositions
that he now corrected.
Then he ran up to the 16th floor
and once again jumped.
At the 12th floor level he sprouted wings;
a 10th floor wind took him in tow



and lifted him to circle the night sky, slowly.

*
SURGERY

A man or a woman?
Bowels spill out
of a large surgical incision.
Three doctors and four nurses freeze
over the body.
The room is as bright as a riverbank.
He—or she—is going to die
but is asleep right now!
In his dreams
he's brushing his teeth!
Though nothing further can be done,
the dying one doesn't give a damn.
While the family cry in the waiting room,
he dies brushing his teeth.

***

December 24, 2008 
...

"White Christmas" by W. R. Rodgers

*
White Christmas
 
Punctually at Christmas the soft plush
Of sentiment snows down, embosoms all
The sharp and pointed shapes of venoms, shawls
The hills and hides the shocking holes of this
Uneven world of want and wealth, cushions
With cosy wish like cotton-wool the cool
Arm's length interstices of caste and class,
And into obese folds subtracts from sight
All truculent acts, bleeding the world white.
 
Punctually that glib pair, Peace and Goodwill,
Emerge royally to take the air,
Collect the bows, assimilate the smiles,
Of waiting men. It is genial time.
Angels, like stalactites, descend from heaven,
Bishops distribute their own weight in words,
Congratulate the poor on Christlike lack,
And the member for the constituency
Feeds the five thousand, and has plenty back.
 
Punctually tonight, in old stone circles
Of set reunion, families stiffly sit
And listen, this is the night, and this the happy time
When the tinned milk of human kindness is
Upheld and holed by radio-appeal.
Hushed are hurrying heels on hard roads,
And every parlour's a pink pond of light
To the cold and travelling man going by
In the dark, without a bark or a bite.
 
But punctually tomorrow you will see



All this silent and dissembling world
Of silted sentiment suddenly melt
Into mush and watery welter of words
Beneath the warm and moving traffic of
Feet and actual fact. Over the stark plain
The stilted mill-chimneys once again spread
Their sackcloth and ashes, a flowing mane
Of repentance for the false day that's fled.

**

December 26, 2008 
A SALT OF SEASONS: WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL POEMS

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original A SALT OF SEASONS 
12_26_08 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]
*
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 SMOKE FROM A PAPER HOUSE
       poems of youth and age:
       growing up and growing old

THIS EDITION: DECEMBER 27, 2008

December 30, 2008 
drafts and roughs

*
EN PASSANT

above our toes is where
we like to be below our hair
but are we really there
the occasions rare

I kept my whatstabs in the air
as one probing answer
hoping others might
agree with me despite

the whywounds they bear
on every chance we meet
the occasions rare



our lives dispersed as days

I kept hoping the street
would kindly parallell me a ways
before resuming its maintenance
of the distance

*
TV anchors should wear bibs in case
the nonsense starts to dribble
and splatter, the sense utter a moan,
while zodiacs weep on the clocks behind them.

Those clocks—have you noticed?—show
how excitingly time varies with distance,
as opposed to any heartbeat's
hometown-like monotony—

Starlets loll across windshields,
the police freeze in profile.
I am your tease-host, they glimmer.

Have you noticed?  CSI props down
each corpse's eyelid with a zoom-lens.
They say you can see everything that way.

*

I endure the dust in footish dwindles,
high in the wind's pride I dwell
adorned turning.  Take custody herd,
the buffoons inspect me, divvying

my heave through subdued flesh
or meddling bones, corrosion of the [       ]
habitat for humanity the corn wheels
over the hill, lambs [                    ]

*
My face reminds the world of Anonymous,
each feature generic as Doe—
no wonder I've become eponymous
with nil and nought and no.

All I can do is lie there
limb by limb alone
and try not to cry
loud enough to care.

[        ]

*
*

the poem
emerges from
the nonce
it wants
to be the non
sense of unless
it's one itself



already in
which case what's
the problem

 

/
the poem
comes from
the nonce
it wants

to be
the non
sense of
unless

it's one
itself
already

in which
case what's
the problem

it says
otherwise   / its term   / some term

it says
no way

hose zay     nosegay
but see

itself     contrary
but see
if that's

the case
what's
the problem

/
to be
unless
it's already  
one it says    / one itself says

nonsense
one itself   /one

*
I want to purify the poem
by dedicating it to myself,
but the pot darkens
the archeologist and holidays
are dull.  There must
be a magazine that publishes
blushes but no, probably not——



To lie on one's back limb by limb
and play with pebbles in a knot
is my lot.   Personal stylites
to dot my I's pillar needed. 

The sparrow-dried wafer
will flit tonight, when the veil
clutches cameras.  Echo-infant
cymbals will scar our thirst
on dole.

/

*
THE LOVES OF A DRAIN

Our embrace/lovemaking summarizes the wallpaper,
designed to repeat the pattern we lie apart/

/its repetitive visual rhythms find
their analog in each urgent thrust—/

/designed to repeat patterns our flesh meets
and lies apart, subsumed in the love
of a drain.  The drip of repetitive
visual rhythms across the ceiling
finds analog in the clogged couplings of

/to lie on one's back and advocate crumbs
is all I can do, or denude the bed
by waking to transgressions that express
me better than

*
storm performance: its tree-toss rage
like a pianist's pompadour mimics bravo;
saluto bravo;  /exalto bravo;
/expresso bravo; / taking a bravo;  /mimics bravo: /
can wind-cringed powerlines engage
the debut of this ever-new virtuoso—
weather is the prodigy of every stage

like a pianist's pompadour over the keys;
head-seige /head-play/  head-surge above
head-sways over/above

head-swings /  head-hurls / 

*

*
beauty is backpedal
its continuum a pedestal
beneath which I grovel

my childhood fades in untold photographs
even the clouds want down please

it's enough to transmogrify your mogrifies



her iso-splendor of arm pointed out
where stars like gnawed thimbles glow
dawn dild on my gildmold lids

writhic and positively full of loll

after the monster drinks the world
he spits out all the people
and they fall into your lap

the encore whose enema eats me

watch my occupant clutch parts of his breast
like a tweezers species   /  
embracesomely he was
swathed in sash

The bottom of that wishingwell festers
hypodermically: shot into strato
sparsed among errata it waters what?

bereave-voids/  spittled
drape finale
divestment empire as that should be lit

throughout some antique sleep
they kept their demands sultry  
to attenuate my traumas
the corruption of cloying devils
while zeroes scamper across the clock
unless the cows, those old belgians, were
passing a debonair vowel (inept
attacks swept the barracks) whose
bared torso fed the marathon beyond shuddering
they scrounged and smoked a lozengeskull
what prompted this roam-colored ghazal
I am an aspirin-old that's all
sullen torn essence across this false perplex of nabes
slavish pensive as senile mic succor
though our flesh is minus the tongue's doubt
your pout (chagrin of suede) led the nation
they fear your gridlock sedatives hear the mime-spider

**
shall I paint through all the Isms to you
you who remain my No Period
my unportrayable

now I watch for your foot to interfere
with the flow of the gown
as it gathers its folds to freeze

solace of a word soaked in lieu-sense
at the bottom of a blue suspense train

to pass across myself with one eye closed
is to see many rasps for reason

to place me in significance to you



would be an augmentation of unbelievability
an under-life to reign my own

the art of fingerprint arrangement
(blooms of fate, unvased)
to correct the self
to perfect the I with a voila

in this way I may chance at last
upon weapons trained to sleep while
they seek each others range
gauging blows that argue no reprise

for my absence

the canals a-swish with big ships

my cased-in-ooze emptiness
outlasts all address of its distances
though the intent is worth more
than any gift fitful gush of thanks

my tongue bathes in my necktie

I felt a random urge to unhand a juggler

how come we never meet on forklifts
slept in just once by bare-fucked us
affix with caffs that line our veins environs
the doorknob drains the hand
our impatient posing in beckons toward
the end I may not invoke hard forgiveness
your love haunts its occasions like grief

I watched the wind lifting your rain-cape's points

You tie me to a chair
and give alms to the garbagebag.
The windows sag like handkerchiefs.

one can't exaggerate one's beggarliness
in an age of mechanical reproduction

pale corridors wander through room-Moreaus
floor-Magrittes ceiling-Sages mirror-Finis

static their flesh throws slow volts in the air

the blurb god gave my book awed the sweat expo
in roughed up eye fashions I lay

the stars through thin citrus laid

their fugue vitiates all my sieve hints

they placed their sky on the ski-lift and waved it off

sunglasses allow us to be modest in the face of ourselves

one-noter, doodle-shooter



***




